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Construct This Classic Transmitter 
From the era of the tube comes this 

I6-11 ageless design, runner-up in 73's Home-
Brew II Contest. Its perfect for a first project 
or as a backup rig. . W1 BG 

Coax Connector Workshop 
rK1 Tracking down feedline-related prob-
16-11 lems can make strong men cry. By 
starting out right, you can avoid hassles. 
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Build the Revolutionary Parastat 
rv' Alter some rule-bending and wire-

straightening, N6LM discovered the 
parastat antenna. It has gain when you want 
and a null when you don't  N6I M 24 

Talk Softly and Load a Big Stick 
Turn a six-foot stick into an antenna 
that will ramrod your signal into the 

ether. And when you're off the air, you've 
got a coat rack.  KC2NT 26 

Build This Cornerless Quad 
for 2 Meters 
[K-1 Here's an antenna that you can cut 

corners on. All you lose is high cost. 
K6KTS 30 

Tuned Feeders for Oddballs 
rK1 To get that good DX you've been miss-
1‘.1 ing, add some versatility and multi-
band capability to your wire antennas. 
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Condo Secret Agent 
The word at many «mdominiums is "no 
antennas allowed." Here's how one ham 
survived.  KOREC/4 44 

Make the Icom 720A 
Work for You 

This rig knows when you change 
bands, so why not let it switch your an-

tennas? Build this simple add-on and let 
Your voltage do the work.  N4BL 46 

The New Communications: 
VHF Mailboxes 

Pr 
loin the growing wave of hams using 
digital techniques to get their message 

across. AF2M describes the (log) ins and outs 
of mailbox systems.  AF2M 

The Morning Beverage Antenna 
Fci It you are a cottee drinker and you 

work 2 meters, you'll love this antenna. 
W4FXE shows you how to get wide band-
widths and small size at low cost. 
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Try Out a Low-Level Lazy Loop 
rn it may be only 10 teet up, but this aeri-
"  al is no worm-burner. Better still, it y, ill 
tit almost anywhere. W1 XU 56 

Gin Pole for Peanuts 
rKi  ver pull yourselt up by the boot-

straps? Build this gin pole and let it do 
the same for your tower.  N4UH 58 
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ITO When a vertical begins looking like a 

rusty downspout, it's time for some 
maintenance. Here's how K6EW saved a 
hamfest special.  K6EW 70 
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do the work for you.  K3LF 
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ICOM IC-25A/ 
More Features and Fbwei Per Square Inch! 

NOW WITH 

EXTRA 
POWER! 
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The smallest 2 meter FM 
mobile on the market is now 
even easier to read and use 
with a green LED readout and a 
compact touchtone /scanning 
microphone and gives you the 
option of 25 or 45 watts. 

New Green LED. Easier to 
read in bright sunlight, and not 
glaring at night, the IC-25A(H)'s 
new readout provides good 
visibility under all conditions. 

5 Memories. Instant access 
to most used frequencies. VFO A 
information is transferred to the 
selected memory by pushing the 
write button. 

Priority Channel. Any 
memory channel may be 
monitored for activity on a 
sample basis, every 5 seconds, 
without disruption of a QS0 
conducted on a VFO frequency 

1 If 

New HM14 Microphone. 
Smaller and lighter  the HM14 
microphone provides a 16 
button touchtone  pad as well 
as up and down scan buttons 
adding easy frequency control 
of the radio and additional 
tones for repeater control. 

NOR/REV Capability. Use of 
this button in the duplex mode 
allows one touch monitoring of 
the repeater input frequency. If 
simplex operation is possible you 
will know instantly. 

Scanning. Pushing the S'S 
button initiates the scan 
circuitry. With the mode switch 
in a memory position the unit 
will scan all 5 memories plus the 
2 VFO frequencies. With the 
mode switch in a VFO position, 
the unit will scan the entire 
band or the portion of the band 
defined by memories 1 and 2. 
Full band scan or program band 
scan is selected from the fron7 
panel and internally switched 
scanning choices of adjustabie 
delay period after a carrier is 
received then resume scan, or 
resume on carrier drop, are 
standard. 
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IC-25A 
2 Meter FM Mobile 
25 Watts 

ENLARGED HEATSINK 
FOR 45 WATTS 

The New 45 Watt IC-25H. 
Only slightly longer than its 
companion IC-25A, the IC-25H 
packs a powerful 45 watt 
punch. This 45 watts of power 
eliminates the need for an 
external power amplifier in 
fringe areas and gives a 
savings of space and wiring. 

The IC-25H has all of the 
standard features of the IC-
25A that have made it the 
most popular 2 meter mobile 
ever, plus the new green LED 
readout, new HM14 
microphone and extra power. 
These new features make the 
IC-25H the best 2 me'er 
mobile value on the market. 

ICOM 
The World S 111 

ICOM America, Inc., 2112-116th Ave NE, Bellevue, WA 98004 (206)454-8155 / 3331 Towerwood Drive, Suite 307, Dallas, TX 75234(214)620-2780 
All stored speoficonons ore approximate and subject to change without nonce or obligonon Aji ICOM rodios sgrificonly exceed FCC regulanons limonng TOunOuS emissions 



5-STORE BUYING POWER in action! 
Some retailers guarantee you'll be satisfied but don't really have the means 

to back their promises. When Ham Radio Outlet guarantees you 

satisfaction, it means exactly that! You can count on it!! 

SAVE $230 KENWOOD SPECIALS!! 
on TS-930S W/ANTENNA TUNER  Substantial savings TS-430S 

PRICE 

$1799 

Plus three FREE Bonus Items 
1)- SP-930 spkr. 2)- MC-60A mic. 3)- YK-88C-1 filter. 

Plus free shipment UPS (Brown) 

IC-R70 SAVE!! 

LOW, LOW PRICES (Plus Free UPS Brown) 

1-LIM(OE 
SALE 1,111111001  2 METER 

teliwz AMPLIFIERS 
B-3016 30W IN 160W OUT. PEG 5239 95 

$199.95 
B-1016 lOW IN 160W OUT PEG 5279 95 

$249.95 
B-108 lOW IN 80W OUT  PEG 5179 95 

$159.95 
B-23  2W IN. 30W OUT  PEG S89 95 

SERVING HAMS 
BETTER. 

North ..south...east. . west 

Bob For 
Jim Re 

other well kn 

give you court 

personal 

$79.95 

ea  •  or? ISO 

CHECK OUR LOW PRICES 
AND REMEMBER... 

FREE SHIPMENT UPS BROWN 

SPECIAL SALE PRICES 

ALL PO ALPHA 
Example: 

76PA 
$1699.95 

KLM/Tri-EX 
KT-34A _ SALE $299 
KT-34XA SALE $459 

TRI-EX 
W36  SALE $499 
W51  SALE $799 
LM 470D SALE $2499 
PRICES ARE FOB CALIF EXCEPT FOR CERTAIN 

COMBINATIONS PLEASE INQUIRE) 

CALL FOR 

LOW PRICES 

ON 

HAND-HELDS 

and all 

YAESU items 

FT-208R  FT-708R 

FREE SHIPMENT (U.P.S. Brown) 
CONTINENTAL U S A 

ON MOST ITEMS THAT CAN BE SHIPPED UPS BROWN 

THERE ARE SOME EXCEPTIONS IN ALPHA TRI EX AND KLM 

FREE no w% 
PHONE O W 854-6046 

9:30AM to 5:30PM PACIFIC TIME. 

OVER-THE-COUNTER, 10AM to 5:30PM. 
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 

CALIFORNIA CUSTOMERS PLEASE PHONE OR VISIT LISTED STORES. 

ANAHEIM, CA 92801 
2620 W La Palma. 

17141 761-3033 (213) 860-2040 
Between D,sneyiand & Knott s Berry Farm 

OAKLAND, CA 94609 
2811 Telegraph Ave  (415) 451-5757 

Hwy 24 Downtown. Left 27th off-ramp. 
AEA • ALLIANCE • ALPHA • AMECO • AMPHENOL • ARRL • ASTRON 

AyANTI • BELDEN • BENCHER • BERK-TEC • BIRD • B A W 

BUTTERNUT•CALLBOOK•CDE•COLLINS•CURTIS•CUSHCRAFT 

BURLINGAME, CA 94010 
999 Howard Ave . (415) 342-5757 
5 mdes south on 101 from S F Aaport 

SAN DIEGO, CA 92123 
5375 Kearny Villa Road (619)560-4900 

Hwy 163 & Clairemont Mesa Blvd 

DAI WA • DRAKE • DX EDGE • DX ENGINEERING • EIMAC 

HUSTLER • HS-GAIN • ICOM • J W MILLER • KEN WOOD • KLM 

LARSEN • LUNAR • METZ • MFJ • MICRO LOG • MINI PRODUCTS 

HAM 
RADIO 
OUTLET 

VAN NUYS, CA 91401 
6265 Sepulveda Blvd . (213) 988-2212 

San Diego Fwy at Victory 81vO 

MIRAGE • NYE • PALoMAR • HOBO, • ROHN • SHORE • TELEX 

TEMPO • TEN-SEC • TRISTAO • VOCOM • YAESU and many mom' 

Prices speCihcations descriptions subtect to change without notice  Calif resrdents please add sales tax 
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R-X Noise Bridge 

• Learn the truth about your 
your antenna. 

• Find its resonant fequency. 

• Adjust it to your operat-
ing frequency quickly and 
easily. 

If there is one place in your station where 

you cannot risk uncertain results it is in 

your antenna 

The Palomar Engineers R-X Noise Bridge 
tells you if your antenna is resonant or 

not and. if it is not, whether it is too long 
or too short All this in one measurement 

reading. And it works just as well with 
ham-band-only receivers as with general 
coverage equipment because it gives 

perfect null readings even when the 
antenna  is not  resonant.  It gives 
resistance and reactance readings on 

dipoles, inverted Vees, quads, beams, 
multiband trap dipoles and verticals No 

station is complete without this up-to-
date instrument. 

Why work in the dark? Your SWR meter 

or your resistance noise bridge tells only 

half the story. Get the instrument that 
really works, the Palomar Engineers R-X 

Noise Bridge  Use it to check your 

antennas from 1 to 100 MHz And use it 

in your shack to adjust resonant frequen-
cies of both series and parallel tuned cir-
cuits Works better than a dip meter and 

costs a lot less 

The price is $59.95 in the U.S. and 
Canada. Add $3.00 shipping/handling. 
California residents add sales tax. 

VISA 

Send for FREE catalog describing the 
R-X Noise Bridge and our complete 

line of SWR Meters, Preamplifiers, 

Toroids, Baluns, Tuners, VLF Conver-
ters, Loop Antennas and Keyers. 

Palomar 
Engineers 
Box 455. Escondido, CA 92025 

Phone. (619) 747-3343 
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Manuscripts 

Contributions in the form of manu-
scripts with drawings and/or photo-
graphs are welcome and will be con-
sidered for possible publication. We 
can assume no responsibility for loss 
or damage to any material. Please 
enclose a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope with each submission. Pay-
ment for the use of any unsolicited 
material will be made upon accep-
tance. All contributions should be di-
rected to the 73 editorial offices. 
-How to Write for 73- guidelines are 
available upon request. 
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DRAKE L7  DRAKE L75 
2kW Linear Amplifier 
• 2kW PEP, lkW cw, RTTY, SSTV operation — all modes full-
rated input, continuous duty cycle • 160-15* meter amateur 
band coverage, plus expanded ranges for any future hf band 
expansions or additions within FCC rules. These ranges also 
include increased coverage for MARS, embassy, government, 
or other such services. • The Drake L7 utiizes a pair of 
3-500 Z triodes for rugged use, and lower replacement cost 
compared to equivalent ceramic types. • Accirate built-in rf 
watt-meter. with forward/reverse readings, is switch se-
lected. Calibrated 300/3000 watt scales. • Temperature con-
trolled two-speed fan is a high volume. low no se type and of-
fers optimum cooling. • Adjustable exciter agc feedback cir-
cuitry permits drive power to be automatically controlled at 
proper levels to prevent peak clipping and cw overdrive. 
Front panel control. • By-pass switching is included for 
straight through, low power operation withou- having to turn 
off amplifier. • Bandpass tuned input circuitr! for low distor-
tion and 50 ohm input impedance. • Amplifier is comprised of 
two units — rf deck for desk top, and separate power supply. 
• Operates from 120/240 V-ac, 50/60 Hz primary line 
voltage. • Manufactured in U.S.A. • 

•Export model includes coverage of the 10-meter Ham Band 
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1.2kW Linear Amplifier 
• '.2kW PEP, ssb continuous. 1kW cw 50% duty cycle. 
• "60-15* meter band coverage, plus expanded ranges for 
any future hi band expansions or additions within FCC rules. 
These ranges also include increased coverage for MARS, em-
ba:sy, government, or other such services. • The Drake L75 
uti izes a 3-500 Z triode for rugged use and lower replace-
mEnt cost compared to equivalent ceramic types. • Built-in 
rel3tive power reading for output indication. • Temperature 
coltrolled two-speed fan is a high volume, low noise type and 
offers optimum cooling. • Adjustable exciter agc feedback 
circuitry permits drive power to be automatically controlled at 
proper levels to prevent peak clipping and cw overdrive. 
Frpnt panel control. • By-pass switching is included for 
stiaight through, low power operation without having to turn 
oil amplifier. • Bandpass tuned input cilcuitry for low distor-
tion and 50 ohm input impedance. • Built-in power supply. 
• Operates from 120/240 V-ac, 50/60 Hz primary line 
voltage. • Manufactured in U.S.A. • 

•Ezport model includes coverage of the 10-meter Ham Band 

DRAKE. Let us take you there! 
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EWEN 

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY 41P 

• # 

DRAKE 

MN2700  TUNER 

For more information, write or call: 

540 Richard St., Miamisburg, Ohio 45342, USA 
Phone:(513)866-2421  Telex: 288-017 
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NEVER SAY DIE 
editorial by Wayne Green 

BREAKING LOOSE 
One of the difficulties about trying to 

explain amateur radio to friends is the 

wide variety of hobbies which make it up. 

The general public, if it has any image of 

amateur radio at all, tends to think of it as 

a bunch of kids talking to people around 

the world from their attic or cellar ham sta-

tions. In some respects, this isn't far short 

of the mark  we are kids, having one hell 

of a lot of fun. And a fair percentage of us 

are in there working DX. 

Not so well known to the public are the 

tens of thousands of us talking with each 

other through repeaters from our mobile 

stations or hand-held rigs. And virtually 

unknown are the thousands of us who are 

mixing computers and amateur radio over 

the air, working via ASCII, packet radio. 

and RTTY, or are into such fascinating as-

pects as SSTV, facsimile, satellite com-

munications, low-band DXing. VHF DX. 

mg, meteor bounce, aurora bounce, and 

so on. 

Indeed. I'd venture to guess that there 

are tens of thousands of hams who are 

missing out on much of the fun and value 

of amateur radio just because they are off 

stuck in some corner, perhaps spending 

the remaining days of their lives rag-chew-

ing on 75m or being alternate net control 

on some nightly net. 

The monthly infusion of excitement 

from 73 helps to break up these gradually 

hardening patterns of life. By publishing 

articles on the fun of some new aspect, it 

gets dozens more broken loose every 

month. You can help with this process. 

making amateur radio more fun and of 

more value to both hams and our country. 

You can do this by writing articles on an 

activity you are involved with which you 

think should be enjoyed by more ama-

teurs. You can do it by trying out some 

new aspect of the hobby and talking to 

your friends about it  talking it up at the 

ham club. 

Building some new gadget is a ball. Not 

only is it a challenge to do, but when you 

get through you have something to show 

to your family and ham friends No, you 

don't want to try to build a synthesized 

sideband transceiver from scratch. But 

you might want to try your hand at some-

thing easier. such as one of the small con-

struction projects in 73 each month. 

Over 60,000 hams have expanded their 

interest in amateur radio to include com-

puters, with the result that a growing num-

ber are getting on the air and making high-

speed computer-aided CW contacts, com-

puter-run RTTY contacts, and so on. Fur-

ther. a surprising number have taken their 

newfound computer interest and escalat-

ed it into a small business ... with many 

going from tiny part-time efforts to mil-

lion-dollar-size businesses. 

The world is heading toward a major 

communications change. This means that 

amateurs have an opportunity to be in the 

vanguard of the change...or. as for the 

last twenty years. they can hang back, 

keeping alive the spirit of the 30s more 

than the 805. It is surprising, and disap-

pointing to some, how few real changes 

have been made in the last fifty years of 

hamming. Oh. the time was when new 

modes of communications were invented 

and pioneered by hams We did a pretty 

good job of this with sideband thirty years 

ago and with FM and repeaters fifteen 

years ago. But even these technology 

changes have made little impact on the 

old-time ham  so far. Indeed, a ham go-

ing through time from 1933 to 1983 and 

tuning the ham bands would find it diffi-

cult to tell that 50 years has passed 

When one looks at the possibilities 

which we have with the technology already 

at our command and then looks ahead a 

few years to see what we might be able to 

develop, the prospects are exciting. Re-

peaters are okay, buy why not start linking 

them up via remote controls so they can 

relay, probably via 450 MHz or even 1200 

MHz, so longer-range contacts can be 

made easily? And how about setting up 

some low-band links via repeaters? Now 

that the FCC says they are going to stop 

restricting our experimenting, it is time for 

us to get cracking. 

The day isn't far off, if we get moving, 

when we will be able to have local repeaters 

route contacts via other central repeaters. 

then up via a satellite such as Telstar using 

space commercial channels and back 

down again anywhere in the country, again 

routing from a central satellite link to a 

local repeater, and out. Granted, we won't 

be able to do a lot of voice communicating 

via such links, but once we get the hang of 

RTTY and ASCII communications, we'll be 

able to zip messages around almost 

anywhere in the world. 

The new message-boy satellite will get 

us used to sending messages up to a 

repeater. having them stored there for drop 

as the satellite circles to some other part of 

the world... picking up traffic for us 

perhaps over Bangkok and dumping the 

message as the satellite goes over North 

America again a few hours later 

Sure, you're going to have to start getting 

some new equipment. You're going to have 

to start building some of it. too. And the 

secret to all of this is in your monthly 

magazine, which will keep you in touch with 

the other people experimenting with new 

techniques and services. I really feel sorry 

for the ham who is so dead that he doesn't 

get any ham magazines... and would you 

\ 3 E. Kirkreit 
35% Browns Pt. BtviiK 
Tacoma , Washington 98 4 2 2   

OSL OF THE MONTH 
This month's winning QSL comes from Jim Kirkreit K7YLM in Tacoma WA. The munchkin 

curled up on top of the radio is a caricature of Jim, and it was originally a pen-and-ink draw-

ing by an inmate incarcerated at the federal prison where Jim worked. The drawing depicts 

"what he thought I looked like when I was transmitting," Jim said. But. "I must be honest," 

he added. "I usually don't operate while sitting on top of the rig." 

If you think your 0SL card is a winner. put it in an envelope with your choice of a book 

from 73's Radio Bookshop and send it to 73. Pine Street, Peterborough NH 03458, Attn: 0SL 

of the Month. Entries without an envelope or book choice will not be considered. 

believe that over half of the licensed hams 

read no ham magazines at all? If you know 

someone like this, try to get an issue of 73 

into his hands, even if only overnight. Let 

him see the wide variety of simple construc-

tion projects which he could have fun 

with... the excitement of getting onto RTTY 

or slow scan. A brain without stimula-

tion turns to garbage... check the bands 

and see if I'm not right. 

Talk up the magazines over the air: get 

fellow hams into reading 'em. Sure. the 

magazines seem expensive at $25 per year, 

but put that into perspective. Remember 

that deluxe cars were only $500 a few years 

ago. Modern presses have kept the cost of 

magazines down substantially, with the 

main cost these days being the postage, 

which has gone up beyond belief. 

As a continuing source of state-of-the-art 

information. there is no substitute for 

magazines such as 73. If you want a lot of 

club news with a few technical articles, 

you've got OST. If you want contest info, 

you've got CO. If you're hot for super 

complicated contruction projects. there's 

HR. For articles on lots of gadgets you can 

build, info on the latest in RTTY. ASCII, 

SSTV, and other new developments, 

thorough coverage of FM and repeaters. 

and also the best international coverage, 

there's 73. The main aim of 73 is to make 

amateur radio more fun. 

THE ASCII INRUSH? 

Considering the growing number of con-

traptions to interface computers and ham 

rigs, we may be able to get some interest in 

joining the ham ranks by computensts. Now, 

with computers costing under $50 (the Timex 

TS-1000 is reported to be $5995 at Osco 

Drugs, less a $15 Timex rebate) and with a 

projected sale of well over two million com-

puters for 1983, we may be developing a large 

untapped source of hams who will go for a 

digital communications system. 

Tell you what, if you'll start writing some 

articles on the amateur radio use of com-

puters and submitting them for publication. I 

think I can get our computer magazine 

editors to give this movement a push. Ar-

tides on using the TRS-80 systems will ob-

viously be routed into 80 Micro. Those which 

are Apple-based will go to inCider, our new 

Apple magazine. Those which are based on 

other systems will probably be aimed at 

Microcomputing. 

By the way, in case you're interested. in 

Cider got off to a fine start with the January 

issue and has, so far. been growing even 

faster than 80 Micro did when we launched it 

back in 1980. 80 is running 403-500 pages a 

month these days and is still growing nicely, 

with around 300.000 regular readers. By the 

time we add the readers of the three 

magazines together. we reach about 700.000 

computensts each month. If we only interest 

10°,0 of them in trying amateur radio. that'll 

be the biggest jump in new hams in over 

twenty years. 

Mind you. I'm not looking for a one-shot 

promotion. When we started pushing FM and 

repeaters, we didn't get that moving with one 

or two articles. It took hundreds of them, 

backed up with books. FM symposiums, a 

monthly repeater newsletter, and so on. So 

we'll be needing articles on the fun of ASCII 

communications, articles on the use of all of 

the gadgets now on the market, construction 

projects for rolling your own, words on how 

to do digital via OSCAR. and into on how to 

set up repeaters so they can handle a second 

digital channel as well as voice relaying, how 

packet radio works. how to use the coming 

messenger-boy satellite, and so on. 

We need articles on using all of the low-

end computers for ham communications. 

There's the VIC. the T. I. 99/2. 99/4A, and 40. 

the Timex TS-1000 and new 2000, the Atari 

400. 800, 1200, and coming 600, the Jupiter 
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44-b0r1 
"Now hear this"...digital display, 
easy tuning 
The R-600 is an affordably priced, high 
performance general coverage communica-
tons receiver covering 150 kHz to 30 MHz in 
30 bands. Use of PLL synthesized circuitry 
provides maximum ease of operation. 

1.-600 FLt.  ,s. 
• 150 kHz to 30 MHz continuous coverage. 
AM. SSB. or CW. 
• 30 bands. each 1 MHz wide, for easier tuning. 
• Five digit frequency display, with 1 kHz 
resolution. 
• 6 kHz IF filter for AM (wide), and 2.7 kHz 
filter for SSB. CW and AM (narrow). 
• Up-conversion PLL circuit, for improved 
sensitivity, selectivity, and stability. 

• Communications type noise blanker elimi-
nates "pulse-type- noise. 
• RF Attenuator allows 20 dB attenuation of 
strong signals. 
• Tone control. • Front mounted speaker. 
• "S" meter. with 1 to 5 SINPO "S" scale, plus 
standard scale. 
• Coaxial and wire antenna terminals. 
• 100, 120, 220. and 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz. 
Selector switch on rear panel. 
• Optional 13.8 VDC operation, using DCK-1 
cable kit. 
• Other features include carrying handle. 
headphone Jack. and record Jack. 
Optional accessories for R-600 and R-1000: 
• DCK-1 DC Cable kit. • SP-100 External 
Speaker. 
• HS-6, HS-5, HS-4 Headphones. 
• HC-10 Digital World Clock. 

TS-130SE 
"Small talk"...IF shift, 
Processor, N/W switch, 
affordable. 
A compact, all solid-state HF 
SSB 'CW transceiver for mobile 
or fixed base station, covering 
3.5 to 29.7 MHz. 
TS-130 ,  ..,\FURES: 
• 80-10 meters including the new 
10,18, and 24 MHz bands. 
Receives W WV on 10 MHz. 

• TS-130SE runs 200 W PEP/160 
W DC Input on 80-15 meters, 
160 W PEP/140 W DC on 12 and 
10 meters. TS-130V version at 
25 W PEP/20 'N DC, all bands. 
also available. 
Digital display, built-In. 
IF shift circuit. 
Speech Processor: built in. 
Narrow/wide filter selection on 
CW and SSB with optional 
filters. 
• Automatic SSB mode selection 
(1SB on 40 meters and below, 
USB on 30 meters and up). 
SSB reverse switch provided. 

R-100., 
High performance, easy tuning, 
digital display 
The R-1000 high performance communica-
tions receiver covers 200 kHz to 30 MHz 
in 30 bands. An up-conversion PLL 
synthesized circuit provides improved 
sensitivity, selectivity, and stability. 

R-1000 FEATURES: 
• Covers 200 kHz to 30 MHz. 
• 30 bands, each 1 MHz wide. 
• Five-digit frequency display with 1-kHz 
resolution and analog dial with precise gear 
dial mechanism. 
• Built-in 12-hour quartz digital clock/timer. 
• RF step attenuator. 
• Three IF filters for optimum AM, SSB, CW 
• Effective noise blanker. • Tone control. 
• Built-in 4-inch speaker. • Dimmer switch. 
• Wire and coax antenna terminals. 
• Voltage selector for 100,120, 220. and 240 
VAC. Operates on 13.8 VDC with optional 
DCK-1 kit. 

RF attenuator. built-in. 

Effective noise blanker. 

Final amplifier protection circuit 
assures maximum reliability. 
Output power is reduced if 
abnormal operating conditions 
occur. For very severe opera-
tions, optional cooling fan, FA-4, 
is available. 

Dimensions: 3-3/4 H x 9-1/2 W x 
11-9/16 D (inches). Weight: 
12.3 lbs. 

Other features: VOX. CW semi 
break-in with sidetone, one fixed 
channel, and 25 kHz marker. 

KEN WOOD 

Optional DFC-230 Digital 
Frequency Controller 
Frequency control in 20-Hz 
steps with UP/DOWN micro-
phone (supplied with DFC-230). 
Four memories and digital 
display. (Also operates with 
TS-120S. TS530S, and 
TS-830S.) 

Optional accessories: 

• PS-30 matching power supply 
(TS-130SE). 
• KPS-21 power supply (TS-130SE). 
• PS-20 power supply (TS-130V). 
• SP-120 exte rnal speaker. 
• VFO-120 remote VFO. 
• FA-4 fan unit (TS-130SE). 
• YK-88C (500 Hz) and YK-88CN 
(270 Hz) CW filters. 
• YK-88SN (1.8 kHz) narrow SSB 
filter. 
• AT-130 antenna tuner. 
• MB-100 mobile mounting 
bracket. 

TRIO-KENWOOD COMMUNICATIONS 
1111 West Walnut, Compton, California 90220 
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Ace, the Panasonic JR-200, the two new 

Sanyo computers, and so on. Experimenters 

will undoubtedly make improvements on the 

commercially-available interfaces, which 

means more articles. 

Then we need to get cracking on 1200 

baud and higher speeds, working out the 

kinks of high-speed digital communications 

through ORM, ORN, fading, and so on. We 

need to seriously tackle the problem of error-

correcting. If we are going to do any relaying 

of digital communications, each step in the 

relay must be error-corrected before the relay 

is continued. And we're looking at develop-

ing systems which will perhaps relay from a 

transceiving keyboard to a repeater direct to 

a second party, or perhaps via a relaying 

system through several more repeaters, or 

even a satellite or a low-band link  . each 

step with error-correcting. Yes, we need a lot 

of experimenting. I think we're going to have 

more fun with all of this than anything else 

we've ever done in amateur radio 

lx the meantime, let's start with what 

we've got and get going. Get your com-

puters communicating over the air and 

write articles... which in turn will get more 

people playing around and incite manufac-

turers to turn out more interfaces for us. 

The secret to getting anything moving is to 

get the word spread around. Remember 

that FM and repeaters were being enjoyed 

by only a few hundred hams until I started 

making a big deal about it in 73, and after 

that we managed to develop a whole in-

dustry around this activity. With computers 

and amateur radio I think we can get new 

blood into our hobby and have more fun 
than we have had in years. 

WHAT COMPUTER? 
A recent poll of 73 readers showed that 

over 37°'. already have some sort of micro-

computer and about 80% are interested in 

ern The question which gets asked several 

times a day of any computer owner by 

friends is, "What computer should I get?" 

With almost 300 different makes of desk-

top computers, one would think that a truly 

obiective answer to that question would be 

impossible. After all, with over 400 different 

computer models being made, how can any 

one person know what really is best  and 

from what viewpoint? 

Fortunately, the answer isn't anywhere 

near as complex as it would at first appear. 

Oh, t suppose if someone was interested in 

buying a small computer for one specific ap-

plication and was absolutely positive that it 

wouldn't be used for anything else, the 

choice could get complicated. But the facts 

of life are clear: No matter what application 

someone has in mind when they get a com-

puter, it isn't long before the uses of the sys-

tem are expanding almost beyond control. 

Perhaps I can state one basic rule of the 

computer field: Whatever you buy, it will 

merely be the beginning of a long string of 

purchases as you expand your system. There 

is no known limit to this. 

But to get back to an attempt to answer 

the question of what computer system it 

would be best for you to buy. Before I name 

names. which I will, I've been around the 

darned things ever since they were invented, 

so I have a fair perspective on 'em  one 

which is not particularly colored by self-inter-

est, though it may not give that impression. 

The value of a computer system lies in 

three factors. Each of the three, I regret to 

say, appears to be of equal importance. They 

are, simply, the hardware, the software, and 

the instructions. Well, big deal, you may say. 

Yep, it is, and you'd better read on before 

chalking that up to just one more platitude. 

To give a horrible example before I go into 

details on what I'm writing about, a very nice 

little portable computer arrived a few weeks 

ago for review by our staff. We got it out to a 

reviewer and after he had finished with his 

ARTICLES WANTED 

For 73, we need articles on: RTTY/ASCII construction projects, mods of commer-

cial RTTY/ ASCII interfaces, computer ham applications, error-correcting develop-

ments, packet radio equipment and activities. digital communications via ham 

satellites, advanced repeater services and equipment. For our computer maga-

zines, we need articles on the use of ham bands for computer communications. 

report. I asked to have the computer brought 

to my office so I might have a chance to work 

with it. It looked great and came with some 

powerful programs ready to use. 

A couple of hours later I was almost 

screaming in frustration. I couldn't get 

anything to run on the damned thing. Oh, the 

disks would start up and the prompt appear 

on the screen, but nothing I could discover 

would get a program into operation. And, 

yes, I tried to use the instruction book What 

a terror that was! I've been around micro-

computers for seven years now and I 

couldn't make anything out of the instruc-

tions. Nothing anywhere in the manual ex-

plained how to put in a disk and get a pro-

gram running. 

Experienced computensts wi1 1 be pro-

voked with me for my anger... pointing out 

that most computers come with these big 

fat, almost useless books of instructions. 

The manuals are filled with computer scien-

tist jargon, not simple how-to-do-r informa-

tion The sorry fact is that few equipment 

manufacturers provide much of value in the 

way of operating instructions for their 

gear,  and that goes for software firms, too. 

This may help to explain why system-specific 

magazines such as our 80 Micro grow so rap-

idly in circulation and size when they are an-

nounced. 

Let me put this bluntly. If you opt for a 

computer system which is not supported by 

a magazine, you are going to lose much of 

the value of having a computer. The sys-

tem-specific magazines serve several pur-

poses, all of importance to you. First, they 

provide you with a continuing source of in-

formation from other users on how to get 

the most from your computer. In that res-

pect, the magazine is like an enormous us-

ers group. Until you start getting one of 

these magazines, you may find it difficult to 

understand how much there is to be learned 

about your computer and how Important it 

is for you to get this constant update. 

A second value of such magazines lies in 

their use as a medium for the manufac-

turers of accessories, the publishers of pro-

grams, and the publishers of information 

about the system to reach you with their 

wares. Many of these firms are small and, 

without such a magazine, they would never 

even have a chance to get started since the 

several thousand computer stores have no 

way to seriously deal with hundreds upon 

hundreds of small suppliers Being small, 

you'll often find some remarkable bargains 

via these firms. 

A third benefit of your system-specific 

magazines lies in the wealth of programs 

which are published in each issue. 80 Micro 

often has 20-40 programs listed in an issue, 

ranging from home programs to business, 

educational, simulations, scientific, and so 

on. These are available from some 

magazines in machine-readable form so 

you don't even have to sit there for two 

weeks typing in the listings. We have Load 

80 for 80 Micro readers, either on cassette 

or disk. 

Another benefit, and not a little one, lies 

in the discounts you'll find in these 

magazines. The buyer of a Radio Shack 

TRS-80 Model III system can often save up 

to $1,0130 on a complete system by buying 

through some of the discount houses ad-

vertising in 80 Micro. Even on one of the col-

or computers, you may be able to save 

around $400 on a system, according to the 

editors of our new magazine, HOT CoCo, 

due out soon. 

If you do decide to get a system which is 

not supported by a healthy system-specific 

magazine, you are going to have to make do 

with a minimum of help, support products, 

software, and discounts. Good luck, buddy. 

It's a route I would never recommend to 

anyone. 

Okay, what systems are supported by 

such magazines? Well, there are several 

magazines for the TRS-80 computers. with 

80 Micro being the largest and best read by 

a wide margin, running from 400-600 pages 

a month. The Apple system is supported by 

several magazines, with our new one, in-

Cider, already having the largest paid circu-

lation in the field. That's self-serving, 

granted, but it is also the plain truth. 

The IBM system is supported by a grow-

ing number of magazines, starting with PC. 

This is almost entirely a business-oriented 

system, so I'm not sure how much you may 

want to horse around with it. The Apple and 

TRS-80 have turned out to be of much 

greater interest to hobbyists, and so we are 

seeing a wider range of interesting uses. 

Still. the IBM does have strong magazine 

support. Beyond that you are in shallow 

waters. Commodore has effectively dis-

couraged third-party publishers from doing 

anything for their computers by putting out 

their own in-house magazines, but these 

are so self-serving that they are of little 

value. Ditto most of the other such efforts. 

Osborne announced his own magazine 

supporting his system, but I've seen noth-

ing beyond the first issue, so perhaps that 

fell through. They would do better to en-

courage a third-party publisher than to do it 

themselves. Apple has their own magazine, 

but slick as it is, it doesn't do much to help 

the Apple owner. Ditto the Radio Shack in-

house magazine, which seldom has 

anything of much interest or value, or much 

material, and positively no discount ads. 

Are you beginning to get the idea that 

this is coming down to a recommendation 

that newcomers to computers can expect 

to get into a lot of trouble if they go any 

route other than Apple or the TRS-80? Well, 

that's the way it seems to me. Remember, 

too, that because we have had these 

magazines providing communications be-

tween small firms and the users, we've had 

an incredible number of good programs de-

veloped. Firms don't put a lot of money into 

writing and publishing programs for 

systems where it is hard to reach the users. 

The Timex-1000 computer is so cheap it 

is ridiculous... and it is a good computer. 

But the instructions which come with it will 

drive you up the wall, and good luck getting 

any help from any other source. With the 

system selling through a nearby drug chain 

for $59 and a factory $15 rebate, one could 

hardly find a cheaper computer. It's a 

marvel at that price, but only if you know 

what you are doing and don't mind the lack 

of instructions. 

The VIC-20 is down to $150 via mail order, 

I see, though I think the firm selling it at that 
price may be connected with Commodore 

in some way. But even at that price, and 

considering the value of the computer, un-

less Commodore decides to get out of the 

publishing business and work with a third. 

Continued on page 106 
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At Last. 
A microthin, synthesized, 

programmable, sub-audible 

tone encoder that fits inside 
the ICOM IC-2AT. 

Need we say more? 

oaRSI3 
ul  Z1: 0 63 

a .. COMMUNICATIONS 
SPECIALISTS  15 

426 West Taft Avenue, Orange, CA 92667 

800/854-0547 California 714/998-3021 



KL M 

AP-144D111 

5/8X collinear for 2M 
and UHF. Significant 
gain over Gndplane. 

,C F7.11 7.T1 /7.11N, C WA W/11,/,11/ 
LII  •1IIIw  l'/ V.:  VIP 

THE MAXIMIZERS: KLM's brand new series of 
mobile communications antennas can help make 
the most of your mobile signal. Enjoy greater 
range, cleaner reception for the best of local and 
DX operations. Models for base station, auto, 
marine and handie applications. 

AXIMIZER 

SUPER-ROD 

telescoping 5/8X for 
2M. Replaces duck 
for much greater gain 

Make  voursetEtteaftEw • 

• for HF, VHF, and UHF bands 

• multiband models, too 

• easy assembly and installation 

TA-144VW 

112X whip for 2M. 
Powerful 3 point 
magnet mount. 

• magnet and bumper/trunk lip mobile 
mounts 

• accessories 

WRITE FOR A COMPLETE CATALOG 

infirElectronics, Inc. P.O. Box 816, Morgan Hill, CA 95037 (408) 779-7363 
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The only thing we can't 
disguise is the professional 
quality of  amateur 

antennas. 

Name  . 

Address _ 

City  _    State  Zip   

the antenna 
specialists co. 

a member of The Allen Group Inc. 
12435 Euclid Avenue. Cleveland. Ohio 44106 

Export 55 N. Main St . Freeport N Y. 11520 
Canada A C. Simmonds & Sons. Ltd. 

Touch-Tone 
Control 

Ask for your FREE copy of the 
catalog describing the newest line 
of Touch-Tone control equipment 
from Palomar Engineers. 

• Single  digit  decoders  from 
$77.50. 

• Sixteen digit decoders fea-
turing  crystal  control  from 
$149.50. 

• Encoders from $55.00. 

• Additional modules to com-
plete your system also avail-
able. 

Why pay more and get less when 

you can have the finest products 
available from Palomar Engineers. 

For  technical  information  and 
price quotations please contact: 

Palomar 
Engineers 

1924-F W. Mission Road 
Escondido, CA 92025 
Phone: (619) 747-3343 

TIME-DUAL TONE DECODER $15 
The LJM2RK decoder kit converts yoJr receiver into a 

special receiver or control When a user-selected time-
tone combination is received, the output provides a relay 
control for activating speakers or othe• devices 

INPUT: Audio from transceiver scanner. etc 

OUTPUT: SPST (N.0.) relay. 

FEATURES: Single or dual tones adjustable over the T T 

range • Adjustable time delay • Relay output • Manual or 
auto reset • Single tone ON latching wrtn different single 
tone reset OFF • Operates on 12VDC • Interfacing of 
multiple boards for multi-digit sequential activation 

and reset. 

APPLICATIONS: Call-up system • Repeater or commer-

cial controls • Etc. limited only to your imagination • 
Write for information on the LJM2RK for your appli-
cation. 

Actual Sure 3-x3- - Shown 11,, 

LJM2RK decoder kit includes all component, relay and 

P.C. Board  S15 plus S1.50 shipping 

LJM2RC enclosure kit includes molded case speaker, 

input cable ...S5 plus $1.50 shipping. 

THE METHENY CORPORAT.ON 
204 Sunrise Drive, Madison, N 47250  "2°5 

HUS" 
HF MOBILES 
DELIVER 
FIXED STATION 
PERFORMANCE 
Hustler HF antennas deliver 
outstanding signal reports — 
wnerever you're mobile! 

Design your own HF mobile 
from a full selection of top-
quality; U.S.-made stainless 
steel ball mounts, quick dis-
connects, masts, springs, and 
resonators. You can cover any 
6-to-80-meter band. Choose 
from medium or high power 
resonatcrs with broadest 
bandwidth and lowest SWR for 
coti mum performance on any 
band. Easy band change and 
garagilg with Hustler's fold-
over mos-, too. 

Ask any ham — the best HF 
mobiles on the road come 
from: Hustler — still the 
standard of performance. 

-EffiliffORD 

.d-1112MAYBOR 

3275 North "6 Avenue 
Kissimmee, Florida 32741 

...See bat of Adverftsers on page 114 73 Magazine • May. 1983  11 



1.2 GHz! 
Explore the world of 1200 MHz FM 
with ICOM's new IC-120 Mobile! 

// 

1.26142 FM IC-1B43 

Now you can move out of 
the crowded 144 and 440 MHz 
bands into the wide spectrum of 
1200 MHz because ICOM gives 
you the opportunity to explore 
the spectrum from 1260 to 1300 
MHz .. 40 MHz ... with all the 
features found on popular 2 
meter and 440 MHz rigs plus 
some: 

Memories. Six memory 
channels plus 2 VFO's provide 
storage of most used 
frequencies in this wide band. 
Each memory allows memory of 
frequency, offset direction, offset 
frequency, and tone encoder 
frequency Internal memory 
backup available. 

Scanning. Scan the 
memories, scan all 40 MHz or 
program a segment to be 
scanned. All scanning has the 
option of scanning for a busy or 
open channel. 

..... m•••• •••1110-

licom 
w/Cx 

8/8 

S —1 -3 -5 -9-202 -60" 

1M142  DOWN 

DUP —  

•10 644c :r../OL 

Lpw or = MB 

Duplex. Be able to work 
different repeater offsets, with 
ICOM's programmable offset sys-
tem, as they become available. 

3 Tuning Rates. Tuning 
increments of 10 KHz, 20 KHz or 
1 MHz are available for rapid or 
slow tuning of the band. 

RIT. RIT on FM? Yes, !..5 KHz 
on either side of the transmit 
frequency allows you to tune 
signals offset from yours. 

Readout. Four digit green 
LED readout for easy visibility day 
or night. 

The ICOM IC-120 gives you 
all of this plus a very quiet PLL 
circuit, with excellent signal to 
noise ratio, high sensitivity and a 
stabilized power amplifier to 
provide full power over its 
temperature and voltage 
ranges, and the IC-120 is small, 
only 2"H x 51/2V x 81,8D. 

VFO 
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MIC 

c - 

HM14 UP/DOWN 
TOUCHTONE" MIC 
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Complete your 
system with the IC-
RP1210 repeater. 

• pu_ frequency 
selection (198 
channel 10 KHz 
steps, DP switch) 
• High  PLL 
(0.5PPM,7-30 to 
• 60 C) • Repeater 
access i.ia CTCSS 
• DTMF control 
function; 
• Selectable hang 
time • I Yet 
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Extensive Versatility for the Serious Operator 
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The ICOM IC-740 
offers features found 
only on the best amateur 
equipment and perform-
ance second to none. 

Dynamic Range. 
The IC-740 is built to 
withstand strong 
adjacent signals and still 
maintain sensitivity and 
distortion-free output of 
the desired signal in its 

$50 
C a S h R e b at e 

$5 0.00 for the purchase 
of an IC-740. 

Begins Dec 15, 1982 
Expires June 30, 1983 

passband. With a 
dynamic range of over 
100 dBm and an 
intercept point of 
+18dBm, the IC-740 
receiver is a true 
performer. The IC-740 
receiver is also crunch 
proof, and unlike many 
receivers that have good 
receiver specifications, it 
does not collapse under 
the presence of an RF 
field. 

Other outstanding 
features that are a must 
for a modern, high-
performance amateur 
receiver are included 
in the IC-740: 

Passband Tuning, 
adding an 
additional fil-
tering element 
to the receiver 
passband plus 

:I I :I a I I ts 
I I, I I 

giving control of the 
actual width of the IF 
stages of the receiver... 
variable from 2.4 kHz 
to 700 kHz in SSB, OW or 
RTTY. 

Variable AGC, a two 
speed AGO with an OFF 
position allows proper 
selection of AGO speed 
regardless of mode, VOX 
or CW breakin. The OFF 
position makes the IC-740 
easily adaptable to fre-
quency converters. 

A Noise Blanker that 
really works with both 
wide and narrow pulse 
widths and a threshold 
control to give the 
optiumum blanking with 
minimum of signal 
distortion. 

And the IC-740 has 
an optional Internal 

E R D ED I 
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1 1111 
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IOCK 

IF SHIFT/rPBT  ir•.FST 

FILRR 

NOTCH FILTER 
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INCREMENTAL 
TUNING  VFO 

RECEIVE  TRANSMIT  AL .B 

SPUT 
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WIUTE 

RIT  XII  MEMO 

N MI 

SOLID STATE ALL BANDER 

Power Supply giving 160-
10 meter transceive 
coverage in one 
package. 

EX238 
AC POWER 
SUPPLY 

These and other fine 
receiver features plus 
ICOM's renowned 
transmitter audio make 
the IC-740 the finest 
amateur transceiver 
around today. 

IC OM 
The World System 
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Penn Clower W1BG 

459 Lowell Street 
Andover MA 01810 

Construct This 
Classic Transmitter 

From the era of the tube comes this ageless design, 
runner-up in 73's Home-Brew II Contest. 

It's perfect for a first project or as a backup rig. 

ThereTl are only two rea-
sons you'll want to copy 

this little rig: It won't cost 
much and it's a lot of fun to 
build and use. This one-tube, 
crystal-controlled, 15-Watt 
oscillator is a copy of the 
type of transmitter built by 
thousands of hams in the 
post-WWII years as a first 
rig. Operating on 80 and 40 
meters, it will load into prac-
tically anything and can pro-
vide solid contacts over 
distances of up to several 

hundred miles and even an 
occasional bit of real DX. 
Collecting the parts and 

building the unit is half the 
fun. As can be seen in the 
photographs, the construc-
tion technique (true to the 
nature of the originals) 
could best be called free-
style breadboard! With the 
exception of the tube and 
two old-style broadcast re-
ceiver tuning capacitors, 
most of the parts came from 
a discarded black and white 

Parts are cheap at Joe Ham's Curbside Parts Emporium! This 
TV chassis provided 80% of the transmitter's components. 
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TV chassis. While it's con-
ceivable that all of the parts 
could be purchased new (for 
about $30), you'd be making 
a mistake if you did so This 
is a low-pressure, easygoing 
junk box project, a strictly-
for-f un test of ingenuity. 
Rummage around in the 
basement, ask your neigh-
bors about their attics, visit 
your fellow hams—and 
above all, enjoy yourself! 

A Touch of History 

In the 1950s, it was much 
more common than it is to-
day for a ham to build some 
major piece  of station 
equipment. One reason is 
that the surplus market was 
flooded with inexpensive 
radio parts. Another is that 
up-to-date ham equipment, 
particularly for transmitting, 
was a lot simpler then. Crys-
tal frequency control was 
common, and a CW trans-
mitter, even one in the sever-
al-hundred-Watt class, was 
often just an oscillator driv-
ing one or maybe two paral-
leled output tubes. With no 
vfo, mixers, gang tuning, or 
even bandswitching (use 
plug-in coils!), the transmit-
ter could be a pretty simple 
affair. 

When the Novice license 
was created in 1951, it re-
quired the use of a crystal-
controlled transmitter of 
less than 75 Watts input 
power and consequently the 
one-stage power oscillator 

became a popular home-
brew item. The output ob-
tainable from a crystal oscil-
lator is limited primarily by 
the power sensitivity of the 
tube used and the amount 
of rf current the crystal can 
handle before fracturing. 
Some of those war-surplus 
crystals were pretty rugged, 
but even the smaller FT-243 
quartz blanks worked fine 
with the sensitive tubes be-
ing developed for the 
postwar radio and TV boom. 
Single-tube oscillators soon 
were common on the 80- and 
40-meter Novice bands, and 
gradually some really mem-
orable designs emerged from 
the crowd. 
One of the cheapest ham 

transmitters ever sold came 
out in 1960—the Ameco 
ATC-1, a one-tube 6V6 oscil-
lator selling in kit form for 
less than $20. It was rated at 
a full 15 Watts input on 80 
and 40 and came complete 
with all tubes, a crystal, and 
even a punched chassis! Per-
haps the cleverest example 
of cheap and simple trans-
mitter construction is a 
design from the 1950 ARRL 
Handbook which takes full 
advantage of a feature then 
common in commercial re-
ceivers. Perhaps as a hold-
over from the days when 
vacuum tubes were very ex-
pensive, many of the re-
ceivers of that time had the 
audio for driving head-
phones taken from a low-
level stage so that the big 
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The front panel is dominated by the tune and load controls. 
The wide-range-output circuit will load power into practical-
ly anything. 

audio-output amplifier was 
really used only with the 
speaker. 
Once resigned to using the 

headphones only, the ama-
teur could unplug the un-
used audio tube and build 
his transmitter around it 
—perhaps using some handy 
orange-crate slats for a chas-
sis. A short cable and an oc-
tal plug fashioned from the 
base of a carefully-broken 
tube would then allow the 
transmitter to draw its fila-
ment and B+ power from 
the receiver's power supply: 
out of the same socket that 
previously held the output 
tube! No whining in those 
days about the high cost of 
ham equipment! 

Noncritical Circuit— 
Easy To Copy 

The "1950s Special" de-
scribed here runs between 
10 and 30 Watts input de-
pending upon the tube type 
and power-supply voltage 
used. Output power ranges 
from 3 to 15 Watts, and 
that's plenty for making lots 
of solid contacts, particular-
ly if a good antenna system 
is used. The circuit shown in 
Fig. 1 will work with a 6L6, 
6V6, or 6K6 tube. While 
those tube types are com-
mon (they were popular for 
use in the audio stages of 
TVs, radios, and phono-
graphs), the circuit is so non-
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critical that just about any 
power pentode in the 10-to-
20-Watt class will work if the 
socket wiring is arranged to 
suit the tube pinout. 
The oscillator itself is the 

grid-plate circuit familiar to 
anyone who has studied for 
the FCC amateur exam. The 
output circuit is a pi-net-
work chosen for its ability to 
match a wide range of loads 

OCTAL 
SOCKET 
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i.4, 5.13 

3 5 

2.3.6.2  CRYSTAL 
PINS I OR  71.1111 
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Behind the attractive front panel the layout is true bread-
board. Not pretty, but simple and effective. The single tube 
plugs into the center socket; the two on the right are for crys-
tals. Wires taped across the top of the panel are receiver an-
tenna and power leads. 

and simultaneously provide 
a high amount of harmonic 
rejection. Unlike the mod-
ern "no tune-up," solid-state 
equipment, this transmitter 
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will load up into almost any-
thing—even the proverbial 
damp string. A single-pole 
double-position slide switch 
adjusts the pi-net for either 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the one-tube transmitter and its power supply. 
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MESSAGE PROCESSOR TERMINAL 

MPT3100 
Message processing is now available for radio communications 
systems. The MPT3100 is a complete up-date of the popular 
HAL DS3100 RTTY terminal, adding the ability to store RTTY 
messages, edit them, and retransmit them singly or in preset 
groups. ALL of the previous features of the DS3100 and 
MS03100 are retained and new mailbox commands are includ-
ed. The editor may be used with any file that is stored. The 
MPT3100 includes ASR (Auto Send-Receive), MSO (Message 
Storage Option - "mailbox"), and TRO (Traffic Relay Option) 
modes. The MPT3100 is a new software package that works in 
ANY DS3100 with MS03100 circuit board. Some of the fea-
tures of the MPT3100 are: 

NEW FEATURES OF MPT3100: 
• Automatic storage of all received text in files separated by the standard "NNNN" terminator (TRO-REC mode) 
• Full editing capability of all files stored by mailbox (MSO) or by TRO storage 
• Editor allows insertion or deletion of text in any part of a stored message - 15 keyboard edit commands 
• Editor may be used even while receiving, transmitting, or storing messages - even when MSO mailbox is in use 
• Files may be renamed, created in the editor, cut into smaller files, and deleted with keyboard commands 
• Message files may be transmitted singly or in batches 
• Transmitted messages may be serial-numbered automatically 
• The full format requirements for NAV MAR COR MARS NTP-8(A) are supported 
• New TRO commands include: RXON, RXOFF, D1R, SEND, STOP, RESUME, RESTART, EDIT, CUT, CREATE, QUIT, 
RENAME, DELETE 

• On-screen status indicators show: TRO mode; bytes of memory remaining; file names being recorded, transmitted, and edited 
• MSO mailbox .SDIR directory command revised to shorten time required for transmission 
• New .DIR [filematch] and .SDIR [filematch] mailbox commands give listing of only file names that include [filematch] 
• Programmable "header ID" for each mailbox transmission 

MSO Mailbox Features: 

• Programmable MSO call-up command 
• Mailbox may be controlled by external station to store message 
files, read files, delete files, and list the file directory 

• DS3100 operator may perform all MSO operations on the key-
board without transmitting 

• Mailbox transmissions include user-prompting and automatic 
CW and RTTY indentification 

• HELP messages are provided to assist the new user in opera-
tion of the mailbox 

• All mailbox messages stored may also be edited, renamed, and 
transmitted using TRO commands 

• MSO commands are: .DELETE, .DIR. .DIR ffilematchl, 
. ENDFILE,  . FILEHELP ,  . HELP,  .KY 10N/ OFF, 
.KY2ON/OFF, .PRINTON/OFF, .QBF, .READ, •RYS, 
.SDIR, .SDIR (filematch], .WRITE 

DS3100ASR Terminal Features: 

• Send and receive ASCII, Baudot. Morse codes 
• ASCII or Baudot at 45, 50, 57, 74, 100, 110, 134, 150, 300, 
600, 1200, 2400, 4800, and 9600 baud, full or half duplex 

• Morse code at 1 to 175 wpm 
• Full length 72 character line / 24 line screen display. 
• 50 line pre-type on-screen transmit buffer 
• True -ASR- operation - pretype transmit text while receiving 
• 150 line receive display buffer 
• MSO 3100 adds 32K bytes of additional storage 
• 12 inch, P31 green display built-in 
• Control functions are clearly marked on keytop 
• On-screen status indicators with real-time indication 
• Upper-lower case ASCII with ALL control codes 
• Current loop or RS232 RTTY input/output 
• Positive and negative Morse key outputs 
• ASCII printer output prints Baudot. Morse, or ASCII text 
• Operates on 105-130 / 210-250 VAC 50-400 Hz power 

WHEN OUR CUSTOMERS TALK, WE LISTEN — and we have been listening. Rather than making a proven product 
obsolete — a product that is well known and respected for its reliability and capabilities — HAL has completely re-
written the software of the DS3100 to offer the features that our communications customers have been asking for. 
A full year in the preparation, these are features that could only be designed by people who know and operate RTTY. 
Best of all, ANY DS3100 can be modified at the factory to include the MPT31001 In marked comparison to other 
radio equipment that is made obsolete by new models every 6 to 12 months, the DS3100 lives on — a full 4 years af-
ter its announcement. 

HAL COMMUNICATIONS CORP. 

BOX 365 
URBANA, ILLINOIS 61801 

If you are really serious about your RTTY, look to HAL, your 
REAL RTTY company. 
Please write for even more details about the MPT3100 Mes-

sage Processor Terminal. Call your dealer or HAL for prices and 
how to get a new MPT3100 or to arrange for modification of 
your present DS3100. 

See Lost ot Advertosers on page 114 73 Magazine • May, 1983  17 



The separate power supply is built almost completely from 
TV-set components. Neatly built, it doubles as a useful gener-
al-purpose power supply. 

80- or 40-meter operation, 
and a panel lamp in series 
with the plate power lead 
makes a cheap and effective 
replacement for the usual 
milliammeter. 
In a similar vein, a second 

lamp is used as an output-
power indicator in a version 
of the "Poor Ham's Variable 
Rf Ammeter" (see Fig. 2). 
This circuit is a real clas-
sic—the bulb is shunted 
across a portion of the an-
tenna lead with the distance 
between clips determining 
the drive to the light. This 
surprisingly sensitive in-
dicator is thus easily adjust-
able for a wide range of im-
pedance and power levels. 
The dimensions given in Fig. 
1 are suitable for loads of 
around 50 Ohms, and the 
more flexible arrangement 
shown in Fig. 2 can be used 
if necessary with random-
length endfed antennas. 

The only unnecessary frill 
added to the circuit is a 
4PDT lever switch used to 
control the transmit-receive 
switching of the transmitter 
and its companion one-tube 
receiver (more on that later). 
The ac switch on the front 
panel is not used, for rea-
sons explained shortly. 

The power supply is built 
as a separate unit. This isn't 
strictly necessary, but I 
wanted to build the trans-
mitter on a real breadboard, 
18  73 Magazine • May, 1983 

and for safety's sake an 
enclosed metal chassis is re-
quired for the power supply. 
Another important consider-
ation is that the supply can 
then be used on other proj-
ects in the future. 
One nice feature of the 

older TV receivers is that 
they usually have a power 
transformer instead of the 
series filament string 
"ac-dc" type of setup. These 
transformers provide for 
6-volt filaments and about 
275 volts on either side of a 
center tap—perfect for a 
small transmitter. If you 
have a choice, look for a 
black and white set because 
of its smaller (and lighter) 
transformer. Some of the 
older color sets have power 
transformers more suitable 
for 500-Watt linears than 
15-Watt oscillators! In any 
case, the power transformer 
and filter components of my 
supply all came from Joe 
Ham's Curbside Parts Em-
porium (see photograph). 

Real historical honesty 
would require the use of a 
vacuum rectifier tube, but I 
cheated slightly and used a 
more modern pair of TV-set 
silicon diodes; they are 
smaller and cooler than the 
tube. Feel free to use what-
ever you have or can get the 
easiest, however. After all, 
that's what this project is 
all about. 

CLIPS 
I OR 2 FEET 
APART 

 'OEC4=0:® 

•47 LAMP 
OUTPUT 
CURRENT 
INDICATOR 

Fig. 2. Poor ham's variable rf ammeter as used with endfed 
antenna system. 

What About TVI? 

Old-timers who remem-
ber breadboard-style trans-
mitter construction also will 
remember the TVI problems 
which contributed to the 
use of the metal chassis, pi-
networks, and coaxial cable. 
There are two reasons why 
TVI is not a big problem 
with this transmitter: (1) Its 
low input power keeps any 
harmonics that much weak-
er to begin with, and (2) the 
pi-network does an excel-
lent job of filtering the an-
tenna output. While the sig-
nal reaching the antenna is 
pretty clean, the grid circuit 
of the oscillator is rich in 
harmonics and direct radia-
tion from the transmitter 
wiring may be a problem. In 
my case, the transmitter, 
when operating on 40 me-
ters with the 616, produces 
noticeable cross-hatching 
on channel 5 when the TV 
and transmitter are in the 
same room. The sets next 
door are completely unaf-
fected, as is my own TV 
when it's moved to the ga-
rage 75 feet behind the 
house. 
Operation on 80 meters is 

TVI-free, and several simple 
precautions can reduce the 
local 40-meter problem. Us-
ing the lower-power 6V6 or 
6K6 tubes helps consider-
ably. A proper balanced 
dipole is better than a ran-
dom-length endfed wire an-
tenna since less rf gets acci-
dentally coupled into the 
house wiring, plumbing, etc. 
Harmonic generation and 
radiation also are reduced 
significantly if the plate-tun-

ing control is adjusted slight-
ly to the low-frequency side 
of the peak-output point. 

TVI is an unsavory sub-
ject to bring up in a transmit-
ter construction article, but 
the issue should be faced. 
Interference is not a real 
problem with my set, and I 
took no particular precau-
tions against it during con-
struction. If you live in a 
crowded apartment com-
plex, however, it might be 
wise to build the transmitter 
on a metal chassis. Placing 
all the grid-circuit compo-
nents under the chassis and 
then screwing on a metal 
bottom plate will go a long 
way towards preventing 
even the minor TVI I ob-
served. 

Construction Tips 

I built my transmitter on a 
7" x 8 % " pine board which 
is 7/8" thick. A 6" x 81/2 " 
piece of 1/16" aluminum 
serves as the front panel and 
mounting support for many 
of the components. The sev-
eral tube sockets are screwed 
to the board using 3/4 "-long 
wood, plastic, or metal spac-
ers as standoffs. Newer 
hams may not know the 
trick of using an octal sock-
et for crystals: The popular 
FT-243 holders will plug in 
nicely. I wired my socket as 
shown in Fig. 1 so that a crys-
tal can be plugged in any 
pair of holes and still make 
proper electrical contact. 
Some of my crystals are real 
old-timers and have oddly-
sized pins. To accommo-
date these, I also added the 



The standard 2.5-mH rf chokes (the right-hand pair)are nice to 
use if you can get them. Several TV-style chokes (left-hand 
pair) in series will work just as well in this low-power circuit. 

old-style 6-pin tube socket 
visible in the photograph. In 
a pinch, even a real crystal 
socket would work! 
Much of the rf circuit and 

ground wiring is done with 
thick copper house wire 
with the insulation stripped 
off. Many of the smaller 
components are supported 
simply by soldering them to 
these heavier bus wires. Use 
insulated wire for the high-
voltage-dc circuits though, 
and make an effort to mini-
mize the amount of exposed 
conductor in the plate and 
screen circuits. Be careful to 
choose a socket for the pan-
el lamp which has both con-
tacts insulated from ground. 
Some sockets automatically 
ground one side of the 
bulb—a real health risk in 
this application. My lamp 
socket has a pretty red jew-
el, but, to be honest, I usual-
ly look at the bulb by peek-
ing over the top of the panel. 
The power and antenna 

wires connect to the trans-
mitter through an old-style 
barrier strip mounted on the 
rear of the board. Those 
wires could just as well be 
soldered to several salvaged 
TV terminal strips if you 
don't have the screw-type 
connector. My transmitter 
has a panel-mounted ac-
power switch to control the 
external power supply. This 
isn't a good idea because 
the 115 volts gets exposed 

on the rear terminal strip. I 
never used the switch for 
anything, and the front-
panel space would have 
been better utilized as a 
mounting place for the crys-
tal socket. That also would 
remove the temptation to 
reach behind the panel and 
change crystals while the 
B + is applied. 
For the sake of historical 

authenticity, the plate-cir-
cuit pi-network coil is 
wound on a cardboard tube 
salvaged from a roll of toilet 
paper. These tubes aren't as 
sturdy as they used to be, 
and it was necessary to give 
this one several heavy coats 
of varnish before it was stiff 
enough to take the winding 
tension of the wire without 
collapsing. The coil requires 
about 12 feet of #20 wire. 
Solid hookup wire is ideal, 
but wire salvaged from the 
secondary of an audio-out-
put transformer or deflec-
tion yoke will work fine, too. 
Of course, just about any of 
the commercial air-wound 
coil stock could be used, but 
there is a lot to be said for 
the thrill of building as 
much as possible of this rig 
with your own hands! 
To wind the coil, first 

punch several small holes 
about 'A " apart near each 
end of a 3" section of the 
cardboard tube. Clamp one 
end of the length of wire in a 
vise and stretch the copper 
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Second-hand crystals come in many sizes—all of them use-
ful! Many hams prefer the standard FT-243 holders (second 
from left) which means that the others are cheaper to buy. 
The "universal crystal pin-grabber" (far right) will hold any 
of them. 

out by pulling on the far end 
to get it straight and kink-
free. Thread the end through 
one pair of holes on the 
form leaving a 6" tail for the 
coil lead and then wind the 
23 turns on the form as you 
walk towards the vise. If the 
coil is wound too loosely it 
will not hold its shape; too 
tightly, and the cardboard 
tube will collapse. After 
winding, thread the end wire 
through the other pair of 
holes and then spread the 
turns out to evenly cover 
about two inches of the 
form. When it looks as neat 
as possible, the turns can be 
fixed in place by running 
several beads of model ce-
ment down the length of the 
wiring. At first, I mounted the 
coil in the transmitter using 
only the leads for support. 
That wasn't stiff enough with 
the soft wire I had used, so I 
added a few drops of glue to 
steady it against the back of 
the front panel. 
The plate- and load-tun-

ing capacitors were sal-
vaged from old broadcast 
receivers. The tuning capac-
itor is a single 365-pF section 
while the loading capacitor 
has two sections in parallel 
to total about 700 pF. When 
the bandswitch is in the 
80-meter position, an addi-
tional 470 pF is added to the 
loading capacitor. That 
won't be necessary if you 
can scare up a tuning capac-
itor with three or more sec-
tions totaling 1000 pF or 
more. 
Old-fashioned pi-wound 

rf chokes are a rare item 
these days, but fortunately a 
suitable substitute can be 
found in many old TV sets. 
The TV chassis I salvaged 
for parts had four small 
single-section chokes in it. 
Their inductance values 
ranged from .5 to .8 mH, so 
several placed in series 
make a good replacement 
for the old 2.5-mH standard. 
The transmitter requires two 
chokes, and at first I used 
two 2.5-mH units from my 
junk box. That worked fine, 
but I found by experiment 
that the transmitter worked 
just as well if a single TV 
choke was used in the cath-
ode circuit and the three re-
maining units were series 
connected in the plate cir-
cuit. 
The biggest problem in 

collecting parts for this little 
transmitter is finding some 
crystals, and the only eco-
nomical solution is to get 
them from other hams. It's 
been years since low-band 
crystal control was popular, 
but hams rarely throw any-
thing away. Any amateur 
flea market is likely to turn 
up someone with a box full 
of ham-band crystals priced 
at not more than fifty cents 
apiece. Twenty-five cents is 
a good price, but try offering 
the fellow a buck and a half 
for the whole box. If the flea 
market doesn't pan out, talk 
to some of the older fellows 
in the local club. Don't be 
afraid to buy old-style crys-
tals in odd-looking holders 
(see photograph); they work 
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fine and make interesting 
additions to your collection 
of rocks. 

No sockets for them? Try 
old-style tube sockets or-
as a last resort-use a cou-
ple of alligator clips on the 
end of some stiff pieces of 
wire and build a "universal 
crystal pin-grabber" into 
your transmitter. As a final 
solution to the crystal pro-
curement problem, you can 
always use the 3.579-MHz 
burst crystal from a junked 
color TV set. The biggest 
trouble there is that every 
color set in the neighbor-
hood is radiating energy on 
that frequency and you may 
have to put up with a lot of 
unnecessary interference in 
your receiver. 
I built this transmitter for 

use with the one-tube regen-
erative receiver described in 
"The Tube Returns" (73, De-
cember, 1982). To make 
combined operation easier, 
the transmitter send-receive 
switch incorporates some 
features which aren't strictly 
necessary. The minimum re-
quirement is for a transmit-
standby switch which opens 

the transmitter B + line on 
standby. Having an old 
4PDT lever switch, I wired it 
so that, in addition, it (1) con-
nects the antenna to the re-
ceiver on Receive, (2) shorts 
the receiver antenna input 
on Transmit, and (3) opens 
the receiver B+ line on 
Transmit. Depending upon 
your needs and resources, 
you can add any or all of 
those extra functions. 

The front panel was fin-
ished off with gray paint and 
press-on lettering-very un-
authentic for a 1955 replica. 
My excuse is that the sal-
vaged panel was already 
painted and scratched up 
from its previous use. Don't 
feel that you have to apolo-
gize to anyone if your ver-
sion features unfinished alu-
minum and penciled-on 
control labels. Many of the 
original one-tubers didn't 
even have a front-panel - 
just parts mounted on a 
board or inverted cake-pan 
chassis! 
The separate power sup-

ply is pretty conventional in 
circuit and layout. My col-
lection of parts fits nicely on 

Parts List 

Preferred values are shown on the schematic; a usable range 
of substitute values is given here. 

C1, C2 
C3, C4 
C5, C6 
C7 
C8 
C9-C14 
C15 
C16 
Cu 
C18 

D1, D2 

R1 
R2 
R3 

L1 

L2 

RFC1 
RFC2 
Ti 

20 or more uF at 350 or more working volts 
.001 to .01 uF, 400 V or more 
.001 to .1 uF, 400 V or more 
10 to 56 pF 
220 to 390 pF 
.001 to .05 uF, 400 V or more 
.001 to .01, 600 V or more 
Single section of broadcast variable, 365 pF 
390 to 680 pF 
2 or more paralleled sections of broadcast vari-
able, 700 pF or more total 
1 Amp or more, 800 or more ply (TV rectifier 
diodes) 
220k to 470k, 1/2 Watt 
100k to 470k, 1/2 Watt 
22k to 39k, 1 Watt (may be 2 parallel 1/2-Watt 
resistors) 
TV power-supply choke (Typically 1 H at 350 mA) 
or any choke rated 1 H or more at 75 mA or more 
23 turns, 2" long, 1-5/8" diameter, #24 or heavier 
wire, tapped at 9 turns. Turns and dimensions may 
vary by +1- 20% 
.5 to 2.5 mH, TV set rf chokes in series 
1.5 to 2.5 mH, TV set rf chokes in series 
TV power-supply transformer. 220 to 325 volts ac 
on each side of center tap at 50 mA or more, and 
6.3 volts at 1 Amp or more 

a 5" x 9" x 2" chassis. The 
power transformer, filter ca-
pacitors, choke, bypass ca-
pacitors, and miscellaneous 
hardware were all salvaged 
from the TV chassis shown 
in the photograph. A full-
wave rectifier using two TV 
power-supply diodes is 
mounted on a terminal strip 
under the chassis. Any 
diodes rated at more than 
800 volts and 1 Amp will 

work fine, as will any of the 
common rectifier tubes 
(5Y3, 5Z3, 5V4, 5U4, 5R4, 
etc.). A bottom plate covers 
the under-chassis wiring for 
safety and neatness. 
If you have trouble find-

ing a real chassis, you can al-
ways use an inverted baking 
pan-the bread-pan size 
should be about right. For a 
bottom cover use a piece of 
board cut to fit tightly just 

BUYING PARTS 

Readers living in truly remote parts of the US or on isolated 
Pacific atolls may genuinely not be able to scrounge parts, so 
here is a list of mail-order suppliers for the major transmitter 
components: 

• Fair Radio Sales, 1016 E. Eureka St., Lima OH 45802 (1982 
Catalog). 
Power transformer  cat. no. TB1RX03LB/FGC-29 
Filter choke  cat. no. TF1RX04LB/FGC-29 
6L6 tube (unused! but not new) 
Octal sockets (2-hole mounting, 3035) 

• John Meshna and Sons, Inc., PO 
01904 (Catalog #23, Spring 1982). 
3 broadcast tuning caps 
(ask for AM style) 
40-meter crystal (choose 1 freq: 7.025, 
10 1-mH rf chokes 
Filter capacitor 
6 slide switches (SPDT) 
10 ceramic disc caps 
(ask for eight .015 1 kV, one 22 pF, and one 270 pF) 
3 key jacks  cat. no. H-38 
3-Amp, 1000-piv diodes (2@45# each) 
3 indicating fuseholders  cat. no. SP-30-21 

$5.95 
3.95 
3.00 
1.05 

$13.95 

Box 62, East Lynn MA 

cat. no. SP-117  $1.00 

7.050, 7.075) 

cat. no. MC-6 
cat. no. SW-103 

1.00 
1.00 
.25 
1.00 
1.00 

1.00 
.90 
1.00 

$8.15 

Meshna has a $10 minimum order; you might want to write for 
their catalog first and see what else looks good. 

• Radio Shack (1982 catalog). 
Barrier strip 
Knobs (2) 
Alligator clips 
1.5-A fuses (3) 
470k, 1/2-W resistors 
47k, 1/2-W resistors (parallel for R3) 
#47 lamps (2) 
6-V, 60-mA lamps 

274-670  $1.39 
274-407  1.29 
270-380  1.19 
270-1274  .59 
271-042  .19 
271-042  .19 
272-1110  .69 
272-1144  .99 

$6.52 

Total project cost: $13.95 + 8.15 + 6.52 =$28.62. With a little 
effort put into scrounging parts, the actual cost should be 
something under five dollars. If your immediate circle of 
friends falls to produce a suitable TV set, remember that 
many supermarkets have bulletin boards where "want" no-
tices can be posted at no cost. And don't overlook the possi-
bility of putting a want ad in the local newspaper. Something 
like this should produce results: Old TV??-1'11 Haul it Away 
Free! Experimenter desires donations of old working or non-
working TVs and radios for educational project. Let me help 
clean your cellar! 
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inside the bottom opening 
and secured in place with 
wood screws. Don't forget 
to include an ac line fuse 
even if you have to buy the 
holder. My supply is good 
for 375 volts at 200 mA or 
so, and 6.3 volts at 3 or 4 
Amps. The transmitter will 
draw at most 75 mA of B + 
current and less than an 
Amp at 6.3 volts. 

Tuning Up 

Before actually discuss-
ing tune-up, let's discuss 
safety. There are high volt-
ages exposed on the compo-
nents and wiring of this 
transmitter. That's easy to 
forget in these days of tran-
sistor equipment and 12-volt 
power supplies. Remember 
that the high voltage is 
there, and remember that 
the filter capacitors will 
stay charged for some time 
after the ac is turned off. 
Watch your fingers! Watch 
out also for small children 
or pets when you're using 
this rig. This little transmit-
ter is a lot of fun to use 
but don't let an accident 
zap your enjoyment. 

With only two controls, 
tuning up doesn't take much 
time. The procedure is basi-
cally the dip-and-load oper-
ation used with most tube-
type transmitters. Connect 
an antenna or dummy load 
(a 7- or 10-Watt, 115-volt 
bulb works fine as a dum-
my), plug in a key and crys-
tal, and turn on the power. 
Eighty-meter crystals will 
work on 80 or 40 by the way, 
but the output power is cut 
almost in half when the 
transmitter is doubling, so 
40-meter crystals are recom-
mended for that band. Set 
the loading capacitor to 
maximum capacitance, hit 
the key, and rotate the tun-
ing capacitor until a dip in 
plate current is reached 
somewhere around the mid-
dle of the capacitor's range. 
As always, minimum plate 
current (as indicated by a 
drop in the brightness of the 
plate-current indicator bulb) 
corresponds with maximum 
power output. 

.... • : .......... . . 
............ 

.... 
... • - . 

. 
.. • . 
• 

.• 

"01 

The complete two-tube station, ready for action. The 6SN7 
receiver was described in the December, 1982, issue of 73. 
This simple and inexpensive setup can provide solid contacts 
over hundreds of miles on the 80- and 40-meter bands. 

There are several pecu-
liarities of this circuit which 
will be observed. Tuning the 
output network also affects 
the oscillator portion of the 
circuit, so the dip is not 
always as sharply defined as 
it would be in a plain ampli-
fier-output stage. If the out-
put is tuned too far below 
resonance, the oscillator 
will quit entirely and the 
plate current will jump to 
some high level. The desired 
dip is found at a plate-tuning 
setting just a little on the 
low-capacity side of the 
point where the oscillator 
starts. When the transmitter 
is fully loaded, the dip is 
sometimes hard to observe 
on the plate-current bulb 
and the output-current lamp 
will then provide a better 
tuning indicator. 

Operating Hints 

The best way to initiate a 
contact with this little rig is 
by calling CQ. Practically 
everyone else on the band 
will be using a vfo and su-
per-selective receiver, so un-
less the other station just 
happens to be very close to 
your crystal frequency, the 
chances of making a con-
tact by answering a CQ are 
poor. A good antenna will 
always help, and having sev-
eral crystals for each band is 
also an asset. Last but not 

least, don't let the low pow-
er level discourage you. In 
the last ten years there has 
been quite an upswing in 
QRP activity, and many 
hams operate entirely with 
power outputs lower than 
that offered by this one-
tuber. Remember that at the 
distant receiver, 10 Watts is 
only about an S-unit and a 
half weaker than 100 Watts! 
I've been using the one-

tube transmitter as a com-
panion to my one-tube re-
generative receiver. Like the 
transmitter, the receiver was 
built with the goal of dupli-
cating something a 15-year-
old Novice might have con-
structed around 1955. To-
gether, the two pieces of 
gear make a nice matched 
station and have provided 
many enjoyable hours of air 
time. 
The receiver has plug-in 

coils which provide plenty 
of bandspread on both 80 
and 40, but operation has 
mostly been on 80 meters 
during the early evening 
hours. Forty meters at night 
is just too big a challenge for 
the receiver, although sever-
al daytime contacts have 
been made on that band 
without difficulty. Eighty is 
an ideal band for this type of 
equipment: The lack of in-
terference, strong stable 
propagation, and slightly 

better receiver performance 
all contribute to long and 
enjoyable contacts. 
The biggest practical 

problem is spotting the trans-
mitter's crystal frequency 
with the receiver. Presum-
ably, this wasn't as much a 
bother in the old days—con-
tacts just didn't always oc-
cur on one frequency as 
they do now. I solved the 
spotting problem by cheat-
ing a little: A weak test sig-
nal is generated by plugging 
the crystal into a simple 
transistor-oscillator circuit. 
Perhaps some reader can 
suggest a more authentic 
spotting procedure. 

Relax and Enjoy 

One of the amazing 
things about ham radio is its 
great variety. Equipment 
can't get much cruder than 
the station described here: a 
40-year-old circuit design us-
ing obsolete salvaged parts 
and hand-built with carpen-
ter's tools. Yet this set can 
provide reliable communi-
cations over hundreds of 
miles. Most impressive of all 
is that more often than not 
when I exchange signal re-
ports with that distant ham 
and his $1200 transceiver, I 
give him the same RST 579 
he honestly gave me! (I 
make it a habit to get a sig-
nal report before I describe 
my equipment—that avoids 
the "sympathy vote.") You'll 
also find that nothing seems 
to get past the standard hel-
lo/good-bye contact hablt 
faster than a description of 
this two-tube ham station. 
Often I can almost see the 
tears in the other fellow's 
eyes as he tells me about 
similar equipment built and 
operated in the dim past. 
I'd be the last to claim 

that you can set the band on 
fire with this little transmit-
ter, but I will promise that 
it's an almost zero-cost 
source of great entertain-
ment. Discover (or rediscov-
er) for yourself the flavor 
ham radio had in the days 
before passband tuning and 
digital readout. Build it— 
and enjoy it! • 
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ANTENNA 
TUNERSMODELS 

MFJ-941C 300 Watt Versa Tuner II 
Has SWR/Wattmeter, Antenna Switch, Balun. Matches everything 1.8-30 MHz: dipoles, vees, 
random wires, verticals, mobile whips, beams, balanced lines, coax lines. 

Fastest seMng MFJ tuner . . . because it has 
the most wanted features at the best price. 
Matches everything from 1.8-30MHz: dipoles, 

inverted %fees, random wires, verticals, mobile 
whips, beams, balanced and coax lines. 
Run up to 300 watts RF power %gut 
SWR and dual range wattmeter (300 & 30 

watts full scale, forward/reflected power). Sensi-
tive meter measures SWR to 5 watts. 

MFJ-900 VERSA TUNER 

MFJ-900 

$4W5 +s4) 
Matches coax, random wires 1.8-30 MHz. 
Handles up to 200 watts output; efficient air-

wound inductor gives more watts out. 5x2x6". 
Use any transceiver, solid-state or tube. 
Operate all bands with one antenna. 

2 OTHER 200W MODELS: 
MFJ-901, $59.95 (+$4), like 900 but includes 

4 1 balun for use with balanced lines. 
MFJ-16010, $39.95 (+ $4), for random wires 

only Great for apartment, motel, camping, opera-
tion Tunes 1 8 30 MHz. 

MFJ-984 VERSA TUNER IV 

— 
4:140 2/ $32995 (4. $10) 

MFJ-984 

Up to 3 KW PEP and it matches any feedline, 
1 8 30 MHz, coax, balanced or random. 
10 amp RF ammeter assures max. power at 

rnin SWH SWR/Wattmeter. for /ref., 2000/200W 
18 position dual inductor, ceramic switch. 
7 pos. ant ,Aivitch 250 pf 6KV cap 5x14x14" 
300 watt dummy load. 4:1 ferrite balun. 

3 MORE 3 KW MODELS: MFJ-981, $239.95 
I 4- $10). like 984 iess ant  switch. ammeter 

MFJ-982, $239.95 (+ $10), like 984 less am 
meter. SWR/Wattmeter. MFJ-980, $209.95 
(+$10), like 982 less ant switch. 

flexible antenna switch selects 2 coax lines, 
direct or through tuner, random wire/balanced line, 
or tuner bypass for dummy load. 
12 position efficient ainvound inductor for 

lower losses, more watts out. 
Built-in 4:1 baton for balanced lines. 1000V 

capacitor spacing. 
Works with all solid state or tube rigs. 
Easy to use, anywhere. Measures 8x2x6", has 

MFJ-949B VERSA TUNER II 

MFJ-949B 

'1399+14) 
MFJ's best 300 watt Versa Tuner II. 
Matches everything from 1.8-30 MHz, coax, 

randoms. balanced lines, up to 300W output, 
solid-state or tubes. 
Tunes out SWR on dipoles, vees, long wires, 

verticals, whips, beams, quads. 

Built-in 4:1 balun. 300W, 50-ohm dummy load. 
SWR meter and 2-range wattmeter (300W & 30W). 
6 position antenna switch on front panel, 12 

position air-wound inductor: coax connectors, bind-
ing posts, black and beige case 10x3x7". 

MFJ-989 VERSA TUNER V 

MFJ-989 

'32995 (+ S10) 

New smaller size matches new smaller rigs — 
only 10-3/4Wx4-1/2Hx14-7/80". 
3 KW PEP. 250 p1-6KV caps. Matches coax, 

balanced lines, random wires 1.8-30 MHz. 
Roller inductee, 3-digit turns counter plus spin. 

ner knob for precise inductance control to get 
that SWR down. 
Built-in 300 watt, 50 ohm dummy load. 
Built-in 4:1 fernte balun. 
Built-in lighted 2% meter reads SWR plus for-

w,ircliiehected power 2 ranges (200 & 2000W). 
6 position ant. switch. Al. cabinet. Tilt bail 

Ham Radio's most popular 
antenna tuner. Improved, too. 

89 
SO-239 connectors, 5-way binding posts, fin-
ished in eggshell white with walnut-grained sides. 
4 Other 300W Models: MFJ-940B, $79.95 

(+ $4). like 941C less balun. MFJ-945, S79.95 
(+ $4), like 941C less antenna switch. MFJ-944, 
$79.95 (+ $4), like 945, less SWR/Wattmeter, 
MFJ-943, $59.95 (+ $4), like 944, less antenna 
switch. Optional mobile bracket for 941C, 940B, 
945. 944, $3 00 

MFJ-962 VERSA TUNER III 

MFJ-962 

$2 +29(95$10) 
Run up to 1.5 KW PEP, match any feed line 

from 1.8-30 MHz. 
Built-in SWR/Wattmeter has 2000 and 200 

watt ranges, forward and reflected. 
6 position antenna switch handles 2 coax lines 

(direct or through tuner), wire and balanced lines. 
4:1 balun. 250 pf 6KV cap. 12 pos. inductor. 

Ceramic switches. Black cabinet, panel. 
ANOTHER 1.5 KW MODEL: MFJ-961, $189.95 

(+ $10), similar but less SWR/Wattmeter. 
MFJ-10, 3 foot coax with connectors, $4.95. 

To order or for your nearest dealer 

irom CALL TOLL FREE 
800-647-1800 

VISA 

For tech, info., order or repair status, or calls 
outside continental U.S. and inside Miss., call 
601 323 5869 
• All MFJ products unconditionally guaranteed for 
one year (except as noted). 
• Products ordered from MFJ are returnable within 
30 days for full refund (less shipping). 

• Add shipping & handling charges in amounts 
shown in parentheses 

Write for FREE catalog, over 80 products 

MFJ ENTERPRISES, 
INCORPORATED 

Box 494, Mississippi State, MS 39762 
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'39.95 
Assembled 

Communications Design, Inc. 
1504 E. Thompson St.  - West Memphis. AR 72301 

501 735 4555 

MORSE ONE KEYER 
Iambic Operation for Squeeze Keys 

Self Completing Dots & Dashes 

Adjustable Volume & Side Tone 

All CMOS Design 

Relay Keying - Fast Acting Reed 
Keys Any Rig 

Sturdy Black Anodized Aluminum Cabinet 

Self Contained Power Supply (9 v Battery) 

Call Or Write For Free Catalog Of Other CDI Products 

3% CASH DISCOUNT--CASHIERS CHECK OR M/0 

Z L) EE 
PCS-300  2 METER HANDHELD  304.00 
PCS-4000 25 WATT MICRO-COMPUTER  304.00 

BUTTERNUT ANTENNAS 
2MCV-5  2 METER 5/2 WAVE COLLINEAR  31.00 
2 MCV  2 METER COLLINEAR  30.75 
HF6V  10-80 PLUS 30 METER VERTICA...110.00 
HF6VX  SAME AS ABOVE/SMALLER PACKAGE. 121.00 
TBR-160  HD 160 METER ADD ON KIT  45.00 

CUSHCRAFT 
Al 10-15 & 20 MHZ 3 ELEMENT BEAM  176 
44 10-15 & 20 MHZ 4 ELEMENT BEAM  228 
A3SK/A4SK S/S HARDWARE FOR A34,,A4'S  41 
432-19 144-146 MHZ  19 ELEMENTS  83 
AV-4 10-15-20-40 M 1/4 WAVE VERTICAL  83 
AV-5 10-15-20-40-80 M 1/4 WAVE VERTICAL 90 
10-3CD 28 MHZ 3 ELEMENT SKY WALKER BEAN 16 
I0-4CD 28 MHZ 4 ELEMENT SKY WALKER BEAM 90 
I5-3C0 21 MHZ 3 ELEMENT SKY WALKER BEAM 97 
15-4CD 21 MHZ 4 ELEMENT SKY WALKER BEAMI04 
20-3CD 14 MHZ 3 ELEMENT SKY WALKER BEAM174 
20-4CD 14 MHZ 4 ELEMENT SKY WALKER BEAM242 
AMS-I47 146-148 MHZ MOBILE MAO MO UNT..  27 
ATS-I47 146-148 MHZ MOBILE TRUNK MO UNT.  27 
A147-11  146-148 MHZ  II ELEMENT BEAM  38 
A147-20T  144&I47 MHZ 20 ELEMENT BEAM...  63 
ARX-28 134-164 MHZ RO NDO RANGER  34 
A144-11  144 MHZ  11 ELEMENT BEAM   
A144-10T  145 MHZ  10 ELEMENT TWIST   
A144-20T  145 MHZ 20 ELEMENT TWIST   
21413 144-146 MHZ  14 ELEMENT BOOMER   
214FB 14 ELEMENT BOOMER   
617-68 6 METER 6 ELEMENT BOOMER   
MANY OTHER ANTENNAS IN STOCK AT SAVIGS 

DIAWA/MILLER 
C5-201 2 POSITION COAX SWITCH  21.00 
CS-401 4 POSITION COAX SWITCH  62.95 
CN -520 (.8-60 MHZ S# /PO WER METER  69.75 
CN -540 50-148 MHZ SWR/POWER METER  77.25 
CR-620-B 1.8-150 MHZ SWR/POWRE METER... (08.00 
CN -603  140-450 MHZ SWR/POWER METER.... 129.80 
CN-720-8 1.8-150 MHZ SWR/POWER PETER.. .155. 00 
CN1001A AUTOMATIC ANTENNA TUNER  311.00 

38 
44 
69 
69 
69 
180 

95 
50 
50 
00 
00 
78 
50 
00 
00 
50 
50 
50 
95 
95 
00 
00 
95 
00 
98 
50 
50 
50 
00 

ROTORS & CABLES 
HD-73 ALLIANCE W/METER USES 6C CABLE...  99.00 
RG2131RGO MIL-SPEC/CABLE PER 100 FT  28.00 
U100 ALLIANCE W/AUTOMATIC DIAL SET  45.25 
HDR-300 HYGAIN DELUXE DIGIT AL  430.59 
AR22XL TELEX AUTOMATIC BELL ROTOR  60. 00 
CD45Il  TELEX METERED ROTOR  103.00 
HAM IV TELEX MERERED W/WEDGE BRAKE  199.75 
T2X SUPER DUTY METERED & WEDGE BRAKE  248.69 
El CONDUCTOR ROT OR CABLE PER 100 FT  17.00 
8 CONDUCTOR ROTOR CABLE ALL 8 GAGE.PER FT.. 33 
100 FT RGB SUPERFLEX W/PL259 INST ALLED. .29.00 
MINIATURE RG8IRGBX) PER 100 FT  16.00 
RGI1 75 OHM CABLE PER FOOT  25 

HY-GAIN 
TH7DXS  7 ELEMENT TRIBAND BEAM  383.00 
TH3MK3  3 ELEMENT TRIBAND BEAM  218.85 
TH3JRS  3 ELEMENT TRIBAND BEAM  42!-12 SY-33 3 ELEMENT  10,15,20 METERS  249.00 
HO-2  10-15-20M NY-QUAD BEAM  t4.7,.xx SY-36 6 ELEMENT 10.15,20 METERS  342.00 

TH7 KIT F OR V2-5 2M VERYICAL COLINEAR BASEW/SS H/W............. GR-1 GROUND KIT FOR WV-IA  88.50 
TH6DXX UPDATE  .4L.174 33- ME ADD ON 40 METERS TO TRIBANDS   

WV-1A 4 BAND TRAP VERTICAL 10-40 METERS 68.50 

KDK 2 METER RADIOS 

MINI-PRODUCTS 
HO-I MINIATURE 4 BAND QUAD  132.00 

MACO POWER SUPPLIES 
2006 S/L 
2010 S/L 
2020 S/L 
2030 S/L 

8 AMP I/L 6 AMP C/L 4 AMP  46.89 
12 AMP I/L 10 AMP C/L 6 AMP...  54.00 
24 AMP I/L 20 AMP C/L 12 A MP..  66.50 
36 AMP I/L 30 AMP C/L 18 A MP..  98.80 

MFJ PRODUCTS 
MFJ-IO2 12/24 HOUR CLOCK  30 
MFJ-202 RF NOISE BRIDGE  52 
MFJ-262 1 KW DRY DUMMY LOAD  57 
MFJ-308 8 BAND SW CONVERTER  87 
MFJ-311  I54-158MHZ CONV. FOR 2 M SYN.  43 
MFJ-48I MEMORY KEYER 50 CHARACTER MESS.  79 
MFJ-494 SUPER KEYBOARD 50 CHARACTERS...245 
MFJ-496 SUPER KEYBOARD 256 C HARACTERS. .297 
MFJ-722 SUPER CW/SSB FILTER"OPTIMIZER"  61 
MFJ-825/830 SWR/PEK WATTMETER W/830 ...I04 
MFJ-941C ANT TUNER/SWR MERETER 124 GAL. .79 
MFJ-989 3KW TUNER LOADED  289 
MFJ-16010 RANDOM WIRE TUNER  34 

MIRAGE AMPLIFIERS 

69 
00 
25 
40 
80 
00 
50 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
90 

B-23 144 148 2 IN 30 OUT  78.50 
8-106 144-148 10 IN 80 OUT  157.00 
B-1016 144-148 10 IN 160 OUT  244. 00 
8-3016 144 148 30 IN 160 OUT  210.00 
D-1010N 430-450 10 IN 100 OUT  286.95 
D-1010U 430-450 10 IN 100 OUT  286.95 
MP-I WATTMERER H/F   104.00 

TEMPO RADIOS & AMPS 
S-I  2 MTR.  SYN.  143-147 MHZ  255.00 
51-T  2 MTR.  SYN. 14/TT PAD   271.00 
S-I5  2 MTR.  5 WATT H/H 140-150 MHZ.265. 00 
S-I5BEXP 2 MTR.  5 WATT H/H 150-160 MHZ.307.00 
5-1ST  SAME AS S-15 WITH TT PAD  293.50 
S-I5TBEXPSAME AS S-I5B WITH TT PAD  322.50 
ACH-I5  AC QUICK CHARGER FOR S-15'5....54.00 
CC-15  LEATHER CASE FOR 515'S  25.00 
BP-15  SPARE BATTERY PACK FOR S-15'S  30.50 
HM-I5  SPEAKER/MICROPHONE  36.50 
S-30  30 WATT POWER A MP. FOR WALKIES  84.00 
S-80  80 WATT POWER AMP.FOR WALKIES.148.79 

TEN-TEC 
560 CORSAIR 1.8-30 MHZ NEW TEN-TEC....I035.00 
MA114  All SSB/CW 10-80M ANALOG  458.00 
545 200 WATT SSB/CW 10-80M ANALOG  738.00 
580 DELTA 200 WATT SSB/CW 10-160M DIG  765.00 
444 HERCULES I KW AMP W/POWER SUPPLY -1659.00 

VOCOM PRODUCTS 
2CO25-2W 2 IN 25 OUT 2 METER AMPLIFIERT.70.75 
2C050-2W 2 IN 50 OUT 2 METER A MPLIFIER. 105.00 
2C100-2/25 W IN BO TO 100 WATTS OUT... .170.00 

FM2030  2 METER SYNTHESIZED RADIO  293.50 

appliance)  
fmEpt crnInt • 

WILSON BY MACO 

CALL FOR QUOTES ON 

OTHER RELATED PRODUCTS 

FOB ORIGIN 

4̀14 = 

Hours: 830 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday thru Friday 

9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Saturday • CST 

Prices Subject to Change without notice. 

Amateur 
Equipment, 

Accessories 
Antennas. 

Export Anywhere. 

2317 Vance Jackson Rd. 

San Antonio TX 78213 

(512) 733-0334  COD Available 

HI- Q BALUN 
• For dipoles yag,s inverted 
vees 8, doublets 

• Replaces center insulator 

• Puts power in antenna 

• Broadbanded 3 40 MHz 

• Small lightweight and 
weatherproof 

• 1 1 Impedance ratio 

• For lull legal power and more 

• Helps eliminate TVI 

• With SO 239 connector 

only $12.95 

F lion 

HI- 0 ANTENNA 

CENTER INSULATOR 

$6.95 
HI-C) ANTENNA 

END INSULATORS 

14I• 
•0•13,0 

MODEL 
DipoWs 

0410 
D40 
D-20 
D-15 
010 

$4.95 

Small rugged lightweight 
weatherproof 

Replaces center insulator 

Handles full legal power 
and more 

With SO 239 conneCtor 

Rugged, lightweight. infec-
tion molded of top quality 
material, with high dielec-
tric qualities and excellent 
weatherability. End Insula-

tors are constructed in a 
spiral unending fashion to 
permit winding of loading 
coils or partial winding for 
tuned traps. 
Md,,bI .UPUTitof 

• GR., 'MTV strain Insulators 
• no or center insulators for 

antcnnas 

• Construction 01 antenna loac 
09 rods or multiband traps 

DIPOLES 
WITH 141.0 

PRICE WITH  CENTER 
BANDS  LENGTH  611 0 BALUN  INSULATOR 

9375 
40,15 
20 
15 
10 

130  $3125  $2715 
66  2815  2415 
33  2715  2315 
22  2615  2215 
16  2515  21/5 

Wwewww wwams 

SD-80  &/75  90  3515  31/5 
SD-40  40  45  12.95  2815 

4.0.440.6. 

PD-8010  81140,20TO:15  130  0.195  3915 
PD-4010  41120.10,15  66  3715  3315 
PD-8040  8114115  130  39.95  1515 
PD-4020  41121115  66  1195  2195 

03pole•Aorlenot•  only same es onchnied in SD models 

S460  80,75 
S40  40 

$11.95 pr 
$10.95 pr 

All antennas are complete with a HI-OBalun or HI-0 
Antenna Center insulator, No. 14 antenna wire. cer-
amic insulators, 100 nylon antenna support rope (SD 
models only 50) rated for full legal power. Antennas 
may be used as an inverted V and may also be used 
by MARS or SWLs. 

Antenna accassorles -available with antenna orders 
Nylon guy rope 45041 test 100 feet  $4.49 
Ceramic (Dogbone Type) antenna insulators $1.50 pr 
SO-239 coax connectors  .55 

All prices are postpaid USA 48 
Available at your favorite dealer or order direct from 

Va n  Dealer Inquiries Invited 

Gorden 
Engineering 

BOX 21305 ES, SOUTH EUCLID, OHIO 44121 

See List of Advertisers on Dace 
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Fred E. Bolduan N6LM 
3402 Kettering Court 

San Mateo CA 94403 

Build the 
Revolutionary Parastat 
After some rule-bending and wire-straightening, 

N6LM discovered the parastat antenna. 
It has gain when you want and a null when you don't. 

This article is directed to 
the experimenter, partic-

ularly one who is partial to 
wire antennas. No construc-
tion information, other than 
minor basics, is included. 

1/2 k BY FORMULA 

Fig. 1. Square half-wave 
radiator. 

VERTICAL POLARIZATION 

x x FEED POINT 

Fig. 2. Setup for vertical 
polarization. 
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The individual is permitted 
to fly on his own. A wall, a 
barn door, or Grandma's 
old curtain-stretchers may 
be used for a test stand. 
To investigate the poten-

tial of an antenna for a re-
stricted area, the old idea of 
the square radiator, i.e., a 
half-wave radiator equilat-
eral, fed as a dipole, was 
resurrected. (See Fig. 1.) 
Years ago, this antenna was 
used as the basis for a spi-
der-web array. 

VERTICAL POLARIZATION 

 CLOSE WHEN 
\   MEASUREMENTS 

ARE COMPLETED 

1/4 1 

MEAN SEPARATION 

xx FEED POINT 
TY VOLTAGE NODES 

Fig. 3. Quarter-wave separa-
tion between legs. 

A light X-frame was made 
up of 6-foot lengths of 

I.  

6' 

3/4 -inch wooden stock, and 
a stand of scrap plywood 

END FIRE DIRECTIVITY 

PARASTAT INSERT 

DRIVEN SECTION 

NO CONNECTION 
OPEN 

1 

OPEN 

6"-.1 

6'4' 

3000 LINE 

•  L_ I iVAVE 0 T.LINE  TO 
  MATCHBOX 

T YOUR FAVORITE MATCH 

Fig. 4. Details of completed parastat antenna. Skeletal config-
uration guide-21.100 MHz; vertical polarization; zero 
broadside null. Radiation resistance is 38 Ohms, approximat-
ing that of a close-spaced radiator/director beam antenna. 



was constructed to serve as 
our "test bed." One-inch 
wire finishing nails were 
tacked at two-inch intervals 
on the far ends of the 
X-frame to wrap, or support, 
our experimental antenna. 
No. 22 wire was used in our 
design. However, no. 18 bell 
wire or similar light copper 
stock would be preferable. 

It is essential that a por-
table grid-dip meter and 
sensitive field-strength me-
ter be available for pruning 
the antenna to desired fre-
quency and for subsequent 
testing. 

Getting back to our 
square half-wave radiator, it 
loaded well but its perfor-
mance left much to be de-
sired. As a receiving anten-
na, it was no match for a ref-
erence dipole. Rather than 
discard our efforts com-
pletely, we decided to play 
around with an unorthodox 
idea. Let's bend a few rules 
and see what happens when 
another element is placed 
inside our loop, opposite in 
phase, and driven electro-
statically in parasitic mode 
(hence the name coined for 
this radiator: the "parastat"). 
See Fig. 2. 
We had assumed this con-

figuration would lower the 
resonant frequency, but we 
were not prepared for the 
extent of variation. At this 
point the grid-dip meter be-
comes indispensable. Start 
out by cutting both driven 
element and parasitic ele-
ment to 1/2 wavelength of 
the chosen frequency, in our 
case 21.100 MHz. A single 
turn in the center of each 
element is set up for grid-
dip-meter insertion. 
Begin pruning the ends of 

each element for the desired 
frequency. Due to the prox-
imity of the elements, an L/C 
relationship exists and "pull-
ing" will occur as each is 
pruned to the frequency of 
the other. Continue pruning 
until the desired frequency 
is reached and the elements 
"slide" together in frequency. 
Our antenna has now 

shrunk significantly, but it 

...See List of Advertisers on page 114 

still retains some desirable 
features. It still loads satis-
factorily; it approaches the 
receiving capability of the 
reference dipole. It also 
shows a marked increase in 
directivity and the broad-
side null is accentuated 
Noise pick-up is greatly re-
duced; in fact, the antenna 
is now quieter than the refer-
ence dipole. On-the-air test-
ing was favorable, signal re-
ports were OK, and some DX 
was worked. 

Considering further im-
provement, we decided to 
try 1/4 -wave separation of 
the two 1/4 -wave legs of the 
parastat, resulting in Fig. 3. 
Plan on a minimum of 20 
feet of wire for each ele-
ment (21.100 MHz) before 
pruning. Our test frame is re-
vamped to accommodate 
the new structure. 

A parastatic element is in-
serted and pruning is again 
undertaken to reach our se-
lected frequency. A consid-
erable reduction in physical 
dimension is again real-
ized—to about 18% shorter 
than that produced by the 
classic formula for a 
1/2 -wave dipole. This system 
loaded well, showing a rea-
sonable frequency response 
each side of the selected cut 
frequency. The system was 
fed with 300-Ohm ribbon 
line. A 'A -wave Q transform-
er between the antenna 
feedpoint and the 300-Ohm 
line was also tried. The 
'A -wave Q line was made up 
of a short length of RG-58/U 
grid-dip cut to the operating 
frequency. A transmatch 
was used for tuning the 
system. 

An interesting condition 
occurred while we were 
checking the directivity of 
the system. It was noted that 
the field-strength meter re-
turned to a zero reading be-
fore the system was turned 
fully and completely broad-
side. Wondering about this 
somewhat strange behavior, 
the field-strength meter was 
picked up and moved to the 
system on a line broadside 
to the elements. Nothing 

1 [0 OCC 

•  111 
•   

W OO  9 4 N MI 

We're changing 
what repeaters 
can do ... for YOU! 

The 
RC-850 Repeater 
Controller —The 

New Standard in 
High Performance! 

acc advanced 

computer 

connols 

Whether you're a repeater owner. 
control op. or user. the RC-850 

controller offers you capabilities 
you've only dreamed of. Like natural 

sounding speech synthesis ... easy. 

remote Touch-Tone programming ... 
talking meter readback  synthesized 

remote base operation ... and an 

autopatch with features you have to 
hear to believe. 

Most important of all, upgrade 
through software, prevents obsoles-

cense. Which lets us bring you new 
features, like our scheduler, for 
automatic changeover of repeater 
status by time and day of week ... 
And our mailbox, for leaving 

messages for your friends. Plus much. 

much more! 

Ask anyone that owns an RC-850 

controller. Or ask us for our demo 

tape. so you can hear for yourself. 

Call or write for detailed specifications 
on the RC 850 Repeater Controller. 

.-124 

10816 Northridge Square • Cupertino. CA 95014 • (408) 749-8330 

happened to change the 
zero reading even when the 
instrument was placed di-
rectly in the center of the 
system. Very intriguing—a 
completely dead area, de-
void of all radiation. Moving 
the field-strength meter 
about in this "black hole," it 
was found that the dead 
area was quite extensive, 
several feet in all directions 
from the center point of the 
system. 
Also of interest, rather 

than two doughnuts or cir-
cles cheek to cheek as in a 
dipole radiation pattern, we 
found a definite elongated 
figure eight, indicating a rea-
sonably sharp directional 
pattern. 
It was a pleasant surprise 

to discover our latest effort 
surpassed the receiving ca-
pabilities of the reference 
dipole. It was nothing in-
tense or remarkable, but 
there was a solid lift in signal 
strength, plus a significant 
decrease in noise. Signals 
formerly masked by back-

ground noise became read-
able. Local, stateside, and 
DX stations were worked— 
all continents. And the base 
of our test antenna stood 
only one foot above ground. 
This configuration may 

be of interest to the apart-
ment dweller or the amateur 
who must hide his activities 
in restrictive neighborhoods. 
It works out nicely from an 
interior room, having suffi-
cient concentrated directivi-
ty to punch out a respect-
able signal. In areas where 
certain interfering signals 
are prevalent, its broadside 
black-hole null may be help-
ful in working around com-
petition. It also suggests a 
superb HF direction-finding 
mode, in that the null will 
not spin out upon closure to 
a strong signal source. 
For mechanical consider-

ations and convenience, 21 
MHz was used as a starting 
point; however, bolder ama-
teurs may wish to project 
the idea to the lower fre-
quency bands. • 
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A. Lamendola KC2NT 
225 Kaymar Drive 

Rochester NY 14616 

Talk Softly and 
Load a Big Stick 

Turn a six-foot stick into an antenna that will ramrod 
your signal into the ether. 

And when you're off the air, you've got a coat rack. 

TI his particular antenna was born out of need 
for a compact aerial that 
could be carried easily and 
set up quickly, primarily for 
indoor use but also for out-
door application, without 
need to suspend the system 
between two points. To 
achieve this end I decided 
to use a helical-whip con-
figuration capable of work-
ing on all bands. The whip 
length purposely was limit-
ed to 2 meters (a little over 
6 feet—or 79"). 
The helix was wound on a 

collapsible varnished bam-
boo fishing pole. This 
choice is the least expen-
sive and most easily avail-
able. The pole is sold as a 
three-piece, 3-meter length 
(10-foot) unit, but to allow 
for easy indoor use when 
desired, it was cut to the 
aforementioned 2-meter 
length, consisting of two 
sections which fasten 
together. 
For indoor use, a wooden 

WOODEN 
BASE 

BAMBOO 
POLE 

ALUMINUM 
PLATE 

Fig. 1. 
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board 61 cm by 61 cm by 2 
cm (24" by 24" by 3/4") was 
fitted with a vertical plate 
of aluminum at the board's 
center. The plate was 
drilled to accommodate 
two 6-32 mounting screws to 
hold the antenna pole at its 
lower portion. The mount-
ing holes were drilled 7.62 
cms (3 inches) apart. This 
method of construction fa-
cilitates moving the aerial 
around in the house (and 
cellar). Ease in moving it 
also proves useful in por-
table camping type of oper-
ations. See Fig. 1. 
Since the plug-in portions 

of the pole consist of cop-
per-plated ferrule-like fas-
teners, these were taped 
over to allow the magnet 
wire to be wound over the 
metal portion and still have 
a measure of good insula-
tion. A length of #16 enam-
eled wire 42.6 meters (140 
feet) long was wound on the 
pole as indicated in Fig. 2. 
Since my antenna was in-

262 crn 31 

711.74 crn ( 31") 
3 8 .1(1.5 ") 

SPACING 
(BETWEEN WINDINGS) 

Fig. 2. 

tended mostly for indoor 
use, the pole was not 
weatherproofed. 

The antenna has beer, 
loaded on the 80-, 40-, 20-, 
15-, and 10-meter bands by 
means of a random-wire an-
tenna tuner. However, es-
pecially on the 80-meter 
band, a very good ground-
ing system is important. An 
swr ratio of less than 1.1 to 
1 has been achieved on all 
bands. 

At my location the aerial 
grounding system has taken 
the form of a water-pipe 
ground plus a counterpoise 
wire about a quarter wave 
long. The counterpoise was 
cut primarily for the 
80-meter band and made to 
extend around the radio-
room floor. Care must be 
taken, as the end of the wire 
becomes hot with rf. Be-
cause of the importance of 
good grounding tech-
niques, following are some 
observations on developing 

86.36 cm (34") 
C LO SE WOE) ND 

20.3cm 
.32 cm (I/O") 
SPACING 

good grounds for indoor or 
portable operation. 

A bad ground system re-
sults in difficulty in cou-
pling the transmitter to the 
antenna and creates poor 
harmonic suppression re-
sulting in TVI and RFI. This 
is due to (1) creation of an 
additional impedance level 
because of transmitter-
chassis-system-to-ground 
impedance, (2) loss of rf 
power in poor grounds as a 
result of radiation in the 
transmitter's power cord, 
cabinet, and ground system 
itself, and (3) partial loss of 
effect of chassis bypassing 
resulting in harmonic cur-
rents radiating out rather 
than being bypassed to 
ground because the chassis 
is not then at ground poten-
tial. 

The first and easiest ap-
proach to a good system is 
to connect the ground at a 
metal cold water pipe. This 
should preferably be done 
at the point where the pipe 
from the local water supply 
enters the dwelling. Anoth-
er useful ground point is the 
metal pipe feeding the out-
door garden hose. (Be sure 
that the piping is of metal 
and not of plastic as it 
sometimes is.) 

A counterpoise wire (or 
wires) is most useful (and 
many times an additional 
necessity) as an alternative 
to obtaining a good ground 
system. That is especially 
true in outdoor portable 
use or when setting up a rig 



in a hotel room when travel-
ing. The counterpoise con-
sists of one or more wires 
connected to chassis 
ground. Each of the wires is 
cut to a length equal to .2 to 
.25 wavelength for each of 
various bands. The wires 
may have to be trimmed 
down a little at a time to get 
the most efficient ground as 
indicated by swr readings 
while the transmitter is 
loaded into the aerial. How-
ever, the surest way of 
checking out the total sys-
tem is to use an antenna im-
pedance bridge. 
Either or both of the 

grounding methods just de-
scribed plus use of an effi-
cient random-wire antenna 
tuner will help load this heli-
cal antenna on all bands. 
With regard to the random-
wire tuner, every radio ama-
teur should have this ac-
cessory. It makes for more 
flexibility in antenna appli-
cation, not limiting the oper-
ator to a particular type of 
antenna and operating 

band. It allows for use of al-
most any wire length for all 
amateur bands. 
The antenna cost for 

basic materials was four dol-
lars for the bamboo pole 
and two dollars and a half 
for surplus enameled mag-
net wire. The latter was easi-
ly obtained from a local 
transformer repair com-
pany. 
As to antenna efficiency, 

with an output power of 20 
Watts on 80- and 40-meter 
CW, with the aerial in my 
cellar radio room, consistent 
reports of 5-5-9 to 5-7-9 have 
been received at medium 
distances. This performance 
indicates that with place-
ment of the antenna out-
doors, it should perform as 
well or better than the com-
mon 30-foot base-loaded 
vertical. The six-foot helical 
antenna thus has the advan-
tages of compactness, ease 
of installation, and physical 
durability when the aerial 
has been carefully weather-
proofed • 

AT LAST! 
This service will be available nationally. Lab tested & time proven 
modifications professionally installed in your amateur Handy-Talkie 2M, 
220, 440, MH2 transceiver by Henry Radios warranty technicians 

(KNOWN AS "A&W PRODUCTIONS") 

HAVE ALL PL TONES AVAILABLE AT YOUR FINGER TIPS 
Outboard the dip switch, Have it neatly inlayed 
into the back cover of your Handy-Talkie making 
all 32 PL Tones Selectable at a moment's 
notice 

1125 Got your own Pt? Send it to us with your 
Handy-Talkie unit and we do the professional 
Installation for you. 

$55 We will install a new PL and inlay the dip 
switch into the back cover of your Handy-Talkie 
rea dy to operate 

Send us your Handy-Talkie unit and a check or 
money order plus $ass for slapping and hand-
ling payable to AR M PRODUCTIONS, INC. 

For TEMPO units the dip switch is inlayed into 
the Push-to-Talk bar. The TEMPO SAS will 
have the dip switch inlayed into the back cover. 

$45 We will install a NE W BATTE RY BEATER 
in your TEMPO 5-1. S-2, S-4, S-5 READY to 
operate. Your New Battery heater will use the 
same jack as the charger with no new holes and 
regulation circuits built into unit Comes with 
Cigar Lighter Adapter with internal use 

CONTACT A& W PRODUCTIONS FOR SPE-
CIAL MODIFICATIONS YOU MAY WANT 
TO HAVE DONE, WE SPECIALIZE IN THE 
TEMPO HANDY-TALKIES. 

WE ARE AN OFFICIAL 'TEMPO" REPAIR STATION 
ALL WORK GUARANTEED FOR 30 DAYS. SEND YOUR HANDY-TALKIE AND A CHECK OR MONEY 

ORDER TO 

A V VPRODUCTIONS 
3305 Pico Blvd , Santa (Monica 
Calitornoa 90405 (213) 828-9310 
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CONTROL 
IN 
BASIC 

FOR $169.95 

No Need For 
-Assembly Language 

-Development Station 
-Expensive Test Gear 

. Just a Terminal 

41. 
..•••••• 

re. 
THE JARR Z8 BSC CONTROLLER 

INCLUDES: 
•Tiny Basic Monitor  • RS-232 Serial Line 
*Timer/Event Counter  • 14 Parallel I/O Lines 
•4K User Eprom or Ram  • Expandability! 
Over 200 Pages of Documentation 

FOR INTERFACING TO: 
• Keyboards  •SCR's 
•Sw itches  *ND & D/A 

•Sensors  *Displays 
*Triacs  •Relays 

APPLICATIONS: 
• Heating Control 
• Home Security 
• Lighting Control 
•Speech Synthesis 

• Programmable Rotor Ccntroller 
• RTTY / CW Control 
*Home Automation 

With the Jarr Z8 Controller, 1000's of 
dedicated microprocessor control applica-
tions can be realized. 

Development of a control program is easy! 
By utilizing simple BASIC commands, create a program 
to accomplish your specific task. When your program 
does what you want, simply download from RAM to 
EPROM. From, then on, whenever the Z8 controller 
powers up it will automatically execute your control pro-
gram. 

JARR Z8 Controller Peripherals: 
•Eprom Programmer/Cassette Interface (Model 0 Z8-ECI) 
•24 Line Parallel I/O Card  (Model # Z8-P10) 
*8 Channel Relay Control Card  (Model # Z8-RCC) 
•2 Channel Temperature Sensing Card (Model # Z8-TSC) 
• Breadboard Interface Card  (Model # Z8- BIG) 
•Speech Synthesizer Card  (Model # Z8-SSC) 

Call, Write or Circle reader service number 
for detailed information on the JARR Z8 Con-
trol Family. 

JARR CORPORATION 
We Make Control Easy" 

9127 Benavides SW 
Albuquerque, N.M. 87105 

(505) 831-0221 r 209 

See List of Adverpsefs or, page 714 
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EA once again breaks new 
ground  in the code com-
munications field with the 
new model MBA-RC reader/-
code converter. The MBA-RC 
decodes Morse, Baudot or 
ASCII signals off the air and 
displays them on a larce 32 
character  alphanumeri 
vacuum fluorscent display. I 
addition, it will output Mors 
code for keying your transmit 
ter. It will also gel erate RTTY 
(Baudot or ASCII AFSK two 
tone output. (170 or 850 Hz 
shifts.) Any of the acceptable 
input codes can be converted 
to any of the specified output 
codes  (any  speed  to any 
speed). If you have any o the 
common Baudot RTTY ter-
minals as an example, you 
can now send aid receive 
Morse and ASCII with your 
keyboard and printer. You can 
even  generate  ASCII  or 
BAUDOT RTTY using you 
Morse hand key or memor 
keyer. 

Prices and Specificaticns subjecFf 
change without notice or obligation. 
Software - copyright by AEA. 

BRITT'S TWO-WAY RADIO 

2508 N. Atlanta Rd. 

Smyrna, GA 30080 

(404) 432-8006 

1-800-241-2027 

Brings you t 
Breakthrough! 

hi  ZOOT * DOWNCONVERTER 
-  AllELE aRorlics 

$149.95 

P.O. Box 4532 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89106 

(702) 386. 7029 

2300 MHz Amateur Downconverter 
Unequaled in performance at any price. 

• 55 + db system gain. 
• Special image rejection circuitry 
gives additional 3 db improvement 
over other designs. 
• Unique temperature compensation 
circuit gives high stability. 

,213 

• Highly sensitive for very weak signal 
reception. 
• Tunes 2000 to 2500 MHz. 
• 120° low noise amplifier in front end. 
• Complete with power supply, cables 
and mast mount. 

•Hi Zoot = total absolute ultimate performance 

dB-Gain 
Because we build'em better 

to last longer! 
"Craftsmanship" is not just 

another buzz word at 
dB-Gain. It's the REASON 
we're in business. 
At dB-Gain, we pride our-

selves on producing the finest 
quality commercial grade 
antennas for use by Amateurs, 
Business and Government. 

Let's face it! Most Ham 
operators have thousands of 
dollars invested in their equip-
ment. The true test-signal 
performance-can only be as 
good as the antenna. That's 
why dB-Gain doesn't cut corners 
at the expense of quality 

In fact, commercial grade is the 
ONLY grade at dB-Gain. Serious 
Amateurs demand it. 

For example, check out the 
mobile antenna displayed in this 
ad. (Available in 450 MHz, 220 
MHz and 2, 6,10,15, 20 and 
40 meters). From the rugged 
stainless steel whip to the 
heavy gauge fiberglass 
coil housing-you'll find 

nothing but quality components 
throughout. This attention to detail 
benefits you by providing better per-
formance and a more durable 
antenna. 

In addition, dB-Gain antennas are 
backed by a warranty that builds 
confidence. You can take our word 
for it because our name's on it. 

That's why dB-Gain antennas are 
built better to last longer. For 
information call (305) 566-2200 or 
write today Dealer inquiries 
welcome! 

dB-Gain 
'built better to last longer.' 

Marketing Department 
3500 NW 114th Street 
Miami, FL 33167 USA 

Telephone: (305) 566-2200 
Telex. 51-2478 (Will.)  252 
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The Interface 
Software Available for Six Computers 

The versatility of the personal com-
puter gives you a whole new world 
with the Kantronics Interface " and 
Hamsoft - or Hamtext ". The Inter-
face - connects to any of six popular 
computers with Hamsoft  or Ham-
text " giving you the ability to send 
and receive CW/RTTY/ASCII. An active 
filter and ten segment LED bargraph 
make tuning fast and easy. All pro-
grams, except Apple, are on program 
boards that plug directly into the 
computer. 

Hamsoft  Features 

Split Screen Display 
1026 Character Type Ahead Buffer 
10 Message Ports-255 Characters each 
Status Display 
CW-ID from Keyboard 
Centronics Type Printer Compatibility 
CW send/receive 5-99 WPM 
RTTY send/receive 60, 67, 75, 100 WPM 
ASCII send/receive 110, 300 Baud 

Hamtext", our new program, is avail-
able for the VIC-20 and Commodore 
64, with all the features of Hamsoft -

plLs the ability to save receivec in-
formation to disc or tape, variable 
buffer sizes, VIC printer compatibil-
ity and much more. Our combination 
of hardware and software gives you 
the system you want, with computer 
versatility, at a reasonable price. 

Hamsoft  Prices 

Apple Diskette 
Atari Board 
VIC-20 Board 
TRS-80C Board 
TI-99 Board 

Hamtext " Prices 

VIC-20 Board 
Commodore 64 Board 

$29.00 
$49.95 
$49.95 
$59.95 
$99.95 

$99.95 
$99.95 

Suggested Retail $169.95 
For more information contact your local Kantronics Dealer or: 

Kantronics 1202  E. 23rd Street  Lawrence KS 66044 



Nick Testa K61< TS 

6420 Dominica Avenue 

Cypress CA 90630 

Build This Cornerless Quad 
for 2 Meters 

Here's an antenna that you can cut corners on. 
All you lose is high cost. 

Alittle over a year ago 
my oldest son, Nick, 

now KA6OXP, expressed an 
interest in becoming a ham. 
After dusting off a lot of 
vacuum tubes, it became 
clear that some new equip-
ment was in order. Among 
the things purchased was a 
pair of two-meter hand-held 
transceivers. 
Back on two meters after 

many years, I wondered 
whether I could work some 
DX and contact my old 

r  Aev, 

g  #5 4  

friend Tom WA6F10. Tom 
lives some 50 miles away 
across Los Angeles. Our 
first contact was via re-
peater but left a lot to be 
desired in a rag-chew, with 
timers, QRM, and breaks to 
contend with. After spend-
ing a modest fortune to re-
equip our ham shack, the 
prospect was dim for ob-
taining a linear or even a 
commercial high-gain 
2-meter antenna. Enter 
LC4E LQ! 

It is the answer to the 
question of how to boost 
your signal and reception 
on 2 meters at the lowest 
cost. If you have a low-
power hand-held and want 
to use simplex across sub-
stantial local distances, as I 
did, or an SSB transceiver 
and are looking for the real 
DX, then LC4ELQ is for you. 
It stands for Low Cost 

4-Element Loop Quad. The 
antenna design is based on 
the 4-element quad but 
with some important 
changes to cut costs and 
simplify construction. A 
well-stocked junk box may 
contain all the necessary 
parts. Even if you have to 
buy all the parts new, ex-
cept for an entire case of 

wire (which you will need 
only a small portion of), the 
expense will be under 
$10.00. 

Construction 

My trip to to the junk box 
yielded some 3/4-inch 
schedule 40 PVC pipe left 
over from a sprinkler system 
installation and a quantity 
of #8 aluminum ground wire 
(Radio Shack #15-036) left 
over from grounding my 
low-band rig. 
Since I was interested in 

the design which would 
have the best chance of be-
ing self-supporting, I decid-
ed to make the elements 
loops instead of squares. 
This has the added advan-
tage of allowing adjustment 

The cut T being positioned on boom. The hose clamp is one 
of two which will be used to secure the T to the boom. The LC4ELQ 
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Forming the bolt hook and the 90° bend. 

of the element size without 
the constant adjustment of 
corners. This in fact proved 
very handy at the tune-up 
stage. Due to the stiffness of 
the #8 wire, adjusting cor-
ners would have made the 
antenna look like it had 
been salvaged after being 
hit by a truck. 

Four pieces of the wire 
were cut to length for a 
driven element, a reflector, 
and two directors. The 
lengths were determined as 
in a 2-meter quad design 
such as is found in the ARRL 
Antenna Book, plus 1 inch to 
allow for forming hooks at 
the attach points, less the 
length of the bolts through 
the boom for the reflector 
and director elements. In 
those three elements the 
1/4-inch by 2-inch bolts serve 
as 1 inch of the resonant 
length. Each element was 
then formed into a hoop 
with the ends bent at 90 
degrees and then bent to fit 
around the bolt and screw 
heads. 

The next step was to 
prepare the boom and mast. 
I cut the 10-foot piece of 
PVC into a 4-foot and a 
6-foot length. I also cut the 
top bar of a PVC T joint in 
half lengthwise. The stem 
portion of the T was glued to 
the end of the 6-foot piece 
of tubing to form the mast. I 

mounted the 4-foot length 
for the boom in the U-
shaped cradle formed by 
the remaining top of the T 
using a pair of 1-1/2-inch-di-
ameter hose clamps.The 
hose clamps can be loos-
ened to allow for rotation of 
the boom for vertical or hor-
izontal polarization. 
Three 1/4-inch holes were 

drilled through the boom, 
one for the reflector and one 
for each of the directors. A 
5/64-inch hole was drilled 
through the boom for the 
driven element. A 1/4-inch 
by 2-inch hex-head bolt was 
passed through each of the 
larger holes with a pair of 
flat washers on each side of 
the boom. The small hooks 
at the ends of the elements 
were slipped between the 
washers at each side and a 
nut used to fasten the 
assembly. 
For the driven element, a 

MEASURE TO 90. BENDS 
(DO NOT INCLUDE BOLT HOOKS) 

Fig. 1. Element setup. 

The end of each element should look like this. Length 
measures in the table are from the 90° bend to the one at the 
opposite end. The hook is not included in the dimension. 

#8 by 3/4-inch sheet-metal 
screw was inserted in each 
side of the boom. Each 
screw has a pair of 1/4-inch 
washers and a #8 washer, 
nearest the head, mounted 
on it. When the driven ele-
ment is mounted, the shield 
and center conductor of 
50-Ohm coax are connect-
ed, one to each screw. The 
screw acts as a terminal to 
connect the coax to the an-
tenna. Solder or crimp #8 
spade lugs to the end of the 
center conductor and shield 
to ensure good attachment 
to the antenna. 
To tune the antenna, I ad-

justed the element lengths 

KNOT AT EACH 
ELEMENT 

CLAMPS 

CUT OFF 'T . 

and spacings until the anten-
na provided a nearly perfect 
match to the transceiver 
across the entire 2-meter 
band. This gave me a proto-
type antenna with a few ex-
tra holes in the boom. The 
final lengths are shown in 
the table of element lengths. 
Be sure to note that the 
table gives the length be-
tween the 90-degree bends 
and not to the tip of the 
wire. I recommend that you 
form a 90-degree bend and a 
small bolt hook on the end 
of the wire and then 
measure to the next bend 
point. Make the bend, allow-
ing enough wire to form the 

FISHING LINE 
STABILIZERS 

MAST 

BOOM 

, 

Fig. 2. Mounting pattern for elements. 
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The LC4LLQ antenna mounted above the tribander. 

Element joined to boom. Note the pair of washers on both 
sides of the boom with the element between. 1 1/2 -inch bolts 
are shown in this picture; 2-inch bolts make installation of the 
nut easier. 
32  73 Magazine • May, 1983 

\- -ALTERNATE FEED 
POINT (ROTATE 
AROUND 000MI) 

COAX 

COAX 

HORIZONTAL 

-, \,.... ALTERNATE FEED POINT 
(ROTATE AROUND BOOMO 

Fig. 3. Feedpoints for horizontal and vertical polarization. 

hook around the bolt or 
screw, and then cut the en-
tire piece off. 
In making the swr mea-

surements, I noticed that the 
relative motion between the 
elements was enough to 
change the swr. To prevent 
this I added three pieces of 
fishing line tied to each ele-
ment and to the ends of the 
boom which extend beyond 
the elements. If, for exam-
ple, the loop is fed at the 6 
o'clock point looking at the 

antenna straight down the 
boom, a length of fishing 
line runs along the 9, 12, and 
3 o'clock positions. A knot 
was tied at each element 
with a slight inward bend of 
the wire at the knot point to 
retard slippage. The ends of 
the three pieces of fishing 
line were tied together and 
then passed through spare 
holes at each end of the 
boom. George N6FFA, in 
testing copies of the anten-
na, found that squareness to 

Fig. 4. Antenna pattern measured by N6FFA and KD6EH in 
millivolts of signal. The LC4ELQ was used as the transmitting 
antenna and rotated to produce the pattern. 



Now you can 
chirp back! 

Been wondering what 
those "chirp-chirp" signals 
were around 14075? They're 
AMTOR, AMcrteur Teleprint-
ing Over Radio. European 
hams have been enjoying 
the benefits of error free RTTY 
for sometime. (It's a must for 
commercial Maritime traffic.) 
Now, U.S. Amateurs are on the 
threshold of a new era of 
RTTY. 

Old problems of QRM, 
QRN, & QSB are gone! If a pro-
pagation path exists, AMTOR 
will get the message thru — 
with no "hits" — "newspaper" 
perfect copy! 

Two modes are avail-
able; AMTOR mode A 
transmits a three character 
block specially coded so that 
the receiving station can re-

is 
here 
cognize an error. The three 
character block is repeated 
until the receiving station 
confirms reception by reply-
ing with the proper control 
code signal. Flawless print is 
possible with this "hand-
shake" style operation. 

Mode B, "FEC" or Forward 
Error Correction, is actually a 
time diversity mode where 
text is repeated and inter-
mixed in the transmission. 
The receiving station un-
scra mbles it and prints the 
clear text. This "broadcast" 
mode allows more than two 
stations to communicate. It's 
more effective than conven-
tional Baudot or ASCII, but 
not as reliable as AMTOR 
mode A. 

The actual DATA transfer 
in either AMTOR mode is 

nominally equivalent to con-
ventional RTTY at 50 baud, 
or 66 WPM. 

A receive only "Listen" 
mode is also available for 
reception of mode A data by 
a station not directly in-
volved in the "hand-shake" 
co mmunication. 

Start with a new AMTOR 
ACT-1, ATR-6800, or update 
your present system. 

Microlog is ready with 
AMTOR! Give us a "chirp" at 
Microlog Corporation, 18713 
Mooney Drive, Gaithersburg, 
MD 20879. TEL (301) 258-8400. 
TELEX 908153 

51 

MICROLOG 
INNOVATORS IN DIGITAL COMMUNICATION 
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Element 

Director #2 
Director #1 

Driven Element 

Reflector 

From 

Boom End 

Director #2 

Director #1 

Driven Element 
Reflector 

Frequency 

in MHz 

144.0 

144.5 

145.0 

145.5 
146.0 
146.5 

147.0 

147.5 

148.0 

Element Wire Lengths 

Length in Inches 

from 90° Bend 

to 90° Bend 

73-3/8 

74-3/8 

79 

83-1/4 

Element Center-to-Center Spacing 

To 

Director #2 

Director #1 

Driven Element 

Reflector 

Boom End 

Measured Swr 

Final Adjustment 

Values (Swan) 

1.35 

1.20 
1.00 

1.00 
1.00 
1.10 

1.30 
1.40 

1.55 

• Lowest reading on chart 

the boom and parallelism of 
the elements to each other 
reduced the rear lobe of the 
antenna. That means you 
should do the best job you 
can in these areas. For long-
lasting protection of your 
connections, wrap each with 
electrical tape or, better yet, 

Distance 
in Inches 

6 
11-3/4 

8-5/8 

14-1/8 

Measured at 

40 ft (Bird) 

1.45 

1.25 

<1.14' 

<1.10' 
<1.10' 

<1.10' 
<1.10' 

1.22 

1.35 

use a commercial silicone 
sealant to cover them. 

Polarization 

What would you like? 
Since I was interested in FM, 
I wanted a vertically-polar-
ized antenna. I rotated the 
boom so that the feedpoint 

S-Meter Measured 

Antenna Pattern 

Degrees  dB over 9 

0 (front)  30 

15  28 

45  28 
75  28 

135  10 
165  20 
195 -(back)  19 

225  20 

255  25 

315  25 

345  28 

was on the side, 3 o'clock or 
9 o'clock looking down the 
boom. This gave me vertical 
polarization. For horizontal 
polarization, place the feed-
point at the top or bottom of 
the loop, 6 o'clock or 12 
o'clock. With vertical polari-
zation, N6FFA did notice a 
reversal of the deep rear 
side notch in the pattern, 
depending upon which side 
the feedpoint was on. 

Testing 

Initial tests were made 
with the mast held by rubber 
bands to the desk drawers in 
my shack and the boom 6 
feet off the floor. Readings 
were taken on a Swan VHF 
reflected-power meter. Also 
checked was the perfor-
mance in vertical and hori-
zontal polarization, and 
rough checks of directionali-

Quantity 
1 

1 

2 

3 

3 

16 

2 

2 

27 feet 

35 feet 

1.18 

.75 

.15 

.80 

.10 

.10 

.81 

.14 

$6.61 

Price 

$2.19 

Parts List 

Description 
10-ft. piece of 3/4" 

schedule 40 PVC 
.39  V." PVC T-shaped 

fitting 

11/2  " hose clamp 

1/4 " x 2" bolt 

1/4" nut 

1/4 " flat washer 

#8 sheet-metal screws 

#8 flat washers 

#8 aluminum ground wire 

#12 monofilament fishing 
line 

Source 
Hardware 

Store 

Hardware 

Store 
Hardware 

Store 
Hardware 

Store 

Hardware 
Store 

Hardware 
Store 
Hardware 

Store 
Hardware 

Store 
Radio 

Shack 
Sporting 

Goods 

ty were made. The antenna 
was then clamped above my 
tribander at 40 feet. Swr 
tests were then repeated us-
ing a Bird model 43. Both 
sets of test results are shown 
in the tables. 
With the help of Judi 

WB6SKE, I made the first 
pattern check. It indicated a 
front-to-back ratio of 20 dB. 
The data is also shown in the 
table. The distance between 
our QTHs is about 4 miles. 
N6FFA and Greg KD6E H 
made the radiation pattern 
graph shown from the milli-
volts of signal measured at 
Greg's location about 12 
miles away from N6FFA. 

Performance 

Yes! I was able to work 
WA6F10 simplex at nearly 
full-quieting  across  the 
Los Angeles QRM with 1.5 
Watts. This same power lev-
el has easily provided reli-
able nearly full-quieting 
communications via repeat-
ers located in other cities 
nearly 200 miles away. My 
QTH is situated on flat land 
at about 50 feet above sea 
level so our own elevation is 
not a factor. Several other 
local hams have built and 
used the antenna on both 
FM and SSB with excellent 
results. I constantly receive 
the comment on the air, 
"You're that far away and 
just using 1.5 Watts; that's 
some antenna!" Try one 
for yourself and see what 
I mean. 

Conclusion 

The LC4ELQ is hard to 
beat for return on your dol-
lar investment for each Watt 
of effective radiated power. 
The ease of assembly beats 
anything with spreaders. 
One fellow says he has built 
several and it now takes him 
much less time than the 45 
minutes that he spent on the 
first. 
If you're interested in min-

imizing your time in con-
struction, drop me an SASE 
asking for information on 
a pre-cut and -drilled kit 
version.• 
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step up to the best... 

Without doubt LR-1 is the repeater value leader! Compare its 

outstanding performance with any repeater -- then look at 
its price. LR-1 features include individual die-cast shielding 
of receiver and transmitter plus a separately shielded 

6-stage receiver prefilter for peak performance in 
harsh RF environments • Front panel metering of 

all vital functions • CW identifier • Symmetric 
hard limiting for clean natural audio • Low 
power MOS control logic  •  Even the 

cabinet is included -- just plug in and go! 

LINKING? The LR-1 is also available with 
control  circuitry  for  Link  Transceiver 

operation. Now link repeater sites with the 
flexible control capability you've always 

wanted. 

HIGH POWER? Our PA-75 power amplifier is the 

champion! Ruggedly built to give years of dependable 
operation in continuous duty repeater service. 

CALL OR WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS 

Mark 3C repeaters and coitrollers have no 
equal in performance. Both units feature 

auto patch, reverse autopatch, autodial, 13 
Morse messages and a total of 39 func-

tions. Both feature microprocessor control 
and both have been proven in the field from icy 

Alaska to tropical Brazil. A Mark 3C supercontroller 
can make any repeater a super performer. The Mark 

3CR repeater is in a class by itself. It combines superbly 
designed RF circuitry in one handsome package. It is 

without doubt the world's most advanced repeater! 

,49 MICRO CONTROL SPECIALTIES 
23 Elm Park • Groveland, Massachusetts 01834 • Telephone (617) 372-3442 

See Lost of Advertisers on page 774 73 Magazine • May, 1983  35 



ICO M - Cheek the, 13ig Savittgo at AES! 
.4.016 .111111. 

e telly  Ir. 

1111.111 

HF Transceivers:  Regular SALE 
IC-730 8-band 200w PEP Xcvr w/mic $829 00 649" 
FL-30 SSB filter (passband tuning) 59 50 
FL-44 455 KHz SSB filter   159 00 129" 
FL-45 500 Hz CW filter   59.50 
EX-195 Marker unit   39.00 
EX-202 LDA interface; 730/2KL/AH-1  27.50 
EX-203 150 Hz CW audio filter   39.00 
EX-205 Transverter switching unit  29.00 
HM-10 Mobile scan microphone   39 50 

$50 FACTORY REBATE 

e4z. 

Orl IC-740 extended until April 30,1983 
Regular SALE 

IC-740 9-band 200w PEP Xcvr   $1099.00 949" 
PS-740 Internal power supply   159.00 149" 
EX-241 Marker unit   20.00 
EX-242 FM unit   39.00 
EX-243 Electronic keyer unit   50.00 
FL-44 455 KHz SSB filter   159.00 129" 
FL-45 9 MHz 500 Hz CW filter   59.50 
FL-54 9 MHz 270 Hz CW filter   47.50 
FL-52 455 KHz 500 Hz CW filter   96.50 89" 
FL-53 455 KHz 250 Hz CW filter   96.50 89" 
MB-12 Mobile mount   19.50 
HM-10 Mobile scan microphone   39.50 

IC-720A 9-band Xcvr/.1-30 MHz Rcvr $1349.00 1099 
FL-32 500 Hz CW filter   59.50 
FL-34 5.2 KHz AM filter   49.50 
MB-5 Mobile mount   19.50 
IC-7072 transceiver unit, 720A/R-70 112.50 

Common accessories; 720/730/740 Regular SALE 
PS-15 External 20A power supply   $149 00 134" 
EX-I44 Adaptor; CF-1/PS-15   6.50 
CF-1 Cooling fan for PS-15   45.00 

PS-20 20A switching ps w/speaker   229.00 199" 
CC-I Adaptor; HF radio to PS-20  10.00 
CF-1 Cooling fan for PS-20   45.00 

SM-5 8-pin electret desk mic   39.00 
SP-3 External speaker   49.50 
Speaker/phone patch (specify radio)   139.00 129" 
AT-100 100w 8-band automatic ant tuner 349.00 314" 
AT-500 500w 9-band automatic ant tuner 449 00 399" 
AH-1 5-band mobile ant w/tuner   289.00 259" 
HF Linear Amplifier  Regular SALE 
IC-2KL 160-15m/WARC solid state linear 1795.00 1299 

Please use WATS line for Placing Orders. 
For other information, etc. please use Regular line. 

IC-251A • $50 REBATE 
Low AES Price + $$ back from ICOM 
Hurry! - offer ends May 3/st, 1983 

VHF/UHF Multi-modes:  Regular SALE 
IC-251A 2m FM/SSB/CW Xcvr/AC ps $749.00 599" 
IC-551D 80w 6m Xcvr   699.00 599" 
PS-20 20A switching ps/spkr   229.00 199" 
CF-1 Cooling fan for PS-20   45.00 

EX-106 FM adaptor   125.00 112" 
IC-451A 430-440 SSB/FM/CW Xcvr/ps 899.00 769" 
IC-451A/High440-450 MHz Xcvr/ps  899.00 769" 
AG-1 15 db preamp for IC-451A   89.00 79" 

IC-290H 25w 2m SSB/FM Xcvr, TTP mic 549.00 489" 
IC-560 lOw 6m SSB/FM/CW Xcvr   489.00 439" 
IC-490A lOw 430-440 SSB/FM/CW Xcvr 649.00 579" 

VHF/UHF FM:  Regular S 
IC-25A 2m, 25w, up-dn-ttp mic. gm n leds $359.00 3 
IC-25H as above, but 45 watts  389 00 3 
IC-25A '82 model; 25w, ttp mic, red leds 349.00 2 
IC-45A 440 FM xcvr, 10w, TTP mic   399 00 3 
IC-22U lOw 2m FM non-digital Xcvr   299.00 2 
EX-199 Remote frequency selector   35 00 

VHF/VHF Portables:  Regular S 
IC-202S 2m port. SSB Xcvr, 3w PEP $279.00 2 
IC-505 3/10w 6m port. SSB/CW Xcvr 449.00 3 
BP-10 Internal nicad battery pack  79 50 
BC-15 AC charger   12.50 
EX-248 FM unit   49.50 
LC-10 Leather case   34.95 

IC-402 432 port. SSB Xcvr, 3w PEP   389.00 299" 
IC-3PS Power supply   95.00 89" 
IC-201 2m amp, lOw PEP or FM   98.00 89" 
IC-301 432 amp. lOw PEP/FM   105.00 94" 

ALE 
19" 
49" 
89" 
59" 
49" 

ALE 
49" 
99" 

Shortwave receiver:  Regular SALE 
R-70 100KHz-30MHz digital receiver  $749.00 649" 
EX-257 FM unit   38.00 
FL-44 455 KHz SSB filter   159.00 129" 
FL-63 9 MHz 250 Hz CW filter   48.50 
SP-3 External speaker   49.50 
EX-299 (CK-70) 12V option   9 95 

AES STORE HOURS 
Mon. thru Fri. 9-5:30; Sat. 9-3 
E-X-P-A-N-D-E-D WATS HOURS 
Milwaukee WATS line 1-800-558-0411 answered 
evenin!s until 8:00 im Monda thru Thursda 

Order Toll Free: 1-800-558-0411 

II
The Transceivers. The IC-2A features full coverage of the 2 meter ham band 
The IC-3A covers 220 to 224.99 Mhz, 
and the IC-4A, 440 to 449.995 Mhz. 
Each comes with BP-3 rechargable 
battery, AC wall charger, flex antenna. 
earphone, wrist strap, and belt clip 
Accessories are interchangable. Slide 
on, removable battery pack allows 
quick change and may be charged 
while removed from transceiver. 

2 meters:  Regular SALE 
IC-2A .15/1.5w 2m HI/ball/wall cgr $ 239.50 214" 
IC-2AT .15/1.5w 2m HT/batt/cgr/TTP 269.50 219" 
220 MHz: 
IC-3A 220 HT/batt/wall cgr   269.95 229" 
IC-3AT .15/1.5w 220 HT/batt/cgr/TTP  299.95 239" 
440 MHz: 
IC-4A .15/1.5w 440 HI/ball/wall cgr  269.95 229" 
IC-4AT .15/1.5w 440 HT/batt/cgr/TTP  299.95 239" 
Hand-held Accessories:  Regular 
BC-25U Extra 15-hour wall charger   $10" 
BC-30 1/15-hour drop-in charger for BP-2/3/5.... 69" 
BP-2' 450 ma, 7.2v 1w extended time battery   39'0 
BP-3 Extra standard 250ma 8.4v 1.5w battery   29" 
BP-4 Alkaline battery case   12" 
BP-5 * 450 ma, 10.8v 2.3w high power battery  49" 
•BC-30 required to charge BP-2 8, BP-5 
FA-2 Extra 2m flexible antenna   10" 
CA-2 Telescoping V.-wave 2m antenna   10" 
CA-5 •ii-wave telescoping 2m antenna   18" 
CA-3 Extra 220 flexible antenna   9[2 
CA-4 Extra 440 flexible antenna   910 
CP-1 Cigarette lighter receptacle charger for BP-3   9" 
DC-1 DC operation module   17" 
HM-9 Speaker/microphone   34" 
LC-2A Leather case without TTP cutout   34" 
LC-2AT Leather case with TTP cutout 

ICOM Handhelds 

3495 
ML-1 2m 2.3/10w HT amplifier (Reg. $89).... SALE 79" 
ML-25 2m 20w HT amplifier (Reg. $199".... SALE 179" 
Marine band: 
IC-M12 12 ch Marine hand-held  SPECIAL $199" 

accessories: 
24-PP 24-pin accessory plug  $ 4" 
BC-10 Memory back-up; 551/720/730/740   8" 
BC-20 Mods & DC-DC charger for portables   57" 
BU-1 Memory back-up; 25A/290A/490A  38" 
EX-2 Relay box w/marker; 720A/730/701  34" 
HM-3 Deluxe mobile microphone (specify radio)  17" 
HM-5 Noise canx mobile microphone, 4 pin   34" 
HM-7 Amplified mobile microphone, 8 pin  29" 
HM -8 Touch-tone mic; 255A/260A, 8 pin  49" 
HM-10 Scan inc.: 255A/260A/290A/25A  39" 
HM-11 Scan mic.; 490/25A/290A  39" 
HM-14 Scanning/TIP mic; IC-25A/45A  38" 
SM-2 4-pin electret desk microphone; 5510  39°° 
SM-5 pin electret desk mic.; 251A/451A  39°° 
HP-1 Headphones  34" 
Mobile mount (specify adio)   19" 

In Wisconsin (outside Milwaukee Metro Area) 

1-800-242-5195 

AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY.: 
4828 W. Fond du Lac Avenue; Milwaukee, WI 53216 - Phone (414) 442-4200 

WICKLIFFE, Ohio 44092 
28940 Euclid Avenue 
Phone (216) 585-7388 

Ohio WATS 1-800-362-0290 
Outside 
Ohio 1-800-321-3594 

 AES BRANCH STORES  
ORLANDO. Fla. 32803  CLEARWATER, Fla. 335 
621 Commonwealth Ave  1898 Drew Street 
Phone (3051 894-3238  Phone (813) 461-4267 

Fla WATS 1-800-432-9424  No In State WATS 

°Fitiotisricidde 1-800-327-1917  No Nationwide WATS 

75  LAS VEGAS. Nev. 89106 
1072 N Rancho Drive 
Phone (702) 647-3114 
No In-State WATS 

Outside  Nevada 1-800-634-6227 

Associate Store 
CHICAGO, Illinois 60630 
ERICKSON COMMUNICATIONS 
5456 N Milwaukee Avenue 
Phone (312) 631-5181 

Outside Illinois 1-800-621-5802 
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812-422-0231 Mon.Frl 9AM.6PM 

Sat 9AM-3PM 

808 N. Main 
H A M  M A C K  Evansville, IN 47711 

Prices and Availability Subject to Change 
AEA 
CP.1 New Computer Interface  call 
MBA.R0 Reader  6259.00 
MBA-RC Rcv/CodeConv. Xmt .  385.00 
MM-2 MorsaMatIc Ultimate Keyer  145.00 
CK.2 Contest Memory Keyer   120.00 
KT.2 Keyerarainer   95.00 
87.1 Trains,  72.00 
Hot Rod Antenna   17.95 
ALLIANCE 
HD73110.7 sq. It.) Rotator  $99.00 
U.100 Small Rotator   45.00 
ASTAON 
RS7A 5-7 Amp Power Supply  149.00 
RS12A 9-12 Amp Power Supply  69.00 
RS20A 16-20 Amp Power Supply  mom 
RS2014 18-20 Amp*Tmeter  109.00 
RS35A 25-35 Amp  135.00 
RS35M 25-35 Amp vormeter  149.00 
RS50A 37-50 Amp  199.00 
RS5OM 37-50 Amp w/meter  225.00 
A2DEN 
PCS 40002M Xcvr   $289.00 
PCS 300 Handheld  285.00 
sew 
Folded Dipole 80.10 Meter   $135.00 
BENCH ER 
BY.1 Paddle   438.00 
ZA.1.A Baiun    16.50 
BUTTERNUT 
HF(SV 80-10 Meter vertical  $119.00 
CUSHCRAFT 
A3 Trlbander 3 EL   $179.00 
A4 Tribander 4 EL .  . 225.00 
214FB Boomer 14 EL FM ..  69.00 
A4-7-11 ZM Beam   ..... 36.00 
32-19 Super Boomer 19 EL 2M  . .83.00 
ARX-2B Ringo Ranger II 2M .   36.00 
DAIWA 
CN.520 1.8-60 MHz SWFt/Pwr Mt r.   863.00 
CN420B 1 8-150 MHz SWFUPwr Mtr  11000 
DRAKE 
TR7A Xcvr    61,375.00 
R7A Receiver   1  349.00 
IRS Xcvr    675.00 
12 inch Green Monitor .   139.00 
(TO 
Alpha 78    52,49500 
ENCOMM ISANTEC) 
ST-1444P .   call 
ST-440I•P  .. ... 309.00 
ST.22C1/kP    209.00 
MAL 
DS3100/MPTTST6000  62425.00 
HY.CIAIN 
TN? DXS 7EL Tribander   1389.00 
TH5 MK2S 5EL Tribander    319.00 
V2S 2 Meter Vertical    3900 
Ham IV 15 sq. It. Rotator ..    19500 
125 20 sq. It. Rotator  .. 249.00 
ICON 
RIO General Coverage Rcvr .    call 
720A General Coverage Xcvr  1  096.00 
740 Xcvr     94500 
730 Xcor  649.00 
2AT 2M Handheld  215.00 
3A7/4A1 Handholds.  .   235.00 
25A new display & mic  305 00 
290H 2M All Mode     479.00 
251A 2M Ail Mode   575.00 
KLM 
KT34A 4EL Triband Beam   9299.00 
K734XA 6 EL Triband Beam    459.00 
144.148.13LBA 2M Long Boomer .  79.00 
KANTRONICS 
The Fantastic Interlace for CW, RTTY. ASCII Only $150! 
Software Available for. VIC 20, VIC 64, APPLE. ATARI, 
TR80C. 7199 
LARSEN 
NLA.150-MM 5/8 Wave 2M Mag. Mt   .$39.00 
MFJ 
989 3KW Roller Inductor Tuner   8280.00 
941C Tuner  81.00 
104 New Dual 24hr Clock  25.00 
313 VHF Conn for HT  36.00 
MIRAGE 
131016    239.00 
B3016    205.00 
ROHN 
256 .    $42.00 
SHURE 
444D Desk Mic     150.00 
414A Hand Alec    36.00 
TEN.TEC 
Corsair Fantastic Rig.  $999.00 
525 Argosy  mom 
229 2KW Tuner  250.00 
TOKYO MY-POWER 
HL3OV 25W Amp  $6300 
HL32V 80W Amp  130.00 
HL160V 160W Amp  28900 
HC200 Tuner   .89.00 
HC2000 2KW Tuner   289.00 
Send SASE tor Our New  Used Equipment List 

Prices are FO N Evansville 

WORLD TIME 
WATCHES 

the newest and best watches 
for hams from ACI 

5 modes plus 
hourly chime 

dual time 
shows GMT & 
local time 

12/24 hour time 

5 year lithium 
battery 

Ad's new HAM-11's functions include local 
time, a second time zone for GMT, count-
up and count down stopwatches, alarm, 
hourly  chime,  and  high  brightness 
backlight. The special tri-function display 
shows a two-alpha day of the week, 
digitial day-month, and six digit time in 
the main display. The second time zone 
display shows mode (12), four digit local 
time and six digit GMT (or any other time 
zone). It's ideal for contests and logkeepIng. 
The HAM-11, like its predecessor the HAM-I, 
it built rugged to last with a scratch resistant 
mineral glass crystal. The HAM-II case is 
polycarbonate, water resistant to 2.4 ATM, 
and the polyurethane band remains flexible 
even at very low temperatures. 

4 modes plus 
hourly chime 

independent 
analog/digital 

12/24 hour time 

ACI's HAM-III breaks the ana-digi price 
barrier with a rugged and functional, yet 
handsome watch for hams. It combines 
independently functioning analog and 
digital timepieces,  both with quartz 
crystal  accuracy.  While the analog 
section is on local time, the digital section 
can display your choice of month-date-
day, six digit time (ideal for GMT) with a 
12/24 hour option, alarm time, or six digit 
chronograph. The HAM-III is built rugged 
with a scratch resistant crystal, die cast 
case, stainless steel band, and German 
time movement. The HAM-Ill is water resistant 
to 2.4 atm. It's available with a white lace 
and stainless band, or goldtone face and 
stainlessIgoldtone band. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
buy a HAM-II and a HAM-III and get 
a 10% discount off the HAM-III 

HAM-II  $22.95 HAM-111  $49.95 
HAM-IIIIstainless-gold  $59.95 
add $3.00 per order for shipping and 
handling. CA. residents ad 61/2 % sales tax. 
VISA. MIC accepted. 

aci 
To order, call or write: 

Advanced Communications Intl 
2411 Lincoln Avenue 
Belmont, CA. 94002 

.-446  (415) 595-3949 

Attention 
radio 

amateurs 

5-LEVEL 
BAUDOT 

RIBBON LESS 
EXTEL* 

RECEIVE-ONLY 
PRINTER 
SALE! 

$250! 
plus tax and shipping 

Ribbonless Extel RO Printer 

Code: U.S. Baudot 
Speed: 10 cps, 75 baud 
Interface: 20/60 mA 
• Quiet and compact 
• Replaces noisy Model 28 
RO 

• Nationwide service avail-
able from RCA Service 
Company 

"Registered trademark of 
Extel Corporation 

RCA 
Write: 
J. H. Bell 
RCA Service Company 
Bldg. 204-2, Route #38 
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08358 
Or call collect the RCA Data 
Services Region Office in 
your area: 

New York 
Philadelphia 
Atlanta 
Dallas 
Chicago 
Los Angeles 

212-267-1550 
609-234-8900 
404-934-9333 
817-640-0900 
312-595-4910 
213-728-7473 
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William R. Stocking WOVM 
1030 Weidman Road 
Manchester MO 63011 

Tuned Feeders for Oddballs 
To get that good DX you've been missing, add some versatility 

and multi-band capability to your wire antennas. 

The use of tuned feeders 
makes possible the con-

struction of a single antenna 
that will work well on two or 
more bands and which will 
load up equally well on any 

ROTOR 
TO 
MATCHING 
STUB 

frequency in each band, 
whether the frequency is 
phone or CW.' Tuned feed-
ers will feed "oddball" an-
tenna-wire lengths that 
would be impossible to feed 

ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT 

37tt  35 1 

COAx 
TO 
SHACK  

Fig. 1. "Chinese Inverted Ice Tongs" vertical beam antenna. 
Tuned feeders could have been used. 
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with coaxial cable.' Tuned 
feeders also have other ad-
vantages that have been de-
scribed in previous 73 ar-
ticles.'dd Because of these 
things, radio amateurs who 
like to experiment can use 
tuned feeders to try out 
many different antenna 
ideas. The one disadvantage 
of tuned feeders (resonant 
lines) is the extra work of ad-
justing the antenna tuner. 
However, people who like 
to experiment usually do 
not mind this extra work. 
Vertical polarization is 

not commonly used with 
beam antennas even though 
it has worthwhile advan-
tages for DX communica-
tion. The purpose of this arti-
cle is to present some expe-
riences and ideas which will 
encourage its readers to ex-
periment with vertically-po-
larized beam antenna sys-
tems fed with tuned feeders. 
It is axiomatic that at easi-

ly attained heights, vertical 
antennas radiate rf at lower 
angles to the horizon than 

do horizontal antennas.' 
This accounts for those 
cases in which vertical an-
tennas have made DX con-
tacts that horizontal beams 
have been unable to make. 
For many years I worked 

DX using vertical antennas, 
but was unable to work DX 
using horizontal antennas. It 
was only natural for me to 
think in terms of verticAl po-
larization when I decided to 
build a beam antenna. The 
first result of this thinking 
was what was called the 
"Chinese Inverted Ice Tongs 
Antenna," so named be-
cause it was made of two 
long bamboo fishpoles and 
had such a shape. See Fig. 1. 
This was a two-element ver-
tical beam for 20 meters us-
ing an antenna wire and a re-
flector wire supported by a 
frame made of the bamboo 
fishpoles and some 1-by-2-
inch lumber. The antenna 
was fed as a vertical J. This 
antenna worked DX quite 
well. (The bottom of the an-
tenna was 40 feet up from 
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Fig. 2. 20-meter quad tuned to resonance on 15 meters (left) 
and 10 meters (right). Reflector with 15-meter trap in vertical 
wire behind the feedpoint is shown in center. 

the ground. "There is no sub-
stitute for height," as Harry, 
my best radio amateur friend 
and "consulting engineer," 
often remarked. When I told 
Harry about the DX QS0s, 
he laughed and replied, 
"Well, the laws of physics 
have not been repealed.") 

The next vertically-polar-
ized beam was a 2-element 
20-meter quad fed in the 
center of one of its vertical 
wires. This antenna also 
worked very well. When I 
moved to another state, I 
put up the quad and fed it in 
the center of one of its verti-
cal wires using tuned feed-
ers for vertical polarization. 
The antenna worked even 
better than it did before, 
even though it was about 6 
feet lower than it was in its 
former location. 

One of the characteristics 
of a vertically-polarized 
beam is that the rf is radi-
ated in a wide-angle beam. 
This has been very helpful in A 
carrying on three-way sched-
ules from St. Louis with 
stations as far apart as 
Scottsdale, Arizona, and 
Lake Stevens, Washington. I 
point the quad at whichever 
station is weaker and both 
stations can copy my sig-
nals. The great width of the 
beam is especially helpful 
when I do not know the ex-
act direction in which the 
beam should be pointed. 
(Some people might consid-
er this wide beam to be a 
disadvantage, but I have not 
found it to be so.) 

The 20-meter vertically-
polarized quad is excel-
lent for working DX. When 
the band is usable, the DX 
stations that are called 
usually answer. The tuned 

feeders put the rf into the 
antenna with great effec-
tiveness. If there had been 
any doubts about this, they 
would have disappeared 
when I worked YU5FAM 
with less than 1.25 Watts 
rf output from a Heathkit 
HW-8 QRP transceiver. 
As an experiment, the 20-

meter quad was tuned up on 
15 meters. It worked very 
well on this band and many 
DX stations were worked. A 
mental analysis of the stand-
ing waves on the antenna 
shows that the two vertical 
wires of the antenna are ex-
cited in phase (broadside ra-
diation). The rf standing 
waves on the horizontal 
wires cancel each other. It is 
hard to know what is hap-
pening in the reflector. It 
may be acting only as a 
shield to make the beam uni-
directional. A 15-meter trap 
in the reflector on the same 
side as the feedline would 
probably make the reflector 
into a real reflector on 15 
meters. 
A mental analysis of the 

standing waves on the 20-
meter quad loop, if tuned to 
10 meters, showed that the 
vertical wires would be 180 
degrees out of phase and 
would provide endf ire gain 
and directivity in the plane 
of the two wires. See Fig. 2. 
This would be at right angles 
to the way the quad was 
pointed as shown on the ro-
tor control box. The vertical 
endf ire beam would be bidi-
rectional. (The horizontal 
wires would be 180 degrees 
out of phase also, but the up 
and down endf ire effect 
would not be useful for ter-
restrial communication.) 
The quad was tuned up on 
10 meters and the plane of 

Fig. 3. Use of 10-meter traps to make a 20-meter quad fed 
with tuned feeders function as an "expanded quad" on 10 
meters. (Reflector traps are tuned to a frequency just out-
side the low-frequency end of the band.) On the left is a 
20-meter quad antenna tuned to 10 meters with a 10-meter 
trap opposite the feedpoint. On the right is a 20-meter quad 
reflector with 10-meter traps in the vertical wires. 

231. 

TO ANTENNA 
TUNER IN SNACK 

ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT 

K.-  8 u2 I 

TO ANTENNA TUNER 
IN SHACK 

Fig. 4. The "XU" bidirectional beam antenna. 

S 

TO  I 
ANTENNA 
TUNER IN 

01  SHACK  . bi 

TO ANTENNA TUNER 
iN SHACK 

Fig. 5. Electrical circuits of fixed vertical endf ire beam an-
tennas. (a) Bottom end fed WWI< endf ire vertical beam an-
tenna. (b) Center fed W8JK end fire vertical beam antenna. 

the wires was aimed towards 
Europe (45 degrees plus 90 
degrees, or 135 degrees 
clockwise from north on the 

rotor box dial). The first Eu-
ropean CQ answered did not 
result in a QS0, so I called 
"CQ DX." G3ZRH replied, 
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20-METER 
TRAP 

• I 

20-METER 
TRAP 

Fig. 6. (a) Vertically-polarized 40-meter quad loops (34 feet 
each side with tuned feeders going into shack). (b) Vertical-
ly-polarized 40-meter quad loops with 20-meter traps for 
"bisquare" functioning on 20 meters. 

giving a 549 report. DJ4DA, 
DJ4IR, and OK1K PA were 
worked by calling "QRZ?" 
at the end of contacts. An-
other contact was made by 
answering the CQ of EA4VQ. 
"QRZ?" after that QS0 
brought back SM7DWY. The 
worst signal report from 
these six consecutive QS0s 
was the first 549. At least the 
20-meter quad could be used 
on 10 meters. 
According to the graph of 

Fig. 4-20 on page 140 of the 
ARRL Antenna Book (13th 
Ed.), the gain of half-wave el-
ements fed 180 degrees out 
of phase and spaced 1/2 
wavelength is slightly more 
than 2 decibels. The vertical 
polarization and the one-
wavelength height above 
ground probably account 
for the good results on ten 
meters described above. 
However, a gain in the nor-
mal direction of 7 or 8 dB 
could be obtained on ten 
meters with a 20-meter 
tuned-feeder-fed quad by 
using ten-meter traps as "in-
sulators" in both the anten-
na and reflector. See Fig. 3. 
This would make the anten-
na an "expanded quad" on 
ten meters.' 
Endf ire beam antennas 

can be used on two or more 
bands when they are fed 
with tuned feeders. The end-
fed W8JK antenna can be 
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mounted vertically and fed 
on the bottom with tuned 
feeders. The spacing be-
tween the elements should 
be Y. wavelength for the low-
est frequency to be used. 
The length of the vertical 
elements should be no long-
er than 3/4 wavelength for 
the highest frequency to be 
used. Twenty-three-foot ver-
tical elements spaced 81/2 
feet apart make a good set-
up for an endfire bidirec-
tional beam for 20, 15, and 
10 meters. Vertical elements 
26 feet long would be better 
electrically, but would be 
more difficult to build. 
Twenty-three feet can be ob-
tained by telescoping two 
12-foot lengths of aluminum 
alloy tubing with an overlap 
of one foot. (This tubing is 
sold in 12-foot lengths; out-
side-diameter sizes differ by 
lh inch and .035-inch-thick 
walls permit the tubes to 
telescope into each other.) 
Twenty-three-foot bamboo 
fishing poles make very 
good vertical antenna sup-
ports. My endf ire beam used 
two 23-foot bamboo poles, 
each with 23 feet of number 
12 insulated house-wiring 
wire taped to it with electri-
cian's tape. The bamboo 
poles were held in place by 
an X-shaped frame con-
structed with 1" X2" lum-
ber. Because of its appear-

a) 

bi 

20-METER 
TRAPS 

c) 

Fig. 7. Two-element vertically-polarized bidirectional 
40-meter quads— bottom fed (a) and side fed (b). (c)Sidefed 
vertically-polarized two-element bidirectional 40-meter 
quads with 20-meter traps for "bisquare" functioning on 20 
meters. (Each side of these antennas is 34 feet long. Dis-
tance between loops is 17 feet.) 

ance and the bamboo poles, 
it was named the "Chinese 
XU Antenna." See Fig. 4. 
In constructing the XU, 

the bamboo poles were 
pointed a bit outward. 
About six feet down from 
the tops of the poles, a ny-
lon cord was fastened to 
pull the poles together. This 
tension preserved the 81/2 - 
foot spacing between the 
wires. 
Since 23 feet is only 1/3 

wavelength on 20 meters, 
the beam was somewhat 
less effective on that band 
than it was on 15 and 10 me-
ters. However, it did work 
fairly well on 20 meters. In a 
20-meter QS0 with a station 
in Leningrad (USSR), the sig-
nal report given was 579. 
When the transmitter was 
switched to the 20-meter 

quad, the signal report was 
changed to 599. That the 
center of the quad was 
somewhat higher than that 
of the XU may have been a 
factor in the better report. 
Until a heavy storm took it 
down, the XU performed 
very well on 10 and 15 me-
ters. The rotor used was an 
old CD-AR-22. If one cannot 
afford a quad or yagi 
(mounted up 70 feet), an XU 
bidirectional beam would 
be well worth considering. 
Besides being less expensive 
than a quad, an XU is easier 
to put up. 
Two fixed vertical anten-

nas can be fed 180 degrees 
out of phase to form a bidi-
rectional beam. For a bidi-
rectional beam to be used 
on 80, 40, and 20 meters, the 
spacing (5) between the ver-



RECEIVE WEATHER CHARTS 
IN YOUR HOME! 

You can DX and receive weather 
charts from around the world. 
Tune in on free, worldwide government weather services. 

Some transmitting sites even send weather satellite cloud 
cover pictures! 

You've heard those curious facsimile 
sounds while tuning through the 
bands—now capture these signals 
on paper! 
Assemple ALDEN's new radiofacsimile Weather Chart 

Recorder Kit, hook it up to a stable HF general-coverage 
receiver, and you're on your way to enjoying a new hobby 
activity with many practical applications. Amateurs, pilots, 
and educators can now receive the same graphic printouts 
of high-quality, detailed weather charts and oceanographic 
data usec by commercial and government personnel. 

Easy to assemble—Backed by the 
ALDEN name. 
For over 40 years, ALDEN has led the way in the design 

and manufacture of the finest weather facsimile recording 
systems delivered to customers worldwide. This recorder 
kit includes pre-assembled and tested circuit boards and 
mechanical assemblies. All fit together in a durable, attrac-
tive case that adds the finishing professional touch. 

Buy in kit form and save $1,000! 
You do the final assembly. You save $1,000. Complete, 

easy-to-follow illustrated instructions for assembly, 
checkou:, and operation. And ALDEN backs these kits 
with a ore-year limited warranty on all parts. 

„fkVV°.  -- Easy to order. 
Only $995 for the complete ALDEN Weather 

Chart Recorder Kit. To order, fill out and mail the coupon 
below. For cash orders enclose a check or money order 
for $995. Add $5 for shipping and handling in the U.S. 
and Canada (for Massachusetts delivery, add $49.75 
sales tax). To use your MasterCard or Visa by phone, 
call (617)366-8851. 

ALDENELECTRONICS 
Washington Street, Westborough, MA 01581 

a. 

NAME: 

CALLSIGN: 

ADDRESS: 

CITY: STATE: __  ZIP: 

I've enclosed a check or money order for $995.00 and 
$5.00 for shipping and handling, plus applicable sales tax 

Charge to: 0 MasterCard 

ACCOUNT # (ALL DIGITS) 

0 Visa  to ,r5m 6 i 

EXPIRATION DATE 
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tical elements should be 35 
feet ('/ wavelength for 80 
meters). For a bottom end-
fed antenna, the height of 
each element (L) should be 
no more than 50 feet (1/4 
wavelength for 20 meters). 
See Fig. 5(a). For a centerfed 
vertical W8JK beam, the to-
tal height of each element 
could be as long as 100 feet 
if one could find mechani-
cal means of supporting 
such heights. See Fig. 5(b). 
Although the beamwidth 

of such a beam would be 
very broad, the tuning of 
the antenna tuner would be 
sharp (especially on 80 me-
ters) and the tuner would 
have to be carefully touched 
up when changing frequen-
cies within a frequency 
band (because of the rela-
tively high Q of the antenna 
system). 
A full-wavelength verti-

cally-polarized quad loop 
would be good for working 
40-meter DX. For vertical po-
larization, the quad loop 

should be fed on one end for 
the diamond-shaped loop, or 
on one of the vertical sides 
of a square loop. See Fig. 
6(a). This loop would have a 
gain of 1.4 dB as compared 
with a dipole and would 
have low angle radiation. 
By putting a 20-meter trap 

in the loop opposite the 
tuned feedline, the antenna 
would become a "bisquare 
array" on 20 meters with a 
gain of at least 4 dB as com-
pared with a dipole.' See 
Fig. 6(b). 
Using tuned feeders, a 

fixed quad with two loops 
can be made bidirectional. 
See Fig. 7. Two 40-meter 
loops 34 feet on a side with 
34-foot spacing between the 
loops, as shown in Fig. 7(a), 
would provide a gain of 3.7 
dB on 40 meters as com-
pared with a dipole. This an-
tenna system would also 
work on 80 meters and 
would be vertically polar-
ized on both 40 and 80 me-
ters. If 80-meter operation 

were not desired, the spac-
ing between loops could be 
reduced to 17 feet and pro-
vide a gain of 4.3 dB as com-
pared with a dipole. 
Feeding the loops on the 

side with the conventional 
W8JK center-feed method 
would also provide vertical 
polarization. See Fig. 7(b). A 
40-meter bidirectional quad 
could be made to function 
as a bidirectional expanded 
quad on 20 meters by add-
ing a 20-meter trap in the 
center of each side, oppo-
site where the feedline is 
connected. On 20 meters, 
the gain would be at least 7 
dB as compared with a di-
pole. See Fig. 7(c). 
If you have never tried a 

vertically-polarized beam or 
if you cannot afford a com-
mercially-made quad or 
yagi "way up in the air," try 
one of the vertically-polar-
ized beam antenna systems 
described in this article. 
With a good, carefully ad-
justed antenna tuner, each 

of these antenna systems 
will load up equally well on 
both phone and CW fre-
quencies in each band, with 
a very low swr on the coax 
between the transmitter and 
the antenna tuner (usually 1 
to 1). This will make the 
transmitter happy, and the 
resulting DX QS0s will 
make you happy. For good 
DXing, try a vertically-polar-
ized beam antenna.M1 
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SATELLITE TELEVISION RECEIVER  KITS 
ELECTRORIC 
aninsow 
smeaelte recirhopr 

The Electronic Rainbow Receiver consists of a receiver 
with  an  external  down-converter that  mounts at the 
antenna, feeds the voltage to the LNA through the coax 
cable.  The 4GHz signal is down converted to 70 MHz 
and is fed through the RG59/ U coax to the receiver. 

RECEIVER FEATURES 
Built in RF modulator • Detent 
Tuning-3.7 to 4.2 GHz • Variable 
Audio-5.5 to 7.5 MHz • Invert Video 
• Channel Scan • Voltage monitor. 
ing• Meter output • Remote Tuning 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Single Conversion Image Rejection 
Downconverter • Threshold 8 db 
CNR • IF Bandwidth 24MHz • Out-
put IV Audio and Video • IF Fre-
quency 70MHz • Video Bandwidth 
4.5MHz • Size 31/2"Hx81/2 "Dx11 1/4 "W 

ih about 

yuatantead 
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*15 

1111•10. 

• 
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Rainbow Kits are supplied with simple step by step in-
structions. All the circuits that you need expensive test 
equipment to do are pre wired and tested. All printed 
circuit boards have the outline of each part printed on 
them. 

Complete Satellite TV Receiver 

KIT r 1 — Contains: 
• Mainboard • Tuning Board • Down-
converter Board • Modulator Board 

• All parts needed to complete receiver 
• Down Converter built in case. 
• Cabinet, attractive black brushed ano-
dized metal with silk screened front 
and back for a professional look 

• 70 MH2 Filter is pre-wired and tested 
• Complete instruction 
Manual.  $395.00 

We will accept telephone orders for Visa & Mastercard 
No C 0 D Orders 
317-291-7262 TO ORDER CALL 
800-428-3500 

Complete kit weighs 10 lbs Please add sufficient postage 

6254 LaPas Trail 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46268 

KIT .2 — Board Kit Contains. 
• Main Board • Tuning Board • Down-
converter board • Modulator Board 

• Parts List, assembly and alignment 
manual 

• 4GHz local oscillator and 70MHz filter 

is pre-wired and tested.  $129.00 

Instruction manual. Contains printed 
circuit board layouts, parts placement, 
and alignment instructions.  $25.00 

ELECTROMC 
RAMBOW 
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Typical rejection: 
-± 600 Khz@ 144 Mhz: - 28dB 
± 1.6 Mhz@ 220 Mhz: - 40dB 
± 5 Mhz@ 450 Mhz: - 50dB 

GLB HIGH PERFORMANCE 
PRESELECTOR-PREAMP 

AUTOMATIC 
IDENTIFIERS 

The solution to most 
interference, intermod, and desense problems in 

AMATEUR and COMMERCIAL systems. 

COMPARE 
OUR 

CURVES! 

• 40 to 1000 Mhz - tuned to your frequency 
• 5 large helical resonators 
• Low noise - High overload resistance 
• 8 dB gain - ultimate rejection > 80 dB 
• 10 to 15 volts DC operation 
• Size - 1.6 x 2.6 x 4.75" exc. connectors 
• FANTASTIC REJECTION! 

Price - 579 95 bipolar w/RCA lacks 
Connector options BNC $5. UHF $6. N $10 

SUPER HOT! GaAs Fet option $20 
We offer a complete line of transmitter and receiver strips 
and synthesizers for amateur and commercial use 

CUSTOM DESIGN & ENGINEERING 
Allow $2 for UPS shipping - MasterCard and VISA welcome 

MI  0.: 

1 1 1 1 1 
IS I S S 

11 1 1 1 

110(.11111 i• 6 

ID-1 

1D-2 

• For transceivers 8. repeaters 

• Automatic operation 

• Adjustable speed 8 amplitude 

• Small size - 7 to 15 volts DC 

• 8 selectable reprogrammable 
messages - each up to 2 
minutes long 

• Wired 8 tested 

• Programmed with your 
message/s1 

• LOW COST 

Model ID-1 - $39 95 Mude[ ID . 
l2 to 10 min timer $59 95 

GLB ELECTRONICS 1952 Clinton St Buffalo, NY 14206 
716-824-7936, 9 to 4 143 

Call or Write 
for Free 

1983 Catalog 

ALL NEW H.F. 10/160 METER 
SOLID STATE P.L.L. TRANSCEIVER 

Model 10/160 M 

USB-LSB 
4 Memories 
3 Way Auto-Scan 
Includes New Bands 
3-Step Tuning Speed 
IF Tune ± 1 KHZ 
Built-in Dual VFO 
Narrow CW filter optional 

N.C.-6 OM 

CW-W CW-N 
200 W. PEP (160M-12M) 
100 W. PEP (10M) 
Built-in Power Supply 
AC-120 VAC 
DC-13.8 V -Ground 
External ALC & Relay 
RTTY-FAX 

Mfg. Sug. Amateur price 

$1,059.00 

NOW ONLY $949.50 

JUST SLIGHTLY AHEAD 

1275 N. GROVE ST. 
ANAHEIM, CA 92806 

Cable: NATCOLGLZ 

TO ORDER OR 
DLR INFO. CALL 
(714) 630-4541 

318  NOTE. Price. Specifications subject to change 

without notice and obligation 

TERNIURIALL 
RADIO MODEM 

ft apple • TRs-8O  JK ATARI. 

SEND Er RECEIVE CW Et RTTY 

TERMINALL is a hardware and software 
system which converts your Personal Corn 
outer into a state of the an communicatrons 
terminal. 
• TERMINALL Ls cask to use Plug 11Ic, yOu 
11,,,e1Vel headphone tack and copy Morse 
code or radroteletype Plug into your CW 
key lack and sena Morse code Attach a 
Microphone connector and send Rauclot or 
ASCII RTTY treng audio tones IATSK 
That's all there Is to hooking it up 

• Fantastic Morse reception No ackustrnents 
are necessary to reeve Morse code If s 
ruthl autornatocl  So stage active filter 
demodulator and auto adePtxre Morse 
algorithm copies the weak and sloppy ones 

• Separate RTTT and CW demodulators 
Built in crystal controlled AFSK  CW and 
OTT keying ho  rntl loop interconnect. RS 
232 iN and OUT, hand key Input and tide 
tOne Output 

• Built in parallel printer driver software allows 
nardcopy in all modes 

• Hardware clock maintains accurate tme 

d.enCe. what to transmit track and whether 
to save on tape or del( 

• Word wrapping, word mode ediong. addle 
gnore carnage returns user Programmable 
end of line sequen ce, schustabie carriage 
width 'mound deer fired, nOne  or awn 
adaptrvel, excellent docurrentation break 
mode and much more 

• TERMINALL has caoabolites far surpassing 
dedicated terminal systems And since it 
works on a general purpose computer, the 
mardnly of your investment (your co-
m erle speed out over many adherent ,rr 

pli celons You 95 more fee yOur menet' 
• Complete wall software on cassette ah,1 
drskelle. assembled and tested hardware. 
and edeneve rnstructon manual Call or 
write for specticatrons on TERMINALL for 
TRS-81) Model I or Model Ill Apple or 
ATARI 4000RCO COMPUTERS 14139. 

• 15 day money back mid period One year 
parts and labor kneed warranty on facMO 
it u r I or clers 

To Order 

(209) 667-2888  v° 44  
• apore s a %Keane lectern.. of Apo* Inc 

A ir  MACROTRONICS, ‘inca.  ,,,y7..st: a Ra r rTr T rap:W.:0 Ociandy. ,n,  C m 

CA rsmoterrs 401 

\ 411 81 6% wk. is. 
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S. M. Allen KOREC/4 

Condo Secret Agent 
The word at many condominiums is "no antennas allowed." 

Here's how one ham survived. 

Have you ever seen a 
notice  like  this: 

". . no exterior antennas 
and aerials shall be erected 
except as provided under 
uniform regulations prom-
ulgated by the [con-
dominium] Association"? 
This standard phrase or 

similar wording used by 
most  Florida  condo-
miniums dismays amateur 
operators contemplating 
purchase  of  a con-
dominium housing unit. 
When one buys into the 
condo, one agrees to abide 
by the Declaration and the 
Association bylaws. There 
is a considerable body of 
law under Chapter 718 in 
the Florida Statutes called 
"The Condominium Act." 
The law specifies a Declar-
ation of Condominium as a 
kind of Magna Carta de-
signed to protect both the 
developers and owners in 
organizing and operating a 
condominium community. 
The Declaration is a legal 
instrument recorded in the 
public records of the coun-
ty where the condo is 
situated. 

The Association is a non-
profit corporation made up 
of the unit owners of the 
condo. Members elect a 
Board of Administration 
which runs the affairs of the 
condominium. It has legal 
recourse in the event of 
Declaration or Association 
bylaw violations. Most con-
dominiums (particularly 
those with lawyers on the 
board) are hard-nosed 
about sticking to the letter 
of the Declaration. So, how 
does the ham cope with 
these restrictions? 
The condo purchaser can 

treat as his own private 
home the space contained 
within the interior walls of 
his unit. He can install an 
inside antenna, if he 
wishes, subject to other 
restrictions prohibiting 
nuisances (TVI, RFI, etc.). 
The exterior walls, roof, 
parking lots, trees, lawns, 
recreational areas, etc., are 
considered Common Ele-
ments to be used and en-
joyed by all owners collec-
tively. 
Then there are Limited 

Common Elements outside 

the exterior walls, such as 
patios, balconies, and gar-
age stalls which may be 
used exclusively by the 
owner whose unit adjoins 
or is attached or assigned 
to such Elements. This 
might be an out for hams 
who mount mobile anten-
nas on balcony railings — 
maybe. 
Many condo hams sur-

reptitiously use the "in-
visible" antenna, an end-
fed random length of fine 
wire strung across a lawn 
or roof. Some load up 
down-spouts or metal 
gravel-stops around the 
roof —TVI generators if the 
joints are not welded or ef-
fectively bonded. I have 
heard of ingenious hams 
who magnanimously do-
nate flagpoles to their con-
dominiums which actually 
are PVC masts concealing 
trap verticals inside, with 
Old Glory proudly waving 
in the rf field. Other am-
ateurs temporarily run 
coax out windows and feed 
mobile antennas on their 
nearby autos—apparently 
legal, but creating safety 

hazards if the cables can 
be tripped over. 
And some hams brazen-

ly install antennas on their 
condo buildings without 
permission, hoping they 
can get away with it. 
Perhaps some do. Others, 
such as the writer, attempt 
to get permission from the 
Association. 
Shortly after moving into 

my condo, I asked the 
board president for permis-
sion to mount a couple of 
simple antennas. (Forget 
about beams and phased 
arrays—don't press your 
luck!) I told him I wanted 
an inconspicuous dipole 
raised within a line of palm 
trees along the beach dune, 
about 100 feet from the 
building, and a small ver-
tical rod for two meters on 
the roof. The president 
cited the Declaration re-
striction, but said he would 
allow me to bring up my re-
quest at the next annual 
membership meeting. So, 
my plea was included 
under New Business on the 
agenda. 
At the meeting, my 
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presentation emphasized 
the public service aspects 
of amateur radio, such as 
providing emergency com-
munications during power 
or telephone outages fol-
lowing storms or hur-
ricanes. That perks up in-
terest among Florida East 
Coast residents. I also 
assured the membership 
there would be no towering 
structures or rotatable 
elements (unsightly in the 
eyes of non-hams). There 
would be no loose cables or 
tangles of wires, I promised. 
And I also could promise no 
TVI since our building was 
served by cable TV. (So far, 
no problems have been 
reported.) 

After a few questions, all 
of them friendly, the mem-
bership voted to grant my 
request, and the action was 
so recorded in the official 
minutes of the meeting. A 
legal-eagle type might 
question whether the As-
sociation could waive a 
provision in the Declaration 
without properly amending 
it. Whatever, I at least ob-
tained from the Association 
an agreement not to en-
force the pertinent provi-
sion. And I was in business. 

It seemed prudent, even 
with  permission,  to 
minimize use of the Com-
mon  Elements,  using 
Limited Common Elements 
(designated for my personal 
use) and my own private 
property where possible. 
The exception was the 
dipole which had to be 
mounted among Common 
Element trees and the 
feedline under the Com-
mon Element lawn. RG-8/U 
was buried in a lawn slit 
which quickly grew over 
and is undetectable. The 
coax emerges beneath a 
palm tree and is neatly 
dressed up the trunk where 
the antenna center feed-
point is secured. The dipole 
is a 75-40 meter trap affair 
which also loads up fairly 
well on 20 meters. The two-
meter Ringo Ranger was 
mounted on the roof air-

...See List 01 Advertisers on page 114 

conditioning unit which is 
my private property. Its 
maintenance and ultimate 
replacement are at my 
expense, not the Associa-
tion's. 

Then came the sticky 
part—how to get the feed-
lines out of the apartment 
without drilling holes 
through the exterior Com-
mon Element walls. Access 
to the dipole resolved itself. 
I discovered a one-inch 
plastic pipe had been in-
stalled under the apartment 
floor to drain the air-
conditioner condenser in 
the utility room. The pipe 
terminated at ground level 
outside. Obviously, this was 
a Limited Common Ele-
ment for my use, so it 
became a conduit for a 
length of RG-58/U, connect-
ing outside to the heavier 
coax to the dipole. 

Next, how to get the coax 
to the Ringo on the roof? 
Certainly, cable snaked up 
the exterior wall and across 
the roof would be a no-no. 
What about the space be-
tween the interior walls, as 
in concrete block? This 
seems to be a gray area, al-
though it probably is a 
Common Element. No mat-
ter. Through that space runs 
thin-wall metal conduit 
from the utility room to the 
roof. It contains the ac wir-
ing for my roof air-
conditioning unit. Again, 
this seems to be a Limited 
Common Element for my 
use, so with an electrician's 
fish-tape, I pulled up 
another length of RG-58/U 
to the roof circuit-breaker 
box (my private property) 
adjacent  to the  air-
conditioner where the ver-
tical was installed. (Even-
tually, I replaced the RG-
58/U with Radio Shack's 
new small-diameter RG-
8/M.) 

Later, I replaced the 
Ringo with a Cushcraft 
ATV-3 20-15-10-meter trap 
vertical. (Well, 14 feet is 
still a "small vertical rod," 
isn't it?) I could work the 
local two-meter repeaters 

Introducing our Latest Model — NOVAX II 
Inquire about our spring sale! 

NOVAX 11 

NOW TWO MODELS TO 
SERVE YOU BETTER 

YOUR O WN PRIVATE AUTOPATCH 

SIMPLEX  DUPLEX 

AUTOPATCH 

NAViax 
Mo w CONNECTION 

NOVAX interfaces your standard 2 meter; 220: 450; etc. Base 
station and telephone, using a high speed scan switching tech-
nique so that you can direct dial from your automobile or with 
your HT from the backyard or poolside — Automatically ... Easy 
Installation transceivers, featuring solid state switching, offer beet 
results ... Available interfaced with an ICOM 22U. 

FEATURES NOVAX I NOVAX II 

• 3 min. Call duration timer YES YES 

• Up to 45 sec. activity tints YES YES 

• Single digit Aisowe Control YES NO 

• USAF (Touch Tonel• phone connection YES YES 

• 4 digit Awes Control NO YES 

• Toll Restrict NO YES 

• LED Digital rESIEEY NO YES 

• Vinyl covered slum. cess size 5" ii 6" a 2" 10"ar' a 111," 

• Directly Interfaces with Repenter NO YES 

• Rotary Dial System lincl. Last digit Well NO YES—"Option"-164(1.95 

• Ring Sack hewn* eutopatchl "Option" YES-1139.95; Kit $29.95 YES—Nred-4130.06 

• Price Kit$100.96/wired0219.96 Wked only $270.06 

N.Y.S. Rae add appro. Was Tax SHIPPING ADD 163.50 in U.SA. 

To order, send 
thick, money 
order EX 
MASTEN CHAI M 
MD VISA ACCEPTED 

L.JC it....E  T 

VEA-CDNENT 

0 .0014.41, 

(lormwty R.W.D. Inc.) 

Box 162 - Tudman Rd. 
Westmoreland, N.Y. 13400 
or Phone 315429-2785 

with an inside antenna. 
Radials for the new vertical 
were out, of course, since 
this would require a multi-
wire radial system extend-
ing over and secured to the 
Common Element roof. 
Ground-strapping the an-
tenna base with heavy braid 
to the metal mass of the air-
conditioner housing seems 
to work about as well as 
radials, with only small ex-
cursions from the man-
ufacturer's impedance and 
element-length specs. 
Incidentally, an unex-

pected bonus came with 
the three-band vertical: It 
turned out to be four-band! 
It seemed to load up, get 
out, and receive as well on 
two meters as the Ringo. A 
check with the swr meter 
at the transmitter indicated 
almost 1:1 in the 146-147 
MHz range. I can't explain 
it! 
The apartment dweller 

often has problems running 
coax from one room to an-
other. My cables enter the 

apartment in the utility 
room which is separated 
from the ham shack by a 
bathroom. At first, I could 
find no easy and incon-
spicuous way to route the 
cables across the Porcelain 
Palace. Then I noted the 
one obvious fixture which 
spanned the walls—the 
shower curtain rod! A little 
masonry drill work on my 
walls, and the shower rod 
became a conduit for the 
coax. 
I have been operating 

from my condo for three 
years, and so far there has 
been no complaint from 
any of the owners. Al-
though I have a 1-kW 
linear, I use it sparingly. The 
exciter output level is ad-
equate in most situations. 
But even with the linear, I 
have had no indications of 
interference. 
Maintaining a low profile 

is one way to retain the op-
erating privilege after ob-
taining it. Hence, the semi-
concealment of my QTH.E 
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Charles M. Davis NB4L 
304 Atchison Street 
Garner NC 27529 

Make the !corn 720A 
Work for You 

This rig knows when you change bands, so why not 
let it switch your antennas? Build this simple add-on 

and let your voltage do the work. 

Having recently ac-
quired an Icom 720A 

and played with it for sever-
al weeks, I decided to inves-
tigate some interface con-
trols utilizing the informa-
tion interface provided on 
the back panel (24-pin 
molex® plug). According to 
the operator's manual, pin 
13 provides an output volt-
age which varies with re-
spect to the band selected. 
The voltage, as indicated by 
the manual and my test, 
changes approximately 1 
volt per band—following 
this pattern: 1.8 MHz =7.0 V, 
3.5 MHz = 6.0 V, 7.0 MHz = 
5 V, 14.0 MHz = 4.0 V, 18-21 
MHz = 3.0 V, 24-28 MHz 
2.0 V, 10 MHz = 1.0 V. 

Now, being basically lazy 
(and forgetting to change 
the antenna from the beam 
to the inverted vee), I decid-
ed to design an interface 
which would do it for me. I 
needed a circuit which 
would define and capture a 
voltage threshold and 
switch my antenna (via a co-
axial relay) when my rig 
makes the transition from a 
low band to a high band. 

Since 4.5 volts and lower 
represents the high bands 
and 5.0 volts and higher rep-
resents the low bands, what 
I needed was a switch that 
was off (0 V) for an input 
voltage greater than 4.8 
volts and on (Vcc) when the 

input voltage was less than 
4.8 volts. The 4.8 volts is the 
threshold voltage I selected. 
My source voltage (Vcc) is 
13.8 volts. (By the way, the 
720A provides 13.8 volts out 
on pin 2 with pin 8 being 
ground.) 

I needed an op amp 
which was easy to use with a 
single-ended power supply 
and had a fairly decent slew 
rate. It was a job for an 
LM3900, set up as an invert-
ing comparator. Next I need-
ed an NPN transistor capa-
ble of switching relay-coil 
current; I chose the good ol' 

V CON 

V REF 

" POWER UP 
ONE SHOT" 

2N2222. Since my relay has 
a coil-voltage rating of 5 
volts and my source voltage 
is 13.8 V, I needed to drop 
about 8 volts. The transistor 
will drop about 1 to 11/2 
volts when saturated (on). 
Use an LED to drop another 
volt or so. The LED also lets 
you know when the compar-
ator has switched states and 
that the transistor is on. A 
100-Ohm resistor completes 
this series circuit. 
The schematic in Fig. 2 

shows a few things I haven't 
talked about, such as a diode 
across the relay coil, a cou-
ple of capacitors, and a spe-

COMPARATORS 

VCC 

Fig. I. 

AUDIO 

VISUAL 
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cial audio circuit (more on 
this later). Let's get to the 
heavy stuff—making the 
comparator switch states. 
The output of the compara-
tor will be in one of two 
states: 0 volts and Vcc (ap-
proximately). If you prefer 
to think in logic, 0=0 volts 
and 1 = Vcc. The output of 
my Icom 720A (pin 8) was 5 
volts on 7.0 MHz and 4 volts 
on 14.0 MHz. A note here— 
If you refer to the pattern of 
changes given in the first 
paragraph of this article, 
you will see that it is ar-
ranged in order of the out-
put voltage, not the amateur 
bands. Therefore, when you 
change from 14 to 7.0 MHz, 
you go through 10 MHz. In 
terms of voltage you will go 
from 4.0 volts (14 MHz) 
through 0 volts (10 MHz) 
back to 5.0 volts (7.0 MHz) 
and the relay will drop in 
and out. This is the reason I 
have a 470-uF capacitor (Cl) 
on the input of V control to 
help hold this voltage up. 

I selected 4.8 volts as my 
threshold voltage (Vref). 
When the input goes above 
4.8 volts, the output goes low 
(0 volts), and when the input 
goes below 4.8 volts, the out-
put goes to Vcc. The output 
I'm referring to is that of the 
comparator—pin 4, with pin 
2 being Vref and pin 3 being 
Vin. To get Vref, a simple 
voltage divider will do. Re-
ferring to Fig. 2, we see that 
R2 is 10k Ohms. What we 
need to do now is to deter-
mine the value of R4. Using 
the voltage-divider rule: 

Vref , R4 (Vcc) 
R2 + R4 

4.8 V — R4 (13.8 V) 
10k + R4 

48k +4.8(R4)=13.8(R4) 

48k =9(R4) 

R4= 01  
9 

R4 = 5.33k Ohms 

If someone uses other than 
13.8 V as Vcc, then Vref will 

change. To eliminate this 
problem, use a 25k-Ohm 
trimpot. 

Special Audio Circuit 

The 720A is a very good 
rig for the sightless amateur 
by virtue of the fact that it 
establishes certain operat-
ing parameters and condi-
tions when powered up. 
With this being the case, 
why not make the modifica-
tions useful for the sightless 
amateur? Since the LM3900 
is a quad-op-amp package 
and I'm only using one of 
the four op amps, it would 
be a simple task to generate 
another control line whose 
output voltage would fol-
low that of the first op amp. 
I call this op amp 1B. When I 

RI 
V CONTROL 

say simple, I mean it— just 
parallel the inputs— pin 12 
to pin 2 and pin 11 to pin 3. 
By doing this, both op amps 
have the same input resis-
tors (R1 and R2) and both 
use the same Vcon and 
Vref voltages. The output 
voltages—pins  4 and 
10—are identical, yet in-
dependent of each other. 
Op amp 1B is used to turn 

on a 555 which is wired as as 
"power up one-shot." When 
this circuit is activated, a 
high (Vcc) appears on pin 10 
and a short beep will be 
heard from the solid-state 
piezoelectric speaker. The 
time duration of the beep is 
set by R8 and C2. This beep 
will occur at the same time 
the LED comes on, indicat-

VC C 

VCC 

Fig. 2. 

ing that the antennas have 
been switched. 
The project can be built 

in one evening with Radio 
Shack supplying all the parts 
except the coaxial relay for 
approximately $20.00. Lay-
out is not critical and point-
to-point wiring can be used. 
(I used a prototyping board 
to test the circuit and then 
transferred to an edge-con-
nector board.)M 

References 

Design Op-Amp Circuits with 
Experiments, by Howard M. 
Berlin, Published by Howard W. 
Sams and Co., Inc., Indianapolis 
IN 46268. 
/C Timer Cookbook, by Walter G. 
Jung, published by Howard W. 
Sams and Co., Inc., Indianapolis 
IN 46268. 

TO 
COAXIAL RELAY 

Item  Radio Shack 
#  Part Number  Qty. 

1  276-1713  1 
2  276-1723  1 
3  276-041  1 
4  276-1101  2 
5  276-2014  1 
6  275-216  1 
7  273-060  1 
8  272-1030  1 
9  276-1421  1 
10  271-1356  2 
11  271-1335  1 
12  271-1330  2 
13  271-012  1 
14  271-218  1 

15  271-229  1 
16  276-1551  1 
17  276-154  1 

Parts List 

Name 

IC 
IC 
diode 
diode 
transistor 
relay 
speaker 
capacitor 
capacitor 
resistor 
resistor 
resistor 
resistor 
trimpot 

trimpot 
edge connector 
PC board 

Description 

LM3900 - Norton quad op amp 
NE555 
LED 
1N4001 
2N2222 
5 V dc coil, 1 A @ 125 V ac, SPST 
Solid state piezo type 
470 uF (a 35 WV dc, PC mount 
3.3 uF - low leakage 
10 meg, 1/4 Watt 
10k Q, 1/4 Watt 

4.7k Q, 1/4 Watt 
100 Q, 1/2  Watt 
10k Q, 1/8 Watt 

1.0 meg 
44 pin .156 x .200" 
41/2 " x 4" 44 pin 

Ref. Desig. 

IC1 
IC2 
D1 
D2, D3 
01 
RY1 
SPK1 
Cl 
C2 
Al, R3 
R2 
R5, R7 
R6 

R4 
R8 
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The New Communications: 
VHF Mailboxes 

Join the growing wave of hams using digital techniques 
to get their message across. 

AF2M describes the (log) ins and outs of mailbox systems. 

Robert Swirsky AF2M 

412 Arbuckle Avenue 

Cedarhurst NY 11516 

D adioteletype is a mode 
that is getting much at-

tention these days. With so 
many hams using micro-
computers and the large 
number of people with 
Teletypelm model 15s, 19s, 
and 28s, the popular RTTY 
frequencies are crowded. 

UFRC MAILBOX LOG FOR 4/4/81 

STATIONS 
CALL 
KB2WS 
KI2U 
AF2M 
WB2VIN 
KI2U 
WB2HLK 
WB2JUF 
WA2NDV 
KA2BOV 
KAOBYW 
WB2LWJ 
KA2GNJ 
KB2UF 
WA2DCS 
KI2U 
KB2UF 

USING THE SYSTEM 
TIME 
900 
937 
1734 
1753 
1801 
1822 
1899 
2001 
2034 
2056 
2119 
2198 
2159 
2223 
2320 
243 

One of the reasons RT 1 Y is 
so popular is that the mode 
is especially suited to 
automated and computer-
ized embellishments. It is 
possible to leave the TTY 
machine set up, leave the 
shack, and return to see 
whatever activity was on 
frequency. To facilitate 
this, the autostart system 
was developed. Autostart 
senses a mark signal on fre-
quency and readies the 
Teletype machine for copy. 
This way, the TTY is not on 

TODAY: 

THERE ARE 37 MESSAGES IN MLMURY. 

END OF REPORT, 

Fig. 1. The log of system-usage that can be printed on the 
system's local printer. 
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all the time and doesn't 
print out garbage in the ab-
sence of a signal. 
While autostart is all well 

and fine, it does have some 
serious limitations. One of 
them is that you receive a 
copy of everything sent on 
frequency. If you are just 
looking for one specific 
message, you might have to 
do some digging in order to 
find it. Also, there is no way 
of knowing if a message 
that was sent was ever re-
ceived. After all, the other 
station could shut his re-
ceiver off before you came 
on frequency to send him a 
message. 
Because of these limita-

tions, hams started using 
WRU and SeIcal. WRU is a 
special non-printing control 
character that causes a 
properly equipped RTTY 
machine to send out an iden-
tifying message every time 
the character is received. 
In order to use WRU le-
gally, there has to be a 
licensed control operator at 
the station; this limits its 
usefulness a great deal. 
SeIca' is a selective call-
ing system. It activates the 
TTY machine when a spe-
cific sequence of letters, 
usually the last three letters 
of the station's callsign, is 

sent. The TTY will remain 
active until another series 
of characters, usually 
NNNN, is received. SeIcal is 
a very useful item, but it is 
prone to false start-ups and 
not too many hams have 
the proper equipment to 
use it. 
A few years ago, when 

microcomputers were first 
getting very popular, RTTY 
mailboxes started popping 
up across the country. 
These systems enable a 
ham on RTTY to leave a 
message in a computer's 
memory. The message is 
then received when the sta-
tion to whom the message 
was directed checks into 
the system. In order to use a 
mailbox, no special equip-
ment is necessary. Anyone 
who can get on 60 wpm 
Baudot (45.45 baud) can 
use most of the systems 
that are around. 
The procedures for using 

the various RTTY mailboxes 
vary from system to system; 
the one I will describe is 
that of the Uncle Floyd 
Radio Club, WA2DCS, 
which is based in Queens, 
New York. The operation of 
this system is roughly the 
same as the other ones I 
have tried. 
In order to check into. 



the system, one gets on fre-
quency and sends a mark 
tone for about five seconds 
followed by a bunch of Vs. 
It will automatically switch 
to either 60 wpm Baudot or 
110 baud ASCII depending 
on what the computer hears 
on frequency. After the sta-
tion trying to check in drops 
his carrier (the system is on 

•  2 meters), the computer will 
send the following mes-
sage: 

UFRC MAILBOX (date) 
THANK  YOU  FOR 
CHECKING IN. WHEN 
THE CARRIER DROPS, 
PLEASE SEND YOUR 
CALLSIGN FOLLOWED 
BY CR LF. 
If the station replies 

properly, the system will ID 
in CW, and send a message 
such as: 

UFRC MAILBOX (date) 
YOU ARE USER NUM-
BER 56 FOR TODAY. 23 
MESSAGES IN MEMORY 
AT THIS TIME. 

•  If there are any messages 
in the computer for you, 
you will then see something 
that looks like this: 

•  MESSAGES FOR KB2UF. 
FROM KI2U —JON, 
MEET ME ON 21.390 AT 
10 PM (date) 1 71 7. 

FROM AF2M —HEY JON, 
THE REPEATER IS UP 
AGAIN BUT I'M SURE 
YOU COULD CARE LESS. 
I'LL MEET YOU ON 
CHANNEL 19 TONIGHT. 
THREES TO YA! (date) 
1345. 

END OF MESSAGES. 
(CW ID) 

Note that the message is 
preceded by the originating 
station's callsign and 
followed by the date and 
time that the message was 
left. Once a message is 
called up in this manner, it 
is deleted from memory. 
After the CW ID, the system 
will send: 

PLEASE ENTER THE STA-
TION FOR WHOM THE 
MESSAGE  IS  FOR 
FOLLOWED BY CR IF 
AND THE MESSAGE ON 
A SEPARATE LINE. 
LOGOFF WHEN DONE. 

DO YOU WISH TO INSPECT A FILE (Y OR N)? Y 
CALLSIGN ?  KI2U 

MESSAGES LEFT BY KI2U: 

FOR KB2WS--HEY RAY, HOW WAS YOUR DAY? WHAT SAY RAY? IS EVERYTHING OK? CAN YOU CO 
ME OUT AND PLAY, RAY? 

DELETE (Y OR N)? Y 
MESSAGE WAS DELETED. 

FOR WB2JUF--MARC, MEET ME ON 21.390 TONIGHT AT 900 PM 

DELETE (Y OR N)? N 

MESSAGE SAVED. 
NO MORE MESSAGES. 

Fig. 2. An illustration of how messages may be inspected and, if garbage, deleted to con-
serve disk space. This feature is available only on the local terminal, not over the air. 

The following is an exam-
ple of how a message is left: 

WA2PAK. 
THE HW-30 SOUNDS FB 
ON THE AIR. I WAS 
ABLE TO GET AHOLD 
OF A SIXER. WANNA 
BORROW THAT TOO?? 

After the last message is 
sent, the station types: 

LOGOFF 

The system responds 
with a: 

GOODBYE, KB2UF. 

(CW I D) 

This system is rather 
typical of most of the 
2-meter mailbox systems 
that I have seen. There are 
some on the low bands; op-
eration on them differs 
slightly. The 2-meter band is 
an ideal one for this type of 
operation because one 
does not have to worry 
about QRM, QRN, drifting, 
selective fading, and other 
things that plague the lower 
frequencies. 
In order to set up a mail-

box system, all that is need-
ed is a computer with a fair 
amount of disk space, a me-
dium-power 2-meter rig, a 
stable TU that produces a 
nice clean AFSK tone, and a 
good omnidirectional an-
tenna at a decent height. 
Since every setup will dif-
fer, the software would 
have to be custom-written 
for the specific equipment 
involved and the needs of 
the club. 
When writing software 

for such a project, it is often 
a good idea to start with a 
commercially-available 
program and modify it to 
suit your needs. This way, 
much time will be saved. 
The mailbox system de-
scribed in this article uses 
an Apple II Plus computer. 

The Baudot, ASCII, and CW 
routines were taken from a 
program that had assembly 
language subroutines writ-
ten for the various codes 
and an Applesoft BASIC 
program controlling the 
display, flow of control, 
and other such things. 

SEND WELCOMING 
MESSAGE. REOUEST 
CALLSIGN. AND DROP 
THE CARRIER AFTER 
CM 10 

GO TO THE PROPER 
',TT"' RECEIVE 
ROUTINE 

GO RACE TO SEND 
RODE  SEARCH FOR 
AND PRINT OUT 
MESSAGES FOR THE 
STATION 

GO TO RTTT 
RECEIVE AND GET 
CALLS AND MESSAGES 
AND LOGOFF COMMAND 

LOG STATION OFF 
AND GIVE 
A Cm ID 

Fig. 3. Flowchart for a basic mailbox system. The R TTY send 
routine takes care of the CW ID. Random-access disk files 
are used. This limits length but greatly speeds research time. 
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TELEPHONE OR 

RADIO  CONTROL 
TO TURN SYSTEM 

ON AND OFF 

2 METER 
ANTENNA 

THIS LINE GOES HIGH WHEN SOUELC IS TRIPPED 

COMPUTER 
AND 
DISK DRIVE 

DECODED RTTY 
CONVERTED TO TTL 

TTL RE G PULSES 

TERMINAL 

UNIT 

• 

AFSv TONES 

AUDIO OUTPUT 

TTL SIGNAL TO SWITCH PTT CIRCUIT 

2 METER 
FM RADIO 
WITH 
PL SQUELCH 

Fig. 4. The various components in the system and their interconnections. The 2-meter rig 
was modified to provide an external audio output, external PTT input, and a TTL-level out-
put line to tell the computer when the squelch is tripped. 

The Applesoft executive 
program was modified in 
such a way as to enable the 
program to function as a 
mailbox. The task was not 
as difficult as it sounds; it 
took one person less than a 
week to perfect the pro-
gram. As portions of the 
program are from a copy-
righted program, I obvi-
ously am not able to supply 
a listing of the modified 
software. If you feel that 
you are not capable of writ-
ing the software, compa-
nies such as Macrotronics 
advertise mailbox software 
for the TRS-80 and other 
popular computers. Also, 
Hal makes a complete 
stand-alone system, with a 
dedicated microprocessor 
terminal for ASCII and 
Baudot. 

If you decide to write 
your own software, it is wise 
to plan carefully ahead of 
time. Get together with 
other RTTY operators and 
decide what features you 
want to include and how to 
go about implementing 
them. Draw one flowchart 
picturing flow of control 
throughout the entire sys-
tem and one showing which 
subroutines the computer 
should use to accomplish 
the task. Test your algo-
rithm carefully to be sure it 
is working the way you 
want it to. When it comes 
time to actually code the 
program, you will find it 
very easy to do with the de-
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tailed planning ahead of 
time. 

After the program is 
coded, test it off the air. 
Make sure all the functions 
are working as they should. 
You are bound to uncover 
many bugs during this ini-
tial testing period. When 
you are satisfied that the 
system is operating smooth-
ly, put it on the air but be 
prepared to uncover many 
more bugs. No matter how 
carefully the program is 
written, there is always 
someone who will come 
along and enter a command 
that will cause the program 
to bomb. Hams are very tal-
ented in their ability to dis-
cover oversights in pro-
grams of this nature by en-
tering stuff the programmer 
never anticipated! 

Make sure that there is a 
way to shut the system 
down at a moment's notice. 
You are required to have a 
control operator monitor-
ing the system at all times. 
Some means of shutting off 
the system on another fre-
quency or over the phone 
line must be provided for. 
In a busy area, it is wise to 
use PL or Touchtonem con-
trol so that signals on fre-
quency will not turn on the 
mailbox when it is not want-
ed. This is also necessary 
when you want to limit ac-
cess to the system. 

On UFRC's mailbox sys-
tem, there are two modes of 
operation: the normal 

mode and the privileged 
mode. In the privileged 
mode, the user can store 
longer messages and can 
use certain commands that 
are not available to every-
one. In addition to saving 
on disk space by limiting 
the number of people who 
can store lengthy messages, 
it also provides incentive 
for non-members to join the 
club and get the priviliged-
user status. The privileged 
mode is accessed with a PL 
tone and the sending of 
some non-printing char-
acters during the LOGON 
process. 
The UFRC mailbox is 

composed of the following 
hardware: an Apple II Plus 
computer, the Disk II disk 
drive, a Flesher TU-170, a 
HeathkitTM HW-2036A, and 
a 2-meter ground-plane an-
tenna. Future plans consist 
of using a local repeater, 
WB2VTN/RPT (.64/.24), to 
extend the range of the sys-
tem. As of now the system is 
closed, but it will become 
an open system as soon as 
we get enough extra disk 
storage to handle more 
users. Presently, there are 
about 20 active users. The 
system can hold about 150 
average messages. You can 
hear the UFRC mailbox on 
145.71 or the alternate fre-
quency, 144.19. The call-
sign used is WA2DCS, the 
UFRC club call. 
Please note that the mail-

box design presented here 
is not the only possible de-

sign. There are many differ-
ent ways of designing a 
RTTY mailbox system. 
Since there aren't a great 
many of them around, there 
is still much to be done in 
the area of hardware and 
software design. 

More advanced systems 
often have additional fea-
tures. For example, it is pos-
sible to include a library of 
RTTY art, club announce-
ments, and ham-related 
news items. As quick and re-
liable mass-storage devices 
decrease in price, the 
capabilities of such systems 
will most likely increase 
dramatically. The ideal 
system would have full 
duplex capabilities so that 
the user can interact with 
the computer more easily. 
In order to do this, each 
user would have to use a 
separate antenna or a 
duplexer, and separate rigs 
for transmitting and receiv-
ing. If various regional 
systems link together, a 
large "ham database" 
could result. The packet-
communications systems 
are especially suited for this 
purpose. 
The UFRC system in-

cludes such special fea-
tures as a log of all activity 
that is on the system during 
the day. Also, it is possible 
to inspect messages left by 
anybody and edit or delete 
them. This is necessary to 
eliminate garbage mes-
sages and to free up disk 
space when it becomes nec-
essary to do so. Examples of 
this are shown in Figs. 1 and 
2. These functions are 
available only through a 
local terminal on the mail-
box and cannot be used on 
the air. 
Figs. 3 and 4 show a sam-

ple flowchart and a dia-
gram of the system hard-
ware, respectively. 

If you have any specific 
questions concerning mail-
box systems or how to set 
one up, please feel free to 
write. Also, I would appreci-
ate hearing from other own-
ers and users of mailbox 
systems.• 



Introducing The SRT-3000 
A High Performance RTTY 
Communications Send-
Receive Terminal 
• Built-in demodulator & AFSK modula-
tor for 170,425,850 Hz shifts, high and 
low tone pairs • 60,66,75,100,132 WPM 
Baudot, 110,300 Baud ASCII, 5-99 WPM 
Morse • 1000 character text buffer with 
BREAK feature • Ten 80 character mes-
sage memories with battery backup • 
Selectable display formats, 24 lines x 72 characters (2 pages), 24 lines x 36 characters (4 pages), 
16 lines x 36 characters (6 pages) • Split screen operation • On screen status line displays a 
tuning bar, mode, speed, shift, tone pair, normal/reverse, USOS, WRU, SELCAL, buffer mode 
and buffer count • Cassette interface for long "Brag Tapes" or unattended message storage • 
Baudot and ASCII printer outputs • Built-in audio monitor • Built-in 110 VAC power supply • 
Other features-PTT control, WRU, SELCAL, sync idle, CW ID, USOS, autostart, full or half 
duplex, scope outputs, weight control, intercharacter spacing, reverse video, RS-232, word wrap 
around • Compact size only 13.3 x 10.3 x 4 inches • Made in USA. 

Send For 

Free Information 
ELECTRONICS, INC. 

SRT-3000 
List Price $ 995.00 

*Introductory prices good 

thru Feb. 28, 1983. 
Optional 9" video monitor 

shown $149.00. 

787 BRIAR LANE, BELOIT, WISCONSIN 53511  (608) 362-0410 

RF TRANSISTORS 
FRESH STOCK NOT SURPLUS 
•. 

MRF412 
MRF421 
MRF450 
MRF453 
MRF453A 
MRF454 
MRF454A 
MRF455 
MRF455A 
MRF458 
MRF492 

13.50  MRF455A-2 
18.00  MRF458-2 
20.00  MRF492.2 

PREMIUM MATCHED QUADS AVAILABLE 

VHF & UHF TRANSISTORS 

MRF238 
MRF240 
MRF245 
MRF247 
MRF492 
SO1416 
SD1477 
SD1441 
2N6081 
2N6082 
2N6083 
2N6084 
MRF644 
MRF646 
MRF648 

Technical  Assistance  and  cross-reference 
information on CD. PT, RF. SRF & SD P/N's.' 
Call our Engineering Dept  (619)744-0728 
WE SHIP SAME DAY  C 0 D or VISA/MC/Am Ex 
Minimum Order $25 00  Add $3 50 Shipping 
RF Parts Catalog Avail  OEM & Quantity Discounts 

ORDERS ONLY 800-854-1927 

p 
918.00  MRF412-2  S39 00 
27.00  MRF421-2  58.00 
12.50  MRF450-2  28.00 
15.00  MRF453-2  33.00 
15.00  MRF453A.2  33.00 
16.50  MRF454.2  36.00 
17.00  MRF454A.2  37.00 
14.00  MRF455-2  31.00 

30.00 
39.00 
43.00 

fa)  30W  145-175  13.00 
(s)  40W  145-175  15.00 
(F)  80W  130-175  27.00 
(F)  80W  130-175  27.00 
(F)  70W  27-50  20.00 
(F)  80W  130-175  30.00 
(F)  125W  130-175  37.00 
(F)  150W  130-17$  83.50 
(s)  15W  130-175  7.75 
(5)  25W  130-175  9.75 
(s)  30W  130-175  9.75 
(9)  40W  130-175  13.50 
(Ft  25W  430-470  21.50 
(F)  45W  430-470  24.50 
(F)  60W  430-470  33.50 

WESTCOM 
1320 Grand Ave.  San Marcos 

California 92069  619 744-0728 

Antenna Syste ms TET 

*4 ACTIVE  ELE MENTS 10-15 -20 m. 

*F/B RATI O  2 2db *38Ib  W T. 

*19 8' B O O M  *BAL U N  INCLU DE D 

• Wideband, Low SWR. 
• No tuner needed. 
• Exclusive phased dual 
drive gives higher gain 
• Exclusive coaxial 
capacitors have lower 
losses, higher G. 
• Full power low loss 
balun. 

• Improved beam pattern 

See catalog for additional information 

write:  other m odels available 

,245 SUL 
15 SEXTON DR 

ONICS® 4111°  
XENIA. OHIO 45385 'ITCE 

(513) 376 -2700 .or pho n e: 

THE W ORLD FA M OUS 

CATALOG OF 

ELECTRONICS 

• VIDEO 

• TELEPHONE 

• CABLE TV 
• PARTS 

• AUDIO 
• ELECTRONICS 

• and much 
much more' 

1000 s OF FASCINATING 
FACTORY CLEAROUTS 
SURPLUS SPECIALS AND 
BARGAIN OFFERS NOT FOUN 
IN STORES OR CATALOGS 
ANYWHERE' 

ETC O ELECTR ONICS 

DEPT. 5 0 

Mailing List Control Center 

Box 840 ii-246 

Cha mplain. N.Y. 12919 

I Enclose  (cash OK) 

Please rush postpaid 

(-1 ft for 1 year subscription to the 
I-3 world famous ETCO catalog. 

$3 Canadian & Foreign 1 year 
subscription to the ETCO catalog. 

ri 304 page handbook "BUILD YOUR 
1- 3 OWN EARTH STATION". (TA025) $10.00 
fl 360 pages MASTER HANDBOOK OF 

TELEPHONES. iTA001)   $11.00 

FREE - sample copy of the bargain 
packed ETCO catalog. (USA only) 

Name   

Address   

City   

State  Zip 

NO W 

112 
PAGES 
1 
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CO ATV 

BITTEN BY THE ATV BUG? 
lip Let P.C. put you on the air 
•  and SAVE! 

Complete System price 
$249.00 SAVE $13.00 

TAA5-4 Exciter/Modulator   $89.00 ppd. 
Wired and tested module designed to drive PA5 10 watt 
linear amplifier The 100 MHz crystal design keeps har-
monics out of two meters for talk back Video modulator 
is a full 8 MHz for computer graphics and color Re-
quires 13 8 VDC reg @ 70 ma 80 mw output power 
Tuned with crystal on 439 25. 434 or 426 25 MHz 
Dual frequency model available   11 00 ppd 

PA5 10 Watt ATV Power Amplifier  $89.00 ppd 
The PAS will put out 10 watts RMS power on sync tips 
when driven with 80 mw by the TXA5 exciter 50 ohms 
in and out plus bandwidth for the whole band with good 
linearity for color and sound Requires 13 8 VDD reg 15 

F MA5 Audio Subcarner Generator 529 00 ppd 
Puts audro on your Larnera video lust as broadcast ones 
at 4 5 MHz Puts out 1 V pp to drive TXA5 Requires 
low Z mike. 150 to 600 0 and 12 to 18 VDC @ 25 ma 
Works with any transmitter with 5 MHz video band-
width 

TVC-2 ATV Downconverter   $55.00 
Stripline MRF 901 preamp and double balanced mixer 
digs out the weak ones and resists intermod and over-
load Connects between UHF antenna and TV set. Out-
put channels 2 or 3 Vancap tuner 420 to 450 MHz 
Requires 12 to 18 VDC g 20 ma 
Supersensitive TVC 21 with NE64535 preamp 
(.9 da N.F.)   $69.00 ppd. 

Call or write for our complete catalog of specifications, station setup diagrams, 
and optional accessories which include: antennas, modulators, test generators, 
cameras and much, much more. See Ch. 14 1983 ARRL Handbook. 

TERMS: VISA or MASTERCARD by telephone or mail, or check or money order by 
mail All prices are delivered in USA. Allow three weeks after order for delivery. 

(213) 447-4565 Charge card orders only 

P.C. ELECTRONICS 2522 Paxson Lane, 
Tom W6ORG  Maryann WB6YSS  Arcadia, California 91006 

NEW EGBERT II 
RTTY--CW 

for 
THE APPLE COMPUTER 

SOFTWARE 
ONLY 

N° TU REQUIRED 
Many Standard and UNIQUE FEATURES 

(ALL ON ONE DISK) 

any MARK and SPACE frequency 

500 Hz to 3000 Hz 

CAN BE USED WITH TTY FOR THE DEAF 

Requirements Apple II 48K , 3.3 

TRANSMIT OR RECEIVE 

ALSO ACCEPTS TTL INPUT TO GAME I 0 

C W VERSION AVAILABLE 

PRICES RTTY  $39.95 

Back-Ups each   $ 7.50 

C W  $39.95 

RTTY with CW  $59.95 

'Shipping   $ 2.50 

WRITE FOR DETAILS OR ORDER FROM 

L O 

W.H. NAIL COMPANY 

275 Lodgeview Drive 

roville. Ca 95965 .,244  

(916) 589-2043 

'Foreign Shipping  S6 00 
(Calif Residents add 6% lax) 

WORK THE U.H.F. BANDS 
Add a trans%erter or converter to your existing 10m, 6m or 2m equipments. 
Choose from the largest selection of modules available for DX. OSCAR, 
1-.ME, ATV. 

TRANSVERTERS MMT 50-144 $209.95 
MMT 144-28 $199.95 
MMT 432-28 (S) $299.95 
MMT 439-ATV $349.95 
MMT 1296-144 $374.95 
OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE 
write for details 

POWER AMPLIFIERS 
all models include RE VOX & Low Noise RX Pre-Ampl. 
(no pre-amp in MML432-100) 

2 Meters:  100W output 
100W output 
50W output 
30W output 
25W output 

432 MHzi  100W output 
50W output 
30W output 

1268-1296 MHz: 

MML144400-LS  IW or 3W in $284.95 
MML144-100-S  IOW input  $284.95 
MMLI44-50-S  IOW input  $239.95 
MML144-30-LS  1W or 3W in $124.95 
MML144-25  3W input  $114.95 

MML432-100  IOW input  $444.95 
MML432-50  IOW input  $239.95 
MML432-30-L  1W or 3W in $209.95 
Coming soon. Watch for details. 

ANTENNAS (incl. 50 ohm balun) 
2 Meter J-Beams:  12.3 dBd gain 
8 over 8 Horizon'l pol D8-2M  $63.40 
8 by 8 Vertical poi  D8-2M-vert  $76.95 
1250-1300 MHz Loop-Yagi 1296-LY  $44.95 
Send 3fitt stamps for full details of all our VHF/UHF items. 
Pre-selector filters 
Low-pass filters 
Varactor triplers 
Pre-amplifiers 

D8/2M 

Transverters  11011111111  
Converters  viSA - 

Antennas 

Crystal Filters '412 
Spectrum International, Inc. 

Post Office Box 10845 

Concord, Mass, 01742 USA .-436 

NEW TS830S for $150? 

Yes indeed! Just add a Matched Pair of top-
quality 2.1 KHz BW (bandwidth) Fox Tango 
Filters. Here are a few quotes from users: 

"... Makes a new rig out of my old TS830St..." 
"...VBT now works the way I dreamed it should..." 
"...Spectacular improvement in SSB selectivity..." 

"...Completely eliminates my need for a CW filter..." 
"...Simple installation • excellent instructions..." 

The Fox Tango filters are notably superior to both 
original 2.7KHz BW units but especially the 
modest ceramic 2nd IF; our substitutes are 8-pole 
discrete-crystal construction. The comparative 
FT vs Kenwood result's? VBT OFF - RX BW: 2.0v3 
2.4; Shape Factor: 1.19 vs 1.34; 80dB BW: 2.48 vs 
3.41; Ultimate Rejection: 110dB vs 80. VBT SET 
FOR CW at 300Hz BW - SF 2.9 vs 3.33; Insertion 
Loss: 1 dB vs 10dB. 

AND NOW A NEW TS 930S! 
Tests prove that the some filters improve the '930 
even more than our '831 Don't buy CW filters-not 
even ours. You probably won't need them! 

INTRODUCTORY PR CE: (Complete Kit)...$150 
Includes Matched Pair of Fox Tango Filters. 

all needed cables, parts, detailed instructions. 
Specify kit desired: F-K-830 or FTK-930. 

Shipping $3 (Air $5). FL Sales Tax 5% 

ONE YEAR WARRANTY 
GO FOX-TANGO -TO BE SURE! 
Order by Mail or Telephone. 

AUTHORIZED EUROPEAN AGENTS 

Scandinavia micROTEC (Norway) 
Other: INGOIMPEX (West Germany) 

FOX TANGO CORPORATION 
Box 15944S, W  Beach FL 33406 

Phone (3051 683-9587  ..-323 

The Spider Antenna 
The modern multi-band mobile antenna 
-switch to 10, 15, 20 or 40 meters 
without stopping to change resonators. 

Features of the Spider" . Antenna 
• The Spider" Antenna is less than six feet high 
and the longest resonator projects out from the 
mast 24 inches. This gives a slim pro-
file, low height and light weight, offer-
ing little wind resistance and 
eliminating the need for a \ 
spring mount. 
• Each resonator is tuned to  ••••• 
the desired portion of the band by 
a tuning sleeve which slides over the 
outside of the resonator. 
• SWR is approximaterly 1:1 at the 
selected resonant frequency. 
• Base impedance approximately 50 
ohms, requiring no matching network. 
• Ideal for use on vans, campers, 
motor homes, travel trailers; also 
in mobile home parks, apart-
ment houses and condominiums. 
The Spider ," Adapter converts 
any mono-band antenna with a half-
inch mast into a modern four-band antenna. 
The Spider" Mariti me,'" is the ultimate for 
marine use. Made of non-magnetic stainless steel 
and nickel-chrome plated bronze, using regular 
Spider"' resonators and tuning sleeves. 
Accessories -Bumper. ball, angle and stud 
mounts. Quick disconnects. RG-58A/U coaxial 
cable and connectors. Ground radial systems. 
Copper foil and copper braid ground straps. 
For further information, prices write or call 

u 5 

34 9132 , 

4 

MULTI- BAND ANTENNAS 
7131 OWENSMOUTH AVENUE, SUITE 463C 

CANOGA PARK. CALIF. 91303 
TELEPHONE: 12131 341-5460  --171  
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2300 H z 
CONVERTER 

BU  I L T PAON\NTEEN,„„  Ly 

N O w 7 z 9 0 

K  I T APLCL  A BOARD 

DOWN  CONVERTER 

9.95 
DISK YAGI ANTENNA  $12.95 
COMPLETE KIT WTTH PVC  
AND MOUNTING BRACKET J-- 1 

POWER SUPPLY  $ 15.9 5 
VARIABLE 4 TO 15 VOLTS 

ALUMINUM CABINET  %  $6.9 5 
ANODIZED BLACK WITH BRUSHED PP M 
ALL HOLES ARE PRE-PUNCHED 

BUILT CONV BOARD  $22.50 

BUILT P/S & CABINET  $34.95 

COMPLETE SYSTEM BUILT  $77.90 

FP_ lj'1 711.  
•  (T RICI N XI INic 

ADD $5.00 FOR 

6219  COFFMAN RD .- 104  SHIPPING & HANDLING 

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46268  NO  COD 

3 1 7  2 9 1 7 2 8 0 PHONE OR MAIL ORDER 

PHASE II 
TWIN ANTENNA 

• SUPER 80 -POUND, 100-MPH GRAY MAG-
NETIC MOUNT WITH MYLAR BASE 

• 5/8 WAVE FOR PHASE II SIGNAL 
• AND • 

• 1/4 WAVE FOR CLOSE-IN AND RE-
STRICTED HEIGHT AREAS 

• INSTANT CHANGE-OVER 

• SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE 
• STAINLESS STEEL SPRING AND WHIP 

• CHROME ON BRASS BASE-COMPARE! 
• BOTH ANTENNAS ARE  FREQUENCY 
ADJUSTABLE 

• COMPLETE WITH 17 FEET OF FOAM 
COAX AND PL-259 CONNECTOR 

• MADE IN USA 

INTRODUCTORY PRICE: 

$29.95 
COMPARE, 

TVVOANTENNAS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE' 

AMATEUR-WHOLESALE ELECTRONICS 
8817 SW. 129th Terrace. Waft Florida 33176 
Telephone (305) 233-3631 - Tees: 80-3356 

HOURS: 9 - 5 Monday thru Friday 
• US DISTRIBUTOR • DEALER INOUIRIES INVITED 
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Check These Prices On Factory Prime Parts 
a AUTHORIZED MAIL ORDER DISTRIBUTORS 
* MOTOROLA MAO DISTRIBUTOR 

* NWT SEE IT?? GIVE USA CALL!! 
All Parts Fully Guaranteed' 

POPULAR MICROWAVE 
MRF 901  S2 15 
2N6603 ireplaces 
MRF 9021  6975 
MRF 911  S2 15 
MBD 101  $ 45 

DEVICES - 
NEC 02135 high gain/ 
low noise  $350 

Chip Caps 001 
(05  11)  4/51.00 

Thermistor 
1K Ohm @ 25 C S 74 

LINEAR ICS 
MC 1590G 
MC 1330A1P 
MC 1349P 
MC 1350P 
MC 1358P 
MC 1374P 
MC 1458CP1 
MC 1496P 

$6.85 
$1.65 
SI 40 
Si 20 
Si 70 
S2 40 
S 70 
Si 00 

MC 1733CP 
MC 4558CPI 
NE 564 
NE 565 
LM 301AN 
LM 307N 
LM 380N 
LM 1889 

5 95 
S 85 
S2 50 
Si 30 
5 34 
5 45 
S 89 
52 45 

DYNAMIC RAMS - 
4116 16K 200PIS 8 tor S11 95 

LOW PROFILE SOLDER TYPE IC SOCKETS - 
8 pin to 40 pin  1C per pin 120 pin = 20C1 

RESISTORS - 1/4 W att 5 % C arbon Fil m - 
Standard Value - 10 Ohm 1033 Meg Ohm 
Same Value 1 - 100  02 ea 
Same Value 100 1000  015 ea 
Same Value  1000-u.  010 ea 

MISCELLANEOUS - 
MV2109  S 82  Polarized Line Cord 
MV2209  S 40  5 Foot  S 42 
IN4001 4004  75 - 300 Ohm Matching 
4007  10 tor S 99  Transtormer  5 50 

Gardiner Solder 60/40 Rosin Core 
032 dia. 1 Lb  iools  58 10 

VISA 
NS Electronics Coro. 
P.O. Boo 33205  ,- 230 

Ptmenlm, Arizona 85067 

411 : (602) 274-2885 
Special Quantity Pricing Men Credit 

Card Order S15 00 No Min on COD or Prepaid 

Prepaid Orders Add $2.50 Ship Ins Handling 

C OO' s 

ELECTRICITY 
FRO M SUNLIGHT 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

NM 
NM 
M• 
U. 

UM 
U. 

U. 
IM MO. 
MEM.. 
MIII•111• 

We Make Photovoltaic 
Syste ms, Co mponents, 
Hardware Er Accessories  , 

A REALITY TODAY 
Send $3.50 for Catalog to: • 

ENCON PHOTOVOLTAICS 
Distributors of Solareit Photovoltoics 

Dept. 73 27584 Schoolcraft 
Livonia, MI 48150 

13131 261-4130  112  
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William Tucker W4FXE 

1965 South Ocean Drive 
Apartment 15-G 
Hallandale FL 33009 

The Morning 
Beverage Antenna 

If you are a coffee drinker and you work 2 meters, 
you'll love this antenna. W4FXE shows you how to 
get wide bandwidths and small size at low cost. 

Recently, I needed an in-
door antenna for two-

meter FM operation to 
place on the windowsill of 
my high-rise apartment. The 
A/4 ground-plane antenna 
immediately came to mind 
but was quickly rejected 
because of the inconve-
nience of using the required 
ground-plane radials. Un-
fortunately, the 5/8A mobile 
whip antenna could not be 
used for the same reason. 

The Half-Wave 
Vertical Antenna 

Because the A/2 vertical 
antenna does not require 
ground-plane radials, it ap-

A/2 
38 $n. 

Fig. 1. A/2 vertical antenna 
matched to coaxial cable, 
using parallel resonant cir-
cuit. 

peared to be the proper 
choice. An endfed A/2 verti-
cal antenna exhibits a high 
impedance at its feedpoint 
and therefore requires a 
transformer device to 
match the impedance of a 
50-Ohm coaxial-cable feed-
line. A parallel resonant cir-
cuit will provide a fairly 
good match to this antenna 
and the 50-Ohm coaxial ca-
ble can be fed directly to a 
matching position on the in-
ductance (see Fig. 1). 
There are several other 

methods of obtaining an 
impedance match for a A/2 
vertical, including the fa-
miliar J antenna which has 
been with us for a good 

A/4 
19 in 

Fig. 2. A/2 vertical matched 
to coax with open stub— 
known as a I antenna. 

many years (see Fig. 2). I re-
member using the J antenna 
during the early 30s with a 
"rush box" superregenera-
tive one-tube transceiver on 
the old five-meter band. An-
other method of matching 
the A/2 vertical is by the use 
of the gamma loop (Fig. 3), 
which has been successful-
ly marketed for many years 
under the name of Ringo. 
I first tried the parallel 

resonant circuit built into a 
small metal project box, 4" 
x 2" x 1 1/2 ". It worked well 
with a 38" vertical antenna 
section, but was unstable 
mechanically and would 
topple over too easily. I 
then built a J antenna which 
also worked quite well, but 

A/2 
38 In 

COAX 

Fig. 3. Gamma-loop match-
ing for 112 vertical antenna. 

it was clumsy and the 
length (57") was too long. I 
tried shortening the I sec-
tion to 8" and used a capac-
itor to bring it to resonance 
(see Fig. 4). This also worked 
well but was still too clum-
sy and inconvenient for a 
windowsill. I did not try the 
gamma-loop type, for I 
knew it would not go well 
with the awkward mount-
ing. 

The Coffee Can 

A solution appeared: 
Why not use a coffee can as 
the base of the antenna? It 
would fit nicely on the win-
dowsill and, with a little 
weighting, would be quite 
stable. However, instead of 
using a coil and capacitor 

8.8 

Fig. 4. Shortened I antenna. 
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SO-239 

2" 

Fig. 5. The 4/2 coffee-can antenna. 

as the parallel resonant cir-
cuit as shown in Fig. 1, I de-
cided to use the can itself as 
part of the resonant circuit 
in a coaxial configuration. 
Being less than a A/4 in 
length, I could tune it to res-
onance with a small vari-
able capacitor (see Fig. 5). 
The top end of the inner 

conductor, where it is tuned 
to resonance with a small 
variable capacitor, is a high 
impedance point and pro-
vides a good match to the 
bottom end of the A/2 verti-
cal antenna section. The 
bottom end of the can, 
where the inner conductor 
is attached, is a very low im-
pedance point  compara-
ble to the bottom shorted 
end of the j antenna. A 
good impedance match to 
the 50-Ohm coaxial cable 
can be obtained at about 
11/2" from the bottom end. 
Usually, a coaxial reso-

nant circuit of this type ex-
hibits a very high Q. How-
ever, by feeding the Al2 ver-
tical section directly at the 
high impedance point and 
by attaching the 50-Ohm 
feed point directly to the in-
ner conductor, the circuit is 
loaded down, reducing the 
Q considerably. 

Construction 

The drawing is self-ex-
planatory. A 50-pF variable 
capacitor of the APC type 
(or equivalent) with either a 

VARIABLE 
CAPACITOR 

SOLDER DIRECT 
OR USE 
UG-177/U HOOD 

screwdriver adjustment 
stub or a knob shaft may be 
used. Make certain that the 
rotor wiper contact is clean 
and makes good contact 
and connect it directly to 
the inside surface of the 
coffee can. Run a short, rig--
id copper wire from the sta-
tor plates to the inner con-
ductor as shown. If a screw-
driver adjustment shaft is 
used, solder a jumper wire 
from the non-rotating por-
tion of the tuning shaft to 
both mounting studs as 
shown in Fig. 6. If a knob 
shaft is used, make the 
opening in the can smaller 
so as to make a tight fit 
around the shaft. This is 
done in either case to avoid 
annoying hand capacity. 
The inner conductor can 

be made in one 43 1/2 " 
length so that 38" of verti-
cal antenna (A/2) will be ex-
posed above the top of the 
can level. Copper or brass 
tubing, 'A -inch o.d., will re-
sult in increased band-
width, although '/5-inch tub-
ing or solid hard-drawn cop-
per, no. 8 or even no. 10, 
may be used. 
If desired, with a little in-

genuity, the antenna sec-
tion can be made telescop-
ic for convenience. An easy 
way to attach the inner con-
ductor to the bottom of the 
can is by soldering it to a 
socket hood (UG-177/U) as 
shown in Fig. 7. You can 

SOLDERED 
JUMPER 

Fig. 6. APC type variable ca-
pacitor showing shaft hous-
ing jumper soldered to 
mounting studs. 

also make an opening in the 
bottom of the can for a 
tight fit with the inner con-
ductor and solder it there 
securely. With the attach-
ment to the stator plates of 
the variable capacitor, the 
inner conductor is quite rig-
id. 
The SO-239 socket is 

mounted as shown about 
two inches from the bottom 
of the can and fed with no. 
16 copper wire to a position 
on the inner conductor 
about 11/2 " from the bot-
tom. 

Operation 

The operation is quite 
simple. Simply place an swr 
meter at the antenna base 
and feed with any conve-
nient length of 50-Ohm co-
axial cable directly from 
the two-meter transceiver 
(see Fig. 8). Adjust the vari-
able capacitor for the low-
est swr at the most used fre-
quency. If the swr does not 
dip down to a very low 
reading, move the coaxial-
cable tap on the inner con-
ductor up or down a little 
until the swr is practically 
at unity. You can leave the 

SOLDER 

Fig. 7. UG-177/U hood. 

swr meter in the line for 
subsequent adjustments if 
needed. If not, you can re-
move it and retune when 
necessary for maximum re-
ceived signal strength or 
with maximum response on 
a small field-strength me-
ter. 
The bandwidth of the an-

tenna is about 2 MHz. You 
should tune the antenna for 
a most used center frequen-
cy and when shifting fre-
quency about 1 MHz either 
side, the swr should remain 
under 1.5:1. 
Because of its size, the 

coffee can provides a nice, 
stable base. However, it 
should be weighted down 
for additional mechanical 
stability. I live near the 
beach, so I filled the can 
with assorted shells that 
were cleaned thoroughly. 
You can also use colored 
glass marbles such as those 
used decoratively in fish 
tanks. When the coffee can 
is filled with the above, 
slight retuning may be nec-
essary. 
A final note: It is good 

practice from a health view-
point not to stay too close 
to the strong rf field of any 
VHF antenna . . especially 
if you are using more than 
10 or 15 Watts. • 

SWR 
COFFEE - 
CAN 
ANTENNA 

Fig. 8. Test se up for tuning the coffee-can antenna. 
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Try Out a Low-Level Lazy Loop 
It may be only 10 feet up, but this aerial is no worm-burner. 

Better still, it will fit almost anywhere. 

/in, Gray W1XU 
73 Staff 

The loop antenna is well 
known, with many vari-

ations including the quad 
loop, the delta loop, and 
the twin loop. Loops have a 
reputation of being easily 
tuned, forgiving of slight 
mismatch, broadbanded, 
balanced, and immune to 
QRN. Many antennas are 
really loops in disguise; if 
you don't believe it, consid-
er such diverse examples as 
the folded dipole a.nd the 
rhombic. 
The "lazy loop" is basi-

cally a standard loop anten-
na arranged horizontally 
above ground, but at an un-
usually low height— less 
than one-tenth of a wave-
length, for example. Before 
you protest that such anten-
nas are earthworm warm-
ers, let me recount some of 
my experiences. 
About two sunspot cy-

cles ago, give or take sever-
al years, I was blessed with 
a typical suburban lot mea-
suring about 75 feet by 200 
feet, ideal for a longwire or 
a collinear, antennas that 
need little "width" to per-
form their function. How-
ever, I was unsatisfied be-
cause I couldn't have that 
antenna farm we all dream 
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about. You know the one: 
rotatable rhombics on 160 
meters and that kind of 
thing. 
Financial limitations, 

physical restrictions, and 
neighborhood censure all 
discouraged tall towers, 
large supporting structures, 
and wires (visible wires, at 
least). A lot of digging and 
poking in the literature kept 
bouncing me back to the 
original concept of a hori-
zontal loop, but I could 
find very little information 
available on full-wave hori-

DIRECTION OF 
RADIATION 

CORDS TO POLES OR  I 
NYLON SUPPORT 

TREES AT EACH 
CORNER 

#14 WIRE LOOP 

CENTER 
CONDUCTOR 

COAX 
CONNECTORS -. 

TO 
SHACK 

X 
50-OHM COAX 

• 

zontal loops. Rhombics, 
yes; full-wave loops, no. 
I reasoned that a full-

wave loop, horizontally ar-
ranged, would use the earth 
as a reflector of rf energy, 
and the better the ground, 
the better the reflection. Af-
ter all, vertically-mounted 
loops use other loops, 
screens, and even linear ele-
ments as reflectors, so why 
not the ground itself? The 
only drawback I could see 
was that my soil conductivi-
ty (which determines the 
quality of the "image" an-

INSULATOR 

SHIELD 

1/4). 75-OHN COAX 
IMPEDANCE TRANSFORMER 

Fig. 1. "Lazy loop" 40-meter loop antenna. A = B if loop is 
square; 2A +28 must equal a full wavelength (see text for 
formula). X =any convenient length of 50-Ohm coax to the 
shack. The proper 50-Ohm, non-reactive load appears at the 
end of the quarter-wave section of the 75-Ohm coax. Note: 
If nylon cord is used to support the loop at the corners, an 
insulator is needed only at the feedpoint. 

tenna or the reflective qual-
ity of the earth) was very, 
very poor. Dry, sandy soil is 
a poor conductor but a 
good absorber of rf energy. 
The only hope I had was 
that the water table was 
close to the surface and 
might provide the needed 
reflection before too much 
energy could be absorbed 
by the earth. 
It seemed to me that by 

squirting the signal skyward 
I could maximize the 
amount of rf reaching the 
ionosphere directly over-
head and increase the 
amount re-reflected earth-
ward to enhance my signal 
at my friends' receivers. 
Thus the 80-meter horizon-
tal loop was born, with 
70-foot sides, supported by 
TV-mast tubing at about 30 
feet above the ground. 
Various antenna books 

quoted the feedpoint im-
pedance of a full-wave loop 
as being close to 110 Ohms. 
A quarter-wave transformer 
of 75-Ohm coaxial cable 
would change that value to 
about 50 Ohms, or close 
enough for my transmitter 
output impedance. So, a 
quarter-wave piece of 
75-Ohm coax (okay, maybe 
it was 72-Ohm) of the RG-
59/U persuasion was cut to 
the desired operating fre-
quency. 



• 

4 

The reflected power 
turned out to be very slight 
and the finals (a tube-type 
rig) were well-pleased. 
What about the forward 
(upward) power? Well, it 
seemed to come back en-
hanced as expected be-
cause I received lots of re-
ports that my signal was the 
best ever put out by my Vik-
ing Ranger on AM phone; 
many reports later, I was 
forced to conclude that the 
antenna was a huge suc-
cess. Stations from about 
300 miles around all told 
me that I had greatly im-
proved my signal and that 
they had noticed much less 
fading. I, too, noticed a big 
difference: The band was 
much more quite. On 75 
and 80 meters in the sum-
mertime, you know what 
that means. 

Everything seemed to 
work better than I had 
hoped, so I tried loading the 
antenna on other frequen-
cies and bands. . but with-
out much success. Then I 
exchanged the coaxial feed-
line for open-wire feedline 
and through a tuner loaded 
on other bands without 
much difficulty. The anten-
na proved to have bidirec-
tional properties and even 
some gain on fifteen and 
twenty meters. I tried 
changing the loop configu-
ration (but not perimeter 
length) from a square to a 
triangle and even to a rough 
circle, all without any no-
ticeable difference in per-
formance or loading on the 
fundamental frequency. 

I decided to bring some 
of the ideas along to a new 
homestead with a larger lot, 
but a set of new limitations: 
It is covered with trees! Not 
wishing to destroy the nat-
ural beauty of the place, I 
decided to put up the loop 
and use the trees them-
selves for support. This 
time, a loop for forty me-
ters was indicated. The 
trees made nice, conve-
niently-located supports, 
and I was able to achieve a 
reasonable facsimile of a 
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Fig. 2. Vswr at the transmitter end of quarter-wavelength, 
75-Ohm matching section. (Measurement made with 
"MARS" bridge.) 

quad loop, horizontally ar-
ranged about ten feet 
above the ground. A possi-
ble advantage of this loca-
tion was better soil conduc-
tivity, and while the trees 
represented a possible 
source of signal absorption, 
I hoped that the advantages 
and disadvantages would 
balance each other out, 
yielding a net positive 
result. 
And so it turned out. The 

quarter-wave matching sec-
tion was cut, trimmed, and 
installed, and the first calls 
made. Results are uniform-
ly good out to a distance of 
about 600-700 miles. (I 
have a 40-meter roof-
mounted groundplane an-
tenna for direct, switchable 
comparison.) 
Why, then, use a loop? 

Well, to me, the reasons .are 
manifold. It is easy to put 
up—takes maybe an hour, 
if you're slow. It is unobtru-
sive— invisible to neigh-
bors. It gives great local 
performance, with reduced 
noise pickup. It has bal-
anced feed and a balun is 
not necessary. It has simple 
impedance matching, and 
the low height means a min-
imum of support structure 
is required. Finally, it has a 
low cost. 

Building Your Own Loop 

You will need some wire, 
some coax, and enough 
room to put up the loop of 
your choice. Here's how 
you calculate the loop size 
(remember that you can 
make a square, triangle, or 
other polygon, regular or ir-
regular). Use the formula 
1005/f(mHz)  = total wire 
length in feet. 

Example: You wish to put 
up a loop for 7.1 MHz. The 
formula gives a length of 
141.54 feet. If you cut it to 
141 feet 6 inches, you will 
be close enough. 
The coax length is calcu-

lated by the formula: 
246vf/f(mHz)  = length in 
feet. The vf is the coax ve-
locity factor, which simply 
means that radio frequency 
energy travels at a different 
velocity in coax than it does 
in free space. The effect of 
this is that the electrical 
length of a quarter-wave-
length of coax is different 
than the physical length. A 
common value for coax is 
vf =.66, and this is the val-
ue I used to cut mine. (It 
would be better to use a 
grid-dip meter to "prune" 
yours to the exact length 
needed.) 
The formula for a 40-me-

ter antenna, then, is 
(246 X .66)/7.1 =22.87 feet. 
If you cut it to 22 feet 11 
inches, you'll be close 
enough. If that length is not 
enough to reach from the 
antenna to your transmit-
ter, you can add any need-
ed amount of 50-Ohm coax 
in series. 
The coax you have cut is 

known as a quarter-wave 
matching  section;  it 
matches the impedance of 
the loop (110 Ohms) to the 
impedance of the source 
(50 Ohms). The quarter-
wave matching-section 
technique requires that the 
matching impedance be the 
"mean" value between the 
"extreme" values. It is cal-
culated as: M=V —x-1—_, 
where M is the imped-
ance value of the match-
ing section, S is the source 

impedance, and L is the 
load impedance. Thus, 
M=  50) 10 , or 74.16 
Ohms. As you can see, ei-
ther 75-Ohm or 72-Ohm 
coax (or other) line would 
provide a good match. 

Performance of the Loop 

In my own loop for forty 
meters, I find that the swr is 
less than about 1.4:1 over 
the entire band! I know this 
sounds phenomenal, but I 
cannot measure any reflect-
ed power at the design op-
erating frequency! For sta-
tions within about 500 miles 
or so from my QTH, reports 
are always in favor of the 
loop over my comparison 
vertical (Hy-Gain 14AVQ, 
roof-mounted with two ra-
dials per band—except 40 
meters, where I use 4 radi-
als). The signal strength dif-
ference has been from 
nothing to as much as 2 or 3 
S-units. 
For close-in stations, the 

loop is clearly superior; for 
medium-distance stations, 
it is sometimes better and 
sometimes worse than the 
vertical. For long-distance 
stations, the vertical is al-
ways better by an S-unit or 
two. However, there is a 
very interesting phenome-
non, even at night or at long 
distances: Selective fading 
often drops the received 
signal strength, and it is 
nice to be able to switch an-
tennas and bring the signal 
up again in strength to its 
former level. In fact, diver-
sity reception is a big ad-
vantage of using a loop 
with another type of anten-
na. 
As far as DX is con-

cerned, another antenna 
would probably be better, 
although I have worked 
European DX with the loop 
and have received good 
reports. 
All in all, the antenna is 

advantageous for its low 
cost, simple construction, 
and excellent performance. 
This weekend I plan to put 
up an 80-meter version. 
Why not try one yourself? I 
know you'll like it • 
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Henry G. Elwell, Jr. N4UH 
Rt. 2 Box 20C 

Cleveland NC 27013 

Gin Pole for Peanuts 
Ever pull yourself up by the bootstraps? 

Build this gin pole and let it do the same for your tower. 

Have you ever wanted 
IN to put up a tower that 
uses 10-foot sections that 
bolt together from the 
ground up, like those in the 
Rohn 25G tower? Well, I did. 
Could you have borrowed 
somebody's gin pole to ac-
complish the task? I 
couldn't. Did you want to 
pay about $150 to buy one? 
I didn't. So what did I do? I 
built my own for $19.15 plus 

Initial position of gin pole 
with U-clamps loosely con-
necting it to a tower leg. 
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a little welding of scrap iron 
done for me by my friend, 
John Boger. (The welding 
isn't necessary if you prefer 
to do some drilling and 
bolting.) 

But I'm ahead of my 
story. Not wanting to re-in-
vent the wheel, as they say, I 
reviewed all the back issues 
of 73, CQ, HR, and QST 

1••• 

Here is a section hoisted up 
and the rope secured, prior 
to climbing and bolting to 
lower section. 

magazines on hand and 
found only one reference to 
making a gin pole—in which 
the method of attaching it 
to the tower was too compli-
cated for me. However, in 
my reference search I came 
across articles on gin poles 
used to erect towers by 
means of leverage princi-

Item 
25' thin-wall black 

pipe, 1/8" O.D. 
4 U-clamps, 
23/8" x 4 1/2  " 

1 pulley about 

3" diameter 

Scrap metal 

15,n 

4 ft 6on 

Aft 2on 

Bon w 

Cost 

$14.50 

2.76 

1.89 

0.00 
$19.15 

3.n DIA. 
PULLEY 

11/2 on 
THIN WALL 
BLACK PIPE 

PAINTED 
3 on BAND 

HOLE FOR 
5/16 on BOLT 

Fig. 1. The gin pole. 

pies, which leads me to be-
lieve that they are the real 
gin poles. 

Gin-Pole Fabrication 

1 he materials I purchased 
are shown in Fig. 1. Fifteen 
feet of pipe is all that is real-
ly needed, and Fig. 1 shows 
how I fabricated the pole. 
John took a piece of 1" x 

1" x 9" angle iron and weld-
ed it to the top of the pipe. 
He then made a metal trian-
gle with the 90° sides 2" x 
3" and welded it to the pipe 
and angle iron for strength. 
My task was to drill a hole in 
the angle iron for the pulley, 
drill a hole in the pipe for a 
bolt (use to be explained 
later), and paint a band 
around the pipe for an align-
ment mark. The gin pole 

SPACER 

Fig. 2. Upper clamp. 



weighed 25 pounds, which 
was light enough for one 
man to handle while erect-
ing a tower. 

Using the Gin Pole 

Let's see how we use it, 
starting with the first ten-
foot section of the tower se-
cured to its concrete foot-
ing, and the rope, quarter- or 
half-inch nylon or manila, al-
ready threaded through the 
pulley on the gin pole. 
Step One. With the gin 

pole on the ground but verti-
cally against the tower, two 
U-clamps are loosely con-
nected around the tower leg 
and gin pole. The upper 
clamp should be positioned 
between the first and sec-
ond top tower rungs. The 
lower clamp should be posi-
tioned between the third 
and fourth rungs. 
Climb to the top of the 

10-foot section, safety-belt 
yourself in place, and lift the 
gin pole so that the painted 
band is at the level of the 
tower top. You will see that 
the hole drilled through it is 
at a level so that you can 
stick a 5" bolt through it and 
rest it and the pole on the 
top rung of the tower. The 
two clamps can now be 
tightened. 
At this point it is appropri-

ate to indicate that the two 
clamps are slightly different. 
The upper part of the gin 
pole cannot be snug against 
the tower or it will be diffi-
cult to insert the next sec-
tion. A slight displacement 
of the gin pole from the ver-
tical is required to prevent 
interference between the 
gin pole and the new section 
to be inserted. Fig. 2 shows 
how a spacer is inserted in 
the upper clamp between 
the pole and tower to pro-
vide the necessary vertical 
displacement. The spacer 
can be a duplicate of the 
outer locking bar. 
Step Two. Return to the 

ground and tie one end of a 
rope to the top of the next 
(the second) section. From 
the ground, pull the second 
section up until it is slightly 
lower than its final resting 

...See List of Advertosers on page 114 

place and tie the rope— see 
the photo. 
Climb to the top of the 

first section again and safe-
ty-belt yourself in. You can 
now pull on the rope to raise 
the second section high 
enough to clear the first sec-
tion, and then lower onto 
the first section. The second 
section can now be bolted 
to the first section. 
Step Three. Climb the sec-

ond section, loosely connect 
two more clamps (spaced on 
the second section as the 
first two were on the first sec-
tion). The top clamp again 
has a spacer in it. 
The bottom clamp on the 

first section can now be re-
moved; loosen the second 
clamp up and let the gin 
pole slide down a few inches 
until the pulley bracket rests 
on the top of the second sec-
tion. The other first-section 
clamp can now be removed. 
Climb to the top of the 

tower, safety-belt yourself 
in, and raise the gin pole 
again so that the painted 
band is aligned with the top 
of the tower. Slip in the 5" 
bolt to prevent the gin pole 
from slipping down, and 
tighten the two new clamps. 
You are now ready to fol-

low step two again, and by 
an iteration of steps two and 
three and putting in the guy 
wires at the appropriate lev-
els, you can go as high as the 
recommendations for the 
tower permit. 
It would be very nice to 

say you put the tower up all 
by yourself, and you can. 
However, practical consider-
ations, especially safety, say, 
"Have a ground helper as a 
minimum requirement!" 

Some Suggestions 

• All tower sections should 
be assembled on the ground 
to make sure the sections go 
together. 
• Top and bottom of each 
section should be numbered 
or given a distinctive mark 
identical to the number or 
mark on the end of the next 
section to make certain they 
are properly assembled. 
• Put a little vaseline inside 

Low pass TV.!. filters from 
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the bottom of each tower 
leg to facilitate its sliding 
over the section below it. 
• To permit each section to 
hang vertically when being 
mated, tie the rope under 
the second rung down, on 
each side, with the rope 
coming up the middle. Align 
the numbered tower leg with 
the matching erected num-
bered leg before starting to 
raise the new section. 
• When mating sections, 
be sure the rope remains 
outside the tower sections; 
the rope can inadvertently 
be caught inside the tower 
leg, and it's a nuisance to 
have to pull the free end 
through the whole tower to 
clear it. 
At completion of the 

work and when ready to re-
move the gin pole, loosen 
the two clamps and (as done 
before) let the gin pole slide 
down until it is resting on the 
top section. Then remove 
the rope from the pulley, tie 
it to the top of the gin pole, 
and, for safety, tie the gin 
pole to the tower while you 

climb down for a moment to 
remove the clamps. Be sure 
to wear gloves as you lower 
the gin pole down with the 
rope. Otherwise you may 
burn your hands from rope 
friction. 
Temporary guying will 

give you a better sense of se-
curity after passing one per-
manent-guyed level before 
reaching the next perma-
nent-guyed level. A good 
rope is sufficient for that 
purpose. It will require over 
500 feet of rope to erect the 
10th section of a 100-foot 
tower (when three-point 
guying at the 85-foot level), 
considering that you need a 
minimum of 200 feet of rope 
to get that last section up 
there. Have enough avail-
able for your tower height. 
After putting up 370' of 

tower by this method, I 
found that it's easier than I 
had thought. You will, too! II 

Reference 
"Safe Tower for a City Lot," 
Lewis H. Abraham W6FHR. 
OST. August, 1958. 
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Marc Stern N1BLH 

555 Worcester Road 
Framingham MA 01701 

Coax Connector Workshop 
Tracking down feedline-related problems can make 

strong men cry. By starting out right, you can avoid hassles. 

i ctu re this setting: 
You're sitting in the 

shack one evening having a 
good rag-chew with some 
friends when suddenly your 
whole station goes bonkers. 
You wonder what happened. 

You check around the 
shack. Your rig seems to be 
putting a good signal into 
the dummy load and all the 
other connections look 
good. Yet, somehow, the 
signal has just gone away. 

It's always a good idea to lay out the tools and parts you 
will need to cut coaxial cable before beginning the opera-
tion. 

The first step in preparing this RG-58 cable for cutting is 
sliding the UG-175 adapter over the cable. This allows the 
use of a PL-259, which is actually sized for RG-8/U coax. 

Sitting there, pondering 
the problem, you think: "It 
must be in the antenna—it 
can't be anywhere else. 
After all, the coax is new, I 
installed it only last week, 
and all the fittings and con-
nections are okay!" 
So, you're off the air, 

with no signal, and the next 
weekend comes. You check 
out the antenna, but every-
thing seems okay there, too. 
What's the problem? "It has 
to be in my rig because 

everything else is okay. My 
meter is just probably giv-
ing me a false reading into 
the dummy load!" 

But, wait a minute! Be-
fore you haul out the rig's 
shipping carton and send it 
off to the manufacturer, 
there may be one area that 
you've missed. 

Remember that new coax 
you just installed? Have 
you checked it out, too? 
The answer to this one is 

probably no, because you 
know how to cut coax, 
right? Well, lust to be sure, 
check out the coax, too! 

"Okay," you might think, 
"I might as well check out 
the coax, too, although it 
can't be bad. I know what 
I'm doing with coax!" So, 
you take the coax down and 
check it with your VTVM 
or DMM and you see that 
there's no continuity. "Some-
thing's fishy here!" you 
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Cutting the outer covering of a piece of coax requires a 
sharp knife and a firm but gentle score around the plastic 
covering. If you cut too deeply, you risk cutting the outer 
braid of the coax. 

think. You then check it out 
for shorts, and instead of 
reading infinity, your meter 
gives strange readings. 
VoilN! You've just solved 

your problem. The coax 
was improperly cut. 
Improper coaxial cable 

preparation is probably re-
sponsible for more prob-
lems in amateur radio than 
any other single cause. Lin-

.  less you buy your coax pre-
cut with the fittings in-
stalled, then chances are 
one time or another you're 
going to run into problems 
with poor cable connec-
tions. 
This need not be the case 

if you take some time and 
work slowly and thorough-
ly. Proper preparation of 

coaxial cable and the fitting 
of the connectors is a rela-
tively easy, straightforward 
job. 
The tools needed for this 

job include: a sharp knife, 
hobby knife, or razor blade; 
an awl, sharp scribe, or ice 
pick; the cable; the fittings 
(PL-259 or BNC) and adapt-
ers (if needed); about a 
60-Watt soldering iron (it 
can be less, though); and 
solder. 
Once you have the tools 

laid out, it's time to begin 
the actual process. The first 
step involves slicing 
through the outer jacket of 
the coaxial cable. Whatever 
you do, don't carve the 
cable like it was a turkey 
because you're going to 

The next step in preparing coax is carefully debraiding the 
outer shield. For this you will need a sharply pointed scribe, 
ice pick, or other pointed tool. 

Once the layer of covering material is removed, you will 
find the tightly twisted shield braid exposed. Here you can 
see the exposed braid and the UG-175 adapter. 

score or nick the outer 
shield braid of the cable; if 
you do this, then you're on 
your way to a short. So, be 
gentle when you first slice 
into the outer jacket of the 
cable. Just slice it far 
enough to expose the inner 
braid. Once you have done 
this, the jacket should slip 
right off and expose the 
braid itself. Remove about 
3/4" of the outer jacket. 

The braid is another area 
where many amateurs 
make mistakes. Too often 
the braid is merely pushed 
back down over the cable 
to expose the inner dielec-
tric. Or, worse, a hole is 
made in the braid and the 
inner conductor is merely 

pulled through. In some 
cases, this is fine, but in 
most cases, it isn't. What is 
needed is patient debraid-
ing of the shield braid. 

But, before you get to 
this point, it is wise to install 
the various fittings which 
belong on the cable. This in-
cludes the barrel of the 
PL-259 and the adapter 
(UG-175 or 176) if you are 
using cable that's smaller 
than RG-8/U. I like the 
Radio Shack mini-foam 
RG-8 myself. The beauty of 
it is that it is nearly as small 
as RG-59/U, but is much less 
lossy. 

Once the fittings are in-
stalled, wiggle the braid a 
bit to loosen it from the in-

When you have finished debraiding the outer coaxial 
shield, it should look like this. Notice it is fanned at roughly 
a 90° angle. This fanned braid is then smoothed over the 
adapter and trimmed. 
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After the coaxial cable s outer braid is smoothed over the 
adapter, it is then trimmed. It should be trimmed so the 
cable covers about 50 percent of the adapter's barrel. A pair 
of mini-snips makes short work of this. 

ner dielectric. Then gently 
insert the awl (scribe or 
pick) and start to unravel 
the 3/4" of exposed braid. 
To debraid the cable, fol-

low the winds of the strand 
bundles. Take your time 
and don't nick or break 
them because you run the 
risk of a short if you do. The 
whole job, by the way, 
should only take 10 to 15 
minutes once you're skilled 
at it. Yet, however long it 
takes, this is one of the most 
crucial parts, so take your 
time doing it. 
After the cable is de-

braided, spread the braid 
strands out at a 90° angle 
from the cable itself. Then 
take a pair of scissors and 

trim the braid to about 3/8". 
(If you're using smaller 
cable and need the UG-175 
or 176 adapter, move it up 
flush with the end of the 
outer covering.) 
Next, take your knife and 

gently slice into the dielec-
tric. All you have to do is 
score the dielectric and pull 
on it. The piece of dielectric 
should just slide right off 
the center conductor. You 
have to score it roughly 1/8" 
above the point where 
you've debraided the outer 
shield. 
Once you've got the cen-

ter conductor exposed, if it 
is stranded, twist it into a 
tight bundle and tin it with a 
little solder. 

Trimming the center insulation requires careful cutting with 
a sharp blade. You must cut deeply enough to slice through 
the plastic insulation material, but not so deeply as to cut 
the center conductor itself. This takes practice. 
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With the shield braid trimmed, the soon-to-be-completed 
coaxial cable fitting should look like this. The trimmed 
braid is smoothed over the adapter and the center conduc-
tor's insulation is exposed. The installation should look like 
this. One note here, even though it is not shown: The screw-
on PL-259 barrel is installed before the UG-1 75 is installed 
on the cable. This barrel allows the unit to be mated to a 
female SO-239 connector on the back of a rig. A spare is on 
the table. 

At this point, you're just 
about ready to slide the 
body of the fitting over the 
prepared end of the cable. 
Carefully take the plug 
body and insert the tinned 
center conductor into the 
shaft of the plug body. 
With the center conduc-

tor inserted, the next step is 
to twist the fitting over the 
end of the RG-8/U. While 
doing this, you also have to 
turn the fitting to make sure 
that it seats properly. You 
have to exert a fair amount 

of pressure to do this, but it 
should be done easily with-
out the aid of tools. Re-
member, those strands of 
copper in the outer shield 
are gentle beasts, so don't 
use brute force. 
At this point, you're near-

ly ready to go. It's here that 
the soldering iron comes in-
to play. In the PL-259 con-
nector, you'll notice four 
holes in the shaft body. 
These are soldering holes. It 
is through these that you 
connect the outer shield to 

With the center insulation removed, the prepared end of the 
coaxial cable should look like this. Notice that the center in-
sulation is not trimmed to the same point as the shield braid. 
This is important because it maintains an insulated area be-
tween the braid and shield and prevents shorting. 



With the cable end prepared, the next step is to install the 
PL-259's center fitting. This should easily slide over the 
UG-175 and it will then be screwed snug. 

the fitting. These provide 
the ground for the outer 
shield. 

Making sure that the sol-
dering iron is hot enough 
and using a pointed solder-
ing tip, apply the iron to 
both the hole and the shaft 
of the plug body. You do 
this by angling the iron 
slightly. After a couple of 
seconds, the braid and 
body should be hot enough 
to take the solder for a 
good joint. Don't overheat 
the braid (though it's a won-
derful conductor of heat 
away from the area where 
you're working), because 
you can damage the nearby 
outer jacket easily, and 
most importantly, you can 
heat the braid to the point 
of melting the inner dielec-
tric, producing an instant 
short! Continue the solder-
ing process until all the 
plug holes are filled with 
solder and the connections 
are good. And, once you 
have completed this step, 
it's time to move on to the 
tip of the fitting itself. 

What you'll find here is 
the tinned center connector 
inside the tip of the plug. 
Merely apply your iron to 
the tip and the center con-
ductor and then run in 
enough solder to fill the 
shaft. Wipe it quickly with a 
damp sponge to remove the 
excess rosin. 

The next step is screwing 
the barrel of the fitting over 
the body of the body it-
self —and you've complet-
ed the job. 

If you're using smaller 
coax and need the UG-175 
or 176 adapter, there's an 
extra step. You trim the 
braid as in using the larger-
sized cable, but then you 
screw the fitting body over 
the adapter. The braid of 
the outer conductor will be 
visible through the solder 
holes. Once this is secure, 
then you solder through the 
plug holes just as with nor-
mal RG-8. The rest of the 
procedure is the same. 

The most crucial part of the PL-259 installation is soldering 
the plug and coaxial shield. If you have done the installa-
tion properly, the coaxial braid should appear through the 
four solder holes in the body of the PL-259. Don't hold the 
iron here for a long time because you chance melting the lit-
tle insulation left between the braid and center conductor 
inside the plug body itself. This means not using a low-
wattage iron. A good 30-60-Watt iron should be able to 
cope with this task easily. This soldering also provides a 
good ground, which is necessary for coaxial cable. 

The final step in the in-
stallation of coaxial fittings 
is checking them for both 
continuity and shorts. Once 
you have fitted plugs to 
both ends of your cable and 
finished the work (yes, it 
can be tedious), take your 
VTVM or DMM and run 
these checks. To check for 
continuity, first set the 
meter to read resistance 
and connect the probe 
leads to the outer barrels of 

The last step, after the plug has cooled from the first round 
of soldering is running solder into the center conductor pin. 
This is a hollow opening in the tip of the plug through which 
the center conductor should appear if it has been installed 
correctly. It is necessary to fill this totally with solder. 

the plugs on either end of 
the coax. If there is continu-
ity, you should have a zero 
reading on your meter. Re-
peat this process with the 
center connectors. 
To check for shorts, at-

tach one of the probe leads 
to the outer barrel of one 
plug and the other probe to 
the center connector of the 
same plug. The reading you 
should obtain is infinity. If 
you don't get the proper 
meter readings, then you've 
got a short somewhere 
(probably in one of the fit-
tings) and you're going to 
have to remove the fitting 
and start all over again. 
However, if you've taken 

your time, you should find 
that the readings are okay 
and you're ready to install 
the coax. That's all there is 
to it. 
Making proper coaxial 

fittings may not be the most 
glamorous part of amateur 
radio, but it is one of the 
most important. The coax, 
after all, is what carries 
your signal to and from 
your antenna, and without 
a signal, even the best sta-
tion and equipment is pret-
ty much useless. • 
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Make Your Noise Bridge 
Even Better 

Use these shortcuts for easy calibration 
and give your transmitter 1:1 vision. 

William Vissers K4KI 
1245 S. Orlando Ave. 
Cocoa Beach FL 32931 

W hile reading the ex-
cellent article enti-

tled "QRM-Free Antenna 
Tuning" in the August, 1981, 
issue of 73 Magazine, I was 
particularly struck with the 
ingenious associated circuit-
ry of Fig. 3 that allowed the 
noise bridge to be used also 
as a QRM-free tune-up de-
vice. The authors recog-
nized a problem and offered 
a solution to it that will be of 
great benefit to all ama-
teurs. Even more important, 
the technique described will 

prevent serious damage to 
your transmitter by ensuring 
that it goes directly into a 
matched load. You will keep 
your finals cool! 
However, I did notice an 

error in the schematic. Also, 
I was able to calculate an al-
ternative method of calibra-
tion that eliminates the need 
for standard inductances 
yet allows for a theoretically 
exact calibration of the en-
tire reactance scale. My 
equation allows the bridge 
to be directly calibrated for 
the reference frequency of 1 
MHz, thus eliminating the 
need to refer to either 
graphs or cumbersome 
equations. However, the 
graphs and equations have 

 ® ANTENNA 

RECEIVER 

been shown here for infor-
mation purposes. 

A Correction 

First the error should be 
corrected. In Fig. 2 of the ref-
erenced article, the 68-pF 
capacitor should be in series 
with the antenna jack as 
shown in Fig. 1 of this article, 
and not connected to ground 
as originally shown. The sec-
tional schematic shows this 
correction and also has the 
parts labeled for identifica-
tion purposes. 
In order to obtain an ex-

act calibration, rather than 

MINIMUM 
CAPACITY 

CAPACITIVE 
REACTANCE 

using the mirror-image 
method previously de-
scribed, it will be necessary 
to use some small fixed ca-
pacitors for standards. Ordi-
nary 5% silver micas or their 
equivalent will work just 
fine. The values of 10, 20, 30, 
40, 50, 60, and 70 pF are 
used to obtain the basic cali-
bration points. Small values 
of capacitance can be paral-
leled to obtain larger values; 
for example, a 20 pF in par-
allel with 30 pF will give a 
50-pF value. 
When using these stan-

dard calibrating capacitors, 

INDUCTIVE 
REACTANCE 

MAXIMUM 
CAPACITY 
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the leads should be kept as 
short as possible to avoid 
undesirable lead induc-
tance. As a further method 
of diminishing the lead-in-
ductance effects during cali-
bration, I prefer to do my 
own calibration at a low 
rather than a high frequen-
cy. In my own experimenta-
tion, I have used a calibra-
tion frequency of 3.75 MHz 
and found it to be very satis-
factory. If a bridge is care-
fully built, the calibration 
should be satisfactory for 
the range of 160 to 6 meters. 
Fig. 2 shows an outer 

scale in reactance and an in-
ner scale of the standard ca-
pacitances used. (The inner 
scale is shown to help under-
stand the technique used 
and is not needed when you 
actually use the bridge to 
measure reactance.) 

Calibration 

The first step is to cali-
brate the resistance dial of 
the bridge. The method pre-

.  viously described is correct, 
and no further comments 
are needed. When doing the 
reactance calibration, a 
50-Ohm resistance should 
be connected to the anten-
na jack of the bridge. For my 
own purpose I just soldered 
a 50-Ohm, 1/4 -Watt resistor 
inside of a matching plug, 
keeping the leads as short as 
possible inside of the jack. 
The knob on the variable 

capacitor should be so posi-
tioned that the capacitor is 
fully meshed when the knob 
is pointing to the right or 
the maximum capacitance 
marking on the scale. Then 
when the knob is pointing 
up to the zero point on the 
scale, the capacitor will be 
at half capacitance. With 

/  the 50-Ohm resistor con-
nected, null the bridge. The 
reactance dial should be 
quite close to the mechani-
cal half-point of the variable 
capacitor. This is called the 
original null point, and here 
Cl will have a capacitance 
value of 68 pF to match that 
of the 68 pF of C2. 
Nulling is obtained when 

the total impedance of one 

side of the bridge is exactly 
equal to the impedance of 
the other side of the bridge. 
If the null point is quite 
close to the mechanical cen-
ter point of the capacitor, 
the values can be brought to 
coincidence by slipping the 
knob shaft a few degrees 
one way or the other so that 
the knob reads zero at the 
electrical null. This tech-
nique will not affect the 
basic accuracy of the bridge 
when it is finally calibrated. 

It could happen that if the 
maximum value of Cl were 
higher or lower than the 
specified value of 140 pF, 
the electrical null and the 
mechanical half-mesh point 
would be off more than a 
few degrees. In this case, the 
value of C2 would have to 
be changed to bring these 
two points more closely in 
line. If this is done, then the 
actual value of C2 should be 
recorded since its value is 
used in the reactance equa-
tion shown later on. If, by 
chance, there is a large, un-
explainable difference be-
tween the electrical null and 
the mechanical half-mesh 
point, the circuit should be 
checked for wiring errors. 

Now that the original null 
has been accomplished, the 
bridge can be calibrated. 
Start with a 10-pF capacitor 
and connect it across C2. The 
total capacitance of this cir-
cuit will now be 68+10=78 
pF. This means that to null 
the bridge, the capacitance 
of Cl will have to be in-
creased to 78 pF. At this null 
point, mark the capacitance 
scale as —10 pF. Now re-
move the 10-pF capacitor 
from across C2, replace it 
with 20 pF, and obtain and 
mark this new null point on 
the capacitance scale. Re-
peat this procedure until 
the right half of the scale is 
calibrated in capacitance 
values. 

The left-hand side of the 
scale is calibrated in a some-
what similar manner. Place 
the 10-pF capacitor across 
Cl. This means that for the 
bridge to be in balance, the 

Fig. 3. 

capacitance of Cl will have 
to be reduced 10 pF. The 
*null point on the scale is 
marked +10 pF. The 10-pF 
capacitor is removed and 
the procedure repeated for 
the larger sizes of calibrat-
ing capacitors until the scale 
is calibrated. 
The bridge is now cali-

brated in terms of +C and 
—C, and all that is needed 
now is to relate these values 
to values of X1 and Xc so that 
the bridge scale can be cali-
brated directly in terms of 
reactance. And even though 
the bridge was calibrated at 
a frequency of 3.75 MHz, a 
bit of calculation will en-
able us to calculate the 
scale reactance values at 
our originally stipulated fre-
quency of 1 MHz. 
For illustrative purposes, 

let us pick a series load of 50 
Ohms and a capacitance re-
actance of 975 Ohms at 1 
MHz and connect them 
across the antenna jack of 
our bridge. The schematic of 
Fig. 3 will make it easy to 
follow the mathematics in-
volved. The actual value of 
the capacitor at 1 MHz is 
calculated and found to be 
163.2 pF. The equation used 
is C =1/2nFX, and because F 
is in MHz and C is in pF, 
1,000,000 is needed in the 
numerator. C =1,000,000/(2) 
(nX1X975)= 163.2 pF. 
From the circuit of Fig. 3, 

it can be seen that the 68 pF 
of C2 is in series with the 
163.2 pF of the load, and the 

C2 
6ElpF 

ANTENNA JACK 
ON BRIDGE 

CX, 
163 2 DT 
XC AT IMA,  9750 

500 

resultant capacitance of the 
two is from our series capac-
ity equation, C=(68X163.2)/ 
(68 +163.2)=48 pF. To ob-
tain a null at this point, our 
variable capacitor would 
have to be set at a capaci-
tance of 48 pF, which is ac-
tually its original null value 
of 68 pF minus the 20 pF cal-
ibration point for the left-
hand side of the dial. (I hang 
my head and confess that 
the original value of 975 
Ohms of reactance was cho-
sen to keep the math easy 
and make the result come 
out exactly at the 20-pF 
point on the scale. This is 
what is called a planned 
coincidence!) 
By now some of you will 

be saying, "Hey, if I have to 
go through all of that stuff 
every time I want to make a 
reactance measurement, 
forget it!" I couldn't blame 
you. But by sitting down and 
combining all of the forego-
ing calculations in a single 
equation, it is easily possible 
to just use the scale calibra-
tion values and obtain reac-
tance values. And the basic 
equation is this: X =( — j) 
[(1,000,000Xd ia I sett i ng)/(2)(n) 
(C2)(C2 — dial setting)(f re-
quency in MHz)]. 
(The term ( — j) was added 

so that all values calculated 
will come out in the conven-
tional engineering notation, 
so that capacitance reac-
tance is — j and inductive re-
actance is + j.) 
And now we are better 
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Capacitive 
Dial  Reactance  Dial 

0  0  0 
+ 10  403  - 10 
+ 20  975  20 
+ 30  1848  - 30 
+ 40  3344  - 40 
+ 50  6501  - 50 
+ 60  17,550  - 60 
+ 68  - 70 

Fig. 4. 

able to see that because in-
ductance reactance is oppo-
site to capacitance reac-
tance, the right-hand or in-
ductive reactance side of 
the scale was marked in mi-
nus (—C) values. 
The equation is easily 

checked numerically by just 
putting in the previous val-
ues and we shall see that we 
will wind up back with our 
value of 975 Ohms: X =( — j) 
(1,000,000)( + 20)/(2)(n)(68) 
(68-20X1)= —j975 Ohms. 
It will be evident that the 

sign values for the capaci-
tive scale should be ob-
served in the equation when 
it is used. This can be illus-
trated by assuming a null 
reading of the C scale of 
— 30 pF. This indicates the 
reactance will be inductive. 
The calculation is as fol-
lows: X =( — j)(1,000,000) 
(— 30)/(2XnX68)[68 —( — 30)] 
(1)= +j716 Ohms. And if we 
were calibrating our scale, 
the — 30 value of capaci-
tance could be marked as 
716 Ohms. 
And now to save every-

body a lot of time calculat-
ing values either for the 
scale or the construction of 
a graph, I've included a ta-
ble of values (Fig. 4) and the 
graph (Fig. 5) showing values 
of reactance vs. dial settings 
of plus and minus C. 
The bridge is very easy to 

use when measuring imped-
ance. Just connect your un-
known value of impedance 
to the antenna jack of the 
bridge, make your null, and 
read your resistance and 
reactance scales. Take your 
reactance value and divide 
it by the frequency in MHz 
at which you are making 
your measurement, and you 
have your reactance value 
66 73 Magazine • May, 1983 

Inductive 
Reactance 

0 
300 
532 
716 
867 
992 
1097 
1187 

in Ohms. The resistance dial 
does not have to be divided 
by frequency as it reads cor-
rectly independent of fre-
quency. 
There is one easy check 

that you can make to show 
if your bridge is frequency-
sensitive. It theoretically 
should not be, but naturally 
all pieces of equipment 
have distributed capaci-
tance and lead inductances 
which make theoretical 
values deviate from the 
ones measured. The best 
test is by using a simulated 
load of a capacitance and 
resistance in series, and 
make a null measurement at 
some low frequency (say, 
3.75) as we had originally 
done.  Now,  without 
touching the bridge, in-
crease the measuring fre-
quency to some high value 
(say, one of 10 or 15 meters). 
You may not believe this 

at first, but the bridge will 
stay at a null position with-
out having to move either 
the reactance or resistance 
dials. This indicates that you 
have a very good bridge. 
Practically, you might find 
some slight deviation in the 
dial settings, but they should 
not be excessive. This rather 
interesting and very useful 
test result is because the 
dial was calibrated with 
standard capacitances and, 
after all, a capacitance at 
3.75 MHz has the same 
capacitance at 10 or 15 
meters. Try it, and you will 
see how useful this test is in 
evaluating a bridge unit. It 
will uncover stray, unwant-
ed capacitances and induc-
tances and will also quickly 
tell you if you have some 
basic problem when you 
first build your bridge. 

•12000 

REACTANCE IN 
OHMS 

-18000 - 
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- 16000 - 
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Fig. 5. 

Easy Tune-Up 

As I mentioned earlier, 
the auxiliary circuit of Fig. 3 
of the original article is 
extremely useful as it allows 
you to adjust your matching 
network to exactly 50 Ohms, 
so that after you have tuned 
up your transmitter into 
your dummy load and 
switched over to your anten-
na circuit, your transmitter 
will have an swr of 1:1 and 
you are ready to go on the 
air. Tuning up using a 
matching network directly 
may result in a period of 
high swr. This can damage 
your equipment or, in the 
case of the newer transistor-
ized rigs, cause you to lose 
power. So, just tune up your 
rig into the dummy load at 
fifty Ohms, then use the aux-
iliary circuit, tune up your 
matching network with the 
bridge, and switch over; you 
are ready to go on the air. 

There is one final note of 
caution: Never turn on your 
transmitter if your auxiliary 
switch is in position 2 or 3. If 
you do, you may see some 
smoke! In fact, to stress this 
point, the instructions that 

accompany Palomar Engi-
neers' noise bridge combine 
the warning with a picture of 
a noise bridge buried in a 
graveyard with a gravestone 
marked "R.I.P., R-X Noise 
Bridge." 
Using a four-layer rotary 

switch, a transmitter defeat 
circuit could be added. 
Every transmitter's turn-on 
capability varies with the 
design circuit, so this protec-
tion will have to be left to 
the ingenuity of the individ-
ual amateur. The circuit 
would have to be so de-
signed that the transmitter 
would operate only when 
the switch is in the number 
one position. 
If you decide to buy a 

commercial bridge, it can be 
used with the auxiliary cir-
cuit. Thus, you will reap all 
of the advantages of having 
a means of measuring im-
pedance and a means of 
tuning up without putting 
any QRM on the air, and you 
can tune up your rig without 
any chance of damage. The 
original article is well worth 
every serious amateur's 
thought and consider-
ation.• 



Stuck with a problem? TE-12PA 

Our TE-12P Encoder might be just the solution to pull 
you out of a sticky situation. Need a different CTCSS 
tone for each channel in a multi-channel Public Safety 
System? How about customer access to multiple re-
peater sites on the same channel? Or use it to generate 
any of the twelve tones for EMS use. Also, it can be used 
to access Amateur repeaters or just as a piece of ver-
satile test equipment. Any of the CTCSS tones may be 
accessed with the TE-12PA, any of the audible frequen-
cies with the TE-12PB. Just set a dip switch, no test 
equipment is required. As usual, we're a stickler for 
1day delivery with a full 1 year warranty. 

• Output level flat to within 1.5db over entire range selected. 
• Immune to RF. 
• Powered by 6-30vdc, unregulated at 8 ma. 
• Low impedance, low distortion, adjustable sinewave output, 
5v peak-to-peak. 
• Instant start-up. 

• erwl 
t  11 

67.0 XZ  85.4 YA  103.5 lA  127.3 3A  156.7 5A  192.8 7A 
71.9 XA  88.5 YB  107.216  131.838  162.2 5B  203.5 M1 
74.4 WA  91.5ZZ  110.9 2Z  136.5 4Z  167.9 6Z 
77.0 X B  94.8 ZA  114.8 2A  141.3 4A  173.8 6A 
79.7SP  97.4 ZB  118.8 2B  146.2 4B  179.9 6B 
82.5 YZ  100.0 1Z  123.0 3Z  151.4 5Z  186.2 7Z 

• Frequency accuracy, ± .1 Hz maximum -40°C to +85°C 
• Frequencies to 250 Hz available on special order. 
• Continuous tone 

TE-12PB 

TEST-TONES: 
600 
1000 
1500 
2175 
2805 

TOUCH-TONES: 
697  1209 
770  1336 
852  1477 
941  1633 

BURST TONES: 
1600  1850  2150  240C 
1650  1900  2200  2450 
1700  1950  2250  2500 
1750  2000  2300  255C 
1800  2100  2350 

• Frequency accuracy, ± 1 Hz maximum -40°C to +85°C 
• Tone length approximately 300 ms. May be lengthened, 
shortened or eliminated by changing value of resistor 

$89.95 

mm r COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALISTS 
426 West Taft Avenue, Orange, California 92667 
(800)854-0547/California: (714)998-3021 



NEW SCR77 

F.C.C. 
TYPE ACCEPTED FOR COMMER-
CIAL SERVICES. 

Shown in 
Optional Cabinet 

 %fo v. ctrrm now makes 2 lines of 

eaters—the w  far .D fa ous 
 'i  r Deluxe  SCR100W4000, 

and our new Law Cost kw of 
Si.:1477 Rereaters,Link Thins-

ce vers. 

The New SCR77 10-30 Wt. Re-

pe3ters maintain the quality of 

design compoients and :on• 

struoticn which have trade 
Spectrum gear famous thory.:gh-

on! the world or years. 
e.er. all Df the "bells & whist. e.s ' 
wruch you rray not -teed or war t 

r a/E. b-3e1 eliminated —a  3 

la,ge ccst savings to yot.! The 

SCP77 is a real ''iNcrt horse' ba-
s' r: rte.: lire desigred for those 

w -to want excellent, super-

RI aale perforrrance year after 
year —out io rids' :'PL', 12 =ole 

IF Filter F-cnt End Preselecto -, 

and a 3C1 Wt. Transni:ter arethe 

only  It-in' optleriSoayailable; 
tL Autc patch, Remote Contro, 
3rd other equ pment. cart be 

cc nrect3d wia the -ear panel 

ja.*.) 

01 course, if you do want a full 

lexturec nuper Del.ae Repeat-

er  with higher power (3C-76 

Wts.:i, and a full list of 'buiR-in' 

options, then you wan: our 

SCR10011 or 4000 —'The 
mate  Peveater,!'. Available 

with: Full Autopa:ch/Reie -se 
Palo -i/La nd-Line Control; Touch 

Tcne Co it ro of various receate-

furcticr  PC; -Emergencw 
v-atiou3 Tore & Tine-

Units, etc. Rack mount Link 

Pcwrs & Krrit -s also available. 

Call or write today for data shets & prices! Sold Factory Direct or thrcugh Export Sales 
Reps only. Get your order in A.S.A.P.! 

NOW LOCATED IN OUR NEW LARGER PLANT! 

1055 W. GERMANTOWN PK., DEPT S5 



Sfac eostot Reozatueowri14.&Sed-a44.gmetif4, 

Those are Professional "Commercial Grade" Units —Designed for Extreme Environments I - 30 to + 60° Cl 

All equipment assembled & tested. For 2M, 220 MHz & 450 MHz! 

SCR200 & 
SCR 450 
BOARD  101.4 ALSO 

AVAILABLE 

SCR200 VHF Receiver Board 
• Totally Ni. Advanced Design? 

So& Pole Front End Flt,  + wide dynamic 

range—reduces overload, spurious Reap 

Ws! 

• Sens 03 uV/12013 SINAD typ 

•Sel -6dB a± 65 KHz -130cIB a I 30KHz (8 
Pole Crystal + 4 Pole Ceramic FltrS 

• 'S Meter. Discriminator 8 Deviation Mtr. Out-

puts! 
• Exc audio Quality' Fast squelch! w10 0005% 

Crystal ("Super Sharp" IF Flt( also avail) 

SCR200 Receiver Assembly 
• SCR200 mounted In shielded housing 

•Completely asmbld & tested, w/F T caps. 

S0239 coon 

• As used in the SCR WOO Ready to drop into your 
system . High Recommended' 

•Also available in 19" Rack Mount 
SCR450 UHF Receiver Bd. or Assy. 

• Similar to SCR200. except 420-470MHz 

it. • 

= 
• 1.1-1 rt.' '4. 1' 

..• 
•••1"  et  rr6 

SCAP Autopatch Board 

• Provides all basic autopatch functions 

• Secure 3 Digit Access. 1 Aux On Off function. 

Audio AGC, Built-In timers, etc Beautiful Audio! 

•0)1 inhibit bc1 also available 

• Writscall for details and a data Sheet 

RPCM Board 
• Used wiSCAP board to provide Reverse Patch 

and Land Line Control of Repealer 

• Includes land line answering circuitry 

Lightning Arrester For SCAP 

• Gas Discharge Tube shunts phone line 

surges to ground 

• Handles up to 20,000 Amps! 

• The Best device available to protect Au-

topatch equipment from lightning dam-

age. $14.00 + S/H. 

FL-6 Rcvr. Front-End Preselector 

• 6 Hi 0 Resonators with Lo-Noise Transistor Amp t2M or 
220 MHz) 

• Prowdes tremendous rejection of "out-of-band" struts 

wfout the usual loss' Can often be used ,nstead ol 'age 

evoens.ve cavoy loters 

• Extremely helpful at sites with many nearby VHF transmit 

ers to liner out these out of band signals 

CTC100 Rptr. COR Timer/Control Bd. 

• Complete solid state control for rptr  COR, "Hang" 
Timer. "Time-Out" Timer, TX Shutdown/Reset. etc 

• Includes Inputs & Outputs for panel controls 8 lamps 

Repeater Tone A Control Bds. — For SCR1000i4000N  
CTC100110250 only 

TRA-1 "Courtesy Tone Beeper' Board 
• Puts out a tone beep apx 1 sec alter RX sig 
drops—thus allowing time for breakers 

• Resets T 0 Timer atter "beep 

TPAR-1 "Kerchunker Kill.?' or "Time Out Warning 
Tone Bd. 
• For One of above 2 functions 
• •Kerchunker Killer  provides ad) delay 10 10 

sec ) for initial rot,' access Auto-Reset at end of 
OSO 

• T 0 Warning Tone provides alerting  warble 
Ak, tone" apx 10 Sec before "time out 

PSIA-1 Repeater Power Supply Mod Kit 
• For SCR-1000 or SCR-4000 

• Replaces Darlington Pass Tr — for improv ed 

rsiiability 

• Includes new overvoltage  Crowbar- shut-

down circuit 

• Lrimplete kIt wiassembled PC board $.19 50 
S3 50 shipping/handling 

PRM200 Power Supply Filter 
Cap/Regulator/Metering Board 

•As used In the SCR1000 as main part of 

13.81/DO/BA Pwr. Sply. 

• Includes 14.000 of Filter Cap, Reg. IC and Driver 

Trans., VII Meter shunts and cal pots. 

• Requires Xfmr., Br. Rect.. Pass Tr./Heat Sink. (Op. 

bona' Meter), for complete supply-

10PA ALSO 
AVAILABLE 

SCT410 XMTR ASSY 

SCT110 VHF Xmtr/Exclter Board 
• to wis Output 100% Duty Cycle! 
• Infinite VSWR proof 

• True FM for eirc audio quality 

• Designed specifically for continuous rptr set 

vice Very low in white noise 

• Spurious 70 dB Harmonics -60 dB 

• With 0005, vial 

• BA-10 30 Wt. Amp board & Heat Sink, 3 sec L P 
Filter & rel pwr sensor BA75 75 Wt. unit also 

available. 

SCT110 Transmitter Assembly 
• SC T110 mounted in shielded housing 
• Same as used on SCR1000 
• Completely assmbld. w/F T caps. S0239 conn. 

•  10. 30. Or 75 Wt unit 

SCT 410A UHF Transmitter Bd. or Assy. 
• Similar to SCT110. 10 Wts nom. 

• Now includes "on board" proportional 

Xtal Osc./Oven circuitry for very high 

stability' 

• BA-40 40W. UHF AMP. BD. & HEAT SINK. 

PCB-1 Xmtr. Power Control Board 
• For SCT110 or SCT410 Exciters 

• vanes B + to control Per Out 

• Switchable Hi. Low, or Med Pwr out, locally or 

remotely Ad) levels 

TTC100 Touchtone 

Pb  '441P' 
Alter Joir"" 

"-"  Tosetocc 
•fr ass y Radio en 74t7 ewe** ( 

Control Board 

• 3 digit ON. 3 digit OFF control of a single repeater 

function. or (optional) 2 functions (2 digits ON/OFF 

each). 
• Can be used to pull in a relay. trigger logic. etc. 

• Typically used for Rptr., ON/OFF, HI/L0 Pwr PL 

ON/OFF. Patch Inhibit/Reset, etc. 

• Stable anti.falsing design 5s limit on access 

• For addl function(s), add a "Partial TTC" bpard 

COMMUNICATIONS CORP. 
INQUIRE ABOUT 'SURPLUS' RX & TX BOARDS. REDUCED PRICE! 68  

Norristown, PA 19401 • (215) 631-1710 

Call, or 
Sand for 
Data Sheets! 

v.-See List ot Advertisers on page 114 



Antenna Refinishing 
the Easy Way 

When a good vertical begins looking like a rusty downspout, 
it's time for some maintenance. 

Here's how K6EW saved a hamfest special. 

Sam Creason K6EW 
2940 Arlington Avenue 
Fullerton CA 92635 

At a recent ham swap-
meet, I was able to buy 

a used 18AVT/WB trap verti-
cal antenna for about half 
the cost of a new one. How-
ever, it had been exposed to 
Los Angeles air for several 
years, and therein lay a 

problem. The 18AVT/WB 
consists of several traps, 
pieces of aluminum tubing, 
top-hat radials, and a short 
metal whip. These parts are 
assembled telescope-fash-
ion and held in place by 
compression clamps, nuts, 
and bolts. Over the years, 
the smog-ridden air had at-
tacked the metal, making 
for poor contact between 
adjoining surfaces. Further-

Base of antenna. Bottom piece of aluminum tubing passes 
through the insulated opening (right)and rests on the insulat-
ed support (left). 
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more, the spacing between 
traps depends upon whether 
the antenna is to have mini-
mum sivr for phone or CW 
subbands, and whether it's 
to be mounted on a rooftop 
or on the ground. Without 
an instruction sheet, I had 
no way to determine the 
spacings. Finally, like any 
'A -wave vertical, the 

66 3/8 in 

39 3/8 in. 

25 1/8 in 

23 on 

Fig. 1. Dimensions of the 
18AVT/WB for CW, roof-
mount (Not to scale.) 

18AVT/WB requires some 
sort of ground plane or sys-
tem of radials. Again, I was 
at a loss without an instruc-
tion sheet. 
A letter to Hy-Gain, the 

manufacturer, brought a 
brochure on the antenna but 
no instruction sheet. A letter 
to 73's "Ham Help" column 
did the trick (thanks to 
WB4TCP, WB6J0P, N8ECR, 
WD8JFF,  KOYEH, and 
WAOITU). For someone who 
is in the same position as I 
was, the dimensions for the 
18AVT/WB and radials are 
given in Figs. 1 and 2, respec-
tively. Two radials per band 
are required, and they must 
be insulated in a rooftop, in-
stallation. "Egg" insulators 
are handy for this. Exten-
sions to the radials for at-
taching to guy points must 

Band  Length 

40 

20 
15 

10 

37' 0" 
18' 71/2" 
11' 10 " 

9' 10" 

Fig. 2. Dimensions for radials 
for the 18AVT/WB. 



SHOWNACTuALSIZE 

FEATURES SO 
UNIQUE AND 
OF SUCH 
SUPERIOR 
COMMERCIAL-
GRADE 
QUALITY, 
THAT... 

II A L DE N 

IN NIS MI IIIII MI 
_ 

- mis mem am • fil 

I.0 C  re LI. ...1•L Li 

1NR/VOL 

viNt 
•. 

IT CARRIES A 

SQL 

— '-
STEP SCAN TONE 

I A 8 OFF 

IBM Ell EN 13 
M MODE 
B A-e 

A oigi\ • Axr 

0  YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY! 

• 8 MHZ COVERAGE, CAP/MARS BUILT IN: 142 000-149.995 
MHz in selectable steps of 5 or 10 kHz COMPARE! 
• TINY SIZE: Only 2" H x 5 5" W x 6 8" D' COMPARE! 
• MICROCOMPUTER CONTROL: At the forefront of technology' 
• UP TO 8 NON-STANDARD SPLITS: Ultimate versatility for 
CAP/MARS. COMPARE! 
• 16-CHANNEL MEMORY IN TWO 8-CHANNEL BANKS: Retains 
frequency and standard offset 
• DUAL MEMORY SCAN: Scan memory banks either separately 
or together COMPARE! 
• TWO RANGES OF PROGRAMMABLE BAND SCANNING: 
Limits are quickly reset Scan the two segments either separately 
or together COMPARE! 
• FREE AND VACANT SCAN MODES: Free scanning stops 5 
seconds on a busy channel Vacant scanning stops on unoccupied 
frequencies 
• DISCRIMINATOR SCAN CENTERING (AZDEN EXCLUSIVE 
PATENT): Always stops on frequency 
• TWO PRIORITY MEMORIES: Either may be instantly recalled at 
any time COMPARE! 
• NICAD MEMORY BACKUP: Never lose the programmed channels! 
• FREQUENCY REVERSE: The touch of a single button inverts 
the transmit and receive frequencies. no matter what the offset. 
• ILLUMINATED KEYBOARD WITH ACQUISITION TONE: 
Unparalleled ease of operation 
• BRIGHT GREEN LED FREQUENCY DISPLAY: Easily visible. 

even in direct sunlight 
• DIGITAL S/RF METER: Shows incoming signal strength and 
relative output 
• BUSY-CHANNEL AND TRANSMIT INDICATORS: Bright LEDs 
show when a channel is busy and wher you are transmitting 
• FULL 16-KEY TOUCHTONE  PAD: Keyboard functions as 
autopatch when transmitting 
• PL TONE: Optional PL tone unit allows access to PL repeaters 
Deviation and tone frequency are fully adjustable 
• TRUE FM: Not phase modulation. Unsurpassed intelligibility and 
fidelity 
• 25 WATTS OUTPUT: Also 5 watts low power for short-range 
communication and battery conservation (Transmitter power 
is fully adjustable) 
• SUPERIOR RECEIVER: Sensitivity is 0.2 uV for 20-dB quieting 
Audio circuits are designed to rigorous specifications for excep-
tional performance. second to none COMPARE! 
• REMOTE-CONTROL MICROPHONE: Memory A-1 call. up/ 
down manual scan, and memory add -ess functions may be 
performed without touching the front panel' COMPARE! 
• OTHER FEATURES: Dynamic microphone. built-in speaker. 
mobile mounting bracket, remote speaKer jack. and all cords. 
plugs. fuses and hardware are included. 
• ACCESSORIES: CS-6R 6-amp ac power supply. CS-AS remote 
speaker. and Communications Special sts SS-32 PL tone module 
• ONE-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY! 

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR 
AMATEUR-WHOLESALE ELECTRONICS  TOLL FREE...800-327-3102 

E817 S W 129th Terrace. Miami. Florida 33176  Telephone (305) 233-3631  Telex. 80-3356 VISA' z 
MANUFACTURER 

AZDEN  JAPAN PIEZO CO., LTD.  &.• 5 
1-12-17 Kamirenjaku. Mitaka.Tokyo. 181 Japan.  Telex 781-2822452 



A.P.Syste ms 
Box 263 sm. 
,..1Iewport, RI 02840 (401)846-5627 

***NEW*** 
FOR THE TRS-80* 
COLOR COMPUTER 

MORSE CODE 
Here's a way to turn your Color Computer into a complete CW 
Morse Code terminal. 

—KA9FS0 CW MODEM Interfaces the computer to your 
transceiver via the ROM-PAC slot. 

Cartridge: $50.00 

—Three CW programs to choose from. 

—KA9FS0 TRANSLATOR (Machine language) 
TX programmable from 5-60 WPM, AX to 60 WPM. Features 

split screen operation, a 255 character keyboard buffer, and 
automatic CO using your own call letters. 

Cassette: $24.95 

—W9AV TRANSLATOR (Extended Color Basic) 
TX programmable 5-50 WPM, AX to 30 WPM. Includes 9 
message memories, and a CW practice mode which sounds 

over your TV.  Cassette: $14.95 

—W9AV OSO ROBOT (Extended Color Basic) 

TX programmable 5-50 WPM, AX to 30 WPM. Use the keyboard 
or Auto Mode. Makes complete CW QS0's without human in-
tervention including exchange of calls, RST, 0TH, and names. 
Also keeps a log.  Cassette:  $19.95 

For additional information & programming, write to: 

Mike Rice KA9FSQ 
5953 N. Teutonia Ave. 
Milwaukee WI 53209 
please include 5% postage  '240  

MITRONIX 

•Trademark Tandy Coro 

LINEAR 
21° .113001̀ pLitmi 15 to 

1000 WATT 
14 Different Models, 100 pgs 

$11.95 

169 

Lightning Protectors 

Transi-
Trap-rm  

Ceramic gas tube protectors are 
super-fast-firing. Feature unique 
Arc-PlugTm cartridge and iso-
lated ground. 50 ohm impedance. 
200 watt models are most sen-
sitive, best for RCVR's and 
XCVR's. Models R-T and HV offer 
special low loss performance 
through 500 MHz. 

R-T. HV 
Mark II 
Series 

LT, HT 

Model LT (200 W) .  S 19.95 
Model HT (2 kW)  $24.95 
Model R-T (200 W) . $29.95 
Model HV (2 kW)  $32.95 

(Add $2.00 for postage 
and handling in U.S.) 

be insulated from the radials 
and should be broken into 
shorter segments than the 
radials. 
Once the antenna is disas-

sembled, cleaning the vari-
ous joints requires a few 
sheets of medium-grit sand-
paper, two or three dowels 
ranging from %" to 3/4" in di-
ameter to support the sand-
paper against inner surfaces, 
and some elbow grease. 
Each mating surface should 
be sanded until it has a 
smooth satin surface. Areas 
where the radials make con-
tact should also be sanded. 
Having cleaned, reassem-

bled, and installed my refur-
bished antenna, I tried mak-
ing a contact, but to no 
avail. The photograph 
shows what I'd forgotten to 
clean! The lowest piece of 
aluminum tubing slips over 
an insulating block which 
provides vertical support. 
On top of the block is a disk 
of aluminum which is a snug 
fit inside the tubing and pro-
vides electrical contact with 

the radiating portion of the 
antenna. A setscrew through 
the tubing forces the disk 
against the opposite side of 
the tubing. 
Cleaning the joint was no 

problem, but because the 
wall of the tubing is rather 
thin, there are only a few 
threads to engage the set-
screw. Unfortunately, I 
stripped these threads while 
reassembling the antenna. 
However, a 10-32 screw 
saved the day. It's a little 
larger in diameter than the 
original setscrew and the 
threads are not as coarse. It 
served nicely as a self-tap-
ping screw in the softer 
aluminum. 
Results with the refur-

bished vertical have been 
encouraging. Although I use 
an HW-8 (about 3 Watts 
out), I've had no problem at 
all making stateside con-
tacts. Finland and Japan 
were the best DX in the first 
three weeks of operation. I 
suspect that my vertical will 
get a yearly cleaning. • 

AZDEN 
PCS-4000 
ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER 

CONTROL - IS MEMORIES - 

US WATTS - SUPER COMPACT 

142-160 MHZ - ANY SPLITS 

- ONE-YEAR W   

ALSO: PCS-300 HT, 
PCS-2800 10M FM, 
accessories, etc. 

KDK 
FIVI-2030 

EASY TO OPERATE - SINGLE-

KNOB TUNING - NIT - 10 

ME MORIES - 26 WATTS - 
SCAN SAND ON MEMORIES - 

TT MIC. WITH UP/DO WN 

FRE°. CONT. - ANY SPLITS 

BEEPS AT MEMORY SAND 

LI MITS FOR EYES-OFF 

OPERATION 

Special discounts - call for quote 

B. G. C ARL ELECTRONICS 
11128 Claire Ave.  Northrld m CA 91326 

Call: 1-2 13-363- 12 16 (anytime) Bryan 
AG6R 

For Antenna and AC Lines 

-o Model  :4 
MACC 
Surge Protected 
Master AC Control Console 

Provides eight outlets and 
features lighted switches for 
individual circuits and master 
single-switch station control. 

= 

• - 
Model MACC Master AC 
Control Console  $79.95 
(Add $4.00 for postage 
and handling in U.S.) 

125 VAC, 15 A. 1875 watts 
total rating. Tested to IEEE 
pulse standards. 

At your Alpha-Delta dealer. Or order 
direct in U.S. MasterCard and VISA accepted. 

,.193 

AumADE  COAV4LUNICATIONS 
AA) P 0 Box 571, Centerville, Ohio 45459 • (513) 435-4772 
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The BEST is stil 
made in U.S.A." 

American made RF Amplifiers and Watt/ SWR Meters 
of exc ptional value and performance. 

•5 year warranty • prompt U.S. service and assistance 

RF A MPLIFIERS 

2 METERS-ALL MODE 
B23 j r in30W out  $89.95 
(use le in: 100 mW-5W) 

= 

B1 8 lOW in =80W out  $179.95 
(1W =15W, 2W =30W) R preamp 

01016 lOW in =160W o  $279.95 
(1W =35W, 2W =90W)  preamp 

B3016 30W in =160W  t $239.95 
(useable in: 15-45W) R preamp 
(10W =100W) 

220 MHz ALL MODE 
C106 VOW in =60W out  199.95 
(1W-15W, 2W =30W) RX priamp 

C1012, lOW in =120W out  89.95 
(2W =i5w, 5W =90W) RX pr amp 

C22 2iA/ in =20W out  89.95 
(useable in: 200mW-5W) 

RC-1 AMPLIFIER 
REMOTE CONTROL 
Duplicates all switches, 18' cable 

/ SWR METERS 

• peak or average reading 
• dire  SWR reading 
MP-1 (IF) 1.8-30 MHz 
MP-2 ( F) 50-200 MHz 

$119 95 

430-450 MHz ALL MODE 
D24 2W ir =40W out $199.95 
(1W =25W) 

D1010 101 'n =100W out 
( 1W = 25W 2W= 50W) $319.95 

Available at local dealers throughout the world. 

A M-_I ML E 

COMMUNICATIONS/cOUIPMENT, INC. 

P.O. Box 1393, Gilroy, CA 95020 (408) 847-1857 
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PRO7SEARCIltd 
Reachng TheWorld 

BIG SIGNAL  LITTLE EFFORT 

INTRODUCING  THE HJ-SERIES COAXIAL DIPOLES AND PHASING KIT   

Specificati:-.•ns: 5.0 DBD 10-22DB F/B 

Example 

Antenna Tested ON 7.2onc, ¼ +.../ave spac ing 
at 18 ' at APEX. 

ENDS AVERAGE HGT. 6 ' 
SWR-FLAT Dr BELOW 1 5 to 1 oker Phone Band 

• When Tes:irg just ons of 

2 Antennas - SWR was Flat 

or Below 1.5 to 1 over lEntire Band... 
7.0 to 7.3 MHZ 

10 1/4  wave 

Change Direction Mslan 

taneOusl) With One 3witcl 

Al Operating Post on 

-D Excellent Center Insulator 
•ix - 

.044 ‘o_ 

Power Pack 
Switch Socket 

- XMTR 

Car Be Remotely Positioned 

FOR THE HAM WHO WANTS 

A BETTER SIGNAL ON THE BAND, 
BUT IS LIMITED BY SPACE OR ZONING 

• BROADBANDED 
• PORTABLE 

• REQUIRES ONLY ONE SUPPOF -

• CAN WORK INDOORS 

"The Coaxial Dipole is a very quie- a-itenna 
with slightly stronger sigmal punch tl-an a 

conventional ipo.e" This quote is from The 
Giant Book of Electronic Projects by the 
Editors of 73 Magazine. 

H •DIPOLE* 

Strong 'Neather-Proot 

100' RGaX 

Tuned Short 

‘N. 

•Ir FitectI fest has shown more 

signal than normal Dipole a' 
same Ng: ard Position 

PL 259 

• THE SINGLE HJ-DIPOLE CAN BE UPGRADED TO A PHASED 

ANTENNA SYSTEM AT A LAT EF DATE NO TUNER RE-
QUIRED, HOWEVER, WITH A TUNER ANTENNA CAN BE 

LOADED UP ON A HIGHER FREQUENCY 

THE HJ-PHASING KIT CONTAINS EVERYTHING YOU NEED, 
EUT A .:LACE TO HANG THEM ' 
Confer Is 
9,IPL-259 

2 Coax Tees 
1 Bar-el Connector 

5 Female Connec:ors 
2-Male P-tono Plugs 
2-Female Phono Sockets 

1-Cabire: 
1-Power Rack 
4-Short Covers 

2-Center Insulators 
5-Stain ess Steel  Screws 

5-Etain ess Steel  Nuts 
1-Relay 

3-Sets of V. wave coax lines 
2-100  engths of coax feedline 

2-Anternas Cut ard Tuned 

ED, 
• 

• 

ALL ANTENNAS ARE ASSEMBLED-PHASING LINES CUT 

AND HAVE PL-259S INSTALLED LEAD-IN CABLES PL-259 

ARE INCLUDED BUT NOT ATTACHED FOR USER 

CONVENIENCE  PHASING BOX IS ALSO ASSEMBLED AND 
READY TO USE 

PRO.SEA CHTM has des gned quality -Ito simplest of antennas...Cente- insulator is made up of high quality 

material that is vertually unaffected Dy heat, cold or impact..vvill wi*.hstand rugged use and extreme en-
vironments...RG-8X has 93% shield...Antennas are very flexible and very portable...good for vacation or field 
day...apart -nent dwelling....Tuned shorts are weather-proofed with gripping covers which also add strength to this 
area of tie antenna...Stainless steel l'arcware, of course...Antennas can be made for any frequency...The most im-
portant part, we stand bE-lind our prodL.:ts...That's a Ftromise... 

FREQUENCY 

-.8 

3.5 
7.0 

'0.0 
1L.0 

1E.0 
21.0 

24.0 

28.0, 

SINGLE ANTENNA 

5139.95 

96.95 
73.95 

68.95 
64 95 

61 95 
59.95 

57.95 

56.95 

TUNED PAIR OF ANTENNAS 

$251.91 
174.51 

133.11 
124.11 

116.91 
11'.51 

107.91 

105.91 
102.51 

PHASING KIT 

$110.95 
110.95 

110.95 
110.95 

110.95 
110.95 

110.95 
110.95 

110.95 

TOTAL 

$362.36 

285.46 
244.06 

235.06 
227.86 

222.46 

218.86 
213.46 
216.85 

Prices and specifications subject to :hange inithout notice cr obligation. 

For more rrormation on thi; and other Droducts Write or Cal Pro-Search Electronics Co Suite 3C5 104r Ci yton Pd St LOU1S, MO 63131 1-314-994.7872 iMissouril 1-800-325.4016 



MORE FROM PRO-SEARCHTM ELECTRONICS 
PRO•SEARCII I) 
Reaching TheWorld 

NOW THREE MODELS OF OUR 
DIGITAL ANTENNA CONTROL 

— 
•• • • 
111.1111• 

Your Choice Of Center, North Or South 

GCOD 
PSE-1A 

The "CONTESTER" pcizr. ides the least expensive 
DIGITAL CONTROL UNI— WITH COMPLETE COM-
PUTERIZED  CONTI:ICI_  BUT  WITH  LESS 
FEATURES. than the "DX'ER" and "DELUX". 
This unit gives you the current position of your 
antenna digitally. It has 10 memories and com-
mand modes, plus single button operation. The 
"CONTESTER'' comes with a 7.0 amp continuous 
duty motor supply. 
It is not capable of being modified to talk or accept 
the computer interface or remote interface. 
It is completely shielded and made of the same 
quality components as he other models. 
The warranty on our unr is one year on materials 
and labor, and ninety dais on parts 
This unit is a very inexpensive way to have the best 
of both worlds. A real time saver during contests. 
Hands off operation will save many hours of hang-
ing on the rotor. Just a 'ew dollars more than the 
manual control Pox, but worlds apart in stateof-
the-art and operation. Price $22995 

BETTER 
PSE-1, PSE-3 

The -DX ER is the top of the line of the non-voice 
synthesized units, and is for the ham who is in 
need of more features on their controller. It has 
"2" digital readouts, one to show the antenna's 
current position. plus a storage readout which 
holds a heading or digitally displays your last posi• 
tion This is valuable for switching between long 
path or short path, or checking front to back, or 
working between two different stations, a real 
time saver and just a nice convenience 
The "DX'ER" also has "5" scan functions' 0-90. 
90-180. 180-270. 270-360. and 0.360. This is a real 
aid in looking for that dogleg opening or peaking a 
weak signal 
It can be expanded to talk, and does have the hard-
ware necessary to use with the computer inter-
face 
It can be remotely keyed, where verbal confirma-
tion isn't required. Price S362 95 

BEST 
PSE-2, PSE-4 

This is the ultimate ir rotor controls. Nothing tops 
this one. 
It has all the features of the other models, plus it 
talks. Yes, it talks. 
The "DELUX" has a voice synthesizer which con• 
firms your entries, plus tells you your heading as 
you enter it and when your antenna arrives 
All commands are spcken, plus as 'your antenna 
turns you hear a 40C+4Ztone going in one direction 
and a 80HZ tone in the other. Tris gives you 
positive verification of movement 
This unit, as the others. will combine with the 
HAM IV. T2X, and HOR-300, giving you the best 
antenna rotor combirafion you could ever want at 
any price Price $469 0) 

INTRODUCING THE ULTIMATE PACKAGE...FROM PRO-SEARCH — NINE COMBINATIONS OF 
OUR CONTROL UNIT AND THE TELEX/HYGAIN* ROTOR MOTORS... 
FOR JUST A FEW DOLLARS MORE YOU CAN HAVE THE CONTROLLER OF THE FUTURE TODAY'  

Package ti1 PSE-1A 
#1 The "Contester" Package try one of these 
TELEX/HY•GAIN rotors with our PSE-1A/3A  A 
system which is low in cost high in performance 

HAM IV•  72X•  HDR-300• 

PSE•1A will save you lofs of time in your favorite 
contests.  No  more  hanging  on  the  rotor 
control.. Gives you posrive control with DIGITAL 
readout plus 10 memories, command positioning. 
and single button manual movement. 

Package Special 

PSE-1A + H M IV  $369 95 

PSE-1A + T2X  415.95 

PSE-1A + HDR-300  544.95 

Printed with permission of TELEX,HYGAiN 
Telex Cornm,nications Inc 

Wnte a- Can for our Catalog • Fro Search Eiectronics Co Suite 305 10411 Clayton Rd St Louis. Mo 63131 1.314.994-7872 (Missouri 1-80C-325-4016 

Package #2 PSE-1/PSE-3 
The "DX'ER" Package.. Couple this unit with a 
rotor and you have the best non talking control we 
make. Expandable, plus has 5 scan functions. 2 
DIGITAL displays and RECfLAST to check long 
path or short path. Has all internal hardware to 
plug into our computer interface. Can be remotely 
controlled from accessory jack. 
Try this with any of the TELEX/HY•GAIN• Rotors! 
This will give you the broadest of functions with a 
mid-range price. 

Package Special 

PSE-1.3+ HAM IV  5508.95 
PSE-1,3 + 72X  548.95 

PSE-1.3 + HDR-300  677.95 

tRIEIR T,91 

Package #3 PSE-2/PSE-4 
The "Delux - is the most sophistic ated antenna 
control unit ever made. With the "Delux" you have 
all the functions of our other units, plus it 
talks.. Yes it talks. Not only do you have your 
headings digitally disclayed. but is also said as 
your antenna stops.. MI commands are spoken. 
plus as your antenna turns you hear a 400Hz tone 
in one direction and am 80Hz in the other, giving 
you positive varification of movement This unit, 

when combined with the HAM IV. TYX or HDR-300 
gives you the best buy anywhere at any price . 

Package Special 

PSE-2.4 + I-1A M IV  $608,95 

PSE-2.4 +T2X  655,00 

PSE-2.4 + HOP-300  78400 

Controliers also ayanabie for otner rotors 

PnceS and spec fications subject to change 
without notice Cr ooligation 

U.S and Fore gn Patents 



AMS-147 
ATS-147 
AMS-220 
ATS-220 

RINGO RANGER II 

ARX-2B 
ARX-220B 
ARX-450B 

134-164 MHz 
220-225 MHz 
435-450 MHz 

RINGO RANGER 

ARX-2  134 164 MHz 

AR-6 
AR-2 
AR-10 
AR-220 
AR-450 

RINGO 

50-54 MHz 
135-175 MHz 
28-29.7 MHz 
220-225 MHz 
440 460 MHz 

MOBILE A NTENNAS 
144-148 MHz 
144-148 MHz 
220-225 MHz 
220-225 MHz 

Mag.-et< Moun: 
TrunK Lip Mount 
Magnetic Mount 
Trunk LIC) Mount 

a a 

Ranger II 
Simply the best 
The best combination of gain, 
bandwidth and low angle radiation 
for simplex or repeater operation. 
Quick easy assembly and installation 

Mount anywhere with compact dimensions and neat 
appearance 

Proven performance and durability in all environments 

Complete FM band coverage 

One year warranty 

Cushcraft antennas created the FM antenna revolution by 
making the best performance and value available to every 
ham. We continue to set the pace with a broad line of 
antennas for every FM application. Tune across the band 
and you will find the overwhelming majority of hams using 
one, two, or more Cushcraft antennas. The reason is very 
simply that they are the best. Now is the time for you to 
enjoy the value of a Cushcraft antenna. See your nearby 
dealer today. 

YAGIS 

A147-4 
A147-11 
A147-22 
214-FB 
A220-7 
A449-6 
A449-11 

145.5-148 MHz 
145.5-148 MHz 
145.5-148 MHz 
145.5-148 MHz 
220-225 MHz 
440-450 MHz 
440-450 MHz 

4 Element 
11 Element 
22 Element 
14 Element 
7 Element 
6 Element 
11 Element 

CROSS YAGI 

FOR CW/SSB and FM 
A147-207  144-146 MHz Horizontal 

145.5-148 MHz Vertical 

COR P OR ATI ON 

THE ANTENNA COMPANY 
48 Perimeter Road, P.O. Box 4680 
Manchester, NH 031 08  _106  
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The Big New Plus in Business 

Digital technology makes the 
Wilson Citi-Com Plus the 

most versatile radio 
ever produced. Ten simplex or semi-duplex frequencies with independent CTCSS tones can be pro-
grammed via a jumper enabled keyboard. Advanced microprocessor design provides crystal-less opera-
tion. A built-in priority scanner can be programmed to scan any or ten channels in the transceive mode 

for monitoring. 

The Wilson Citi-Com Plus is the most versatile business mobile radio ever designed. It's everything 
you'll ever need in a 10 channel UHF transceiver for less than you might imagine. 

For more information, pricing, ordering or a product brochure contact: 

kylf UNIVERSAL COMMUNICATIONS 
44W.1 A DIVISION OF INNOVATIVE LABS, INC 

P 0 Box 339 • ARLINGTON. TEXAS  76010.0339 • (817) 860-1641  Metro (817) 265-6638 
., 217 

SYNTHESIZED STABILITY 

V  • 
A 

DRAKE RV75 Remote VFO 
The RV75 Synthesized Remote VFO is designed to 
complement the DRAKE TR7, TR7A, R7, R7A, and the 
TR5. The RV75 provides a high degree cf frequency 
control flexibility with crystal-controlled frequency 
stability. The RV75 output frequency is synthesized 
in 10 Hz increments for smooth frequency control 
and the weighted flywheel of the optical shaft en-
coder provides a smooth, solid feel. 

• Synthesized Frequency Control • Crystal-Controlled Stability ( ± 15 ppm 0° to + 50°C) • 
• Patented Variable Tuning Rate • 10 Hz Resolution • 800 KHz Tuning Range • 

• User Selectable Direction of Frequency Change/Dial Rotation • Weighted Flywheel 
Shaft Encoder • 2 Programmable Fixed Frequencies • "RIT" Control • Dial Lock • 

DRAKE. Let us take you there! 

CW75 MEYER 

SP75 SPEECH 

PROCESSOR 

P75 PHONE 

PATCH 

•  • 

7077 DESK MICROPHONE 
•••••• 

IAS7 TR7A 

SPEAKER  TRANSCEIVER 

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY 

RUTS 

REMOTE VFO 

41B0 

Lit INEAR AMPLIFIER 

DRAKE 

MN2700 ANTENNA TUNER 

For more information, write or call: 
540 Richard St  Miamisburg, Ohio 45342. USA 
Phone (513(866-2421  Telex 288-017 
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(73 INTERNATIONAL) 
Each month, 73 brings you 

amateur radio news from 
around the world. In this collec-

tion of reports from our foreign 
correspondents, we present the 

latest news in DX, contests, and 

events, as well as keep you 
abreast of the technical 

achievements of hams in other 
countries. 

If you would like to contribute 

to your country's column, write 
to your country's correspondent 

or to 73: Amateur Radio's 

Technical Journal, Pine Street, 
Peterborough NH 03458, USA, 

Attn.. Avery L. Jenkins WB8JLG. 

*  * 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA 
Siegi Freymadl P29NSF 

PO Box 165 

Rabaul 

Papua New Guinea 

During January. band conditions were 

very poor. the 10m band appeared dead 

most of the time or was open only for a 

short while. I have been having biweekly 

schedules with my friend Doris N5CFP. in 

Garland. Texas. for more than two years. 

but during January we missed out on a 

number of occasions due to bad condi-

tions. At times we were pleasantly sur-

prised when she called at 2230 GMT and 

signals were good. but by 2300 the band 

closed again. We have now arranged for 

split frequency operation as 15m seems to 

be more reliable. But on that band, too, the 

noise level is very high. 

Eighty-meter nets are still being run 

within Papua New Guinea. The Highlands 

net meets every Monday night on 3560 MHz 

at 0930 GMT, and another net runs from the 

national capital, Port Moresby, on Thurs-

days at 0930 GMT. also on 3560 MHz. The 

nets are badly attended at present, with on-

ly three or four stations checking in. Ac-

cording to Peter P29NUK. 80m in Port 

Moresby is impossible at the moment—the 

noise level being unbelievably high—and 

therefore none of the amateurs from the na-

tional capital are able to participate. 

One event that the Papua New Guinea 

Amateur Radio Society is involved in is the 

Papuan Safari Road Rally, which is held an-

nually over a long weekend marking the 

September 16 anniversary of indepen-

dence. The rally has been going since 1979. 

It is organized by the South Pacific Motor 

Sports Club, and members of the PNGARS 

provide communications between check-

points for scoring and safety. For the occa-

sion, they are granted third-party privileges, 

to enable them to pass on third-party traffic 

on behalf of the Sports Club. Normally, 

third-party traffic is not permitted in PNG. 

The independence rally runs over three 

days and nights and attracts international 

drivers and cars. 

AOCP (full call) examinations were held 

in PNG on Tuesday. 15 February, at the 

same time as in centers in Australia. It is 

once again possible to sit for CW exams in 

the center nearest to one's 0TH, without 

having to go all the way to Port Moresby. 

Apparently, a radio inspector to give the ex-

aminations is now available to do the 

rounds again. and he flies to the towns 

where candidates have applied to sit for ex-

ams. It was the lack of a radio inspector 

that made it necessary for candidates to fly 

to Port Moresby and not a lack of funds! 

Now I no longer have an excuse for not at-

tempting the exam. 

Margaret P29NUN, "the nun on a broom-

stick" from Kefama Catholic Mission near 

Goroka in the Eastern Highlands. will be at-

tempting the full call theory exam this time. 

I wonder what will happen to that very ap-

propriate callsign when she upgrades? Sis-

ter Margaret is an Australian Sister of Mer-

cy and has become a very well-known ham 

since gaining her license in February. 1981. 

Her OSL card depicts a caricature of a nun 

riding a broomstick. Her black habit is 

billowing out behind her, displaying spot-

ted bloomers. The rig is strapped to her 

back, earphones are clapped over her ears. 

and a microphone is clutched tightly in one 

hand while she holds on to the broom with 

the other. The card was designed by Bob 

P29NBF, another ham from Goroka. Need-

less to say, that card is a prized possession 

of amateurs all around the world! 

Bob P29NBF and his XYL bought a yacht 

in Cairns (Australia) towards the end of last 

year and sailed her up to PNG in November. 

During the trip. Bob maintained daily radio 

contact with Sister Margaret. Unfortunate-

ly. Bob is off the air at the moment, as his 

radio equipment was damaged in the boat. 

The hottest news on the amateur bands 

at present is, of course. VKOHI —the Heard 

Island DXpedition. In spite of checking the 

bands every day. I have not yet managed to 

work Heard Island. I have heard them on 

20m on a number of occasions, but of 

course that is out of bounds for Novices. 

My hopes are centered on Jim VULIS and 

his XYL. Kirsh VKOYL. who finally arrived 

on Heard Island around February 9th after 

having been delayed by various problems. 

Jim was P29JS. and he really put P29 on the 

map with his activity. Several years ago. he 

-went finish- from PNG and took up 

residence on Norfolk Island. where he mar-

ried Kirsh. formerly a radio officer on a 

Swedish ship. Jim is VK9NS and Kirsh 

VK9NL. but they frequently go on DXpedi-

lions. I should be able to get a contact with 

Heard Island with Kirsti and Jim there. 

I have had a letter from Ron ZL1AMO ask-

ing whether a CW operation in P29 would 

be sought after. I told him that such an 

operation would certainly be very much in 

demand and to come on over. I have been 

asked many times for a CW contact but 

always had to decline, as I don't even have 

a key. A real pro like Ron would therefore be 

a godsend! 

GUAM 
James T Pogue KH2AR 

68 Banyan Circle 

FPO San Francisco 96630 

On May 20th.  1976, super-typhoon 

Pamela screamed across the island of 

Guam with 170-mph winds. Eighteen hours 

later, Pamela had left in her wake one 

islander dead, many iniured, and over 

30.000 people stranded by floods from 33 

inches of torrential rainfall. Over 80% of the 

island's buildings were destroyed and prop-

erty damage exceeded $400 million. 

A New York Times story a few days later 

stated that the island's communications 

had been -virtually destroyed." Fortunate-

ly. Guam's hams responded to the chal-

lenge and helped provide vitally-needed 

emergency communications. Stationed at 

key villages throughout the island, they 

assisted public officials and augmented ex-

isting public emergency services. Although 

the local repeater was knocked off the air 

due to a massive power loss. 2 meters was 

still the most active band during the 

emergency. Messages were also relayed 

off-island by several HF ham stations with 

emergency power generators. 

Today, the emergency communications 

system on Guam is constantly striving to 

be ready to serve the island population. 

Emergency coordinator Carl Wegner 

KG6JKV is responsible for organizing and 

keeping the emergency plan current and 

operational. The only repeater on the 

island. a 25- Watt. .34/.94 machine. is 

located at Carl's home in Barrigada 

Heights, approximately 750 feet above sea 

level. Covering roughly 75.z0 of the island. 

backup battery power can provide over 24 

hours of service in the event of a power 

outage. Dick Takahashi AH2A has also 

donated a 5-kW butane generator that 

should soon be installed, giving virtually 

unlimited service life to the repeater in an 

emergency. 

The Marianas Amateur Radio Club 

(MARC) has recently received permission to 

install equipment at the Government of 

Guam-maintained Emergency Operations 

Center (UDC). Built almost entirely 

underground. the EOC is virtually imper-

vious to most natural disasters. Although 

some antenna problems remain to be 

resolved. MARC members hope to have a 

recently-purchased Kenwood HF rig and 

2-meter gear installed before the next 

typhoon season. 

When a typhoon is determined to be 

within 48 hours of possibly passing over 

Guam, the emergency coordinator calls the 

"Typhoon Net" on 2 meters. At that time, a 

survey of available personnel, equipment. 

and anticipated needs is made. With con-

stant 6-hour updates from the Naval 

Oceanographic Command Center on NKr). 

itz Hill. Guam. a constant watch is kept on 

the approaching storm. The hams on 

Saipan. approximately 100 miles north of 

Guam, are advised of the storm's location 

and forecast track via the 2-meter repeater, 

and hams on other more distant islands are 

kept posted by the Inter-Island Net that 

meets on 14,315 kHz. 

Here on Guam, a detailed communica-

tions plan assigns a ham to the commis-

sioner of each village—or to a group of 

several nearby villages—to assist him. Two 

meters, of course, is the standard band for 

operations, utilizing the .34/.94 repeater as 

well as .52 simplex. 

For communications off-island, the nor-

mal terminus is with Hawaii. Frequencies 

for CW and SSB as well as RTTY have 

been assigned to handle health and 

welfare traffic, as well as government 

messages if asked to do so. 

In order to stay proficient at emergency 

procedures. MARC members regularly vol-

unteer to assist local civic groups by pro-

viding communications services for a wide 

variety of events. These include bike rides, 

walkathons, marathons. and several off-

shore marine events between the southern 

island village of Merizo and nearby Cocos 

Island. 

In spite of all these preparations, though, 

the emergency communications system on 

Guam is not without its problems. With a 

large percentage of the ham population in 

the military, it is difficult for the Emergency 

Coordinator to build a steady and depend-

able core of operators to activate during an 

emergency. In the event of a typhoon. most 

military people are called in to their work 

posts for duty until the storm passes Fre-

quent transfers of personnel make for a 

constantly-fluctuating population of 

operators. 

As has so often been the case with hams 

and emergency communications, the key 

to successful response and operations 

must continue to be flexibility and creativi-

ty mixed with plenty of hard work. 

1 1 1 

CANADA 

Some time ago it was suggested to the 

Department of Communications (DOC) that 

there could be a number of advantages to 

an arrangement whereby amateurs assist• 

ed in the conduct of examinations. CARF 

(Canadian Amateur Radio Federation) 

raised the matter again with the DOC last 

summer. Since then. the Department has 

been considering the possibility of such an 

arrangement and the result has been a let-

ter addressed to CARF president Don 

Slater VE3ID. The letter requested "detailed 

input - from CARF on areas pertaining to 

amateur participation. including minimum 

criteria for amateur examiners. the selec-

tion process, the maintenance of examina-

bon integrity, exam distribution. and coor-

dination between the DOC and amateur ex-

aminers. 

Some ideas for amateur participation 

have been discussed in recent issues of 

TCA and comment was sought from 

readers, but to date the response has not 

been exactly overwhelming. Now. however, 

the DOC has asked specific questions and 

is seeking answers from CARF and other 

organizations. In order to ensure that vary-

ing ideas and views are incorporated in the 

recommendations in the CARF brief to the 

DOC. comments from clubs and individuals 

are now urgently sought. 

In other action. the DOC approved a re-

quest for commemorative prefixes for 

World Communications Year. Starting on 

World Communications Day. May 17, 

through July 17 (inclusive), CV may be used 

for VE, Cl for VO, and CK for VY. 

The department has also proposed new 

regulations covering the radio noise gener-

ated by power lines and sub-Stations. The 

first-ever regulations are designed primarily 

to protect AM sound broadcasting. but ob-

viously they would benefit amateurs as 

well. The proposed rules are complicated 

and require special measuring equipment. 

Amateurs who are interested in this very 

technical proposal may get a copy from a 

DOC office. Ask for Notice Delta Golf 

Tango Roger-021-82. 

However, not all of the amendments to 

the Canadian amateur regulations pro-

posed a year ago have been processed. 

They would permit repeater operation in the 

29-MHz band, SSTV in the HF bands, 6-MHz 

bandwidth for ATV, and more power on 160 

meters. The amendments also would allow 

foriegn amateurs from countries with 

reciprocal agreements to operate in the full 

two-meter band. Currently in the legal mill 

of the department are the 160-meter power 

change, deletion of mobile logging. and a 

provision for amateur-class operators in 
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CES INTRODUCES THE 
NEW 510SA "SMART PATCH" 

The State of the Art Simplex Interconnect 
Communications Electronics Specialties introduces the CES 510SA 
"Smart" Simplex Autopatch. with maiy important new features never 
available before: • Three digit cont -ol codes with user programming. 
• A sophisticated toll restrict provides positive long distance lock out. 
• Time-out and COR activity timers with warning beeps and digital pro-
gramming. • Rotary or DTMF dialing. • Phone line in-use detector prevents 
interrupting a call in progress. and sends unique CW sequence. • Phone ring 
detection logic enables unique CW sequence. • Digital programming of the sample 
rate and width, and noise gate sensitivity control. for easy interfacing with most radios. 
Simple and direct connections to radio. 
Options available: • Smart CW identifier with unique CW messages for each patch function. 
• FCC type accepted phone line coupler. • Spe: al tone squelch kit to operate patch through 
repeaters. 

ces   

CES 

IMIMIMM VATItif-AT  Pi I TC H1111111111111111 CONNECT  CO ME 01S— CT  PEST PIC1  POWER 1 151(313 A  

The 510SA the newest advance in interconnect technology, from the innovators at: 

Communications Electrolics Specialties, Inc. 
Post Office Box 507 • Winter Park, Florida 32790 
(305) 645-0474 • Toll-free (for orders only): (800) 327-9956 41s2 

S ATELLITE 
TELE VI SI O N 

S YSTE M S 
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!! 

Complete Systems, Antennas, 
Receivers, LNA's & Accessories 

CALL US TODAY! 

812-238-1456 

hoosier 
electronics  

"Nation's Largest Total Communications Distributor" 

P.O. BOX 3300 • TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA 47803 

Microco mputer based power and 

flexibility with state-of-the-art Mitel 

tone decoding 

• Re eaters 

• Remote receiver sites 

• Remote bases 
• Home control 

• Security 

• 28 remotely com mandable outputs 

• 4 remotely sensed ;flouts 

• Control and mondor over the air or omr the 

telephone'' 

• Morse code or tone encoded response messages 

• Alarm generatton 

• Cl, 115 Repeater COP lO T,mer I unctton . 

odvonced  Call or write for detailed specs 
computer  on the ITC-32 Intelligent 
ControlS  Touch-Tone Control Board, 

10816 Northridge Square, Cupertino, CA 95014 

' Touch-Tone is a registered trademark of AT&T  (408) 749-8330 
" Optional Telephone Interface Board available 
Price and specifications subject to change without notice or obligation e,67 
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remote districts to operate with Advanced 

privileges on a conditional basis. 

BRAZIL 
Gerson Rissin PY1APS 

PO Box 12178, Copacabana 

20000 Rio de Janeiro, RJ 

Brazil 

PROCEDURES TO GET 

A BRAZILIAN LICENSE 

If your country has a reciprocity agree-

ment with Brazil, you have to present your 

original amateur license and your passport 

to DENTEL (Department of Communica-

tions), which has offices in all capital cities, 

and fill out form DNT-143. The license will 

be issued with a special callsign which has 

the letter Z after the number; for example' 

PY1ZXY. The license will be valid for the 

period of time which you will stay in Brazil 

or until the date your original license ex-

pires, whichever comes first. 

During the valid term of the license. you 

do have to be a member of the Brazilian 

Amateur Radio League-LABRE. You may 

contact the League first, and they will be 

very kind in helping you to get your Brazilian 

license. Write to the League office in the 

state to which you are going (see box). 

AWARDS 

Sponsored by the Rio de Janeiro CW 

Group, the CWRJ Award is available to all 

licensed amateurs for confirmed contacts 

with 20 (twenty) different PY1 stations, in-

cluding at least 5 (five) CWRJ members. 

Contacts must have been made after De-

cember 16, 1980, on any amateur band. On-

ly two-way CW mode. No OSLs, Send GCR 

log of stations worked (call, date, time, 

band, mode, and report) and 10 IRCs for 

mailing expenses to CWRJ, PO Box 621. 

24000 Niteno. RJ, Brazil. 

Endorsements are given for each 20 new 

PY1 confirmed contacts which include one 

new CWRJ member. CWRJ members, 

PY1AFA, PY1AFG, PY1AJK, PY1ASI, 

PY1BFZ, PY1BGI, PY1BMF. PY1BOA. 

PY1B00, PY1BUG, PY1BUL, PY1BVY. 

PY1CB W, PY1CC, PY1CCX, PY1CCY, 

PY1DCG. PY1DEA, PY1DFF, PY1DGB, 

PY1DN,  PY1DIN, PY1DJY, PY1DPG. 

PY1DUH, PY1EBK, PY1E WN, PY1FB, 

PY1H0, PY1LG, PY1 MHO. PY1 MKA, 

PY1RJ, PY1UET, PY1VB, PY1VLR, PY1VOY, 

PY1 WDS. PY1 WO. 

The CWRJ sponsors seven more awards: 

the Brazilian Stations Award (BSAW). Rio 

de Janeiro State Cities Award (RJCA W). 

Geographic Brazil Award (BGAW). Worked 

CWRJ Associate Members Award (WA-

MAW), Brazil's Frontiers Award (BFAW), 

CWRJ YL Flowers Award (YLAVV). and the 

Worked CWRJ Award (WRJA). 

Please note that my PO Box number was 

printed incorrectly last month and that the 

correct one (12178) appears above. 

GREAT BRITAIN 

Amateurs in Great Britain are enjoying 

the recently-released G.ORP Club Circuit 

Handbook, edited by G-ORP club president. 

Rev. George Dobbs G3RJV. The Handbook 

LEAGUE ADDRESSES 

LABRE/CENTRAL -SCE-SUL-Trecho 04-Lote  DF. 

LABRE/ACRE- Rua Benjamin Constant s/n°-Ed. Abrahim Sala 308, 3° andar-Rio 
Branco, AC. 

LABRE/ALAGOAS - Ladeira da Catedral, n° 150-Mace16, AL 

LABRE/AMAZONAS - Rua Franco de SA. 118-Adnanepolis-Manaus-AM, 
LABRE/BAHIA - Rua Santa Rita Durk>, s/n°-Forte do Monte Serrat-Salvador, BA. 

LABRE/CEARA -Travessa Para. 12, Ed. Sul America, sls. 703/704-Fortaleza. CE. 

LABRE/ESPIRITO SANYO - Rua Alberto Oliveira Santos, 59-s/711-Vitoria, ES 

LABRE/GOIAS- Rua do Radioamador. 247-Setor Coimbra-Goiania. GO. 

LABRE/MATO GROSSO - Rua Gen. Valle, 32-Cuiaba, MT. 

LABRE/MATO GROSSO DO SUL - Rua Sargento Yulle, 50-Campo Grande, MS. 

LABRE/MARANHAO - Rua Osvaldo Cruz, 340, Ed. Duas Nacoes, 5/112-Sao Luiz, 

MA. 

LABRE/MINAS GERAIS - Rua N. S. do Carmo. 221. salas 307 a 309-Belo Horizonte, 
MG. 

LABRE/PARA - Tray. padre Eutiquio, 719-Belem, PA. 

LABREJPARAIBA - Av. Eng. Leonardo Arcoverde. sin°-Joao Pessoa, PB. 

LABREWARANA - Rua Volunterios da Patna, 475, 9° andar-s/909-Curitiba, PR. 

LABRE/PERNAMBUCO -Av. Agamenon Magalhaes, 2945-Recife, PE. 

LABRE/PIAUI - Rua Alvaro Mendes, 1450-Teresina, Pl. 

LABRE/R10 GRANDE DO NORTE - Av. Rodrigues Alves, 1004-Tirol-Natal, RN. 

LABREIRIO GRANDE DO SUL- Rua Dr. Flores, 62, 13° andar-Porto Alegre, RS. 

LABRE/R10 DE JANEIRO - Av. Treze de Maio, 13. 20° andar, sale 2018-Rio de 
Janeiro, RJ. 

LABRE/RONDONIA - Av. Falqhuar, 2230-Porto Velho, RO. 

LABRE/RORAIMA - Av. Getulio Vargas, 25 W, sala 2, Altos-Boa Vista, RR. 

LABRE/SANTA CATARINA - Rua JerOnimo Coelho, 325, Conj. 110, Ed. 

Julieta-FlorianOpolis, SC. 

LABRE/SAO PAULO - Largo de S. Francisco, 34, 11° ander-Sao Paulo, SP. 

LABRE/SERGIPE - Largo dos Radioamadores, sln?-Aracaju. SE. 

has over 100 pages of ORP circuits com-

piled from Sprat, the club's newsletter. 

Eight years of circuits and ideas. from 

1974-1982. have been included in the 

book. Newcomers and old-timers alike have 

been finding useful new circuits, as more 

British hams are discovering ORP. 

Amateurs interested in finding out more 

about this collection of QRP know-how 

should write to Alan Lake G4DV W Mid-

dleton Cl., Nut hall. Nottingham NG16 1BX, 

Great Britain, 

BAHRAIN 
Ian Cable A92BW 

PO Box 22381 

Muharraq, Bahrain 

Arabian Gulf 

DX CONTESTING -

BAHRAIN STYLE! 

Casting around for something useful to 

do one Friday (a Bahrain Friday equates to 

an American Sunday) not too long ago. a 

group of our erstwhile DX chasers gravitat-

ed to bandying words over 2-meter repeater 

A92RP. Replete no doubt with a good curry 

lunch, someone (he wishes to remain 

anonymous) voiced the thought that it 

would be "a very good idea" if the Associa-

tion were to participate in the upcoming CO 

W W Phone DX Contest -due to commence 

in a few hours time, on that Saturday morn-

ing! It was claimed that no prior contest ex-

perience was called for, but merely the 

ability, dedication, stamina, and will-

ingness necessary to carry the enterprise 

forward to a successful conclusion. In the 

ensuing discussion, a consensus emerged 

in favor of the idea. 

Suitably fired with enthusiasm and lulled 

no doubt by honeyed words into a false 

sense of security, our band of contest war-
riors repaired to the clubhouse: most were 

'armed with those extra pieces of equip-

ment individually deemed essential to the 

success of our communal endeavor. The 

capability of the already-installed club FT-

101B transceiver and triband beam was to 

be enhanced by the addition of a KW-1000 

linear amplifier-which promply resulted in 

cooking the coil in the 200-Watt-rated 

Daiwa antenna coupler! An 830S was pro-

duced with the comment that "perhaps we 

can manage simultaneous operation on 

two bands," but this of course would re-

quire a second antenna. 

It was by this time becoming dark, so the 

stringing up of a trap dipole for the LF 

bands between our own mast and that of 

our landlord took place after dark. Not sun 

prisingly, the end result when viewed in the 

light of the following day caused some 

small degree of concern -our mast had ac-

quired a most definite southbound lean 

due, no doubt, to the combination of dipole 

and feeder weight plus over-enthusiastic 

late-night rigging efforts! 

Whilst much of the preceding action was 

in progress, when the equipment was not 

under repair or the mast folded over for 

antenna work, those not otherwise gainful-

ly occupied were conducting a radio adver-

tising campaign, advising all interested 

contacts of our contest entry. Starting on 

21 MHz, they moved successively to 28, 14. 

and 3.8, and then back to 14 in time to warm 

up with a few pre-contest OSOs. 

Operations continued as dictated by 

operator availability-always a problem 

with our different weekend arrangements 

and, on this occasion, compounded by the 

fact that not everyone realized that it was a 

48-hour contest. 

How did we do? Results were reason-

able: over 1050 OSOs with 60 countries 

spread over 5 bands. thanks to the efforts 

of Sheridan (A92BE), Dhiya (A92D0), Jon 

(A92F). Keith (A92P), and John (A92Z). 

What did we learn? Other than the ob-

vious and fortunately minor equipment 

problems, we were not terribly good log. 
keepers with respect to frequently entering 

OSO times and the bands on which they 

were made. Poor Keith had a terrible time 

attempting to transcribe the log onto the 

summary sheets and finally had to admit 

defeat We won't appear in any listing, but 

did most definitely have a barrel of fun. 

Now with all those in-house experts, 

perhaps the 1983 event ought to be a lot 

less traumatic! 

DENMARK 
Henrik Jacobsen OZ6PN 

Klevervaenget 9 

Haldbierg 

9900 Fredenkshavn 

Denmark 

There are about 10,000 licensed radio 

amateurs in Denmark, but I think that only 

half are active on the bands. There are four 

license categories and most amateurs here 

hold a D license which allows them to work 

on the VHF and UHF bands with 100 Watts. 

The D license requires only a simple techni-

cal test and most students pass the test. 

Then we have the C license, for which the 

technical test is the same as for the D 

license, but there is also a CW test. The 

radio amateur with a C license can work on 

the HF bands, but only CW with 10 W of 

power. However. C-class amateurs retain 

D-class privileges on VHF and UHF. 

The next category is the B license, which 

requires possession of a C license for one 

year or an extended technical test. In both 

cases. it is necessary to pass a CW test. 

The B license allows you to work on all the 

amateur bands with 100 W in all modes. 

And last, we have the A license, which re-

quires a B license for one year and allows 

working with 500 W(0.5 kWl)on all amateur 

bands and with all modes. 

The CW test is given at 12 wpm. 

The amateur bands in Denmark are the 

following: 

• 3.500-3.800 MHz (3.5-3.6 MHz CW only). 

• 7.000-7.100 MHz (7.0-7.01 MHz CW only). 

• 14.000-14.350 MHz (14.0-14.1 MHz CW 

only). 

• 21,000-21.450 MHz (21.0-21.15 MHz CW 

only). 

• 28.000-29.700 MHz (28.0-28.1 MHz CW 

only). 

• 144.000-146.000 MHz (All modes-Reg. 

1 band-table). 

• 432.000-438.000 MHz (All modes-Reg. 

1 band-table). 

Danish amateurs can also use the "new" 

bands (C W only): 1.830-1.850 MHz, 

10.100-10.150 MHz, 18.068-18.168 MHz, 

and 24.890-24.990 MHz. 

After receiving a special permit, we may 

also use the following UHF and SHF bands 

(all modes): 1215-1300 MHz, 2300-2450 

MHz, 5650-5850 MHz, 10.0-10.5 GHz. and 

24.0-24.25 GHz. 

All radio amateurs can work with home-

made stations or with factory toys on all 

amateur bands, but if one wants to work on 

the citizens band (27 MHz), one must buy a 

factory-made station (maximum. 500 mV) 

and the station must be approved by the 

Post-' and Teleadministration. 

Denmark is a little country with about 5 

million citizens, but we have a very devel-

oped electronics industry and everywhere 

we look, we see radio amateurs in leading 

positions. 

Radio amateurs are mostly popular in 

Danish society, but we naturally have prob-

lems with hi-fis and video recorders, but our 

good contacts in the electronics industry 

can in many cases solve our problems. 

This was a little about Denmark and its 

radio amateurs-in my next column, I will 

write a little about the Danish radio 

amateur society. the EDR. 
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April Showers 
Bring 

May Towers! 
NEW HUSTLER 6BTV  $139.00 
5BTV (80-10)   115.00 

HYGAIN 
TH7DXS 7eltriband  379.00 
TH5DXS 5eltriband  229.00 
V2S Super 2M vertical ....39.00 

CUSHCRAFT 
A3 3eI-3 band beam 
A4 4eI-3 band   
ARX2B Ringo   

AEA 
lsopole 144  39.00 
lsopole 440  59.00 

TRIEX W51 Self-support 
tower crankup .. FOB CA 799.00 

ALLIANCE HD73  99.00 
BUTTERNUT HF6V  125.00 
2MCV5  39.00 

BELDEN 
RG8X 9258  190/ft. 
RG8U Foam 8214   390 
RG8 Coax 8237   36C 
RG213u 8267 milspec ...460/ft. 
8448 Rotor Cable   270 
9405 Heavy duty rotor   450 
8235 300 ohm 
KW twinlead   100 
8000 14GA 
stranded antenna  100/ft. 

CDE HAM-4  199.00 

HAM X  249.00 
Consumers wire 
RG214'u nonmil  70C/ft, 

179.00 
229.00 
39.00 

Belden, Berktek, Columbia, 

Consolidated, Consumers 

Coax Seal 

$2.00 

Any new equipment ordered from us can be 

tested and approved by our factory trained 

technicians prior to shipment if you request 

it. This requires opening the box, but the 

technicians approval card will be enclosed. 

MASTERCARD  VISA 
All prices fob Houston except where indicated Prices 
subject to change without notice, all items guaranteed 
Some items subject prior sale Texas residents add tax 

Please add sufficient postage, balance collect 

Electronics Supply 
1508 McKinney 

Houston, Texas 77010 
713-658-0268 
Toll Free orders only 

1-800-231-3057 45 

Radio 'World 
CENTRAL NEW YORK'S MOST COMPLETE HAM DEALER 

!CO M IC•720 

KE N WOO D TSR3CES 

DRAKE TA? OR/  • r 0 

Featuring Kenwood, Yaesu, corn, Drake, Ten-Tec, Swan, Dentron, Alpha, Robot. 

MFJ, Tempo, Astron, KLM, Hy Grain, Mosley, Larsen, Cushcraft , Hustler, Mini 
Products, Bird, Mirage, Vibroplex, Bencher, Info-Tech , Universal Towers , 
Callbook, ARRL, Astatic, Shure, Collins, AEA. We service everything we sell! 
67Fr  Write or call for quote. You Won't Be Disappointed. 

We are just a few minutes off the NYS Thruway (1-90 ) Exit 32   
ia GC  

OUT OF STATE  ONEIDA COUNTY AIRPORT TERMINAL BUIL DING 
ORDER TOLL FREE  ORISKANY NEW YORK 13424 
800-448-9338  N T Res Celli 3151 736 0184 397 

Warren - K 2IXN 

Bob - WA2MSH 

Al - WA2MSI 

RF POWER 
\OS WATT S by 

•zo* 

Your One Stop Source for RF Power Tubes and Transistors 

3-400Z 
3-500Z 
3-1000Z 
4CX25013 
6156 

5100 00 
95 00 
36800 
65 00 
599 

TUBE SPECIALS 
6MJ6 .  S 728 

1213Y7A  255 
572B  46 00 
811A  11 00 

5894B 
6146B 
6146W 
8122 

,903 
795 
15 00 
115 00 

8874 
8875 
8908 
8950 

RF TRANSISTORS 

SPECIAL — MICRO WAVE 1.00 SPECIALS — While they last 
MRF901 
MRF901 

2-30 Mhz 

House Marked 852 4 Lead 
House Marked 854 3 Lead 

RF43.RF33 
(Premium Replacements for MRF455 & MRF455A) 

CD2545 
CD3424 
SD1451 
SD1076 
RF85 
MRF458 

00  NEC73436  1AP 3 Lead MRF901 
1 00  NEC NE02136 

$206 00 
20600 
13 00 
13 00 

100 
1 Or 

(RFG)  70w 12 5V  15 00 

(CTC)  50W  12 5V Flange  24 00 

ICTC) 60W  12 5V  Flange  24 00 
(SSM)  60W 12 5V  Flange  15 00 
(SSM)  80W 12 5V  Flange  19 88 
(RFG)  80W  12 5V  Flange  17 50 
(MOTO)80W  12 5V  Flange  19 88 

VHF 
150-175 Mhz 

B40-12 
2N5591 
2N6083 
2N6097 
SD1416 
987 

(CTC)  40W  12 5V 
(SSM)  25W  12.5V 

(SSM)  25W  12.5V 
(SSM)  40WPNP  12.5V 
(SSM)  70W  12 5V 
IMRF559) 5W  12 5V 

Stud  19.35 

Stud  9.50 
Stud  995 
Flange  1595 
Flange  31.00 
13db  100 

UHF 
450-512MHZ 

2N5946  (SS W  10W  12 5V  Stud 
MI-N1/710-2  MOTO) 13W  12 5V Module 19 db Gain 

'  60W  12.5V  Fr.' le 

12 95 
59 00 
42 95 

MINIMUM ORDER S30.00 Add S3.00 for UPS charges 

CALL TOLL-FREE 800-645-2322 
(N.Y. State 516-536-8868) 

R F Gain,Ltd. 
Export And Dealer Inquiries Invited Call for Types Not Listed 

100 Merrick Road  Rockville Centre. New York 11570 

TWX 510-225-7508 .-42 

.-See List of Advertisers or, page 114 



Electronics 
Made 
Easy 

P 

=0, 

For 
Your 

Computer 

stQj 

0 

With The Electronic Breadboard 
you can: 

*Test and analyze any analog 
circuit, such as transmitting 
and receiving equipment, am-
plifiers and the like. 
*Add or remove components. 
*Calculate impedance at a spe-
cific point. 
*Obtain voltage at a specific 
point (or at all points). 
'Save circuit designs on cassette 
tape. 
'Determine causes of circuit 
failure, reducing time spent 
troubleshooting. 
*Evaluate the frequency re-
sponse of any circuit. 
'Learn and verify electronic 
theory by entering sample cir-
cuits. 

The Electronic Breadboard pro-
gram is ideal for: 

*Audio component repairmen 
*Ham radio technicians 
"Hobbyists 
"Electrical engineers 
*Telecommunications engineers 
'Audiophiles 
*Students of electronics 

Requires: 
• TRS-80 Tape MOD I & MOD III 16K #0287R 
TRS-80 Disk MOD I & MOD III 32K #0222RD 
" APPLE Disk Applesoft 32K 10428AD 

If you're an electronic doughboy, 
then you need this breadboard. 
Order yours today. Use the 
coupon or call toll free: 

1-800-258-5473 
Instant Software. 
The best software under the sun. 

• TRS-80 is a tradennuic of the Radio Shack dhAsion of 
Tandy Corp. 

• • 41,1,1,  a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc. 

E 
Yes! I want Electronics made easy—send me: 
 copies of #0287R  @ $49.95 
 copies of #0222RD @ $59.95 
 copies of #0428AD @ $59.95 

Please add $2.50 for postage and handling 

VISA 

_ AMEX 

CHECK/MO 

NAME   

ADDRESS   

CITY  STATE  ZIP   

CARD#  EXP DATE 

SIGNATURE   

Instant Software  Rte. 101 and Elm Street, 

Peterborough, N.H. 03458 

1-800-258-5473 
335B6B 
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Skip Westrich WB8OWM 

1309 24th Street NW 
Canton OH 44709 

73( for a 
Voltage-Transient Detector 
Forget those expensive and complex insurance policies. 
Here's the best protection you can get—and the cheapest. 

Being a doubting Thomas 
by nature, I have often 

wondered about the neces-
sity of those antenna surge 
protectors as advertised in 
the amateur press. As you 
know, those surge shunts as 
advertised are to proect 
solid-state communications 
equipment from damage 
caused by voltage transients 
entering the antenna 
system. Those usually are 
caused by atmospheric 
static discharges or nearby 
lightning strikes— according 
to the ads. The purpose of 
this article is to show you 
how these gremlins can be 
readily detected. 
I am not doubting the 

claims of the advertisers. As 
any old reader of this maga-

zine can attest, NO adver-
tiser would dare to sell any-
thing not up to its claims in 
this magazine. The shyster 
would become the object of 
Mr. Green's unmentionable 
and merciless wrath. Period. 
Even in light of these facts, I 
continued my search for 
proof. 
The first objective was to 

prove visually the existence 
of voltage transients. Recall-
ing from my Novice days the 
fact that neon bulbs glow in 
the presence of high volt-
age, I decided to utilize 
this method of approach. 
Thus, I reasoned that a neon 
bulb across the coax plug— 
disconnected, of course— 
would reveal the nasty little 
gremlins. 

Neon pilot-lamp assembly. 

As you can clearly see, 
simplicity is the nucleus of 
the circuit shown in Fig. 1. 
The parts required are readi-
ly available at any nearby 
hamfest flea market. After 
comparing many entrepre-
neurs' offerings of neon 
pilot-lamp assemblies, I 
found the one in the photo 
for a mere twenty-five 
cents— used, of course 
(both the quarter and the 
pilot-lamp assembly). Need-
less to say, all it lacked was 
an NE-51 bulb. The latter 
was obtained for an addi-
tional quarter. 
Now for connecting my 

coax to the assembly. A 
clean RCA phono jack was 
found at another entrepre-
neur's stand of irresistible 
bargains for another quar-
ter. Reaching into my pock-
et, I came up with two dimes 
and only three pennies. "It's 
a deal!" cried the business-
man. Total investment? You 
guessed it.  734! 
After what seemed a long 

ride home, I headed straight 
for the workbench (the 
scene of many electronic 
tribulations and tests). With 
the smell of hot solder filling 
the air and a period of five 
quick minutes, the tester be-
came reality. 
Next, I disconnected the 

coax connector (via a PL-

RCA  1 
PNONO (*-1 
JACK AA 

BUILT - IN 
RESISTOR 

(p NE - SI NEON 
BULB 

Fig. 1. One scientific circuit 
for detection of antenna 
voltage transients. 

259 to an RCA-type adapter) 
from the rig and terminated 
the coax into the antenna-
voltage-transients detector. 
Did the neon glow? No. As 
a matter of fact, nothing 
happened. 

However, a few nights lat-
er while chasing some rare 
DX on 15 CW, a usually un-
welcomed sound of key-
rashing ! +#%!!! noise filled 
the headphones! Ah, an ap-
proaching thunderstorm! 
Quickly! Disconnect the 
coax from the rig! Terminate 
into the 734 wonder! Eure-
ka! There it was, flashing 
away before my very eyes! 
Success. The neon bulb was 
flashing its heart out as the 
thunderstorm approached. 
Success. 

In the interest of a longer 
life here on Earth, I discon-
nected the coax and ground-
ed everything. Be very care-
ful when doing this  it is 
not my intention to send any 
readers to Silent Key land af-
ter building and using one of 
these 734 detectors. There is 
a high-voltage hazard pres-
ent, so use your common 
sense and disconnect as the 
neon gets brighter. Also, 
keep the bulb cover on the 
assembly in case the neon 
bulb should break. And be 
sure to check for a built-in 
resistor in your neon pilot-
lamp assembly—otherwise 
your NE-51 will fire its last 
and first time forever. Good 
luck and good viewing—but 
be careful. And yes, the ads 
are correct; those gremlins 
do indeed exist. 
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William P. Smith K3LF 

Cold Spring Creamery Rd. 
Doylestown PA 18901 

Build the Armchair 
Satellite Tracker 

Simple and cheap, this setup will follow OSCAR 
around like a dog. Put it together, lean back, and 
let this control system do the work for you. 

Editor's Note: This ingenious tracking system can be used for satellites like UoSAT and Russian "RS" amateur birds as well as the ever 
popular OSCAR 8. 

This article describes a 
fully-automatic system 

for tracking satellites in 
low, near-circular orbits 

such as that of OSCAR 
8. The system requires as 
little as one rotator and a 
very simple rotator-control 

unit. Normally, two rotators 
will be desired, but they are 
not necessary to achieve 
fully-automatic tracking 

Photo A. The completed system. The tilt axis is positioned for a near-horizon satellite pass. 
This position may also be used for terrestrial operations using the elevation rotator as a con-
ventional azimuth rotator. 
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with fairly good accuracy. 
This system eliminates 
problems associated with 
conventional antenna-
pointing systems such as 
high cost, complexity, and 
large tracking errors. 
Conventional systems 

are based on a system of 
azimuth and elevation set-
tings. Some are computer-
controlled and some use a 
computer-generated chart 
with manual adjustment of 
the controls of the two rota-
tors. One system uses a sin-
gle azimuth rotator with the 
antenna pointed about 30 
degrees above the horizon. 
Pointing errors reach as 
much as 60 degrees with 
this system. 
There is one reason com-

mon to all of these systems 
that makes for complexity, 
high cost, or marginal re-
sults: They all are based on 
a reference system which is 
parallel and perpendicular 
to the surface of the Earth 
while the satellite's orbital 
plane is normal to some 
other reference system. 
Conventional antenna-



pointing systems are always 
bucking this natural motion 
of the satellite. My system 
attempts to align the refer-
ence plane of the antenna 
rotator with the reference 
plane of the satellite. It is 
not perfect; it is not de-
signed for the purist who 
has access to megabyte 
computers and megabuck 
wallets. It is designed for 
the amateur who is a casual 
operator but desires some 
sophistication and moder-
ately good accuracy. 

To obtain some idea of 
how my system works, let 
us discuss the special case 
of the direct overhead pass 
and the conventional azi-
muth/elevation system. 
Let's say the satellite is as-
cending, has a polar orbit, 
and will be above the hori-
zon for 16 minutes. The sat-
ellite will rise in the south 
(bearing 180 degrees), pass 
directly overhead 8 minutes 
later, and set to the north 
(bearing 360 degrees) six-
teen minutes after acquisi-
tion. 

If we had set our eleva-
tion rotator to point at the 
horizon and the azimuth ro-
tator to a bearing of 180 
degrees, we could have 
tracked the satellite just by 
operating the elevation 
rotator only. We would 
start with the antenna 
pointing at the southern 
horizon, slowly rising 
through the vertical as the 
satellite passed overhead, 
and on to the northern 
horizon. In this special 
case, the plane of the orbit 
coincides with the plane 
described by the movement 
of the elevation rotator. 

Next, let's examine a 
more common case of an 
other than direct overhead 
orbit. Imagine an orbit 
where the satellite reaches 
a maximum elevation of 60 
degrees to the east of your 
QTH. We will start off with 
the conventional azimuth/ 
elevation system by setting 
the azimuth rotator to a 
bearing of 180 degrees and 

the elevation rotator to 
point at the southern hori-
zon. Again, the antenna will 
be pointing at the satellite 
when it rises, but if we tried 
to track it as in the last ex-
ample, we would soon have 
a large tracking error. By 
the time the antenna 
reached the vertical posi-
tion, the satellite would be 
30 degrees away toward the 
east. Continuing on to the 
northern horizon, the point-
ing error would gradually 
decrease with the antenna 
again pointing at the satel-
lite as it set to the north. 

Now let's go through the 
last example again, only we 
will make an adjustment to 
the antenna-mounting sys-
tem which will alter the re-
sults considerably. With the 
antenna pointing at the 
southern horizon, remove 
the azimuth rotator and 
mount the elevation rotator 
on an axle which is parallel 
to the surface of the Earth 
and aligned north-south. 
The elevation rotator is now 
free to tilt to the east or 
west. If we tilt the elevation 
rotator so that what used to 
be the azimuth mast is now 
aimed at a point 60 degrees 
above the eastern horizon, 
we will change the entire 
geometry of the tracking 
system. We lock the new 
axle in the 60-degree posi-
tion and begin the satellite 

TILT AXLE 
ROTATOR 
OR 
BRAKE 

SUPPORT 
HERE 

2"x 4" x 6' 

••••-. - ANTENNA 

- - - SATELLITE 
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10 
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Fig. 1. Charts of relative bearings and elevations of OSCAR 8 
compared to the antenna-pointing position. All satellite 
coordinates are for ascending orbits and a QTH latitude of 
42 degrees north. Antenna-pointing positions, above, top to 
bottom: 30° East, 60° East, 60° West, and 30° West. 

ROTATOR 
MOUNTING 
PIPE 

(1 < r 

) .X  X.  X 16  <.<1, 

ELEVATION ROTATOR 

ELEVATION 
MAST 
10 x I-1/4" 

K 8' x 24" 

SIDE THRUST BEARING 

Fig. 2. Antenna/rotator assembly with antenna oriented to begin an overhead pass. 
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Photo B. Close-up view of the elevation rotator mounting 
board. Note the method of mounting. A small tab must be 
removed from this type of rotator in order to mount it right-
side up. 

pass. As the satellite rises 
and travels toward the mid-
point of its arc, the eleva-
tion rotator is activated. In-
stead of moving to the ver-
tical position, the antenna 
will closely follow the 
satellite. We have tilted the 
plane described by the 
elevation rotator so that it 
nearly coincides with the 
plane of the orbit. To the 
elevation rotator, the 
satellite appears to be mak-
ing an overhead pass. 
At this point, you are 

probably thinking that it 
sounds too easy and that 
there must be a catch. The 
catch is that the system is 
not perfect; there are some 
pointing errors, the magni-
tude of which depends on 
the orbit involved, the posi-
tion of the satellite along 
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the orbit, whether it is a de-
scending or ascending pass, 
and if the automatic track-
ing unit is used. To find out 
just how big the errors are, I 
made an analysis of several 
typical orbits. 

I selected orbits for OS-
CAR 8 when it reached a 
maximum elevation of 30 
degrees and 60 degrees to 
the east and to the west. I 
also analyzed the overhead 
pass. I drew up charts for 
the first four orbits—shown 
in Fig. 1. (There is no chart 
for the overhead orbit as 
the antenna follows the sat-
ellite very closely and the 
pointing error probably 
does not exceed 5 degrees.) 
The charts are set up using 
conventional azimuth and 
elevation bearings for the 
two axes, azimuth along the 

bottom and elevation up 
the side. You will notice 
that the antenna coordi-
nates start at 170 degrees 
and end at 350 degrees as 
opposed to a true north-
south. This 10-degree differ-
ence is to compensate for 
the inclination of OSCAR 
8's orbit and will be dis-
cussed later. The antenna 
coordinates have been cal-
culated, while those for the 
satellites have been mea-
sured using an OSCARLO-
CATOR. If you use the auto-
matic control unit, the 
pointing errors will general-
ly be greater than indicated 
by the charts since the addi-
tional dimension of time is 
added. With the automatic 
control unit, the antenna 
will match the satellite at 
the beginning, end, and 
midpoint of the pass. The 
remainder of the time there 
will be some additional er-
ror. This error is greatest for 
overhead passes and be-
comes minor for passes be-
low a maximum elevation 
of 60 degrees. 

Mounting 

The way you mount the 
rotators will determine the 
degree of success of your 
installation, so exercise 
care and do the job correct-
ly. The angles and various 
motions are unusual, and if 
you do not think things 
through carefully you can 
get into trouble. 

The most important 
point to keep in mind is that 
the system must be made so 
that it cannot self-destruct. 
In this regard, my prototype 
was somewhat short of be-
ing a resounding success. I 
was trying out the automat-
ic control unit when I no-
ticed that the swr seemed 
to be increasing on the 2-
meter uplink antenna. I 
shut everything down and 
headed outside to see if I 
could spot a loose cable 
or whatever. "Whatever" 
turned out to be a mangled 
ten-element "Twist" anten-
na. I had gotten the control 
unit hooked up the wrong 

way and automatically ro-
tated my antenna into the 
chimney on which every-
thing is mounted. Those lit-
tle TV rotators are amazing-
ly powerful. I rebuilt every-
thing and modified the 
mounting so that there is 
plenty of clearance for the 
antenna regardless of 
which rotator I operate in 
any direction. Once the ro-
tators are set up and the an-
tennas mounted, I suggest 
you move the rotator con-
trols to a position where the 
antennas may be observed 
and try simulating several 
satellite passes to get the 
feel of everything. 

The mounting I ended up 
with has worked well for 
some time now, and it was 
very inexpensive. I will de-
scribe it in detail so that it 
may be copied. The dimen-
sions and materials are not 
critical  and  may  be 
changed to suit your situa-
tion and junk box. I con-
structed the mounting first, 
which clamps to my chim-
ney, but you could use any 
type of support such as a 
tower or telephone pole. 
Next, I built the "tilt-axis" 
support, a rectangular ar-
rangement of two-by-fours 
used to hold the tilt-axis ro-
tator and axle. 

The axle must be long 
enough to allow the anten-
na to clear the mounting 
support. It is mounted par-
allel to the Earth on a true 
bearing of 350 degrees. I 
used a piece of 2-1/2-inch 
aluminum conduit for the 
axle and a prop-pitch motor 
for the tilt-axis rotator. (The 
motor was contributed by a 
friend, W1ND0/3.) Smaller 
tubing would work just as 
well, and the rotator could 
be eliminated. If you have 
access to the mounting be-
fore each satellite orbit, 
you could substitute a 
brake mechanism for the 
rotator. Remember that the 
tilt-axis rotator is not oper-
ated during any particular 
orbit. 

I started out climbing up 
on the roof of my house be-



fore each pass and preset-
ting the tilt angle. This was 
a little inconvenient, so I 
added the tilt rotator. If you 
do use a rotator for this 
function, I recommend a 
good one, preferably one 
with a brake. There will be a 
fair amount of stress unless 
you keep everything per-
fectly balanced. 
The elevation-rotator 

mounting board is assem-
bled next. I used a two-by-
eight board which is se-
cured to the tilt axle with 
U-bolts. This board acts as a 
mounting platform for the 
TV-type elevation rotator 
and holds a side-thrust 
bearing. This bearing is 
nothing more than a two-
foot section of pipe which 
is just large enough to allow 
the elevation mast to pass 
through it without binding. 
I used a 1-1/4-inch mast and 
a pipe with a 1-3/8-inch in-
side diameter for the side-
thrust bearing. The bearing 
is secured to the mounting 
board with two U-bolts. Be 
sure it is perpendicular to 
the tilt axle or additional 
tracking errors will result. 

Next, insert the mast in 
the side-thrust bearing and 
attach the rotator to the 
mast. Bolt a short section of 
pipe to the bracket which is 
used to mount the rotator. 
This pipe should be parallel 
to the side-thrust bearing 
and about 3 inches away. It 
is fastened to the rotator 
mounting board with two 
U-bolts. The rotator should 
be on the opposite side of 
the tilt axle from the anten-
na to help balance the tilt 
axis. Be sure the rotator is 
not mounted upside down, 
as then it will turn the 
wrong direction. You may 
have to file off a small tab 
on some TV rotators. 

Paint all wooden parts 
and apply a little axle 
grease to the bearing sur-
faces. The rotator assembly 
is ready to be mounted to 
your supporting structure. 
Since the antenna rotator 
assembly is fairly heavy and 
is not well balanced, make 

this attachment strong. The 
unbalance results from 
mounting the assembly 
near the tilt rotator so that 
the antenna will clear the 
support. You should be able 
to point the antenna at the 
support with the elevation 
rotator and then turn the tilt 
rotator through 360 degrees 
without the antenna being 
fouled anywhere. The 
mounting should be aligned 
10 degrees west of true 
north. This works well for 
OSCAR 8. 

Automatic Control Unit 

The purpose of the con-
trol unit is to periodically 
turn the elevation rotator 
on and off. If the frequency 
and duration of the "on" 
pulses are just right, the an-
tenna will move evenly 
across the sky from horizon 
to horizon in the same time 
it takes the satellite to 
make its pass. Fig. 3 is a 
schematic of the circuit I 
used to operate the eleva-
tion rotator. The values of 
the components will turn 
the rotator on every 40 sec-
onds for a duration of 1 to 3 
seconds, meaning that the 
rotator would be on for 
about 2 seconds and off for 
38 seconds, then back on 
again. At a normal rotator 
speed of 1 rpm (3 degrees 
per second), it will take 20 
minutes for the antenna to 
turn the necessary 180 de-
grees to track the satellite. 
By adjusting the "on" time 
or duration, we can adjust 
the effective rotation speed 
to correspond to the speed 
of the satellite. 

The control is made up of 
two multivibrators and a re-
lay circuit. All parts may be 
purchased from Radio 
Shack, and values are not 
very critical. Integrated cir-
cuit U1 is a 556 dual timer. 
The first timer is an astable 
multivibrator with a fre-
quency of 40 seconds per 
cycle (.025 Hz). The other 
section, U1b, is a one-shot 
multivibrator with an ad-
justable cycle length. It is 
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Fig. 3. Automatic control unit. The relay circuit on the left is 
for relays which draw over 10 mA, the one in the center for 
relays drawing less than 10 mA, and the circuit on the right 
shows the wiring of the relay contacts. 

triggered by the astable 
multivibrator and its output 
operates the relay. The time 
constant may be varied by 
the 1-meg potentiometer. 
Two relay circuits are 

shown. If your relay draws 
less than 10 mA, you may 
omit the transistor and di-
ode D3; the IC can drive the 
relay directly. Be sure to 
use the appropriate diode 
to protect the transistor or 
the IC from high voltages 
which can be developed 
when the magnetic field in 
the relay collapses. The re-
lay is wired in parallel with 
the rotator switch. A DPST 
switch is inserted in the line 
to select clockwise or coun-
terclockwise rotation. The 
relay must be capable of 
handling the current and 
voltage across the rotator 
switch, so you should check 
this out before purchasing a 
relay. You may want to in-
stall another switch on the 
unit to operate a brake if 
your rotator is so equipped, 
or to turn the power to the 
rotator on and off. In my 
unit, the power switch was 
integral to the rotation 
switch. This on-off switch 
had to be paralleled along 
with the rotation-select 
switch. 

Calibration of the control 
unit is easy. Tape a piece of 
paper behind the control 
knob for the 1-meg pot. 
Mark four or five settings 
on the paper at random. Set 
the control to the first mark 
and time how long the rota-
tor takes to turn 180 de-
grees. This time, in minutes, 
is marked on the paper. 
Continue on to the other 
marks and do the same. 
You'll end up with a dial 
calibrated in minutes. 

Operation 

Operation of the system 
is not difficult. Using an OS-
CARLOCATOR or similar 
device, determine the maxi-
mum elevation the satellite 
will reach and how long it 
will be above the horizon. 
Set the tilt axle so that the 
elevation mast is pointing 
90 degrees from the highest 
elevation reached by the 
satellite. If the satellite 
reaches an elevation of 60 
degrees above the eastern 
horizon, point the elevation 
mast to 30 degrees above 
the western horizon. If the 
satellite reaches 40 degrees 
above the western horizon, 
point the mast 50 degrees 
above the eastern. Next, set 
the elevation to point the 
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'PROGRAMMABLE 
CTCSS 
ENCODER 

•  

• Quartz Accurate 

• Less than 1 inch square 

• All 37 EIA Tones 

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

For more information call TOLL-FREE 
(800)828-6884 

..218  NY: (800) 462-7242 
CANADA: (416) 884-3180 

FERRITRONICS 
MOBILE DATA SYSTEMS 

1319 PINE AVE. 
NIAGARA FALLS NY 14301 
(716) 282.7470 TLX 06-966680 

RTTY.PAR INTERFACE 
FOR TRS.80 

COLOR COMPUTERS 
• Simply plug into Program Pak' slot 
• No software to load. it is in ROM. 
• Split screen features word wrap and 
continuously displays status. 
• Selective calling stores incoming 
messages on cassette tape. 
• Baudot and ASCII modes (8 speed). 
• Standard EIA signals to your T.0 
• Complete documentation supplied. 

Model 4511: $189.95 
IS Model 4511A (8 Spat $189.95 

RIDGE  Tested 8 assembled 90 day 
SYSTEMS warranty we pay shipping M dl, 

residents add 5° sales tax 
C O., INC. .A trademark of Tandy Corp  .0 171 

P0 Box 772 Acton MA 01720 (617) 264-4251 

antenna south for an as-
cending pass and north for 
a descending pass. If you 
have everything set up 
properly, the antenna 
should be horizontal. If you 
are using the automatic 
control unit, set the 1-meg 
control to the number of 
minutes the satellite will be 
above the horizon. Once 
you have acquisition of the 
satellite, turn on power to 
the control unit and every-
thing is automatic from 
then on. Be sure to turn off 
the control unit after the 
pass or the antenna will 
continue to rotate. 

If you are not using the 
automatic control unit, you 
will have to adjust the ele-
vation rotator manually. 
This is really easy; just oper-
ate the elevation control 
from time to time keeping 
the signal as loud as possi-
ble. Remember, you are op-
erating only one rotator. I 
found that a short burst ev-

ery two or three minutes 
will keep your antenna fair-
ly close to the satellite. 
When not using the system 
to track satellites, it works 
well for terrestrial opera-
tions. This may be accom-
plished by positioning the 
elevation mast so that it is 
vertical: the antenna will be 
horizontal and the eleva-
tion rotator will act as a 
conventional rotator. 
My experience has 

shown that the automatic 
unit works best on orbits be-
low 60 degrees maximum 
elevation. Above 60 de-
grees, I usually operate 
manually. My antenna is a 
ten-element Twist for 2 me-
ters, a dipole for 10 meters, 
and I hope to add a small 
helical for 70 cm. I have 
had no problems with all of 
these antennas on my 
mounting. I have found 
that operating through OS-
CAR has been a real plea-
sure since installing my 
system.• 

Radio equipment 
not included 

Also Available 
Floor Space 51" Wide by 30 D M. 

$199.50 

... at last... 
your shack organized! 

A beautiful piece of furniture — your XYL will love it! 

$184.50 S-F RADIO DESK 
Deluxe- Ready to Assemble 

Designed with angled rear shelf for your 
viewing comfort and ease of operation 

FINISHES: Walnut or Teak Stain. 
Floor Space: 3V Wide by 3V Deep 

Additional Information on Request 

Checks, Money Orders, BankAmerica rd 
and Master Charge AcceOled 

F 0 B Culver City. (In Calif Add 6°, Sales Tax.) 
_ DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED _. 

Si Amateur Radio Armes 
4384 KEYSTONE AVENUE • CULVER CITY, CALIF. 90230 — PHONE (213) 837-4870 

DIRECTION FINDING? 
* Doppler Direction 
Finding 

* No Receiver Mods 
* Mobile or Fixed 
* Kits or 
Assembled Units 

* 135-165 MHz 
Standard Range 

cl myna. tarns 

I MA M 

1.0111 . oroup 

• i • 

110  •  ill 

* Circular LED 
Display 

* Optional Digital 
Display 

* Optional Serial 
Interface 

* 12 VDC Operation 
* 90 Day Warranty 

New Technology (patent pending) converts any VHF FM receiver into an advanced 
Doppler Direction Finder. Simply plug into receiver's antenna and external speaker 
jacks. Use any four omnidirectional antennas. Low noise, high sensitivity for weak 
signal detection. Kits from $270. Assembled units and antennas also available. Call or 
write for full details and prices. 

id
5540 E. Charter Oak, DOPPLER SYSTEMS, Scottsdale, AZ 85254  (v604225) 998-1151 
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 I (201-852-0269) I  

SEMICONDUCTORS: 

MRF-208 - 12.00  MEW-252 

MRF-240 - 15.50  MHW-710-1 
MRF-247 - 34.80  MPSH-81 

MRF-309 - 27.60  MV2205 
MRF-422 - 41.40.  78L08CP 
MRF-454 - 20.00  2N4401 

MRF-901 -  1.75  2N5190 

SBL-1 Double-Balance Mixer 
CAMBION RF CHOKES: .15 ph, .22 ph,  .33 uh, 4.7 ph, 10 ph - 1.20 ea 
BROADBAND TRANSFORMERS PER MOTOROLA BULLETINS:AN-762, EB-27A, EB-63 
UNDERWOOD/SEMCO METAL-CLAD MICA CAPACITORS:5pf,10pf,15pf,25pf,30pf, 
40pf,56pf,60pf,68pf,80pf,91pf,100pf,200pf,250pf,390pf, 470 pf, 1000 pf 

We also carry a line of VHF, UHF amplifiers and ATV equipment. 

Call or write for our free catalog. 

- 50.00 
- 61.00 

-  .50 

-  .58 

-  .50 

-  .75 

-  1.50 
-  6.50 

CIO Communication Concepts Inc. 
2648 North Aragon Ave. Dayton, Ohio 45420.(513) 296-1411  Li4 

P.C. BOARDS FOR MOTOROLA BULLETINS 
EB-18A - 12.00  AN-762 - 14.00 

EB-27A - 14.00  AN-791 - 10.00 

EB-63  - 14.00  EB-67  - 14.00 

KEMET CHIP CAPACITORS:56 pf, 82 pf, 
100 pf, 390 pf, 470 pf;-.50 ea 

680 pf, 1000 pf;-.55 ea 

5600 pf, 6800 pf, .1 uf;-1.00 ea 

.33 if;-1.90 ea  .68 if;-3.90 ea 

VISA 

SI 79.00 asse mbled A  

I P O R I N 2:kiTERe   
S99.00 asse mbled 

INSTANT REPEATER 
ANY BAND ANY MODE 

unit 

•4Channel PROM 
CW I Der 

• VOX or COR 
operation 

0250 volt 
switching 
capability 

• An Instant 
Repeater 

I 7.€07 ..,=... 0.7..., •-..---- 4., k i ; , -Z-. 

T; tit Q 

board 

'Works with any 
type radios 

'Complete Timer 
Functions 

*Built In Test 
Functions 

=:'••".  PORTA PEATER  • 20 Page 
Technical Manual 

(Fully tested, programmed, assembled)  ...302 

W-S ENGINEERING P.O. BOX 58, PINE HILL, N.J. 08021 

war' 

Organize your shack with a 

CLUTTERFREE MODULAR 
CONSOLE $223.69 

• Large, 42" H x 57" W x 29"D 

• Strong groove-construction 

• Mar-resistant wood grain finish 

• Options, drawers & face plate 

• For ham or home computer 

• Visa and Master Charge 

CLUTTERFREE 
MODULAR 
CONSOLES 
P.O. Box 5103 Tacoma, WA 98405 

(206) 272-0713  •-• 89 

NEW ELECTRONIC KITS 
ALLIN ONE RTTY DE M ODUL AT OR KIT 

FE AT URE S  • -  O N  BOAR D  P OWER  S UPPLY 
AF SK  G E NE RAT OR.  PR OVI SI ONS  F OR  L OOP 
S UPPLY,  AC TI VE  Fl KKK KK  O R  O PTI ONAL 
TOR OI D  FI L TE R.  A UT O S TART.  ANTI SP ACE 
PC S  KI T  N O  2,  1772  AS• 60  S IT.  05 

RTTY S PEE D C ONVERTER 

C ONVE RTS  60. 75 41 100  W PM  SA UDOT  C ODE 
T O  100  W PM  C ODE  F OR  SA UD OT  M AC HI NE S 
RE VE RSE S  SA ME  F OR  SE NDI NG.  FE AT URE S 
SEL C AL.  S UFFE RI NG  A ND  INTE RF ACE  FOR 
SAU DOT  PTR,  PCS  KI T  21  101 6  SO,  TS 

SAU D OT /A SCII C ONVERTE R 

MI C R O  K KKK K  RTTY  C ONVERTE R  C ONVE RTS 
SAU DOT  T O  ASCII  F OR  RECEI VE.  ASCI I 
T O  MA U DOT  F OR  RRRRR R' TI NG.  FE ATURES 

SELC AL.  S UFFE RI NG  A ND  I T TT TT T CE. F OR 

11 0  SA UD  PTR  PCS  KI T  2 , 1111 5  SAT. " 

 AUT O C W-I 0 KIT   

FE AT URE S  O N  OCIARD  TE N  MI NUTE  TI ME R 
WI TH  TTL.  PL US/ MI NUS  12  INTERF AC E 

AN D  U P  T O  11  DOTS, DASHES  O R  SPACES 

PC S  KI T  N O  13.1 711  2. 1 /2 06  $211  55 

RTTY DE M ODUL AT ORS 

DM. 6 0  A CTI VE  O R  O PTI ONAL  T OR OI D 
FI LTE R.  A UT O TTTTT . ANTI S PAC E. SI NGLE 

S HI F T  IUP DATE D  S T- 6  O N  O NE  @ CARD  ) 
PCS  KI T  N O  21. 7 71 2  $45  95 

DM. 6 0  PL C  T U  DE SI GN  WI T H  AC TI V E 

FI L TE R  FR ONT  E ND  PCS  11. 1 71 6  123  35 

AFSK GE NERAT OR FOR RTTY 

R OCK  S OLI D  CRY STAL  C ONT R OLLE D  AF S K 
GE NE RAT OR.  VI RT UALL Y  DI RET  FREE  TW O 
POPUL AR  SI ZE S  S PECI F Y  SI ZE 

PC S  KI T  N O  21. 1 71 7  I  1/ 2 05  $29  95 

PC S  KI T  N O  21- 1 71 0  2  I/ 2 06  ST1  55 

TU  BA NDPASS  FI L TE R 
ACTI VE  FI L TE R  AF6 0 

PC S  23. 1 71 1  $  $  55 

T OR O ,'  FI L TE R  SP60 
PCS  21  1704  $1 1  55 

INTE RF AC S  KI T 
O rT O/ RS. 112/ ASTR 

L OOP  T O  T TL 

TTL  TO  L OOP 
PC O 21  1722 01 1  05 

L OGI C/ GLI TCH  PR OSE 
FREE ZE S  HI G H  S PEE D 
PUL SE  O R  L OGI C  LVL 
PC B  21. 1 706  $1 1. 16 

RS212  LI NE  M ONI T OR 
M ONI T ORS  .  C OM MON 
RS. 2,1  LI NE  W/ LE D 
PCS  10. 1 707  $1 5  IS 

D OPEY  MI SS  O UR  15 51  CATAL OG  WI T H  O VE R 

1200  ITE MS  SE ND  SI  00  (REF UNDASLE 

O N  FI RST  O R DE R)  F OR  O UR  CATAL OG.  O R 

SE ND  TW O  TT TTTT  F OR  O UR  FREE 112   

ALL  KI TS  INCL UDE  T TTTT  F OR  P RI NTE D 

CI RC UI T  S OAR°  O NLY. 

TTT TTT  A DD  $2. 00  F OR  S HI PPI NG.  ADD 

.30  ADDI TI ONAL  FOR  O RDE RS  UNDE R  $5 

CHECKS  - M ASTE R  CAR D  VI SA  C OD 

Daytapro Electronics. Inc. 
1019 N WILSHIRE LPI . .I.INGTON HIS IlL 60002 

.152  3 . -1170.0155 

,312 

TS430S FILTER DEAL 
For superior performance atlovvercost,use top-
rated 8-pole Fox Tango crystal filters to fill the 
optional spots in your rig. For example, our 1800 
Hz FT2108 equivalent of the YK88SN has a 60/ 
6dB shape factor of 1.7 compared with 2.0. a 
price of$55vs $63, and squarer shoulders at the 
top with steeperskirtsalltheway down to more 
than --80dB! 
For more pleasant SSB audio use our 2100Hz 
bandwidth FT2109. For C;VV, the FT2102 400Hz 
unit is better than the Y1,(88C, while the 250Hz 
FT2101 is sharper than the Yt(88GIN.The more 
you buy, the more you save! 

BIGGER IS BETTER! 
Fox Tango filters are better because of their dis-
crete crystal (not monolithic) construction. This 
makes them slightly larger than YK filters so 
they are patched into the circuit with short 
lengths of coax.Installationis easy-no drilling 
or circuit modification is needed. Order with 
confidence. 
INTRODUCTORY PRICES -Complete Iflt 
AnyONEfilter  $55 
Any7W0filters  $100(Save$10) 
AnyTHREEfilters  $145(Save$20) 

Includes all needed cables, parts, detailed in-
structions.Specifythe type(s) desired: 
SSB-F-1210B(1500Hz); FT2109(2100Hz) 
CW-F72101(250tiz); F72102(400Hz) 
Shipping $3 perorder:l$5 air). FL Sales Tax 5%. 

ONE YEAR WARRANTY 
GO FOX-TANGO-TO BE SURE! 

o.  Order by Mellor Telephone. 
I AUTHORIZED EUROPEAN AGENTS 
Scandinavia: MICROTEC, Makedien 26, 

I  3200, Sandeflord, NORWAY 
Other: INGOIMPEX, Postfach 24 49, 
101-13070, Ingolstadt, W GERMANY 

FOX TANGO CORPORATION 
Box 15944 S, W. Palm Beach FL 33416 

305) 683-9587  ,323 

QUALITY SPECIALS 
SOPHISTICATED I.C.'S 

D•1 A SHEETS •RE PROVIDED FREE 

WITH ALL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS LISTED SELO W 

P .1 • a MA MIE  DIESCRIPTION  PROE M I 

151232  TOUCH SENSITIVE LIGHT PRIMER SWITCH 
.751COMP ,  DOME  OUCH TO SENSOR PLATE TURNS uGHTS 

ON OR OFE  PROLONGED TOUCH GRADuAlly 01115 OR 
TINGHTENS • SLOW CLOCK PE NT ALLOWS AUTOMATIC 
5LOw OPAPAH•G 10 OFF KN.,. FON SOL vING CHNO 5 Ft me 
OF DANE K OROOM 

RC4195.411 
.R . 174,5N, 

. 004CEE  W AD BRET OPTILAT ONAL MA RI .* A, • OP AMPS 
AAR.  PERFOINTATECE MATCHED EACH F.TuFING HIGH SLE W 

DATE  LOW INPUT WAS AND OFFSET CURRENTS I174•L 
FOR •CTKI EATERS /LUPO SAMPLE HOLD AND SUIv0 
SyST OAS 

AR7221105  MULTRLI . DETECTOR I C FOR ANALOG SIGNAL PRO 
'FRAN, CESSING  CONTAINS  4  Ou•OR•NT  ANALOG 

MuLTIFILI . MODULATOR •NO INDEPENDENT HEGH GAR 
OP AMP ORFTRENT WL • T NON715 APPLICATIONS FOR 
PHASE DETECTION uP To too MR. otl M UGS N SYNCH 
£51 DE TEC TON OR GEMINATION M ANGLE TO SINE wAvl 
CONVERSION OR FREOUINCv TRANSLAT OR 

aRRO MICIF  PRECISIOIL WAVEF ORM GENERA Tom IC PRICKILICES SINE 
110*61  SQUARE TRIANGLE SAWTOOTH OR PULSE W•vtIONIAS 

WITH NINIERUM 'A MARAL COMPONENTS FROM 001 Hs 
10 I M .  FOR MICR ON ALL  TEST iNSTRUMENTS 

SWEEP •NO FM GINFITATKPE 

AR7 I SCR  HO.. FREQUENCY PHASE LOCKED LOOP " LI IC  FOR 
.I•AR.  SOT. ANALOG AND DIGITAL COPARIL AK•TIONS 0 SHE 

TO 051,101 USES INCLUOT IM OINIODULATrON M ORN 
CT STN .. . (NA COOING M OD.. IM000 MI  DTL 

I TL ECL LOGIC COMPATI ME 
.2106CN  ANINCRITHK FUNCT ON GENERATOR PROOLKES Room 
.31•K  CRA W , SAN  S WAIM  TWANG°  RAMP AND PULSE 

WAVEF ORMS WHICH CAN IN APARau01 AND INOUE% 
CO MODULATED Err AN 147FINEAL VOLTAGE OE N. FOR 

SINUSOIDAL TONE MA FM OR ISO GENERAT OR 

PANT RR 
MANUS 
UGS3010 1 LOW COST WPOLAN HALL EFIECT DIGITAL SWITCH COPE 
.spRAGuE , STANT  •IMPuTu0E  OuT RIT  COMPATIEKE  WITH A, 

12.17 . LOGIC 7•MAIIS 2 VW T •ACK 

VC,720,10, TNA SINSIT WE  FOECT DIGO M. SVATCH EON 
S.•GIJI.  LARGO. MAGNET TO SWITCH  DINTUSCEN  3*117  IN 

SIGNAL MA RK. . 11140 vOL TA U REGULATOR FOR 45 
TO 2000C SOONG. OINA•TES UP 70 100111 REPETITION 
'UTE 3 PEN T PACK 

y07,35.17  HMA IFFECT SINSON VOA MAGNETIC FOLD CHANGES 
-SPRAG UE,  TOO SMALL 10 OPERA , THE AROvE SWITCHES O WN, 

•S • u KAP FuNC TON Of MAGNETIC FIELD INTENSITY 
ILIONOulNK IC INCLUDES HALL CELL AMPLIFIER. AND 
VOCIAGE m outotoo FOR • • s 70 El UDC SCIONCE 
HIGH SINSillva• AND FLAT W SPONSI 317W 7 PACR 

SAME AS uGN 3S017 . 7 WITH PROVISEOR FOR NULLING 
Tom OUTER, OFFSET v07. TAGE I PIN DO 

MALL EFFECT SENSOR WITH DIFFERENTIAL OUTPUT • 
LINEAR FUNCTION OF MACRE Tec FLUA SUPPLIED WITHIN 
DEvICUAL C AL ORATION CHART •T ES DEGREES CELSIUS 
S VOLTS  i011 CALNIRATING  TESTING. AND ALIGNING 
04•GNITC SENSING DEVICES 0 POE OTP 

e I Sv 041•L POL•InTr TRACK NG VOLTAGE REGULATOR 
pRov OtS &ALAR M I IS VOLT OoTPU TS uP 10 co...• 

•750104 

11*151 

DESCRIPTION  MICE 

GOLDSMITH 
SCIENTIFIC 

74 SO 

2.S 

II 55 

73 70 

73 TS 

74 20 

74 20 

25 

1.2 75 

.2 SO 

CORPORATION 
P.O. BOX 31813. COMMACK, NY 11725 
PH ONE O RDERS W EL C O ME -151E1 979-7944 

NIINNUN ORDER SIOANI-U.S. FUNDS ONLY 

NEW FORK srArt RESIDENTS ADD SALES IA" 

POSTAGE-ADO EN PLUS $1.11* INSURANCE. COD SE 00 EXTRA 
ALABABG1II Of CERTAIN ITE MS IPA , BE LAN rED 
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LARSEN ANTENNAS TRAVEL 
IN THE FAST LANE. 

Race car communications 
demand the best from an antenna 
under some of the worst conditions. 
Split second decisions require reliable 
signals at exceptionally high speeds. 
That's why Larsen Antennas are 

used on race cars at the Indy 500. 
Because Larsen Antennas are 
designed to take high speed with 
minimal signal distortion. Proving they 
can travel in the fast lane without 
putting a drag on their performance. 
Larsen's precision tapered stainless 

steel whip provides maximum 
flexibility while minimizing radiation 
pattern distortion, giving you a clear 
consistent signal. And Larsen's 

exclusive Külrod® plating gives your 
antenna high conductivity to assure 
that maximum power goes into 
communicating — not heat. 
That full measure of performance 

goes into our product integrity too. 
With a no nonsense warranty that 
won't slow you down. 
So, whether you're following the 

racing circuit or a local rescue effort, 
you'll find Larsen Antennas will keep 
you ahead of the situation with 
dependable performance. Ask your 
favorite Amateur dealer to 
demonstrate how you can hear the 
difference with Larsen Antennas. 
Write for our free Amateur catalog. 

-322 iarsen Antennas 
IN USA Larsen Electronics, Inc. 

11611 N.E. 50th Avenue  PO Box V99  Vancouver. WA 98668  Phone. 206-573-2722 

IN CANADA Canadian Larsen Electronics, Ltd. 
283 E. 11th Avenue, Unit 101 

Vancouver, B.C. V5T 2C4  Phone 604-872-8517 

Kuirods is a registered trademark of Larsen Electronics, Inc. In USA and Canada. 

Crirod , is a registered trademark of Larsen Electronics, Inc. In USA and Canada. 
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(  SOCIAL EVENTS 
DAYTON OH 

APR 29-MAY 1 

The first International VHF/UHF Confer-

ence will be held from April 29-May 1, 1983, 

as part of the Dayton Hamvention, Dayton 

OH. There will be technical talks and 

forums with recognized experts, noise-

figure and antenna-gain measuring con-

tests, and a hospitality suite get-together 

with refreshments. For further information, 

or to advise us of participation in the noise-

figure and antenna contests, please con-

tact Jim Stitt VVA8ONO, 311 N. Marshall 

Road, Middletown OH 45042, or phone 

(513)-475-4444 (business) or (513)-863-0820 

(home). 

DAYTON OH 

APR 30-MAY 1 

The Dayton Amateur Radio Association, 

Inc., will sponsor the Dayton Hamvention 

on April 30-May 1, 1983. at the Mara Arena 

and Exhibition Center, Dayton OH. Admis-

sion is 57.00 in advance and $9.00 at the 

door (valid for all 3 days). Flea-market space 

is $15.00 in advance and $16.00 at the door. 

Other features will include forums, new 

products, exhibits, women's activities, 

awards, and special group meetings. For 

special motel rates and reservations, write 

to Hamvention Housing, 1406 Third Nation-

al Building. Dayton OH 45402 (no reserva-

tions will be accepted by telephone). For 

other information, write Box 44, Dayton OH 

45401, or phone (513)-849-1720. Make 

checks payable to Dayton Hamvention, 

Box 2205. Dayton OH 45401. 

GREENVILLE SC 

APR 30-MAY 1 

The Blue Ridge Amateur Radio Society 

will hold the Greenville Hamfest on Satur-

day and Sunday. April 30-May 1, 1983, at 

the American Legion Fairgrounds, White 

Horse Road, 1/2  mile north of 1-85. Greenville 

SC. Admission will be $3.00. For advance 

sales, write Mrs. Sue Chism, Rt. 6,203 Lane-

Wood Drive, Greenville SC 29607. Talk-in on 

146.01/.61 and 223.46/224.06. For further in-

formation, write Phil Mullins VVD4KTG, 

Hamfest Chairman, PO Box 99, Simpson-

ville SC 29681. 

SACRAMENTO CA 

MAY 1 

The North Hills Radio Club will sponsor 

its 11th annual Sacramento Valley Amateur 

Radio Hamswap on May 1. 1983, from 9:00 

am to 3:00 pm. at the Placer County 

Fairgrounds. Roseville CA. Admission is 

free. Tables will be $600 to $13.00 and 

tailgate sites will be $5.00. Talk-in on 

144.591145.19 (K6IS repeater). For further in-

formation. contact Doug Long KB6ZR, 8810 

Swallow Way, Fair Oaks CA 95628, or 

phone (916)-961-0728. 

CENTRALIA IL 

MAY 1 

The Centralia Wireless Association, 

Inc., will hold its annual hamfest on Sun-

day. May 1, 1983. at the Kaskaskia College 

Gymnasium, 3 miles northwest of Centra-

lia IL. Admission to the hamfest is free and 

there will be no charge for the flea-market 

and exhibit space (a limited number of ta-

bles will be issued on a first-come, first-

served basis). Doors will open at 7:00 am 

for flea-market and exhibit setups. Food 

and refreshments will be available, as well 

as plenty of free parking. Talk-in on 

147.27/.87 and 146.52. For further informa-

tion, phone Bud King WB90EG at (618)-

532-6606, Lou Hodges W9IL at (618)-533-

4724, or write CWA, Inc., PO Box 1166. 

Centralia IL 62801. 

SANDWICH IL 

MAY 1 

The Kishwaukee Radio Club will hold a 

hamfest swap and shop on Sunday. May 1. 

1983. at the Sandwich Fairgrounds. Sand-

wich IL. Advance tickets are $2.50 and 

tables are $3.00 each. Overnight camping 

(no hookups) will be available. Talk-in on 

146.52 and .13/.73. For more information, 

contact Howard Newquist WA9TXW, PO 

Box 349, Sycamore IL 60178. 

MELVILLE LI NY 

MAY 1 

The Suffolk County Radio Club All-Indoor 

Flea Market will be held on Sunday, May 1. 

1983. from 8:00 am to 3:00 pm. at Republic 

Lodge No, 1987, 585 Breadhollow Road 

(Route 110), Melville LI NY. General admis-

sion is $2.013; children under 12 and wives 

will be admitted free Sellers' tables are 

$7.00 (which includes one admission). 

There will be refreshments and free park-

ing. Talk-in on 144.61/145.21 and 146.52. For 

additional information, contact Richard 

Tygar AC2P evenings at (516)-643-5956. 

PUTNAM CT 

MAY 1 

The Eastern Connecticut Amateur Radio 

Association will hold its 9th annual radio 

and computer flea market on Sunday, May 

1. 1983, from 9:00 am to 200 pm, rain or 

shine, at the Elks Lodge, Putnam CT (just 

off exit 96 of Route 52). Tables are $5.013 in 

advance or $7.00 at the door. Electricity. 

food, and beverages will be available. Talk-

in on 147.225 (K1MUJ repeater). For reserva-

tions or additional information, write Don 

Amirault K1APE, 66 Labonte Road, Box 310, 

RR Ni, Thompson CT 06277, or phone 

(203)-923-2727. 

PARAMUS NJ 

MAY 1 

The Bergen ARA will hold a Ham Swap 

'n' Sell on May 1, 1983, from 8:00 am to 

4:00 pm. at Bergen Community College, 

400 Paramus Road, Paramus NJ. Admis-

sion for sellers is $3.00; buyers will be ad-

mitted free. There will be thousands of 

spaces but tailgating only. Sellers must 

bring their own tables. Talk-in on .79/.19 

and .52. For more information, contact 

Jim Greer KK21.1, 444 Berkshire Road, 

Ridgewood  NJ  07450,  or  phone 

(201)-445-2855. 

DULUTH MN 

MAY 7 

The Arrowhead Radio Amateur Club will 

hold its annual swapfest on Saturday, May 

7. 1983, from 10:00 am to 3:00 pm, at the 

Holiday Inn. 207 West Superior Street, 

downtown Duluth MN. Admission will be 

$2.50 in advance or $3.00 at the door. Tables 

(4-foot) are $3.50 in advance or $4.00 at the 

door. There will be plenty of food, free park-

ing in the ramp, and an enclosed shopping 

mall for the XYLs. Talk-in on .34/.94. For ad-

vanced reservations, room discount rates, 

or more information, send an SASE to Jerry 

Frederick NOBNG, 1127 104th Avenue 

West, Duluth MN 55808. 

CEDARBURG WI 

MAY 7 

The Ozaukee Radio Club will sponsor 

its 5th annual swapf est on Saturday. May 

7. 1983, from 8:00 am to 1:00 pm. at the Cir-

cle B Recreation Center. Highway 60. Ce-

darburg WI (located 20 miles north of Mil-

waukee). Admission is $2.00 in advance 

and $3.00 at the door. All 8-foot tables are 

$3.03. Sellers will be admitted at 7:00 am 

for table setups. Food and refreshments 

will be available. For tickets, tables. 

maps, or more information, send an SASE 

to 1983 Ozaukee Radio Club Swapfest, PO 

Box 13, Port Washington WI 53074. 

NEENAH WI 

MAY 7 

The 3F ARC Swapf est will be held on May 

7, 1983, from 8:00 am to 3:00 pm, at the 

Neenah Labor Temple, Neenah WI. Tables 

(4-foot) are $1.50 in advance and $2.03 at the 

door. Talk-in on 144.61/145.21. For advance 

registration, contact Mark Michel W9OP, 

339 Naymut Street, Menasha WI 54952. 

BREWSTER NY 

MAY 7 

The Putnam Emergency Amateur Re-

peater League (PEARL) will hold its 2nd an-

nual indoor hamfest on Saturday, May 7, 

1983. from 9:00 am to 4:00 pm. at the JFK El-

ementary School, Foggintown Road (off 

Farm-to-Market Road. off Route 312), 

Brewster NY. General admission is $1.00 

and exhibitors' admission is $4.130. Talk-in 

on 144.535/145.135 and .52. For advance ta-

ble registration and further information, 

contact Frank Konecnik WB2PTP. RD 1,244 

C, Carmel NY 10512. 

DEERFIELD NH 

MAY 7 

The Hosstraders will hold their tenth an-

nual Tailgate Swapfest on Saturday, May 7, 

1983, from sunrise to sunset, at the Deer-

field NH Fairgrounds. Admission is $1.00 

for all, including tailgaters and commercial 

dealers. For a nominal fee, there will be 

Friday-night camping for self-contained 

rigs. No one will be admitted before 4:00 pm 

Friday. Profits will benefit the Boston Burn 

Unit of the Shriners' Hospital. Last year's 

donation was $2,622.75. For further infor-

mation or a map, send an SASE to Norm 

WAIIVB, RFD Box 57, West Baldwin ME 

04091: Joe K1ROG, Star Route, Box 57, 

Bucksport ME 04416; or Bob W1GWU, 

North Walton Road, Seabrook NH 03874. 

BATON ROUGE LA 

MAY 7-8 

The Baton Rouge Amateur Radio Club 

will hold its annual hamfest on Saturday 

and Sunday, May 7-8, 1983, at Catholic 

High School, 855 Hearthstone Drive, Baton 

Rouge LA. There will be forums, and ac-

tivities for the non-ham wives and children. 

Talk-in on .19/.79 and .52. For further infor-

mation, write BRARC, PO Box 4004, Baton 

Rouge LA 70821. 

CADILLAC MI 

MAY 14 

The Wexaukee Amateur Radio Associa-

tion will hold its 23rd annual Swap Shop S 

Eyeball OSO on Saturday, May 14, 1983, 

from 8:00 am to 2:30 pm, in the Wexford 

Civic Arena. US 131 North, Cadillac MI. 

Transportation will be available for anyone 

flying in and there is camping in the area. 

Talk-in on 146.37/.97 (WA8SUE). For further 

information, please write to Wexaukee 

Amateur Radio Association, PO Box 163, 

Cadillac MI 49601. 

YAKIMA WA 

MAY 14-15 

The Yakima Amateur Radio Club (W7A0) 

will hold the Central Washington State 

hamfest on May 14-15, 1983, at the Hobby 

Building at the Central Washington State 

Fairgrounds, Yakima WA. On Saturday, the 

hours will be 9:00 am to 5:00 pm with lunch 

available; on Sunday, 8:00 am to 2:00 pm 

with breakfast and lunch available. 

Registration is $4.00 in advance and $5.00 

at the door. Activities include regional 

dealers' displays and a free swap and shop 

with plenty of tables. Talk-in on 146.01/61 

For pre-registration, contact  Dar 

Haughton, PO Box 9211, Yakima WA 98909 

WAGONER OK 

MAY 14-15 

The Broken Arrow Amateur Radio Club 

will hold their annual swapfest on Saturday 

and Sunday. May 14-15, 1983, at the Wes-

tern Hills Lodge in Sequoyah Park, located 

6 miles east of Wagoner OK (off highway 

51). The hours on Saturday will be 9:00 am 

to 5:00 pm and on Sunday, 9:00 am to noon. 

Admission at the door is $3.00 for both days 

or $2.50, if pre-registered. Swap tables are 

available at the door for $10.00 for both 

days or $7.00, if pre-registered. There will be 

dealer and non-dealer displays and many 

family-fun things to do at the lodge. A cook-

out dinner will be served on the lakeshore 

Saturday night. For more information and 

pre-registration forms, contact Vic Yingst 

KD5KI at the BAARC, PO Box 552, Broken 

Arrow OK 74012. 

WABASH IN 

MAY 15 

The Wabash County Amateur Radio Club 

will hold its 15th annual hamfest on Sun-

day, May 15, 1983, from 5:00 am to 3:00 pm, 

at the 4-H Fairgrounds, Wabash IN. Admis-

sion is $2.50 in advance and $3.00 at the 

door. There will be a large flea market, a 

dealers' display inside, and free overnight 

camping. Talk-in on 147.63/.03 or 146.52. 

For more information. send an SASE to 

Dave Spangler N9ADO, 45 Grant Street. 

Wabash IN 46992. 

EASTON MD 

MAY 15 

The ninth annual Easton Amateur Radio 

Hamfest will be held on May 15, 1983, rain 

or shine, from 8:00 am to 4:00 pm, in the 

Easton Senior High School Cafetorium, 

Route 50 at mile marker 66, just south of 

Easton MD. Donations are $2.00, with an 

additional $4.03 for tables or tailgaters. 

Talk-in on 146.445/147.045 and .52. For more 

information, write Van Herridge WB3HGO, 

Box J, St. Michaels MD 21663 or Easton 

Amateur Radio Society, Inc., Box 781, 

Easton MD 21601. 

ARVA ONT CAN 

MAY 15 

The annual Southern Ontario Repeater 

Team Amateur Radio Flea Market will be 

held on Sunday, May 15, 1983, from 9:00 am 

to 2:00 pm, at Medway High School, Med-

way Road (just west of Highway 4), Arva, 

Ontario. Admission is $2.00 per person. For 

sellers, indoor or outdoor permits are $1.00 

and indoor tables are $2.00 each. Sellers 
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only will be admitted at 800 am, they are re-

quired to purchase an admission ticket. For 

table reservations, write SORT. Inc., PO Box 

73. Hyde Park ONT NOM IZO. or call Dave 

Toth VE3GY0 at (519)-473-1643. 

EVANSVILLE IN 

MAY 15 

The Instate Amateur Radio Society 

(TARS) will hold their annual hamfest on 

Sunday. May 15, 1983, beginning at 6:00 am 

CDT, at the Vanderburgh County 4-H Cen-

ter. Evansville IN. Admission is $2.00. It will 

be indoors (air-conditioned) and tables will 

be available. There will also be an outdoor 

flea market. Talk-in on 147.75/.15 and 

146.19/.79. For additional information and 

table reservations, contact Hal Wilson 

WB9FNN. RR #8. Box 427B, Evansville IN 

47711 

WRIGHTSTOWN PA 

MAY 15 

The Warminster Amateur Radio Club will 

hold its annual hamfest on Sunday, May 15, 

1983, from 7:00 am to 2:00 pm, at the Mid-

dletown Grange Fairgrounds, Penns Park 

Road, Wrightstown PA, near Philadelphia. 

Admission is $3.00 per ham with an addi• 

tional $2.013 for each 8-foot seller's space. 

There will be inside spaces but no power 

will be available. If pre-registered before 

May 1, 1983, the admission fee will be $1.00 

less. Refreshments will be available. Talk-in 

on 147 69/.09 and 146.52. For more informa-

tion. contact WARC, Box 113. Warminster 

PA 18974, or phone Frank AK30 at (215)-

968-3133 after 2300 UTC. 

KNOXVILLE IL 

MAY 15 

'he Knox County Amateur Radio Club 

will hold their ARRL-approved 1983 ham-

test on May 15, 1983, just off 1-74 at Knox-

ville IL. Tickets are $2.00 in advance and 

$3.00 at the gate Camping will be available 

For more information or tickets, contact 

Timothy S Smith KA9LXB, 229 South Main 

Street. Monmouth IL 61462, or Keith Wat 

son WB9KHL. 119 South Cherry Street. 

Galesburg IL 61401 

ATHENS OH 

MAY 15 

The Athens County ARA will hold their 

annual hamfest on Sunday, May 15. 1983, 

from 8:00 am to 400 pm. at the Athens City 

Recreation Center, US 33 and 50. Setup 

begins at 7:00 am. Tickets are $1.00 in ad-

vance and $2.00 at the gate. There will be 

acres of outside. paved flea-market area at 

$2.00 per space. Indoor flea-market space 

is $3.00 and is available on a first-come, 

first-served basis. There will be food, free 

parking, and nearby restaurants, recreation 

area, and the Athens Mall. Talk-in on 

146.34/.94. For more information or tickets. 

write ACARA. PO Box 72. Athens OH 45701. 

or phone Joe WB8DOD at (6141-797-4874. 

ROCHESTER NY 

MAY 20-21 

The Rochester Hamfest, in conjunction 

with the ARRL New York State and Atlan-

tic Division Conventions, will be held on 

May 20-21. 1983, at the Marriott Thruway 

Hotel and the Monroe County Fair-

grounds. Tickets are $4.00 in advance and 

$5.00 at the gate. Flea-market tickets are 

$2.00 per space. The banquet will be held 

at 6:30 pm on Friday and be followed by 

the annual Funfest at 8:00 pm. The flea 

market will open at 6:00 am on Saturday; 

the commercial exhibits. at 8:30 am. The 

(  HAM HELP 
Is anybody out there willing to donate 

printed QSL cards? Surely somebody 

prints them up who could donate a batch. 

Gary Mitchell KH8AC 

c/o Box 1536 

Hilo HI 96720 

I arn looking for information on RTTY in-

terfacing for the Texas Instruments TI-

9914A home computer. 

Paul McDonald 

PO Box 7068 

Nashua NH 03060 

I need service information and sche-

matics for the Bearcat 220 scanner. I will 

pay copying and mailing costs. 

Scott Raigner N7BNP 

626 NE Floral Pl. 

Portland OR 97232 

Wanted: Technical Material Corp. PS-

4A low-voltage power supply (military no. 

PP-2765A:URA-36) for use with the PAL-

1K(A) linear amplifier. 

Michael Pellock NA6J 

4955 School House Road 

Catheys Valley CA 95306 

I would like to find the schematic and 

maintenance manual for the Ligna-Sweep 

model C-P, made by Kay Electronics of 

Pine Brook NJ. I will pay all costs. 

Stas J. Andrzejewski W6UCM 

7970 Orchid Dr. 

Beuna Park CA 90620 

Can anyone provide me with detailed in-

formation for properly connecting a TVT 

6-5/8 (a construction project from Cheap 

Video Cookbook by Don Lancaster) to a 

VIC-20 computer? 

Joe Demke W7KCF 

R4-100 

Hillsboro OR 97123 

I am desperately looking for a schematic 

and technical manual for a Pride KW-ONE 

80-10 meter linear amplifier. I will pay a 

reasonable fee for the information. 

Mark Macklenar WB8EHE 

23563 W. Walbridge Rd. 

Curt ice OH 43412 

I have an Aerotron 700 FM base station 

and I need a schematic for it. I would also 

like to hear from someone who has convert-

ed this rig to 10-meter FM. 

Hoyt Duff KB400 

2209 New Bern Lane 

Virginia Beach VA 23451 

I am looking for manuals or schematics 

for the Hickock model 1805A oscilloscope, 
Polarad model DU2A TSA-W spectrum ana-

lyzer, Ampex model VR 7000 video tape 

recorder #70, Singer TML 4/120 telemeter-

ing indicator, Erie model 400 counter. Beck-

man model 7360-20 counter, and TEK 

535-S4 oscilloscope. 

Jim Babb WAODBT 

636 N. 8 

Wakeeny KS 67672 

hamfest will close at 6:00 pm. There will 

be FCC exams given at the Rochester 

Hamfest for those who have sent Form 

610 to FCC, 1307 Federal Building, 111 W. 

Huron Street, Buffalo NY 14202, by May 

1st. A ladies' program will be available. 

Talk-in on 146.28/.88 and 144.51/145.11. 

For advance tickets, contact K2MP, 737 

Latta Road, Rochester NY 14612. For 

more information, write Rochester Ham-

fest, 300 White Spruce Boulevard, Roch-

ester NY 14623, 

ROGERS AR 

MAY 21 

The Northwest Arkansas Amateur Radio 

Club, Inc., will hold its 3rd annual Hamfest/ 

Swapmeet on Saturday, May 21, 1983, from 

8:00 am to 4:00 pm, at the Rogers Youth 

Center, 315 West Olive Street, Rogers AR. 

General admission is free. The fee for com-

mercial exhibitors and flea market space is 

$2. 00 on a first-come, first-serve basis. 

Doors will open at 6:00 am for setups. Free 

parking will be available and there will be a 

snack bar on the premises. Talk-in on 

146.16/.76 and 146.52. For more informa-

tion, write Mary Webb KA5HEV, PO Box 

338, Prairie Grove AR 72753. 

COLUMBIA MO 

MAY 21 

The 8th annual Columbia Hamfest will be 

held on Saturday, May 21, 1983, at the Col-

umbia Ramada Inn. Admission to the Con-

vention Center is $3.00 at the door or $2.50 

in advance. A large. hard-surfaced parking 

area near the Convention Center will be pro-

vided for tailgaters; reserved tailgating 

space is $2.013, or $1.00 as you enter. There 

will be a banquet on Friday night, May 20th, 

at the Ramada Inn with Joel P. Kleinman 

N1BKE as keynote speaker. Tickets are 

$12.00 each and may be purchased in ad-

vance only. Other features include commer-

cial exhibits, free forums, and amateur or-

ganization meetings. Talk-in on 146.16/.76. 

For more information, tickets, or Ramada 

reservations. write Columbia Hamfest '83, 

PO Box 283, Columbia MO 65205. 

HARTWELL GA 

MAY 21-22 

The Anderson, Hartwell. and Toccoa 

Amateur Radio Clubs will hold the 5th an-

nual Lake Hartwell Hamfest on May 21-22, 

1983. at the Lake Hartwell Group Camp, lo-

cated on Highway 29, 4 miles north of Hart-

well GA. There will be free admissions, 

camping, and flea-market space. Activities 

include a left-footed CW contest and 

games. Fishing, swimming, and camping 

(campgrounds open at 6:00 pm on Friday) 

are available on the site. Talk-in on 

146.19/.79, 147.93/.33, and 146.895/.295. For 

further information, contact Ray Pettit 

WB4ZLG, Rt. #1, Dooley Drive, Toccoa GA 

30577. 

KENNEWICK WA 

MAY 21-22 

The Tr-City Hamfest Council will hold its 

4th annual hamfest on May 21-22, 1983, 

starting at 9:00 am, at the Benton-Franklin 

Fairgrounds, Kennewick WA. Admission is 

$3.00 in advance and $4.00 at the door, and 
children under 12 will be admitted free. 

There will be vendors, swap tables, and a 

bunny hunt on Sunday morning. Camping 

and RV space will be available at the site for 

$6.00. For reservations or more information, 

write Tr-City Hamfest Council, PO Box 

1181, Richland WA 99352, or phone (509)-

967.2358 or (5091-586-9375 

PITTSBURGH PA 

MAY 22 

The 29th annual Breeze Shooters Ham-

fest will be held on Sunday, May 22, 1983, 

from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm, at the White Swan 

Amusement Park, Rte. 60 (Parkway West), 

near the Greater Pittsburgh International 

Airport, Pittsburgh PA. Registration is $2.00 

or three for $5.00. There will be a free flea 

market and a family amusement park. Shel-

tered tables for vendors are available by ad-

vance registration only. Talk•in on 

146.28/.88 or 29.0. For further information, 

contact Don Myslewski K3CHD, 359 Mc-

Mahon Road, North Huntingdon PA 15642, 

or phone (412)-863-0570. 

DELOIT IA 

MAY 22 

The Denison Repeater Association will 

hold its annual flea market on Sunday. May 

22, 1983, from 8:30 am to 4:00 pm, in Debit 

IA. General admission is $1.50 in advance 

or $2.013 at the door. Sellers' tables are $2.00 

in advance or $3.013 at the door. There will 

be tailgating, if weather permits. Talk-in on 

147.69/.09 and 146.52. For more informa-

tion, write Gene Mitchell NODOS, Highway 

39, Debit IA 51441, or call (712).263-4782. 

FREMONT OH 

MAY 22 

The Fremont, Ohio, Radio Club, in coop-

eration with the Ottawa County Radio Club, 

will hold their 6th annual hamfest on May 

22, 1983, beginning at 8:00 am, at the 

fairgrounds in Fremont OH. Flea-market 

tickets are $2.50 in advance and $3.00 at the 

door Tables are $3.00 per 8 feet. Dealers 

may set up at 7:00 am. Talk-in on .31/.91 and 

.52. For tickets and table reservations, send 

an SASE to John Dickey W8CDR, 545 N. 

Jackson Street. Fremont OH 43420, or call 

(419)332-8066. 

MUNCIE IN 

MAY 22 

The fourth annual MAARC Hamfest will 

be held on Sunday. May 22. 1983, from 8:00 

am to 3:00 pm, in the Memorial Building 

located on the grounds of the Delaware 

County Fairgrounds. Tickets are $2.00 in 

advance and $100 at the door, and flea-

market tables are $5.00 each on a first. 

come basis. Two new features are com-

puter displays and the first annual Mid-

dletown USA OSO party which will be run 

during this weekend. The MAARC club sta-

tion will be in operation from the hamfest 

site. Electrical hookups and security will be 

provided during the entire show in a clean 

and fully enclosed building. Food and free 

parking will be available. Talk•in on 

146.13/.73, 146.52, and 223.10/224.70. For 

additional information. contact Craig 

Graham WD9EHF, RR 12, Box 86, Muncie 

IN 47302. 

KNOXVILLE TN 

MAY 28-29 

The Radio Amateur Club of Knox County 

will hold its 17th annual hamfest on May 

28-29, 1983, at the Kerbella Temple Audito-

rium, just east of US 441 at the Tennessee 

River behind the Vol Inn Motel, On Satur-

day, the hours will be 9:00 am to 5:00 pm 

and on Sunday, 10:00 am to 4:00pm. Admis-

sion is $2.00 in advance and $3.013 at the 

door. There will be radio and computer fo-

rums, dealers, indoor and tailgate flea mar-

kets, and free parking. Talk-in on 147.90/.30. 

For tickets, dealer, or flea-market informa-

tion, contact Mark Nelson AJ2X, 4317 Foley 

Drive, Knoxville TN 37918, or phone (615)-

687-9656. 

WEST FRIENDSHIP MD 

MAY 29 

The Maryland FM Association will hold 

its annual hamfest on Sunday, May 29, 

1983, from 8:00 am to 400 pm, at the 
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Howard County Fairgrounds in West 

Friendship MD (about 30 miles west of Bal-

timore on 1-70). Admission is a $3.00 dona-

tion, tailgating is $3.00, and inside tables 

are $6.00 each in advance and $10.00 each 

on the day of the hamfest, if available. 

There will be commercial displays (com-

mercial vendors must have proper tax/li-

cense certificates available and items of-

fered for sale must be amateur-radio relat-

ed). Ample parking, food, and drink will be 

available. Talk-in on 146.16/.76 and 146.52. 

For reservations and more information, 

contact John Elgin WA3MNN, 5495 Apt. 2, 

Harpers Farm Road, Columbia MD 21044, 

or phone (301)-596-3741, 

ST. PAUL MN 

JUN 4 

The North Area Repeater Association 

will sponsor the Amateur Fair. a swapfest 

and exposition, on June 4, 1983, from 600 

am to 6:00 pm, at the Minnesota State Fair-

grounds in St. Paul MN. Admission is $4.00 

and children under 12. accompanied by an 

adult, will be admitted free. Features will in. 

clude an inside flea market but space is 

limited and available on a first-come, first. 

serve basis and tables will not be provided. 

There will be demonstrations, exhibits. 

booths, an outdoor flea market, and on Fri-

day, June 3rd. tree overnight parking for 

self-contained campers. There will be food 

concessions inside and outside, and free 

parking will be available, Talk-in on .25/.85 

or .16/.76. For more information or dealer in-

quiries, write Amateur Fair. PO Box 857, 

Hopkins MN 55343, or call (612)-420-6000 

GUELPH ONT CAN 

JUN 4 

The Guelph Amateur Radio Club (VE3ZM) 

will hold the 9th annual Central Ontario Am-

ateur Radio Flea Market and Computerfest 

on Saturday, June, 4, 1983, from 8:00 am to 

4:00 pm, at Regal Hall, 340 Woodlawn Road 

West, Guelph ONT. Admission is $2.00 and 

children 12 years and under will be admit-

ted free. Vendors must pay an additional 

$3.03. Doors will be open to vendors only 

from 6:00 am and a quantity of 3' x 8' 

tables will be available for rental for $5.00 

each. Features will include commercial 

displays, surplus dealers, computer soft-

ware and hardware, indoor and outdoor 

displays, and a refreshment concession. 

Talk-in on 146.370/146,970 (VE3KSR), 

147.960/147.360 (VE3ZMG), and .52/.52. For 

further information contact Al Krist VE3KV1 

at (519)-821-4337. Henry Christiansen 

VE3BYU at (519)-743-9022, or write VE3ZM, 

PO Box 1305, Guelph ONT N1H 4M9, 

Canada. 

GRAND RAPIDS MI 

JUN 4 

The Independent Repeater Association 

will hold its annual Hamfestival on Satur-

day, June 4, 1983, from 8:00 am to 4:00 pm, 

at the Wyoming National Guard Armory, 

44th Street, lust east of the US-131 ex-

pressway. Admission is $3.50. Free table 

space will be provided to all sellers and 

dealer setups will be at 6:00 am. Programs 

will include ATV, satellites, ORP, DX, a 

CW rx contest, computers, technical up-

grade course, MARS, and a shack-photo 

contest. Talk-in on 147.165/147.765. For 

advance table reservations or for more in-

formation, call John Knoper KC8KK at 

(616)-534-5501. or write IRA, 562 92nd 

Street, SE, Byron Center MI 49315. 

MANASSAS VA 

JUN 5 

The Ole Virginia Hams ARC. Inc.. will 

hold the ninth annual Manassas Hamfest 

on Sunday. June 5, 1983, beginning at 8:00 

am, at the Prince William County Fair-

grounds, VA Route 234, 1/2  mile south of 

Manassas VA. General admission is $4.00 

per person (children under 12 will be ad-

mitted free) and there will be no advance 

sales. Activities will include 25 acres of 

tailgating (setups at 7:00 am), indoor com-

mercial exhibits, breakfast and lunch 

menus, a YL program, and CW proficiency 

awards. Talk-in on 146.37/.97 (Manassas 

repeater) and 146.52. For more informa-

tion. contact Bob Kelly KA4NES, General 

Chairman, Manassas Hamfest, c/o Ole 

Virginia Hams ARC, Inc., PO Box 1255, 

Manassas VA 22110, or phone (7031-361-

9468. 

HUMBOLDT TN 

JUN 5 

The Humboldt Amateur Radio Club will 

hold its annual hamfest on Sunday, June 5. 

1983, from 8:00 am to 4:00 pm, at Bailey 

Park in Humboldt TN. Admission is $2.00. 

There will be a flea market, ladies' activi-

ties, lunches, refreshments, and RV park-

ing. Talk-in on 146.37/.97. For more infor-

mation, contact Ed Holmes W41GW, 501 

N. 18th Avenue, Humboldt TN 38343, 

CHELSEA MI 

JUN 5 

The Chelsea Swap and Shop will be held 

on Sunday. June 5. 1983, at the Chelsea 

Fairgrounds, Chelsea MI. Gates will open 

for sellers at 5:00 am and for the public from 

800 am until 2:00 pm. Donation is $2.50 in 

advance or $3.00 at the gate. Children under 

12 and non-ham spouses will be admitted 

free. Table space is $6.00 per 8 feet and 

trunk sales are $2.00 per space. There will 

be plenty of parking (including for the 

handicapped) and there are campgrounds 

available in the area. Talk-in on 146.520 and 

147.855. For more information, write Wil-

liam Altenberndt, 3132 Timberline, Jackson 

MI 49201, 

TERRE HAUTE IN 

JUN 5 

The 37th annual Wabash Valley Ama-

teur Radio Hamfest will be held on June 5, 

1983. at the Vigo County Fairgrounds on 

US-41, 1/2  mile south of 1-70. Advance reg-

istration is $2.00 or 3 for $5.00, or $3.00 at 

the gate (children under 12 will be admit-

ted free). A covered, 12 x 12, flea-market 

space is $3.00: outdoor flea-market space 

is free. Some ac and tables will be avail-

able on a first-come basis. There will be 

overnight camping. food and refresh-

ments, and a giant shopping mall nearby. 

Forums will include computer and ARES. 

For tickets and detailed information, send 

an SASE to WVARA Hamfest, PO Box 81, 

Terre Haute IN 47808. 

COEUR D'ALENE ID 

JUN 11 

The Kootenai Amateur Radio Society will 

hold their Hamfest '83 on Saturday. June 

11, 1983. from 8:00 am to 4:00 pm, at the 

North Idaho Fairgrounds. Coeur d'Alene ID. 

There will be free swap tables, a large RV 

parking area, and food available. Talk-in on 

146.38/.98 or 146.52. For further informa-

tion. contact Vladimir J. Kalina, South 1555 

Signal Point Road, Post Falls ID 83854. 

BOWLING GREEN KY 

JUN 11 

The Kentucky Colonels Amateur Radio 

Club, Inc., will hold the 1st annual Bowling 

Green Swapfest on June 11, 1983. from 800 

am to 4:00 pm, at the Jaycee Pavilion, 

Morgantown Road (off US 231), Bowling 

Green KY. Donations are $2.50 in advance 

and $3.00 at the door. Indoor, air-con-

ditioned vendor space is 51.00:outside ven-

dor space will be available and all setups 

begin at 7:30 am. Proceeds will go for 

emergency communications equipment. 

There will be plenty of free parking and con-

cessions will be available. Talk-in on .25/.85 

(KA4CLL)Or 146.52. For more information or 

advance tickets, please send an SASE to 

Jack Wilson WA4SAC, 451 Skyline Tr. Park, 

Bowling Green KY 42101, or Ed Schwab 

KA4REF. 1546 1/2  Chestnut Street. Bowling 

Green KY 42101 

DEAL NJ 

JUN 12 

The Jersey Shore Chavenm Amateur 

Radio Club will hold the Jersey Shore 

Hamfest and Electronic Flea Market on 

June 12, 1983. from 9:00 am to 330 pm, at 

the Jewish Community Center, 100 Grand 

Avenue, Deal NJ. Admission is $3.00 per 

person (children under 12 and XYLs will be 

admitted free). Indoor space is $5.00 for 

an 8-foot table and outdoor tailgating is 

$2.50 per space. Refreshments will be 

available. Talk-in on 147.045 + .6 and 146.52 

simplex. For space reservations, send an 

SASE and check (payable) to Jersey Shore 

Hamfest, PO Box 192, West Long Branch 

NJ 07764 by May 15, 1983. 

CORTLAND NY 

JUN 18 

The Skyline Amateur Radio Club (SARC) 

will hold their hamfest on June 18, 1983. 

from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm, rain or shine, at the 

Cortland County Fairgrounds, 1-81, Exit 12, 

Cortland NY. There will be indoor and out-

side flea markets. Talk-in on .52. For addi-

tional information, write Robert H. Partigia. 

noni, Advertising Chairman, Skyline Ama 

teur Radio Club, PO Box 537, Tully NY 

13159, or phone (315)-696-8476. 

WILKES.BARRE PA 

JUN 19 

The Murgas Amateur Radio Club K3YTL 

will sponsor the annual Wilkes-Barre PA 

Hamfest on Sunday. June 19, 1983. begin 

fling at 8:00 am, rain or shine, at the Kings-

ton Armory. Market Street, Kingston PA. 

Donations are $3.00 (children under 12 

and XYLs will be admitted free) with tail-

gating $1.00 extra per space. Doors will 

open at 6:00 am for setups only. There will 

be plenty of food and free parking. Talk-in 

on 146.61. 146.88, 224.66, and 142.52 sim-

plex. For more information, contact Ham-

fest Committee, PO Box 1094, Wilkes-

Barre PA 18703. or phone (717).779-3E182. 

MILTON ONT CAN 

JUL 9 

The Burlington Amateur Radio Club, Inc , 

will host the ninth annual Ontario Hamfest 

on Saturday, July 9.1983, at the Milton Fair-

grounds. For more information, write Bur-

lington Amateur Radio Club, Inc., PO Box 

836, Burlington ONT L7R 3Y7, Canada. 

MULTI-BAND SLOPERS 
160, 80, and 40 meters 

Outstanding DX performance of slopers is well known. Now you can 
loy 2 or 3 band BIG-SIGNAL reports!  Automatic bandswitching • ye:, 
low SWR • Coax feed • 2 k w power • Compact • Ground or tower teed 
• Hang from any support 25 ft high or higher • Easy to install • ve r y 
low profile • Complete instructions • Immediate shipment-Check ok 

3 BAND SLOPER  160• 80- & 40 Meters  60 ft long  S 43 9.9 trt ppd 

2 BAND SLOPER- 80 & 40 Meters • 41 ft, long  S 30.2,2  I rt ppd 

3-BAND NO TRAP DIPOLE. 160. 80, & 40M • 113 f t. long  S 66 00  I rt _pod  

2-BAND NO TRAP DIPOLE.  80.& 40M • 8411. long  S 49. 00  trt ppd  

FOR ADDN'L INFO on these and other unique antennas  send SASE 

W9INN ANTENNAS  _ 
BOX 393-S MT. PROSPECT, IL 60056 

STATION CONTROL 
COMPUTER  FOR LESS 

THAN $160 
Combine I/O board (a $59.95 with Sinclair 
Computer (it $99.95 which will provide 
you with hardware for the following appli-
cations. 
FOR EXAMPLE: 

• Control satellite tracking equipment 
• Red & omit RTTY & morse code 
• Perform station logging 
• Automatic contest duplication sheet 

• Repeater controller 

FEATURING: 
Parallel 110 port (expandable) 
90 day warranty 

I 0 Board with our Real Ti me Clock/Calendar 
Da_y_of Week 

99  7 

Future Products 
• Touch Tone encoder/decoder 
• Speech and Sound synthesizer 

MODEL 
Boot 6 Bare PCB 
Tested 8 Manual 

DESCRIPTION PRICE 

310 

315 
MASTER I/O WITH CLOCK $59.95 

$24 95 
MODEL 310 ACCESSORY BOARDS 

320 
325 

330 
340 

A to D and D to A converter 

Wireless control system (BSR 
Solid Slate AC Relay 

S47 95 
$19 95 
$69 95 
$19 95 

SPECIALIZED PARTS FOR MODEL 315   

316  Sinclair edge connector, 46 pin w/key $ 495 
317  Clock IC and crystal (tested)  $12 95 

California residents add 6°.  Shipping and handling $ 395 

Send self addressed 
stamped envelope 
for catalog. JK AUDIO 

P 0 Box 3295 
VISA/MASTERCARD  Escondido, CA 92025-0580 

(619) 741 5132 (24 Mr Order Line) 
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'CHAMPAGNE RITY/C 
on a Beer Budget 

CP-1 Computer PatchTM  Interface 
The AEA Model OP-1 Computer PatchTM interface will let you iiscover the fastest growing 
segment of Amateur Radio: computerized RTTY and CV/ operation. 

When used with the appropriate software package (see /blur cealer), the CP-1 will patch 
most o the popular personal computers to your transceiver for a complete full-feature 
RTTOCW station. No computer programming skills are necessary. The CP-1 was 
cesigned with the RTTY neophyte in mind, but its sophisticated circuitry and features will 
appeal to the most expe-ienced RTTY operator. 

The OP-1 offers variable shift capability in addition to fixed 17C Hz dual channel filtering. 
Auto threshold plus pre and post limiter filters allow for good copy under lading and w 
signal conditions. 

Transmitter AFSK tones are generated by a clean, stable iunction generator. Plus (+) and 
minus (-) output jacks are also provided for CW keying of your transmitter An optional 
low cost RS-232 port is also available. The CP-1 is powered with 16 VAC which is supplie 
by a 117 VAC wall adaptcr included with the OP-i. 

Please write AEA for more detailed information on the CP-1 or better yet, see your favorite dealer 
and compare. 

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice or cbliga-ion. 

ADVANCED ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS, INC.  Bri P.O. Box C-2160, Lynnwood, Wa. 98036  -250  ngs you the 

2)6/775-7373  Telex: 152571 AEA INTL Breakthrough! 
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CALL LETTER 
HATS — T SHIRTS  187 

101 & I  Suite 4  Peterborough, NH 03458 

HATS 
Only $6 

HAT COLORS 
Royal Blue Navy Blue 
Red Gold Green 

OM. An. Ono Ste irts All hlylan FUN AA. 

112NSD 
MONT STATEN 

10 G M 

Adult 
Child 

T SHIRTS 
Only 58 

SHIRT SIZES 
Srn Med Large X-Large 
2-4 6-8 10-12 14-16 

SHIRT COLORS 
Lot Blue Tan Wht/Ellue Trim 

651st/Red Trim 

CALL LETTER HATS 

OR 

I 2 q P  11CP * 

3   4 1111 ( 
5 41111; L"-Ir   

LINE I  CIRCLE ONE OF DE DESIGNS ABOVE 

LINE 2 

OR 

I 
LINE 3 

OR 

1 111 

1111 1 1 1 111111111111 
NOTE • Hats Mammum B Lame or 16 Small Letters Per Line 

1 I 1 1111 1 1 I 1 III I 1 1 I 1 
Attractive and Durable, just the thing for field 
days, contests, conventions or any other activity. 
Ideal personalized gifts for special occasions and 
they carry your own personal message. Impnnts 
are permanent and guaranteed not to fade, peel or 
shrink. Order 12 or more and we will reproduce 
your own business or club logo FREE. Remember, 
every item can have a Different name or message 
in addition to your logo. Imprints are generated by 
computer for total flexibility and FAST service. 

101 & Elm Street Suite 4  Peterborough, NH 03458 

Name   Phone 
Address   
City   State   Zip 

Ck 0  Money Order 0 Charge Card 

Signature To Validate Order   Exp Date   

a ORDER BLANK =  Add $2 To Total For Shipping Charges 

HOME  BRE W  THE  SOUTHERN  CROSS ** 

ONE  OF  THE  MOST  EFFECTIVE  SIMPLE  Sn RONO  AND  INEXPENSIVE 

TWO  ELE MENT  MULTI - BAND 

QUADRICUBE  ANTENNA 

ExTRAOHDiNARY  DX  PERFORMANCE  IDEAL  FOR  20 - IS  AND  10  METER  BANDS. 

THE  TOTALLY  PLASTIC  MATERIAL  &STRUCTURE  OF  TRIANGULAR  SHAPE  THAT 

HATCHES  PERFECTLY  THE  ELECTRONIC  REQUIREMENTS,  LE NDS  TO 

STRAIGHTFORWARD  DESIGN  THAT  REDUCES  LOSSES. SIMPLIFIES ADJUSTMENTS & 

STRENGTHENS  CONSIDERABLY  THE  ANTENNA.  MATERIALS  REQUIRED  ARE 

OR TAMABLE  IN  ALMOST  ANY  LOCALITY.  COMPLETE  DESCRIPTION,  DORA - 

H,NOS  AND  ALL  NECESSARY  INFORMATION  TO  BUILD  IT , IN  ENGLISH 

OR  SPANISH,  AIR  MAILED  TO  ANY  COUNT RY  $ 20  U.S.  CHECK 

CASHABLE  IN  U S  A  TO  A.  LASCURAIN  PINO  N° 59 
MEX.  D. F  01030  ME XICO  .-214 

I I I  Tit MeT01:141111 01:1010 r2  
COMPLETE 
WITH PROBES 

$555 
ONE YEAR 
WARRANTY 

.....  NM 203 

• • •  • 
• . •  C) • 
• • I 

1 0  0  1 

0 • • • • • 0) 

• 20 MHz Dual Trace 
• Built-in Component Tester 
• X-Y Operation (1:1 Retie) 

• 2 x 20 MHz. Max. 2 mV/cm 
•Timebase 40 ns - 0.2 s/cm 
• Trigger Bandwidth 30 Mhz 

-.133 IGSA 

sek.ecToC -0* 
eftE 01€  TI-tIC 

AC 

Nce 

Daisy wheel quality 
without daisy wheel 

expense. 
You need the quality print that a daisy wheel 

printer provides but the thought of buying one makes your 
wallet wilt. The SelectricTM Interface, a step-by-step guide to 
interfacing an IBM Selectric I/O Writer to your microcom-
puter, will give you that quality at a fraction of the price. 
George Young, co-author of Microcomputing magazine's 
popular "Kilobaud Klassroom" series, offers a low-cost al-
ternative to buying a daisy wheel printer. 
The SelectricTM Interface includes: 

*step-by-step instructions 
*tips on purchasing a used SelectricTM 
*information on various SelectricTm models, in-
duding the 2740, 2980, and Dura 1041 
*driver software for Z80, 8080, and 6502 chips 
*tips on interfacing techniques 

With The Selectric Interface and some background in elec-
tronics, you can have a high-quality, low-cost, letter-quali-
ty printer. Petals not included. 

Credit card orders call TOLL-FREE 1-800-258-5473. Or 
mail your order with payment plus $1.50 shipping and 
handling to: Wayne Green Inc. Attn: Retail Book Sales, 
Peterborough, NH 03458. 
Dealer inquiries invited. 
ISBN 0-88006-051-4  128 pages $12.97 
o Yes, I want Selectric Interface (BK7388). Enclosed is $12.97 per 
copy plus $1.50 for shipping and handling. 

0 MASTER  0 VISA  0 AMEX 

Card I   Expires   

Signature   

Name   

Address   

City   

State and Zip   
All 'oder% shipped UPS if complete street address is even. 335B6S 

RFD -5  DERRY. N.H. 03038  WARNER HILL  (603) 434-5371 
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( FCC   
LICENSE EXAMINATIONS 

Reprinted from the Federal Register, 
the following is the text of the FCC's pro-
posed rule which would turn license-ex-
amination responsibilities over to 
amateurs. 

PART 0—fAMENDED1 

l'arts 0. 1 and 97 of the Commission's 
Rules are amended as follows: 
1 Paragraph (a) of § 0 483 is revised to 

read. 

§ 0.413 Applications for amateur or 
commercial radio operator licenses. 

(a) Application for a new or upgraded 
amateur operator license shall be 
submitted to the examiners prior to the 
examination (See § 97.26). The 
examiners are required to submit the 
applications of persons passing their 
respective examinations to the 
Commission (for Novice Class operator 
licenses) or to the Volunteer-Examiner 
Coordinator (for all other Amateur 
operator licenses). All other applications 
for amateur radio licenses shall be 
submitted to the Federal 
Communications Commission. 
Gettysburg. Pennsylvania 17325. Only 
one copy of the application is required. 

2. A new § 0.484 is added to read: 

§ 0.414 Amateur radio operator 
examination points. 

Generally, examinations for amateur 
radio operator licenses shall be 
administered at locations and times 
specified by volunteer examiners. When 
the FCC conducts examinations for 
amateur raduo operator licenses, they 
shall take place at locations and times 
designated by the FCC. 

3. The heading of § 0.485 is revised to 
read: 

§ 0.485 Commercial radio operator 
examinations. 

PART 1--fAMENDEDJ 

4. Paragraph (a) of § 1.912 is revised to 
read. 

§ 1.912 Where applications are to be filed. 

(a) Applications for any class of new 
or upgraded amateur operator license 
shall be submitted to the examiners 
prior to the examination. (See § 97.26) 
The examiners are required to submit 
the applications of persons passing their 
respective examinations to the 
Commission (for Novice Class operator 
licenses) or to the Volunteer-Examiner 
Coordinator (for all other Amateur 
operator licenses). All other applications 
for amateur radio licenses shall be 
submitted to the Federal 
Communications Commission, 
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania 17325. Only 
one copy of the application is required. 

5. Paragraph (e) of § 1.925 is revised to 
read: 

9 1.925 Application for special temporary 
authorization, temporary permit, temporary 
operating authority, or Interim amateur 
permit. 

(e) Upon successful completion of an 
Amateur Radio Service operator 
examination, an applicant already 
licensed in the Amateur Radio Service 
may operate his/her amateur radio 
station pending issuance of his/her 
permanent amateur station and operator 
licenses by the Commission for a period 
of 90 days or until issuance of the 

permanent operator and station 
licenses, whichever comes first. 
consistent with the rights and privileges 
of the higher operating class for which 
the applicant has passed the appropriate 
examination(s), provided that the 
applicant retains the certificate(s) issued 
by a VEC for successful completion of 
the examination(s) at the station 
location, and provided that the applicant 
uses an identifier code provided by a 
VEC as a suffix to his/her present call 
sign. 

6 Section 1.934 is revised to read: 

§ 1.934 Procedure with respect to amateur 
radio operator license. 

Each candidate for an amateur radio 
license which requires the applicant to 
pass one or more examination elements 
must present the examiner(s) with a 
properly completed FCC Form 610 prior 
to the examination. Upon completion of 
the examination, the examiner(s) will 
immediately grade the test papers. U the 
applicant is successful, the examiner(s) 
will forward the candidate's application 
to: (1) The Commission's Gettysburg. 
Pennsylvania facility for an application 
for a Novice Class operator license. or 
(2) a Volunteer-Examiner Coordinator 
(VEC) for all other classes of operator 
licenses. A VEC will then issue a 
certificate for successful completion of 
an amateur radio operator examination. 
and will forward the application to the 
Commission's Gettysburg, Pennsylvania 
facility. 

PART 07—(AMENDEDI 

7. New  97.26 is added to read: 

§ 97.29 Examination procedure. 
(a) Each examination for an amateur 

radio operator license shall be 
administered at a location and a time 
specified by the examiners. 
(b) The examiners must be present 

and observing the candidate throughout 
the entire examination. 
(c) The examiners will be responsible 

for the proper conduct and necessary 
supervision during each examination. 
(d) Each candidate for an amateur 

radio license, which requires the 
applicant to pass one or more 

For hams with limited space 

and/or budget who want tri-

band performance. 

Look to Mosley for rotating dipoles, wire dipoles, and 

verticals. All are rated for full legal power. The TA-31 ro-

tating dipole can later be expanded to the world famous 
TA-33. 

See your dealer or write factory for catalog of Mosley 
antennas. 

/sAa-a-/ 
M aar/m y Ek 

(314) 731-3036 

c /i• arricrar, X 17 a. 

4610 N  Lindbergh Blvd 

Bridgeton, MO 63044 
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examination elements, must present the 
examiners with a properly completed 
FCC Form 610 prior to the examination. 
(e) The candidate shall comply with 

the instructions given by the examiners. 
The examiners must immediately 
terminate the examination upon failure 
of the candidate to comply with the 
examiners' instructions. 
(f) Al the completion of the 

examination, the candidate shall return 
all test papers to the examiners. 
ft. Section 97.27 is revised to read: 

§ 97.27 Examination preparation. 

(a) Each Novice code test (Element 
1(A)) shall be prepared by the examiner. 
The examiner must hold an Amateur 
Extra. Advanced, or General Class 
operator license. The test shall be such 
as to prove the applicant's ability to 
send correctly by hand ar.d to receive 
correctly by ear texts in the 
international Morse code at the rate of 
five (5) words per minute. Subjects for 
this code test may include the twenty-
six letters of the alphabet, the numerals 
0-9, the_period. the comma, the question 
mark, AR, SK, n, and DN. 
(b) The general code test and the 

expert's code test (Elements 1(B) and 
1(C)) shall be prepared by the 
examiners. The test shall be such as to 
prove the applicant's ability to send 
correctly by hand and to receive 
correctly by ear texts in the 
international Morse code at not less 
than the prescribed speed. Subjects for 
these code tests may include the twenty-
six letters of the alphabet, the numerals 
0-9. the period. the comma, the question 
mark. Agt, W. BT. and 15N. 
(c) Each written test for the Novice 

Class operator license shall be prepared 
by the examiner. The test shall be such 
as to verify the candidate's knowledge 
of each general subject area listed for 
the Element 2 test in the Commission's 
Study Guide for the Amateur Radio 
Operator License Examinations (PR 
Bulletin 1035, latest date of issue), but 
need not be limited to the list of 
questions approved by the Commission 
for Element 2 (PR Bulletin —, latest date 
of issue). 
(d) Each written test, except for the 

Novice Class operator license, will be 
designed by the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC). 
The FCC will select questions for each 
test from the list of questions approved 
by the Commission (PR Bulletin —, 
latest date of issue). Volunteer. 
Examiner Coordinator (VEC's) and 
Amateur radio operators may suggest 
questions to be included on this list by 
submitting them in accordance with the 
instructions in PR Bulletin 1035. VEC's 
and Amateur radio operators holding 
Amateur Extra Class licenses may 
submit questions for any written 
examination element. Amateur radio 
operators holding Advanced Class 
licenses may only submit questions for 
Element 2 and 3. Amateur radio 
operators holding General Class or 
Technician Class licenses may only 
submit questions for Element 2. For any 
given written examination element, the 
percentage of questions on each subject 
shall be specified in PR Bulletin 1035. 
9. Section 97.28 is revised to read: 

9 97.211 Examination administration. 
(a) Unless otherwise prescribed by the 

Commission, each examination for an 
amateur radio operator license (except 
the Novice Class operator license) shall 
be administered by three accredited 
volunteer examiners (see  97.30). There 
will be a team chief. The team chief 
must hold an Amateur Extra Class 
operator license. The other two 
accredited volunteer examiners must 
hold Amateur Extra Class operator 
licenses, unless: (1) They are 
administering telegraphy element 1(A). 
in which case they may hold Amateur 
Extra Class, Advanced Class or General 
Class radio operator licenses, or (2) they 
are administering written examination 
elements 2 or 3. in which case they may 



hold Amateur Extra Class or Advanced 
Class radio operator licenses. 
(b) Unless otherwise prescribed by the 

Commission, each examination for the 
Novice Class operator license shall be 
administered by one volunteer 
examiner. The examiner doee not have 
to be accredited. The volunteer 
examiner must hold a current General, 
Advanced or Amateur Extra Class 
operator license issued by the 
Commission. 
(c) Each team chief shall maintain a 

record of each examination he/she 
administers. This record shall be 
maintained in the team chiefs station 
records for one year following the 
administration of the examination. This 
record shall be made available to the 
Commission upon request. The record 
shall include: 
(1) Candidate's name and address; 
(2) Candidate's amateur radio station 

call sign (if any): 
(3) Examination location and date 

administered; 
(4) The examination papers; 
(5) The examination grades: and 
(6) Names of other examiners also 

administering the examination. 
(d) Upon completion of the 

examination, the examiners shall 
immediately grade the test papers. 
(e) When the candidate does not score 

a passing grade on an examination 
element, the examiners shall so inform 
the candidate and return the application 
(see  97.26) to the candidate. 
(f) When the candidate scores a 

passing grade on all examination 
elements required for the class operator 
license sought (see 97.23), the 
examiners shall certify to the following 
information on the candidate's 
application form (see 97.26): 
(1) Examiners' names, addresses and 

amateur radio station call signs; 
(2) Examiners' qualifications to 

administer the examination (see 
§ 97.30): and 
(3) Examiners' signed statements that 

the applicant has passed the required 
examination elements. 
(g) Within ten days of the 

administration of a successful 
examination for the Novice Class 
operator license, the examiner shall 
submit the candidate's application to: 
Federal Communications Commission, 
Gettysburg. Pennsylvania 17325. 
(h) Within ten days of the 

administration of a successful 
examination for the Technician, 
General, Advanced. or Amateur Extra 
Class operator license, the examiners 
shall submit the candidate's application 
to a Volunteer-Examiner Coordinator. 
10. A new  97.29 is added to read: 

ll 97.29 Examination grading. 
(a) Each examination element shall be 

graded separately by the examiners. 
(b) An applicant passes a written 

examination if he/she answers at least 
74 percent of the questions correctly. 
(c) An applicant passes a code 

element examination if he/she proves 
his/her ability to send correctly by hand 
and to receive correctly by ear texts in 
the international Morse code at not less 
than the prescribed speed. 
11. A new § 97.30 is added to read: 

197.30 Volunteer examiner requirements. 

(a) Each volunteer examiner 
administering an examination for an 
amateur radio operator license must be 
at least 18 years of age and unrelated to 
the candidate. 
(b) Any person who owns a 

significant interest in, or is an employee 
of, any company or other entity which is 
engaged in the manufacture or 
distribution of equipment used in 
connection with amateur radio 
transmissions, or in the preparation or 
distribution of any publication used in 
preparation for obtaining amateur 
station operator licenses, is ineligible to 
be a volunteer examiner. 
(c) Each volunteer examiner shall be 

uncompensated for his/her services. 

(d) Each volunteer examiner 
administering an examination for the 
Technician. General. Advanced or 
Amateur Extra Class operator license 
must be accredited by the Volunteer-
Examiner Coordinator (see Subpart I). 

§ 97.31 [Reserved) 
12. Section 97.31 is removed and 

reserved. 
13. A new Subpart I is added to Part 

97 to read, as follows: 

Subpart I-Volunteer-Examiner 
Coordinators 

General 

Sec. 
97.501 Purpose. 
97.503 Definitions. 
97.505 Applicability of rules. 

Volunteer-Examiner Coordinator Functions 
07.511 Agreement required. 
97.513 Scheduling of examinations. 
97.515 Coordinating volunteer examiners. 

Sec. 
137.517 Written examinsbona 
97.519 Examination prooedurea 
07.521 Evaluation of questions. 
B7.523 Identification of applicants passing 

examinations. 
Authority: 47 U.S.C. 154(0 and 303(r). 

Subpart 1-VolunMar-Ecananar 
Coordinators 

General 

§ 97.501 Purpose. 
The rules in this subpart are designed 

to proyide for the establishment of 
voluntiser-examiner coordinator' to 
coordinate the efforts of volunteer 
examiners in preparing and 
administering examinations for amateur 
radio operator licenses. 
§97.509 DeRnItIona. 
For the purpose of this subpart, the 

following definitions are applicable: 
(a) Volunteer-examiner coordinator 

(VEC). An entity which has entered into 
an agreement with the Federal 
Communications Commission to 
coordinate the efforts of volunteer 
examiners in preparing and 
administering examinations for amateur 
radio operator licenses. 
(b) Volunteer-examiner. An amateur 

radio operator who prepares or 

administers examinations to applicants 
for amateur radio operator licenses (see 
§97.30). 

§ 97.505 Applicability of rules. 
These rules apply to each entity that 

serves as a volunteer examiner 
coordinator. 

Volunteer-Examiner Coordinator 
Functions 

§ 97.511 AgreorneM required. 
No entity may serve as a VEC until 

that entity has entered into a written 
agreement with the Federal 
Communications Commission to do so. 
The VEC must abide by the terms of that 
agreement. 

97.513 Scheduling of •X•rrilnirtion. 
A VEC will coordinate the dates and 

times for scheduling examinations (see 
§97.28) throughout the areas where 
communications are regulated by the 
Federal Communications Commission. A 
VEC may also coordinate the scheduling 
of testing opportunities at other places. 

197.515 Coordinating volunteer 
examiners. 
A VEC will accredit amateur radio 

operators, licensed by the Federal 
Communications Commission, as 
volunteer examiners (see 97.30) A 
VEC will seek to recruit a broad 
representation of amateur radio 
operators to be volunteer examiners. A 
VEC may not discriminate in accrediting 
volunteer examiners on the basis of 
race, sex. rehgion or national origin. A 
VEC may not refuse to accredit a 
volunteer on the basis of membership in 
an amateur radio organization. A VEC 
may refuse to accredit an amateur radio 
operator volunteering to be an examiner 
If 
(a) The volunteer examiner does not 

meet minimum statutory qualifications 
or minimum qualifications as prescribed 
by the rulex 
(b) The FCC refuses to accept the 

voluntary and uncompensated services 
of the volunteer examiner 
(c) The VEC determines that the 

volunteer is not oompetent to perform 
the function for which he/she 
volunteered: 
(d) The VEC determines that 

questions of the volunteer's integrity or 
honesty could compromise the 
examination(s); OR 
(e) The VEC determines that no 

additional volunteers are needed. 

.97.517 Written eimmlnatione. 
A VEC will assemble, print and 

distribute written examinations 
designed by the FCC (see 1197.27(d)). 

197.519 Examination procedures. 
At the completion of each 

examination. a VEC will collect the 
candidates' application forms and test 
results from the volunteer examiners 
(see 197.28(h)). A VEC will: 
(a) Make a record of the date and 

place of the test: the names of the 
volunteer examiners and their 
qualifications; the names of the 
candidates; the test results; and, related 
information. 
(b) .Screen the application for 

completeness and authenticity. 
(c) Forward the application to: Federal 

Communications Commission. Licensing 
Division. Private Radio Bureau. 
Gettysburg. Pennsylvania 17325. 

§ 97.521 Evehistion of questions. 
A VEC will be expected to evaluate 

the clarity and accuracy of examination 
questions on the basis of experience, 
and to bring ambiguous or inaccurate 
questions to the attention of the 
Commission, with a recommendation on 
whether to revise the question or to 
delete the question from the 
Commission's list of approved 
questions. 

§ 91.523 identification of applicants 
passing examinations. 
(a) A VEC will issue a certificate for 

successful completion of an amateur 
radio operator examination. 
(b) The VEC issuing a certificate for 

successful completion of an examination 
will establish a unique identifier code 
for each testing session. The identifier 
code will be appended as a suffix to the 
licensee's call sign (see I 97.6s(f)). 

AMTOR 

AMTOR, the new error-free digital trans-
mission method, has been the subject of 

NEMAL ELECTRONICS 
COAXIAL CABLE SALE 

//z 

POLYETHYLENE DIELECTRIC 
RG213 noncontaminating 95% sheild mil spec .364Jft. 
RG174/U mil spec. 96°/4 shield   10c/ft. 
RG11U 96% shield, 75-ohm mil spec   256/ft. 
RG8U 96% shield, mil spec. . 527.951100 ft Or 31 clf t. 
RG6A/U double shield, 75-ohm   25c/ft. 
RG58AU stranded mil spec   12€/It. 
RG58 mil spec. 96% shield   11c/ft 

LOW LOSS FOAM DIELECTRIC 
RG8X 95% shield (black, white or gray)  $14.116110011. 

17€/It. 
RG8U 80% shield  1k/It. 
RG58U 80% shield  074./ft. 
RG58U 954 shield  10rJft 
RG59U 100% foil shield, TV type  87)10011. 
RG8U 97% shield 11 ga. (equiv. Belden 8214)  31c/1t. 

Rotor Cable 8-con. 2-18 ga, 6-22 ga  19c/tt. 

RG8U 20 ft . PL 259 ea end   $4.95 
RG214U dbl silver shield. 50 ohm  51.35/ft. 
100 it. RG8U with PL-259 on each and $19.95 
BELDEN Coax in 100 ft. rolls 
RG58U 49201  $11.95 
Grounding strap, heavy duty tubular braid 
3/16 in. tinned copper  10c/ft. 
3/8 in tinned copper  30c/ft. 

CONNECTORS MADE IN USA 
Amphenoi PI-259   796 
PL-259 push-on adapter shell   10153.89 
PL-259 & SO-239   10/55.89 
Double Male Connector   Si .79 
PL-258 Double Female Connector.   98c 
1 ft. patch cord w/RCA type plugs each end  3/51.00 
Reducer UG-175 or 176   10/51.99 
UG-255 (PL-259 to BNC)   $3.50 
Elbow (M359)   51.79 
F59A (TV type)   10/52.15 
UG 21D/U Amphenol Type N Male for RG8  $3.00 
BNC UG88C/U. male   51.25 
3/16 inch Mike Plug to, Collins etc   51.25 
UG273 BNC to FL•259   53 00 

FREE CATALOG 
COD add 51.50-FLA. Res. add 5% Sales Tax 

Connectors-shipping 10% add'I, 2.50 minimum 
Orders under 530 00 add S2 00 

Gable-shipping 53 00 1st 100 It $2 00 each adc11 100 ft 

1327 NE 119th Street, Dept. RLO, No. Miami, FL 33161  Call (305) 661-5534 
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extensive on-the-air testing, until now off 

limits to most amateurs. The following is 

the text of the FCC's recent ruling which 
permits all amateurs to use AMTOR. 

PART 97-4 AMENDED! 

Part 97 of the Commission's Rules and 
Regulations. 47 CFR Part 97. is amended 
as follows: 

In § 97.69, paragraphs (a) and (b) are 
revised to read as follows: 

§ 97.69 D4gItal communications. 

(a) The use of the digital codes 
specified in paragraph (b) of this section 
is permitted on any amateur frequency 

where Fl emission is permitted, subject 
to the following requirements: 
(1) The sending speed shall not 

exceed the following: 
f i) 300 baud on frequencies below 28 

MHz; 

(ii) 1200 baud on frequencies between 
28 and 50 MHz; 
(iii) 19.8 kilobaud on frequencies 

between 50 and 220 MHz; 
(iv) 56 kilobaud on frequencies above 

220 MHz. 
(2) When type A2. Fl or F2 emissions 

are used, the radio or audio frequenry 
shift (the difference between the 
frequency for the "mark" signal and that 
for the "space" signal), as appropriate. 
shall be less than 9(X) Hz. 

(3) When type A2 or F2 emissions are 
used, the highest fundamental 
modulating frequency shall be less than 
3000 Hz. 

(b) Except as provided for in 
paragraph (c) of this section, only the 
following digital codes, as specified, 
may be used: 

(1) The International Telegraph 
Alphabet Number 2 (commonly known 
as Baudot); provided that transmission 
shall consist of a single channel. five 
unit (start-stop) tel !printer code 
conforming to the International 
Telegraph Alphabet Number 2 with 
respect to all letters and numerals 
(including the slant sign or fraction bar); 
however, in the "figures" positions not 

utilized for numerals, special signals 
may be employed for the remote control 
of receiving printers, or for other 
purposes indicated in this section. 

(2) The American Standard Code for 
Information Interchange (commonly 
known as ASCII); provided that the code 
shall conform to the American Standard 
Code for Information Interchange as 
defined in American National Standards 
Institute (ANSI) Standard X3.4-1988. 

(3) The International Radio 
Consultative Committee (CCIR) 
Recommendation 476-2 (commonly 
known as AMTOR): provided that the 
code, baud rate and emission timing 
shall conform to the specifications of 
CCIR 476-2 (1978) Mode A or Mode B. 

C  

SATELLITES 
Amateur Satellite Reference Orbits 

 )(  
OSCAR 8  RS-5  RS-6  RS-7  RS-8 

Date  UTC  EQX  UTC  EQX  UTC  EQX  UTC  EQX  UTC  EQX  Date 
---..----

may  1  0127 104  0156 240  0059 230  0141 238  0059 225  1 
2  0131 105  0151 240  0043 228  0131 237  0057 226  2 
3  0135 106  0146 240  0028 225  0122 236  0054 226  3 
4  0140 108  0140 241  0013 223  0112 235  0051 227  4 
5  0001  83  0135 241  0156 250  0102 234  0048 228  5 
6  0005  84  0130 241  0141 248  0053 234  0045 229  6 
7  0010  85  0124 241  0125 246  0643 233  0042 230  7 
8  0014  86  0119 241  0110 244  0033 232  0040 230  8 
9  0018  87  0114 242  0054 241  0024 231  0037 231  9 
10  0023  88  0108 242  0039 239  0014 230  0034 232  10 
11  0027  90  0103 242  0024 237  0004 229  0031 233  11 
12  0032  91  0058 242  0008 234  0154 258  0028 234  12 
13  0036  92  0052 242  0151 262  0144 257  0025 235  13 
14  0040  93  0047 242  0136 259  0135 256  0023 235  14 
15  0045  94  0042 243  0121 257  0125 255  0020 236  15 
16  0049  95  0036 243  0105 255  0115 255  0017 237  16 
17  0053  96  0031 243  0050 252  0106 254  0014 238  17 
18  0058  97  0026 243  0034 250  0056 253  0011 239  18 
19  0102  99  0020 243  0019 248  0046 252  0008 239  19 
20  0106 100  0015 244  0004 245  0037 251  0005 240  20 
21  0111 101  0010 244  0147 273  0027 250  0003 241  21 
22  0115 102  0004 244  0131 271  0017 249  0000 242  22 
23  0120 103  0159 274  0116 268  0008 248  0157 273  23 
24  0124 104  0153 274  0101 266  0157 277  0154 274  24 
25  0128 105  0148 275  0045 264  0147 276  0151 274  25 
26  0133 106  0143 275  0030 261  0138 276  0148 275  26 
27  0137 108  0137 275  0014 259  0128 275  0145 276  27 
28  0141 109  0132 275  0158 286  0118 274  0142 277  28 
29  0003  84  0126 275  0142 284  0109 273  0140 278  29 
30  0007  85  0121 276  0127 282  0059 272  0137 278  30 
31  0011  86  0116 276  0112 279  0049 271  0134 279  31 

Jun  1  0016  87  0110 276  0056 277  0040 270  0131 280  1 
2  0020  89  0105 276  0041 275  0030 269  0128 281  2 
3  0024  90  0100 276  0025 272  0020 268  0125 282  3 
4  0029  91  0054 276  0010 270  0011 268  0123 283  4 
5  0033  92  0049 277  0153 298  0001 267  0120 283  5 
6  0037  93  0044 277  0138 295  0151 296  0117 284  6 
7  0042  94  0038 277  0122 293  0141 295  0114 285  7 
8  0046  95  0033 277  0107 291  0131 294  0111 286  8 
9  0051  96  0028 277  0052 288  0122 293  0108 287  9 
10  0055  98  0022 278  0036 286  0112 292  0106 287  10 
11  0059  99  0017 278  0021 284  0102 291  0103 288  11 
12  0104 100  0012 278  0005 281  0053 290  0100 289  12 
13  0108 101  0006 278  0149 309  0043 289  0057 290  13 
14  0112 102  0001 278  0133 306  0033 289  0054 291  14 

2 GRz Microwave Receiving Systems 
The new Micro-Syste m features a machined  18" 

parabolic reflector for maxi mu m efficiency, a linear 

feed-point downconverter with cera mic high perfor-

mance RF prea mplifier transistor, a variable 12 to 18 volt 
regulated power supply and 50' of 750 coaxial down-

lead, including a 3' ju mper and matching transfor mer 

The Micro-System includes a full 6 month warranty. 

Micro-System (MS-021)  '159" 
Micro-System (MS-578)  '169" 

Micro-System (MS-645)  '179" 

Shipping & Handling.  USA  .'4" AK. HI & PR  '10" 

Data SOINICO Company  612-636-9469 
,346  3110 Evelyn Street 

Roseville, MN • 55113 
NSA' 

IM MO. 

HAM HELP 
I need an assembly manual tor the Heath 

HM-102 HE wattmeter/swr bridge. I will pay 

for copying costs. 

Ira Linderman 

PO Box 229 

Commack NY 11725 

I am interested in forming an intercolle-

giate HF net for traffic, technical informa-

tion exchange, or other purposes. Any coi. 

lege radio clubs interested in joining, 
please contact me for information. 

Timothy O'Neill KA2NNO 

Polytechnic Institute of New York 

Amateur Radio Club 

333 Jay St., Box 662 

Brooklyn NY 11201 

I have a Roto Beam rotator made by Gor-

don Specialties of Chicago. However, I do 

not have the indicator nor any idea of what 

was used with this unit. If anyone has a 
diagram of the indicator or has the actual 
unit, I would like to hear from you. 

Henry B. Plant W6OKZ 

4160 Holly Dr. 

San Jose CA 95127 

Does anyone know of a color code for 
diodes? 

George Kitts KAMM° 
38 OueenIlly Rd. 

Levittown PA 19057 

I need information on home-brew mem-

ory expansions for the VIC-20, as well as 
RTTY information. I am also looking for 

remote control heads and cabling for 3-

6-MHz ARC-5 receivers and transmitters. 

R. F. Cann W4GBB 

1606 Lochwood Dr. 

Richmond VA 23233 

I need the main tuning dial knob, part no 

NPS 22N2LA, and the bandswitch knob. 
part no. NPS 9KZLA, for the National HRO 

5000 Please send both price and payment 

terms I would also like to hear from anyone 

who can help me make a digital readout for 

this receiver. 

Carlos A. N. Roxo 

R. Ramalho Ortigao. 36 
P-2750 Cascais 

Portugal 

I am a ham, and I am very proud to be 

one, But I am not proud to be confined at 
Walla Walla state prison for 40 months I 

would like to ask other hams to donate any 

used electronics correspondence courses 

such as CIE. NRI or ICS 

Benard Drew WA7UUF 

287407 

PO Box 520 
Walla Walla WA 99362 

5W A14 

I need a copy of the schematic and 
manual for the Wabco 20TS-1 Carryphone 

type 14H81C transceiver, manufactured by 

Union Switch and Signal Division. I will pay 

copying costs. 

Jim Cadoret VE6CNY 

1068 Edmonton, Alta. T6K 3R4 

Canada 

I have the operator's manual, but I would 

like to obtain the full documentation for the 
AJ830 printer terminal. I would also like to 

know about any modifications for the 

Heath H.14 printer. 

Mike Cebula 

8409 Porter Lane 

Alexandria VA 22308 

( CORRECTIONS 
in "Build the Deadeye Dish Controller," 

which appeared in the April issue of 73, an 

incorrect part number was given in the 

parts list on page 91. The two 1-12 position 

switches were identified as Radio Shack 

number 257-183. The correct identification 
is Radio Shack number 275-1385. 

Avery L Jenkins WB&ILG 

73 Staff 

In the results of 73's 1st annual 40/80 

phone contest on page 105 of the January, 

1983, issue, the 40-meter single-operator 

champion of Norway was incorrectly identi• 

tied as LA5YE. The correct winner is Bjorn-

Hugo Ark LA5Y.J. Our apologies to Bjorn for 
the error. 

Avery L. Jenkins WB8JLG 

73 Staff 
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WAYNE GREEN BOOKS 
KILOBAUD KLASSROOM 

by George Young and Peter Stark 
Makes learning electronics fun and easy. First published as a series in Kilobaud Microcomputing, the 
book combines the learning of essential theory with practical, hands-on experience. The course begins 
with basic electronic projects and culminates in the construction of your own programmable 
microcomputer. The direct instructional methods of authors Young & Stark make KILOBALTD 
KLASSROOM a simple way for you to acquire a solid background in digital electronics. 

BK7386 (419 pages)  $14.95 
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THE SELECTRIC INTERFACE by George Young 
You need the quality print that a daiy wheel printer provides but the thought of buying one makes 
your wallet wilt. The SELECTRICTM INTERFACE, a step-by-step guide to interfacing an IBM 
Selectric 110 Writer to your microcomputer, will give you that quality at a fraction of the price. 
George Young, co-author of Kilobaud Microcomputing magazines popular "Kilobaud Klassroom" 
series, offers a low-cost alternative to buying a daisy wheel printer. The SELECTRIC INTERFACE 
Includes: step-by-step instructions, tips on purchasing a used Selectric, information on various Selectric 
models, including the 2740, 2980, and Dura 1041, driver software for Z80, 8080, and 6502 chips, tips 
on interfacing techniques. With The SELECTRIC INTERFACE and some background in electronics, 
you can have a high-quality, low-cost, letter-quality printer. Petals not included. 

BK7388 (125 paws)  $12.97 

GENERAL LICENSE STUDY GUIDE 
By Timothy M. Daniel N8RK 

This is the complete guide to the General License. Learning rather than memorizing is the secret. This 
is not a question-and-answer guide that will gather dust when the FCC issues a new test. Instead, this 
book will be a helpful reference, useful long after a ham upgrades to General. Includes up-to-date 
FCC rules and an application form. Order yours today and talk to the world. 

SG7358 (87 pages)  $6.95 
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NOVICE LICENSE STUDY GUIDE 
By Timothy M. Daniel N8RK IHere is the most up-to-date novice guide available. It is complete with information about learning 

Morse code, has the latest FCC amateur regulations and the current FCC application forms. This 
guide is not a question/answer memorization course but rather it emphasizes the practical side of get-
ting a ham license and putting a station on the air. It reflects what the FCC expects a Novice to know 
without page after page of dull theory. The most current information still available at last year's price. 

SG7357 (98 pages)  94-95 

THE NEW WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK by Dr. Ralph E. Taggart WB8DQT 

i I i a i l l 1 

_  -  Here is the completely updated and revised edition of the best-selling Weather Satellite Handbook — 
containing all the information on the most sophisticated and effective spacecraft now in orbit. Dr. 
Taggart has written this book to serve both the experienced amateur satellite enthusiast and the 

4▪ construct a complete and highly effective ground station. Not just ideas, but solid hardware designs  
newcomer. The book is an introduction to satellite watching, providing all the information required to 

and all the instruction necessary to operate the equipment are included. For the thousands of experi-
1 !  i I menters who are operating stations, the book details all procedures necessary to modify their equip-
!  ment for the new series of spacecraft. Amateur weather satellite activity represents a unique blend of 

interests encompassing electronics, meteorology and astronautics. Join the privileged few in watching 
the spectacle of earth as seen from space on your own monitoring equipment. 

1 ! . I 9  9 BK7383 (132 pages)  $8.95 

';',.-'L-'-' 1,77e-": 71 -'. --... : W-r::;---3#M-."--.=---:-..--: -' 44ii..----; .-n-,---  -2:-....--- . -''':-. , --,-.  - ' — 

FOR TOLL-FREE ORDERING CALL 1-800-258-5473 
WAYNE GREEN BOOKS•PETER13OROUGH NH 03458 

Itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mall to Wayne Green Books, Aft: Sales, Peterborough, NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed 
credit card information. (Visa, MC or AMEX accepted.) No C.O.D. orders accepted. All orders add $1.50 for the first book, pcstage and handling; $1.00 each 
additional book; $10.00 per book foreign air mail. Please allow 4-8 weeks after publication for delivery. Questions regarding your order? Please write to 

Customer Service at the above address. 

A 
Pot\ 
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CONTESTS ) 
Robert Baker WB2GFE 
15 Windsor Dr. 
Atco NJ 08004 

ARMED FORCES DAY 
COMMUNICATIONS TESTS 
Starts: 1300 GMT May 21 

Ends: 0245 GMT May 22 
This year's observance of Armed Forces 

Day marks the 34th anniversary of com-

munications tests between the amateur ra-

dio fraternity and military communications 

systems. Since 1950, this event has been 

scheduled during the month of May and 

has emphasized a continuing climate of 

mutual assistance and warm esteem. Sat-

urday, 21 May 1983. has been designated as 

the 34th Annual Armed Forces Day. 

A featured highlight of the nationwide 

celebration will be the traditional military-

to-amateur crossband communications 

tests. These tests give amateur operators 

an opportunity to demonstrate their individ-

ual technical skills and to receive recogni-

tion from the Secretary of Defense or the 

appropriate military radio station for their 

proven expertise. 

The proceedings will include operations 

in continuous wave (CW), single sideband 

voice (SSB), radioteletype (RTTY), and slow-

scan television (SSTV) 

Special commemorative OSL cards will 

be awarded to amateurs achieving a veri-

fied two-way radio contact with any of the 

participating military radio stations. Those 

who receive and accurately copy the Armed 

Forces Day CW and/or RTTY message from 

the Secretary of Defense will receive a spe-

cial commemorative certificate from the 
Secretary. Interception by shortwave lis-

teners (SWL) is not acknowledged by OSL 

cards, however, anyone can qualify for a 

certificate by copying the Secretary's 

message. 

CROSSBAND CONTACTS 

The military-to-amateur crossband oper-

ations will be conducted from 1300 GMT, 

May 21, to 0245 GMT, May 22. East coast 

stations commence operations at 1300 

GMT, May 21 and west coast stations com-

mence operations at 1600 GMT, May 21. 

Military stations will transmit on selected 

military frequencies and listen for amateur 

stations on those portions of the amateur 

bands indicated —see box. The military op-

erator will announce the specific amateur 

band frequency to which he/she is listen-

ing. Duration of the contact should be limit-

ed to 3 minutes. 

CW RECEIVING TEST: 

The CW receiving test will be conducted 

at 25 words per minute. The broadcast will 

be a special Armed Forces Day message 

from the Secretary of Defense to any ama-

teur or SWL operator desiring to partici-

pate. A 10-minute call for tuning purposes 

will begin at 0300 GMT, May 22. The Secre-

CARI News 

CHESS & AMATEUR RADIO INTERNATIONAL 

NEWSLETTER OF THE MONTH 
This month's newsletter contest winner is produced by a group of hams promot-

ing international goodwill by playing a war game. 

The CARI News (Chess and Amateur Radio International) is the forum for a new 

and growing group of hams organizing their on-the-air chess games around nets 

and established calling frequencies. Vince Luciani K2VJ. founder of the group, re-

ports that although the club has been established only since July. 1982, it has 100 

members and represents six countries. 

The newsletter has a different atmosphere than most because, unlike most club 

members, the hams of CAR) rarely get a chance to see one another. So the newslet-

ter is the medium used to keep members up to date on more than the latest events. 

games, and tournaments. 

The lead story from one recent issue dealt with a tournament between two chess 

clubs —one in Massachusetts and one in Canada —that was made possible by the 

CARI net. But the article went beyond a simple recounting of events and offered up 

some advice to members planning a similar event. 

Advice and assistance seem to be goals of the CAR) News; other features includ-

ed a discussion of the two forms of chess notation currently in use and the best for-

mat for transmitting moves. Suggestions on how to start or check into a CARI net 

were presented, as well as a list of the organization's nets on the HF bands. 

On the inside, the newsletter carried an interesting story about an over-the-air 

chess game between N1BHL and the Fidelity Prestige Challenger —a highly-rated 

chess computer Out of three games, N1BHL resigned one, drew on the second, 
and won the third. 

Much of the newsletter is devoted to correspondence from members with im-

provements, gripes, or questions. Vince says he aims to make people -think of us 

more as a personal group than as a newsletter. -

"By joining CARI you are joining a movement to put chess on the air anytime and 

at your convenience." Vince said in a recent issue. "CAR) News will serve as the 

means by which we hope to regularly put it all together, but it can't be the only rea-

son to join CARI." 

If not the only reason, CAR) News is certainly a good reason for joining, and it is 

a newsletter which other clubs could look to as an example. 

If you think your club's newsletter is a winner, send it to Editorial Offices, 73. Pe-
terborough NH 03458. 

CALENDAR 
May 21-22 

Jun 11-12 

Jun 25-26 

Jul 9-10 

Jul 15-17 

Aug 6-7 

Aug 19-21 

Aug 20-21 

Sep 10-11 

Oct 8-9 

Oct 9-10 

Oct 15-16 

Nov 5-6 

Nov 19-20 

Dec 3-4 

Dec 10-11 

Armed Forces Day Communications Tests 

ARRL VHF OSO Party 

ARRL Field Day 

IARU Radlosport Championship 

45 Magazine SSTV DX Contest 

ARRL UHF Contest 

45 Magazine UHF FSTV DX Contest 

SARTG Worldwide RTTY Contest 

ARRL VHF OSO Party 

ARRL OSO Party —CW 

ARRL OSO Party —Phone 

ARRL Simulated Emergency Test 

ARRL Sweepstakes —CW 

ARRL Sweepstakes—Phone 

ARRL 160-Meter Contest 

ARRL 10-Meter Contest 

tary's message will be transmitted 0310 

GMT, May 22 from the following stations on 

the listed frequencies: 

6995.5, 13997.5 kHz —AIR, 2045th Commu-

nication Group, Andrews Air Force Base, 

Washington DC. 

4005, 7645, 14400 kHz—NAM, US Naval 

Communications Area Master Station, Nor-
folk VA. 

7385, 13975.5 kHz—NAV, HO Navy-Marine 

Corps MARS Station, Cheltenham MD 

4010, 7365, 13927.5 kHz —NPG, US Naval 

Communications Station, Stockton CA. 

4028.5, 6997.5. 14403.5 kHz— WAR, US Ar-

my MARS Radio Station, Fort Meade MD. 

RADIOTEL ETYPE WRITER 

RECEIVING TEST: 

The radioteletype (RTTY) receiving test 

will be transmitted at 60 words per minute. 

Radio station AIR will transmit using 

850-Hertz (wide) shift. All others will trans-

mit using 170-Hertz (narrow) shift. A 

10-minute call for tuning purposes will be-

gin at 0335 GMT, May 22. The special 

Armed Forces Day message from the Sec-

retary of Defense will be transmitted at 

0345 GMT, May 22. This test is to exercise 

the technical skill in aligning and adjusting 

equipment by the amateur radio operator. 

Transmission will be from the same sta-

tions and frequencies as listed above for 

the CW receiving test. 

Station 

AIR 

2045th Communication Group 

Andrews Air Force Base 

Washington DC 

NAV 

HO Navy-Marine Corps MARS 

Radio Station 

Cheltenham MD 

NMH 

US Coast Guard Radio Station 

Alexandria VA 

NPG 

US Naval Communications 

Station 

Stockton CA 

Military Frequency Emission 

4025  kHz  LSB 

6995.5 kHz  CW 

7135  kHz  LSB 

13997.5 kHz  CW 

14389  kHz  USB 

7385  kHz  RTTY 

13975.5 kHz  SSTV 

4040  kHz 

7346.5 kHz 

14440  kHz 

4008.5 kHz 

4010  kHz 

6970  kHz 

7301.5 kHz 

7365  kHz 

13827.5 kHz 

13927.5 kHz 

14470  kHz 

20950  kHz 

20998.5 kHz 

CW 

LSB 

RTTY 

Amateur Band 

3800-4000 kHz 

7025-7150 kHz 

7225-7300 kHz 

14025-14075 kHz 

14275-14350 kHz 

7090-7100 kHz 

14225-14250 kHz 

3500-3650 kHz 

7150-7300 kHz 

14080-14100 kHz 

LSB  3800-4000 kHz 

CW  3650-3750 kHz 

CW  7025-7150 kHz 

LSB  7250-7300 kHz 

CW  7025-7150 kHz 

RTTY  14080-14100 kHz 

CW  14025-14075 kHz 

USB  14200-14350 kHz 

CW  21000-21200 kHz 

USB  21360-21450 kHz 

NFL  7380  kHz  RTTY  7090-7100 kHz 

US Naval Communications  14385  kHz  SSTV  14225-14250 kHz 
Station 

San Diego CA 

(Note —SSTV from NPL will run from 1600-2400 UTC 21 May 1983) 

NZJ  7375  kHz  RTTY  7090-7100 kHz 

Marine Corps Air Station  14480  kHz  USB  14275-14350 kHz 

El Toro CA 

WAR  4028.5 kHz  LSB  3775-4000 kHz 

HO US Army MARS Radio 

6997.5 kHz 
Station  13992.5 kHz 

Fort Meade MD  14403.5 kHz 

Emission 

RTTY 

CW 

CW  7000-7150 kHz 

USB  14200-14350 kHz 

(see operating schedule 

below) 

20995.5 kHz  USB  21270-21450 kHz 

Time  Amateur Band 
1300-1500,1800-2200, 0100-0300  14080-14100 kHz 

1500-1800, 2200-0100  14025-14075 kHz 
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Transcriptions of the CW and/or RTTY re-

ceiving tests should be submitted as re-

ceived." No attempt should be made to cor-

rect possible transmission errors. 

Time, frequency, and call letters of the 

military station copied as well as the name, 

callsign, and address (including zip code) of 

the Individual submitting the entry must be 

indicated on the page containing the mes-

sage test. Each year, a large number of ac-

ceptable copies are received with insuffi-

cient information, or the necessary infori 

mation was attached to the transcription 

and was separated, thereby precluding the 

issuance of a certificate. 

Entries must be postmarked no later 

than 28 May 1983 and submitted to the re-

spective military commands. 

Stations copying AIR send entries to 

Armed Forces Day Test, 2045th CG/DONJM 

Andrews AFB DC 20331 

Stations copying NAM. NAV or NPG 

send entries to: Armed Forces Day Test, 

NO, Navy-Marine Corps MARS, 4401 Mas-

sachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington DC 

20390. 

Stations copying WAR send entries to: 

Armed Forces Day Test, Commander, 7th 

Signal Command, Attn: CCN-PO-OX, Fort 

Ritchie MD 21719. 

LETTERS 
MISSING THE BOAT 

I think we (hams) are missing the boat on 

the two-GHz band! There are thousands of 

2-GHz downconverters out there, and kit 

prices are cheap. 

I would like to see someone come out in 

print in 73 on transmitting for 2 GHz, how to 

build for communications such as A N. 

etc., or see some advertiser, like Universal 

Communications, come out with a simple 

transmitter—as it said a long time back it 

would, but has not to date. 

Keep up the good work at 73, and thanks 

for taking time to read my ",-cent's worth 

Larry N. Ingram WAOWOX 

Augusta KS 

Well, it might make semi-honest men of the 

2-GHz converter crowd, so by all means, 

let's see some transmitters for the band 

We'll publish 'ern — Wayne 

NEW CONTEST RULE 

I read with great interest your editorial in 

the December, 1982. issue of 73 and agree 

with you in taking issue with the PY0SB DX-

Pedition in causing ORM over a 100-kHz 

segment of the 20.meter band. Your 

positive approach and suggestion for han-

dling the pileup is a good one and I hope 

future DXpeditions will take note. 

A related subject is that of DX contests. I 

love contests and participate in them, but 

can easily see that as they are now con-

ducted they are a source of ORM and irrita-

tion to non-contest hams and to a lot of 

those in the contest, too. The practice of 

parking on a frequency and calling "CO DX 

contest" incessantly is a prime source of 

ORM and unnecessary spectrum use. To 

the end that it frequently results in ill feel-

ings in the ham fraternity, contesters and 

non-contesters alike. 

Here on the west coast. DX contesting 

becomes a matter of primarily working a lot 

of different countries for multipliers and 

then working as many JA stations as possi-

ble to obtain a high score. It's called run-

ning a string of JAs. In recent years, many 

JA stations, becoming wise to this, refuse 

to be a part of such antics and now, in-

stead, call CO themselves. Of course, many 

of the newer JA hams will respond. 

To reduce ORM and to make DX contests 

more fun for all participants. I propose that 

contest committees formulate a new rule 

wherein USA hams listen for and answer 

foreign stations who call "CO DX contest" 

(i.e., USA stations would not be permitted 

to call "CO DX test"). 

Yes, I know that overall scores would 

be lower and records could not be 

broken on this basis. However, in addi-

tion to reducing ORM, this concept would 

exercise, to a much greater extent, the 

operating skills of the USA operators. 

Everyone would be on more equal footing; 

rudeness, muscle tactics, and the number 

of super-power stations would be reduced. 

This idea has as much chance of taking 

hold as a snowball in hell! I wanted to put it 

out for thought, anyway. 

Gary Legal N6TO 

Fullerton CA 

Oh, let's compromise, Gary, and let 'em call 

CO as long as it is above 14,300 kHz 

Okav 9— Wayne 

VOLUNTEER EXAMINER 

As you know. Wayne, the ARRL has re-

quested that the FCC delay any action on a 

codeless amateur license on the grounds 

that the amateur community cannot handle 

the training and examining job. I suspect 

that it is the ARRL that can't handle the job 

or prefers not to handle the job. 

In your position as a member of NIAC 

and publisher of 73, I urge you to assist in 

finding someone who can handle the job. 

Most large. well-organized radio clubs 

could handle the examining and training 

job if they chose to do so 

Provided I am not bogged down by out-

side red tape, I will volunteer to handle the 

lob in Lancaster County, by myself if 

necessary. What I would propose to do is 

set up training courses through the Adult 

Education Department of the Lancaster 

County Voc-Tech schools. I would schedule 

a Novice class in the fall term, a General 

class in the winter term, and an Ad-

vanced/Extra class in the spring term. I 

would propose to give the FCC license ex-

am as the final exam in each case. Voc-

Tech school courses are supervised by the 

school administration and the Pennsyl-

vania State Board of Education. I see no 

need for multiple certified ARRL ex-

aminers. In the interest of uniformity, I 

would prefer to have the FCC supply the ex-

ams, but this is not a necessity. 

Many communities have education facil-

ities similar to ours. I suspect that most of 

these educational institutions are eager to 

add to the scope of their programs. They 

are subsidized by state and local funds so 

the tuition is generally low. If anybody 

would like information on how to approach 

such an educational organization. I will be 

glad to advise on the approach 

George S. Gadbois W3FEY 

141 Maple Lane 

Lancaster PA 17601 

Good show, George. My own approach is to 

push to get Congress to pass a law permit-

ting the FCC to charge for ham licenses, set 

up a modest fee of. say. $10 for five years of 

license, and then we will be in a position 

where we are paying for our keep, so to 

speak. The next step would be to have ham 

clubs interested in issuing licenses ante up 

$1,000 to the Commission which would be 

put into a special investment fund.. 

perhaps in Treasury Certificates. The in-

terest from this investment would more 

than pay for our costs to the FCC. The fee 

would separate the serious clubs from 

those not truly interested in issuing 

licenses better than most other criteria and 

would be a simple test of interest. The 

clubs would then organize classes for 

those interested in licenses, ending with 

both an oral test on rules and theory and a 

proof of operating competence. Those 

passing could get their call letters im-

mediately via a desktop computer and a 

modem connected to the FCC computer in 

Gettysburg. Indeed, I have discussed this 

concept with the Commission and not run 

into any serious resistance... except for 

the need to get authorization for the fee 

from Congress. Clubs could bring the 

deposit fees up to the $1,000 level once or 

twice a year as they are debited for each 

new licensee I suspect that we might be 

able to embark on a whole new era in 

amateur radio enthusiasm with such a 

scheme — Wayne 

LITTLE BOMBSHELL 

I wonder how many hams read the little 

bombshell, "The Optical Computer," in the 

February issue of Scientific American? The 

authors have developed an optical analog 

of the transistor, a device which controls 

light in a manner analogous to the way a 

transistor controls electricity. As the title 

indicates, the authors are primarily in-

terested in applications to digital logic, and 
with good reason. They have achieved 

switching times on the order of a picosec-

ond in their prototypes. Would you like a 

computer that runs at 100 gigahertz? 

The device also functions as a linear 

amplifier and could have profound implica-

tions for communications technology. 

Light energy could be manipulated with the 

sophistication we now apply to rf. The 

primary advantage is that the short 

wavelengths and fast switching times im-

ply tremendous channel capacity. In princi-

ple, hundreds of millions of signals could 

be multiplexed on a single beam. The 

potential for satellite operations is 

especially interesting. 

Maybe we should get a foot in the door 

for a ham band at 5 micrometers! 

Mike Hughes W7KCB 

Rapid City SD 

SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED 

The Foundation for Amateur Radio, 

Inc.. a nonprofit organization with head-

quarters in Washington DC, plans to 

award ten scholarships for the academic 

year 1983-1984. The Foundation, corn-

posed of fifty local area amateur radio 

clubs, fully funds two of these scholar-

ships from the proceeds of the Gaithers-

burg (MD) Hamf est. It administers, 

without cost to the donors, two scholar-

ships for the Quarter Century Wireless 

Association and one each for the Richard 
G. Chichester Memorial, the Radio Club of 

America, the Young Ladies' Radio 

League, the Edmund  B.  Redington 

Memorial, the Amateur Radio News Ser-

vice, and the Columbia (MD) Amateur 

Radio Association. 

Licensed radio amateurs may compete 

for one or more of these awards if they plan 

to pursue a full-time course of studies be-

yond high school and are enrolled or have 

been accepted for enrollment in an accred-

ited university, college, or technical school. 

Most of the scholarships require the appli-

cant to hold at least an FCC General class 

license or equivalent. The scholarship 

awards range from $300 to $900 with prefer-

ence given in some of them to residents of 

specified geographical areas or the pursuit 

of certain study programs. 

Additional information and an applica-

lion form can be requested by a letter or 

OSL/postcard postmarked prior to May 31, 

1983, from the below-named scholarship 

committee chairman, 

The Foundation is devoted exclusively to 

promoting the interests of amateur radio 

and to the scientific, literary, and educa-

tional pursuits that advance the purposes 

of the Amateur Radio Service 

Hugh A. Tumbull W3ABC 

6903 Rhode Island Avenue 

College Park MD 20740 

RTTY MANNERS 

For many years, Wayne. you have been 

in the forefront in the ongoing fight for law 

and order among amateur radio opera 

tors, for more recognition, better operat 

ing conditions, more frequencies, and es-

pecially for us to clean up our act and be 

more considerate and gentlemanly —and 

ladylike —while on the air. It's this last f o• 

which I am appealing to you and your pub-

lication for help. 

I don't know how much RTTY or CW you 

work. I have never had the pleasure of a 

OSO with you on any mode, and I was first 

licensed in 1955. But I am one of those who 

likes all modes and most of the bands. At 

present, I operate mostly RTTY, and have 

since 1958. But I also work a lot of CW and 

SSB and utilize the 160-acre band down 

through 2 meters. It is through my diversi-

fied operating habits that I have become 

aware of an increasing problem which only 

education and awareness can help. This 

problem is the growing number of "shoot-

outs" occurring between RTTY and CW 

stations. 

As you know, for more than thirty years 

there has existed between RTTY and CW 

operators a "gentlemen's agreement" set-

ting aside certain portions of the HF bands 

for each mode. The simple reason for this. 

of course, was the incompatibility of one 

for the other. Naturally, the FCC neither rec-

ognizes nor has any interest in these self-

imposed restrictions, so we can look ony 

to ourselves for help. 

It is the rare ham indeed who operates 

anything besides an SSB rig on HF. And Ira-

ditionally these are operated on upper side-

band in the CW mode and lower sideband 

in the RTTY mode. Without going into all 

the technicalities involved, and which you 

are already aware of. a CW station on the 

low-frequency side of a PITY station really 
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Advertisement  Advertisement 

Why the SpiderTM Antenna? 
— the ultimate in mobile antennas 

C. F. (Fred) Shmitka, K6A01 

8554 Lurltne Avenue 
Canoga Park, CA 91306 

,.247 

ThisTI antenna is truly amaz-
ing. I have operated H.F. 

mobile off and on for the 
past thirty years or so, and I 

thought I enjoyed it. But with the combination of a 
solid state, no-tune rig and the Spider- Antenna, hey, 
it's great! No stopping to change resonators or re-
tune. Just switch the rig from band to band and 
enjoy your OSO's! I used a matching network at the 
base of the antenna in the old days, but not with the 
Spider—. The base impedance on all four bands, 10 
through 40 meters, is approximately 50 ohms. Another 
plus for the Spider- is that it can be used in many 
varied and unusual installations, plus mobile on most 
any vehicle. Mount it on the roof of a house or mobile 
home; use it for back-packing or civil defense work — 
any portable use. It can be mounted at ground level, 
using radials laid out on top of the ground. 
There is also a Spider— Maritimer— Antenna made 

especially to withstand the corrosive action of salt 
water breezes and spray. Mast is non-magnetic stain-
less steel, the fittings are nickel-chrome plated bronze. 
For complete information on the Spider—, Antennas 

and installation accessories write or call Multi-Band 
Antennas, 7131 Owensmouth Ave., Suite 463C, Canoga 
Park, CA 91303. Telephone (213) 341-5460. 

clobbers the latter, and without even know-

ing the RTTY station is there. The reverse is 

true, also. This, then, is where all the shoot-

outs are taking place. One interferes with 

the other. Tempers flare. Each station then 

begins jockeying for position, cranks up the 

power, and starts blasting away at the 

Other. Just listen around a bit and you'll see 

what I am alluding to. This is total insanity 

and would never happen if the traditional 

band-use agreements were observed! 

It  not all that rare to find a CW station 

blithely calling "CO DX" at 14.090, or a CW 

rag-chew or traffic net in progress be-

tween 3.600 and 3.650. It is a bit unusual. 

also, to tune across a RTTY QS0 around 

14.065, but I've certainly heard it. There 

are more CW violators than An's!, but only 

because of two basic reasons: There are 

more people operating CW than there are 

operating RTTY: and most hams who get 

into RTTY are soon made aware of this 

gentlemen's agreement thing I've been re-

ferring to. Neither I nor most of the RTTY 

bunch I work would even think of moving 

outside the traditional RTTY turf. On the 

other hand, when I am operating CW, I 

stay well clear of the RTTY turf. 

Looking at it strictly from the CW man's 

side, the picture is totally different. Many 

brag that they've never owned a micro-

phone and that any "deedle-deedle" station 

is fair game. After all, one holding an ama-

teur Extra ticket can legally operate on all 

the HF bands, from one end to the other, 

can't he? You bet, and some do. Not all, of 

course, for despite the growing evidence to 

the contrary, there still remains a goodly 

number of polite and considerate hams 

whose philosophy is "live and let live" and 

"everybody to his own taste." Thank God 

for these! 

Most —not all, but most —of the stations 

interfering with each other in the two 

modes bear relatively recent callsigns. 

This, to me, is a sign of ignorance rather 

than deliberate animosity. A great many 

newly-licensed amateurs are initially inter-

ested only in operating phone or CW. Only a 

small percentage of newcomers to this 

wonderful hobby have even heard of ama-

teur rathoteletype and enter that facet right 

off. Therefore, they have little need to ac-

quaint themselves with time-honored tradi-

tions not covered in their FCC study guides. 

It is for this reason I am appealing to you, 

as well as to other publications in the hob-

by, to help. You are in touch. People read 

what you print. They respect your publica-

tion. They respect you. They look to you for 

new ideas and suggestions. I'm not asking 

that this letter appear in print, specifically. 

If you would like it to, go ahead. But it's not 

enough. Even a mention of the problem in 

"RTTY Loop" won't be enough, since it will 

reach only a few RTTY enthusiasts and 

maybe a smattering of CW people. No, it 

needs to be brought to the attention of the 

general ham population, and more than 

once. An in-depth discussion of the situa-

tion in one of your editorials would give you 

material to write about as well as help en-

lighten those who need enlightening. Sub-

sequent editorials could contain brief 

recaps, reaching newcomers as well as re-

minding others of the situation. 

You ask for comments. Here are mine. 

And thank you for listening. 

Bill Skipper KOARG 

Greeley CO 

Bill. I sure hope you sent a copy of your let-

ter to OST and that they print it so your 

thoughts can reach the CW fanatics out 

there I doubt if many CW fans still read 73, 

despite an occasional article on a keyer. I'm 

not exactly of the mind-set which believes 

that if God had intended us to whistle at 

each other he would have built us that way. 

but I will never be a big fan of CW until it is 

no longer mandatory by government edict. 

Once the government no longer forces me 

to learn the code. I think you'll find me psy-

chologically better able to cope with it. I 

really hate anything I am forced to do. But 

trying to reason with CW ops isn't the real 

answer to your problem. Bill, you are work-

ing with a technologically advanced mode 

of communications, so / suggest that you 

and all of the other deedle-deedle nuts start 

designing circuits which CW folks can't 

bother. Hell, you know that's perfectly pos-

sible just as well as I do. In fact, I set up a 

RTTY station recently using one of the new 

commercial units and I couldn't believe 

how susceptible to interferences it was. 

Why, compared to the circuits we were 

building in the late 40s, over 30 years ago, 

this was iunk. Bill, it looks to me as if we've 

gone downhill in 30 years technically. Oh, 

we had our percentage of bad converters 

then, too, so perhaps I am over-reacting. I 

do have to admit to more enthusiasm for 

the new Tono unit which I got my hands on 

in Bangkok. Drake is selling it here. Now, 

that was a lot easier to tune, and it ignored 

interference fairly well. Oh. it could be a lot 

better. . we can design circuits which will 

lust plain reject almost anything that hap-
pens in lamming if we work at it. I'd sure like 
to see some articles submitted to 73 for 
publication along this line. Remember, a 

CW station can lam only one frequency at a 

time, so a good converter should check out 

both channels, looking for either a signal or 

a lack of signal in each, and then integrate 

the results, keeping in mind the asynchro-

nous pattern It is also getting high time 

that we started working with higher speed 

transmissions, developing our 9600-baud 

techniques and making them work. We 

might want to go back to 850-Hz shift, too, 

in order to allow the circuits to check each 

channel separately and to further eliminate 

any problems of CW interference. Let's see 

some work on this. If we are able to work 

through any attempts at jamming, we will 

have a nice backup for the gentlemen's 

agreement. — Wayne. 

• 

BASH QUICKIE 

I feel that I must respond to your com-

ments concerning Bash books and courses 

as a method for passing FCC exams. 

To begin with, this type of activity has 

been around for quite some time. Those of 

us who are former broadcasters remember 

the days of the First-phone "quickie 

schools." The schools filled a definite need 

for an industry to have licensed personnel 

in a situation where everyone admitted the 

license was unnecessary. 

Now, it is true that amateur radio does 

not fall completely in line with this reason-

ing, but it seems to me that if the FCC is go-

ing to set up its tests so that someone can 

sell the answers, then it has only itself to 

blame. Furthermore, the FCC publishes 

study guides that a person can use, and if 

he knows the answers and the reasoning 

behind the answers, he is likely to pass the 

test. Is that so different from someone sell-

ing the answers? 

I think that you are plugging your anti. 

Bash stand in order to justify a proposal for 

a code-free license. You point out that it is 

hypocritical to require code and not techni-

cal knowledge, but the two are completely 

different. Morse code can be quite easily 

learned, but technical prowess doesn't 

come easily. Many people still struggle to 
understand solid-state theory, and while I 

can build simple transistor rf amplifiers 

from scratch and I can tell you when a tran. 

sistor is on or off given certain bias condi-

tions, I couldn't begin to design a transistor 

amplifier. 

Technical knowledge comes at different 

levels of understanding. It is one thing to 

know that a basic antenna is a quarter 

wavelength long, but it is quite another to 

know how that antenna works with its 

ground system and how to match it to a 

50-Ohm coaxial cable. And I don't think that 

there are too many hams who would know 

how to design a ground-mounted vertical 

system complete with radials and match-

ing network and then put it all together and 

make it work. I think that in any technical 

field related to ham radio you will find peo-

ple who have different levels of understand-

ing, and I think that, quite properly, some of 

us may have no technical understanding. 

I agree with James Burke, author of Con-

nections, that any person has the ability to 

understand something technical as long as 

the explanation is made simple enough. 

But has the explanation been made sim-

ple? Is understanding how it works worth 

the time if it is not directly related to your 

particular interest in amateur radio? 

While it may be true that CW scares 

many people off from ham radio. I think that 

the technical requirements scare some 

also. It just happens that of the two re-

quirements, it is easier to "bash" the 

technical. I do not think that it follows that 

because we are not overly strict on the 

technical requirement we should drop the 

CW requirement. Again, the two are entirely 

different. One can easily understand New-

ton's Laws of Motion, but one may not be 

able to perform the mathematical gym-

nastics to derive the laws. Furthermore. I do 

not think that technical knowledge equates 

with ability to work on equipment. Most 

hams might understand how their PLL syn-

thesizer works in the hand-held, but I don't 

think that too many would want to lump in 

and try to fix it. Is that wrong? Of course 

not; it's just prudent! 

For the record, I am a lawyer I hold an 

Advanced license and have flunked the Ex-

tra CW once. I have successfully built many 

antennas, an antenna tuner. simple rf 

power amplifiers, and a dummy load, all 

from scratch. I read many technical articles 

and basic theory articles, i.e., Solid State 

Design for the Radio Amateur, etc., but I 

certainly can't design that stuff! 

Kiernan Holliday WA6BJH/4 

Springfield VA 

Yep, you're a lawyer — Wayne 

OPTIONAL CW 

I've been receiving your magazine for 

several years and can honestly say it 

doesn't lack for controversy. However, I 

have not seen anything in years to compare 

with the no-code license hullabaloo in 

these pages lately. 

The no-code license proposal does have 

its merits, in that it would encourage those 

with an interest in learning more about 

radio but deficient at CW skills to pursue 

that interest on a limited basis in a small 

part of the radio spectrum. 

Opponents maintain that anyone can 

learn CW. Well, that may be true, and if so. it 

doesn't screen out the lids. With the Bash 

books available, anyone can get on the air 

with only the faintest idea of what they are 

talking about. Other opponents don't want 

newcomers to have any easier time of it 

then they did (a classic argument). How 

many of you, then, can honestly copy CW at 

your tested speed? 

Perhaps what is needed is some sort of 

skill examination in conjunction with a 

standard test of basic theory and radio 
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Alaska 
Microwave Labs 
P.O. BOX 2049 PALMER. ALASKA 99645 
(9071 376-3098  DEPT 73 

GaAs FETS 
MGF 1400 NF 2 ODB @ 4GHZ  NAG  1508  $14 CO 
MGF 1412 NF 0 8DB @ 4GHZ  NAG  18DB  $5000 
MCF12C0 NF 1 COB @ 1GHZ. NE 2 2DB 8 NAG 14DB @ 
4GHZ  $11 00 

V TO 
V72T-1 2 7GHZ TO 3 2GHZ MIN POWER OUT 10 NW 
TUNING VOLTAGE 0 TO 208 Vcc •15 vdc at 60 MA 
072T-2 2 8GHZ TO 3 3GHZ REST SAME AS V721-1 
0821-1 SAME AS 1/721-1 BUT FREO 3 OGHZ TO 3 5GHZ 
V82T-2 SAME AS 072T-1 BUT FREO 3 6GHZ TO 4 2GHZ 
V82T-3 SAME AS V72T-1 BUT FREO 4 OGHZ TO 4 5GHZ 
892T-1 SAME AS V72T-1 BUT FREO 4 5GHZ TO 5 OGHZ 
0561-1 9GHZ TO 1 6GHZ POWER OUT 13 MW TUNING 
VOLTAGE 2 TO 500 Vcc • 15 VDC AT 60 MA 
'FAT  CAP.,F S 5561.1 BUT FREO 1 %HZ TO 2 5GHZ 

598 00 
598 t.r, 
598 
$98 
$98 
$98 

$98 00 
$98 00 

CHIP CAPACITORS 
088. 10. 18. 22.27.47. 100.120. 180 

;27  . 
• 

560.680,820. 16. 1 26.1 86. 3 96. 
8 2K. 186, 1006  $.60 

' STON TRIMMERS 
TRIKO 201-01M 
3-1 8PF 
5-3 PP 
1.8 PF 

$2 50 
52 50 
50 

TEFLON CIRCUIT BOARD DBL SIDED I OZ 
APPROX 325 • 5 0 • 010 
APPROX 3 25. 5 0. 0312 
APPROX 3.25". 5 0'. 0625 

$550 
$650 
$10 50 

MIXERS 
3 7GHZ TO 4 2GHZ MIXER, LO 2 8GHZ TO 5 1GHZ 
IF DC- 9GHZ SSB CONVERSION LOSS TYP 5 5DB MAX 
6 5DEL TO-8 PACKAGE 
9GHZ TO 1 3GHZ MIXER. LO 7GHZ TO 1.5GHZ. IF DC-
2GHZ SSB CONVERSION LOSS TYPE 7 0013. TO-8 
PACKAGE 

$5500 

$15 00 

CHIP RESISTORS 
50 OHM  WATT 
31% CHIP RESISTORS FOR 
50 OHM T NETWORK 3 DB PAD 

NO WARRANTEE ON SEIAICONOuc TORS 

51 50 

56 00 

OPEN AT B PM EST CLOSED 8PM PST 
ORDERS ARE POSTAGE PAID 
COD - VISA - MASTERCHARGE 

AVANTEK 
GPO SERIES AMPLIFIERS 

GPD 401,402,403 
12 — 14  DB GAIN 

I  ZO O 11•142  P O WE R IS VOC  TOG M OUNTING 
IDEAL FOR C OUNTE R A ND TV PRE A MPLIFIERS 

C O MPLETE WITH CIRC UIT R OUND FOR M OUNTIN G 

$25.00 EA. , SET OF THREE $65.00 

CALL (804) 489-2156  447 

ELECTRONIC HOBBY INNOVATIONS 
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NOW IN STOCK 

Don't Be Left Out n the Cold 
with the Russian Woodpecker 

GET A 
MOSCOW 
MUFFLERT" 
Another  first  from  AEA.  The 
Woodpecker Blanker, WB-1  really 
works. This unit effectively blanks the 
pulsing interference of the Russian 
Woodpecker.  Two  wersions  are 
available, the WB-1 for use with com-
munication receivers ad WB-1C for 
use with all popular tralsceivers. 

This extremely useful accessory 
designed for direct insertion between 
your receiver (or transceiver) and the 
antenna. It is both MORE EFFECTIVE 
than I.F. type blankers and requires 
NO MODIFICATIONS to your receiver! 
The unit operates from a 13 VDC ± 2 
VDC power source at less than 575 
mA. (AEA AC wall unit AC-1 will 
operate the blanker.) 

The blanker works well on both CW 
and SSB modes that are being in-
terfered with by a woodpecker. Con-
trols on the front panel include; four 
push button switches, a synchronize 
control and a width control The WB-1 
also features a low-loise untuned 
broadbanded 6 db gain pre-amp which 
can be selected with or without the 
blanker enabled. The WB-1C uses the 
same circuitry but inc udes a carrier 
operated relay (CUR). This provides 
protection to the receirer section dur-
ing transmissions from the attacheC 
transceiver. 
Prices and Specifications subject to change 
without notice or obligation. 

ege, 
. 4 r  i 

13646 Jefferson Davis Highway 
Woodbridge, VA 22191 

(703) 643-1063: Information and 
Virgina calls. 
1-800-336-4799: orders only. 

AEA Brings you the 
Breakthrough! 

Have You Ever Used 

Satellites? 

Let the Pathfinder 

Series 

F R O M 

tAmi Applications 

222 

NMI 

Co mputer 

M ake It Easy For 

You 

Pathfinder II 
A Satellite Tracking Package 

For The Apple II Plus" 

1 14011:EN 

abiL: 

Titri 

Has a world AND a US map and can 
print BOTH on your Epson Mr 
printer  Tracks in real time w/o 
a clock. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS . 
Apple II Plus. 48K RAM. DOS 3 3 

THESE EASY TO USE AND UNDER-
STAND PACKAGES ENABLE YOU TO: 
(1) Track circular orbit satellites in 
real time on a world map. (2) Print all 
data tables on your printer. (3) Rapidly 
predict accessible orbits, reference or-
bits and all orbits between your 
specified dates. (4) Rapidly compute 
AOS time. LOS time, time in range, 
maximum elevation. CPA time. and 
CPA range. (5) Maintain a disk resi-
dent data base of satellite reference 
data. 

Pathfinder II is provided on a DOS 3.3 
disk and Pathfinder III is on a TRSDOS 
1.3 disk. Both have a comprehensive 
users manual. 

Pathfinder III 
A Satellite Tracking Package 
For The TRB BO Mod Ill 

Pathfinder Ill can track TWO satellites 
simultaneously!!  SYSTEM  REQUIRE-
MENTS: TRS 80 MOD III, 48K RAM. 
TRSDOS 1 3 

All this is included tor only 

$34.95 
Please add $2 00 for shipping and 
handling (California residents add 6% 
152 101 sales tax) 

Send Check or Money Order To 

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS 
3628 A Court. Oxnard, CA 93033 

+ + ++ + + + + + + + + + + 
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laws. This would serve two purposes: First. 

it would ensure that any exam is cheat-

proof. Second, it would encourage the ap-

plicant to pursue a "hands-on" learning 

session about ham radio. Such a skill could 

be to build a kit. Perhaps the applicant is 

one of many with an interest in computers 

and could design a logging program. 

Maybe even build a small antenna! 

Of course, CW could be retained as an 

elective skill. The point is to get the ap-

plicants off to a good start by encouraging 

an early desire to learn more about radio. 

and carry it through the rest of their 

days—not to approach the CW test as a 

nuisance to be forgotten once the ticket is 

in hand. 

I'm not calling for the abolition of CW. It 

is an international requirement, and I found 

it possible to master 20 wpm with some 

work. It's my favorite contest mode! But, I 

like chocolate; others prefer vanilla. For an 

entry-level test, perhaps there is a way to 

get more newcomers into a dynamic hobby, 

and I feel that a skill exam may be just the 

way. If we got more builders instead of DX 

chasers on 20 as a result, it wouldn't be a 

bad move. 

After all, no-code licenses work well 

in Europe and Japan. I have yet to hear 

one good reason why they won't work in 

the USA. 

Peter H. Putnam KT2B 

Morris Plains NJ 

Troublemaker. — Wayne 

RIDGE RAVE 

Just wanted to let you know of the fine 

customer service afforded me by one of 

your advertisers. 

After having purchased a PITY interface 

unit for my computer from Ridge Systems 

of Acton, Massachusetts, I experienced 

some difficulty in putting it into operation. I 

called the Ridge factory, and in a couple of 

days Dave Beverage, factory engineer, and 

"Franco," also of Ridge, appeared at my 

front door. 

In a short time they discovered the prob-

lem to be in the computer and not their in-

terface unit. They could have stopped right 

there and left, but instead they proceeded 

to disassemble my computer, remove the 

internal PC board, find the problem (a Tan-

dy factory-wired short), and reassemble the 

machine (a color computer). 

After a thorough checkout of the equip-

ment. Dave then gave me extra instruction 

on using the interface. When he was sure 

all was well, he and Franco picked up their 

tools and left —no charge! 

The RTTY unit has been operating per-

fectly ever since, and I not only recommend 

it to other color-computer owners but find 

that I can also recommend the company 

behind it. 

Joseph F. Ferullo W1HFF 

Revere MA 

FUN! 
John Edwards KI2U 
78-56 86th Street 
Glendale NY 11385 

THE POSTMAN GETS MAD 
Sometimes. I get the feeling that this yearly FUN! poll is getting out of control. Each year, 

more ballots come in and the work gets harder Take this year's poll for example, 1.190 of 

you sent in ballots. This time around it took four people and three computers to tabulate the 

results (a TRS-80 Model III, an Apple Ile, and an Atari 400, for those of you who care). 

This time, for the first time, my mailman spoke his mind. Now, for all of you who ad-

dressed your envelopes "Attn: FUN' Poll - or wrote "FUN' Department" in the lower-right 

corner. let me point out that I live in a rather small, one-family home lodged in an area of 

New York City that one of my friends calls "Archie Bunker land." My home does not have a 

mailbox: it has a tiny slot next to the front door. This means that my mailman had to slip 

each of the letters (up to one hundred a day) through the slot one or two at a time. By the 

third day, the poor man finally gave up, rang the doorbell, and with a firmly set snarl said. "I 

don't know what this fun stuff is, but it ain't no fun for me." Before I had a chance to answer, 

he turned on his heel and trudged away. From there on in, he would merely ring my doorbell, 

hand me my mail, and say, "Here's your fun mail!" Funny he didn't even answer me when I 

asked if a mail sack would help. 

Here's what you had to say: 

ELEMENT 1—BACKGROUND 

1) Sex: 

A)  Male-89°,.. 

13)  Female-11 0.o 

A two.percent increase in female amateurs 

over 1982 and a five-percent increase since 

1981 A definite trend is developing 

2) Age: 

A)  15 or below-4 % 

13)  16-21 -6% 

C)  22-39-37 % 

0)  40-59-36% 

El  60 or above-17% 

As the numbers show, not many young 

respondents to the poll. Either amateurs 
are getting older or the kids have forgot-

ten how to write. 

3) License class: 

A)  Novice-7% 

B)  Technician -8% 

C)  General -26% 

D)  Advanced -44% 

El  Extra-15% 

More Advanced and Extra holders, fewer 

Novices, Techs. and Generals compared 

with last year. 

4) Number of years licensed: 

Al  1 year or less-1 % 

B)  1-5 years-32% 

Cl  6-10 years -12% 

Di  11-20 years-30% 

El  21 years and up -25% 

A breakdown similar to last year's results. 

5) Do you have a new (post-March '78) call? 

A)  Yes-46% 

13)  No-54 % 

Somehow, those "new" calls lust don't 

seem so strange anymore. 

6) How many hours a week do you devote to 

amateur radio? 

A)  0-1 hour-4./0 

B)  2-5 hours-30./0 

Cl  6-10 hours -42% 

Di  11-20 hours -18% 

E)  21 hours or more -6% 

Pretty much the same results as last year. 

7) Which HF band do you use most? 

A)  80-75 meters-18% 

13)  40 meters -23% 

C)  20 meters-22./0 

D)  15 and/or 10 meters -25% 

El  Don't operate HF -12% 

A big dip in 15/10 operation —down 18% in 
two years. 

8) Which VHF-UHF band do you use most? 

A)  6 meters-1 % 

B)  2 meters-75./0 

C)  220 MHz-4 % 

D)  420 MHz and/or up-2% 

El  Don't operate VHF-UHF -18% 

Same old story, 2 meters or nothing. 

9) Which mode do you use most? 

A)  SSB-45% 

8)  CW— 113./0 

Cl  FM -28% 

RTTY —6% 

E)  Other-3% 

CW is down for the third year in a row. 

10) How much money have you spent on 

amateur radio within the past year? (In-

clude QSL expenses, magazine subscrip-

tions, club dues and other incidental ex. 

penses.) 

Al  0-$250-45% 

$251-$500-29% 

C)  $501-$l,000-20% 

0)  $1,001-$2.500-4°. 

El  $2.501 and up-2°. 

Depressing figures, depressing economy. 

ELEMENT 2—SOCIAL 

CHARACTERISTICS 

11) Has amateur radio influenced your 

career choice? 

A)  Greatly-27% 

B)  Somewhat -24° 

C)  Not at all -49% 

Static figures. 

12) Do you answer OSLs that include a self-

addressed, stamped envelope? 

A)  Yes-75% 

B)  No-25% 

No big change here, either. 

13) Politically, how would you define your-

self? 

Al  Conservative-48% 

B)  Middle-of-the-road -49% 

C)  Liberal-3% 

Even more of a conservative tilt than last 

year 

14) Do you think amateur radio will exist 

20 years from now? 

A)  Yes -91 % 

B)  No -9% 

More optimistic than last time around. 

15) How old were you when you first be. 

came a ham? 

A)  15 or below-14% 

B)  16-21 -49% 

C)  22-39-23% 

Di  40-59-9% 

El  60 or above -5% 

Just goes to show, you gotta get 'em when 

they're young. 

16) Were you a CBer before you became a 

ham? 

Al  Yes-62% 

B)  No -38% 

Give me a break 

17) Do you own a home computer? 

A)  Yes-41 % 

B)  No-59% 

Someday, 100% yes. 

18) Do you think hams, when compared 

with computer hobbyists. are: 

A)  More technically inclined in their 

hobby —23% 

13)  Less technically inclined in their 

hobby -41 % 

C)  Both are about equally skilled in 

their hobby-36% 

I think there was some confusion between 

hobbyists and home-computer users. 

19) Do you think that home computing is 

siphoning people (including youngsters) 

away from amateur radio? 

A)  Yes -71 % 

B)  No-29% 

Noting the obvious. 

20) Did you ever use a "cheat book" (not 

counting the ARRL License Manual) to 

upgrade your license? 

A)  Yes-22% 

The 'B'y(essNeos—"a7 re/growing. 

21) If someone offered you ten million dol. 

!ars, tax free, on the condition you give up 

amateur radio forever, would you? 

A)  Yes-83% 

BI  No— 17% 

In three years we've gone from one to five to 

ten million bucks. When we raised the ante 

from one million to five million, we got 20% 

more positive replies.  Now that we've 

upped things by another live big ones, we 

only received a two-percent increase. 

Guess we hit a ceiling. 

22) Do you belong to a local ham-radio 

club? 

A)  Yes-40% 

B)  No-60% 

A little down from last year 

23) Have you ever attended a ham flea 

market? 

Al  Yes-81°,0 

B)  No-19% 

A little up from last year. 

24) Do you think the new ARRL leadership 

is better than the previous administration? 

Al  Yes-71 % 

No-29% 

Good news for Newington, but many voters 

said we should have included a "no opin-

ion" choice Mea culpa 

ELEMENT 3—OPERATING HABITS 

25) Should Novices have phone privileges', 

Al  Yes-64 % 

B)  No-36°,o 

As long as they know the code, right"' 

26) Do you think US phone bands should be 

expanded at the expense of foreign-station-

only bands? 

A)  Yes-81 % 

6)  No-19°/0 

Are you listening. FCC 9 

27) Have you ever used a personal com-

puter in connection with your amateur 

radio activities? 

A)  Yes-19% 

B)  No-81 % 

Seems a little low. 

281 Is it time to completely deregulate 

amateur radio by having the FCC turn over 

all responsibility for ham operation to the 

amateur community? 

A)  Yes-55./0 

B)  N o —45./0 

Not a mandate by any means. 

291 Where do you think the future of ham 

radio lies? 

Al  On the HF bands -9% 

13)  On the VHF-UHF bands -91 % 

So what's holding everyone back? 
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If you need 

CRYSTALS 
-one  hundreds-

YOU NEED JAN 
• high stability 

• prompt service 

• cost savings 

JAN 
CAYSTAis 

r 39 

• General Communication 
• Industry 
• Marine VHF 
• Scanners 
• Amateur Bands 
• CB Standard 
• CB Spectal 
• Microprocessor 

Call or Write 

JAN CRYSTALS 
P O. Sok  OB017 
ft. Wins.  Ft.  33904 _601 , 

= All Ptsonsti (•13) 93B-23 ?• 

v oin 

POWER MEASUREMENT 
AT 13 8V DC 

100 

90 

80 

70 

60 

50 

0 40 
cc 

30 

o. 20 

10 

2 METER 90 WATT OUTPUT 
AMPLIFIER WITH 18 DB GAIN PREAMP 

Model 90PL  '139.95* 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

POWER INPUT N WATTS 

PO WER CHART 

FOR ONLY 
FACTORY DIRECT  PLUS SHIPPING 

• FREQUENCY range 144  148 MHz 
• OPERATION FM or SSB icompletely linear , Class ABI 
• RF DRIVE 1 to 30 watts 
• KEYING RF activated with high dually relays 
• SSB operation built in delay 
• POWER REQUIREMENTS typical IT watts drive. 13 amps at 13 8 DC 
• IDLE current 20 mills 
• MOBILE or FIXED operation 
• PREAMP 1808 gain minimum 
• NOISE FIGURE less than 1.5 DB 
• PREAMP KEYING independent — separately RF activated relays 
• CONSTRUCTION wrap around aluminum heat sink 2 pieces 
360 degrees cooling 

• SIZE 1"(w) x 6"10 s 3"fto — WEIGHT 3 lbs. 9 on 
• IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT 

SPECIAL OFFER $99,„,95* 
Matching Power Supply  PLUS SHIPPING 

15 AMP SUPPLY wt 13 ibs size 8 r X  5 8 )  a  8 1 d / 

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT 
ALL PARTS AND LABOR WARRANTED ONE FULL YEAR 

YA M Amplifier s139 95 plus S3 00 shipping 

VJ15 POWER Supply 599 95 plus s7 00 shipping 

'Prices USA only 

VISA, MASTER CHARGE, M.O. or C.O.D. • PHONE (713) 477-0134 

V-J PRODUCTS, INC. 505 East Shaw, Pasadena, Texas 77506 
SERVING THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY SINCE 1965 

AZ-EL MOUNT 
CLOSEOUT! 

These massive commercial AZ-EL n-ounts were designed for 
KLM's 4 GHz satellite antenna systems. A contract cancellation 
now forces us to clear out the last 50 units at way below their 
original cost. These brutes will raise and rotate up to 450 lbs with-
out a counterbalance (the equivalert of a commercial 10-12' dish) o 
just about any size moonbounce array you can think of. Look at 
all the features: 

• Massive 1/2" steel construction 
• Two reduction gearmotors 
• Tubular steel legs / 1/2" rod braces 
• Gold-Zinc plated 
• Stainless steel hardware 
• 360 AZ / 90 EL capable 

This is a powerful mount at an 
unbelievable price! Its first come. 
first served, so contact KLM now! 

original price: $1995 

Closeout Special! 

$650 
KLM electronics. Inc. 
P.O. Box 816. 
Morgan Hill, CA 95037 
(408) 779-7363 



30) Should we get rid of, or reduce in size, 

the CW subbands? 

A)  Yes-66% 

B)  No-34% 

Time to trim the band chart. 

31) Do you think religiously-oriented nets 

have a place in ham radio? 

A)  Yes-42% 

B)  No-58°A 

Amen. 

32) Do you think politically-oriented nets 

have a place in ham radio? 

A)  Yes-70% 

B)  No-30% 

Free speech lives , 

33) If, while tuning across a band, you heard 

a net of gay hams in progress, would you: 

A)  Jam it-5% 

13)  Ignore it-62% 

C)  Complain to the FCC or some 

other organization — 12% 

D)  Listen -19% 

E)  Join it-2% 

I think that's a healthy attitude. 

34) If, while tuning across a band, you 

heard a net called "The American Commu-

nist Radio Society" in progress, would you: 

A)  Jam it-7% 

B)  Ignore it-61 % 

C)  Complain to the FCC or some 

other organization -15°A 

Di  Listen -17% 

El  Join it-0% 

See the above comment. 

35)1f required, could you solidly copy CW at 

the speed at which you were licensed? 

A)  Yes -77% 

B)  No -23% 

Either our readers keep in shape or are 

hopeless liars. 

36) If required, could you pass the FCC 

theory test for your license class without 

consulting a "cheat book —,  

A)  Yes-74% 

B)  No-26% 

See above comment. 

37) Have you ever purposely operated in an 

amateur subband you weren't licensed to 

use? 

A)  Yes-13% 

B)  No-87% 

These figures have remained about the 

same over three years. 

38) Do you think the FCC affects amateur 

radio in a positive manner? 

A)  Yes-15% 

B)  N o — 85% 

The positive reponses have been creeping 

upward. 

39) Do you ever speak to foreign, non-En-

glish-speaking hams in their own lan-

guage? 

A)  Always -4% 

B)  Sometimes-17% 

C)  I attempt it-23% 

D)  Rarely -4% 

E)  Never-52% 

No major change here. 

40) Do you feel competent to replace the 

finals in a tube-type rig? 

A)  Yes -94 % 

B)  No-6°/0 

Tube pins are generally tougher to bend 

than IC pins. 

41) Do you feel yourself competent to 

replace the finals in a transistor-type rig? 

A)  Yes -83% 

B)  No-17% 

No pins on transistors. 

42) Have you ever built an electronic project 

from a kit? 

Al  Yes-97% 

(3)  No -3% 

Heath, Radio Shack —take note. 

43) Have you ever "home-brewed" an elec-

tronic project from a book or magazine? 

A)  Yes-71 % 

B)  No — 29°A 

Lots of fun. 

44) Have you ever designed your own elec-

tronic project? 

A)  Yes-57°, 

B)  No-43°:, 

How about an electronic frequency 

clearer> 

45) What do you think of contesting? 

A)  Great -15% 

B)  Good -20% 

C)  Okay-14°A 

D)  Don't like it-23% 

El  Despise it-28% 

A sleepless night, sore throat, frazzled 

nerves —what's not to like 9 

46) What do you think of DXing? 

A)  Great -43°A 

B)  Good -29% 

C)  Okay — 11 % 

Di  Don't like it-7% 

E)  Despise it-10% 

The quest for the Honor Roll. 

47) What do you think of repeaters? 

A)  Great -30% 

B)  Good-13% 

C)  Okay -37°/0 

D)  Don't like them -11 % 

E)  Despise them -9% 

Ham radio's answer to Channel 19. Only 

joking. 

48) What do you think of traffic handling? 

A)  Great -7% 

B)  000d —31°/0 

C)  Okay -28% 

Di  Don't like it-11 % 

El  Despise it-23% 

In Sam Morse's footsteps. 

49) Do you plan to use Phase Ill Oscar 

within a year of its launch', 

A)  Yes-30% 

B)  No-70% 

If Ariane doesn't land in the drink again 

50) Do you plan to use the new 10 1-MHz 

band within one year of its opening? 

A)  Yes-12% 

B)  No-88% 

The FCC lumped the gun on this one and 

actually opened the band before the ques-

tion got into print In any event, the ques-

tion was still valid and 12% of you should 

be enjoying your new privileges right now 

By the way, 40% of you said "yes" last year 

What happened' 

SELECTED COMMENTS 

I think that non-code exam-type licenses 

should not be allowed  Ham radio has 

always revolved around CW and should 

continue to do so —N6BWJ 

I work in a large ham store and, frankly, the 

helplessness of today's "Bash" ham is em-

barrassing. I had a General-class ham ask 

me if longwave was more powerful than 

FM —N6BPL. 

Fun. John, Fun , The best part of this 

response is that I get to cut up Wayne's 

"NSD" column. Hi ,—N1BLL. 

A full life is possible without amateur radio. 

Only a dinosaur becomes too special-

ized—hobbies are swell but are not essen-

tial to life. —Mary MacKenzie, Portland OR. 

The FCC plan to have ham clubs handle li-

censing is the poorest idea they have ever 

had The abuse by Bash of the license sys-

tem would look like harmless child's play 

compared to the certain sale of licenses to 

people who don't know the code or can't 

pass even the simplest technical exam If 

amateur radio is to survive, this will not be 

the way Ham licenses for a $100 donation, 

anyone 9—KJ7F 

The only foreign language I took was 

Latin —K8BNO. 

Religion, politics, gays, and reds don't have 

a place in ham radio. Please forward infor-

mation to me about anyone who answered 

"E" for 33 and/or 34. —KA2NNC). 

Amateurs are an unusual class of people 

You run into them in a crowd and they stand 

out as being conservative —serious about 

their hobby—and willing to help—especial-

ly people interested in amateur radio This 

is true the world over — W9MGO 

This qua is a good reminder to me of how 

I've changed my opinions and operating 

habits over the years —AJ2X 

How about a hundred questions next 

year9—KB7WL. 

W2 N S D/1 
NEVER SAY DIE 
editorial by Wayne Green 

from page 8 

party publisher to bring unbiased informa-

tion to users. I can't honestly recommend it 

Remember when you see these great 

prices that without good software and user 

information as supplied almost exclusively 

through system-specific magazines, you 

are asking for a tot of grief 

SOLVING THE JOBS PROBLEM 
With about half of the steelworkers out of 

work and half of the auto workers looking 

for jobs, one reads the papers and attends 

the television panel discussions ex-

haustively investigating the lobs subject 

with a growing conviction that things are a 

bit out of kilter. 

On the one hand. I read that the reason 

our car manufacturers are unable to com-

pete with Japan is that our auto workers are 

averaging double the American wage, while 

the Japanese workers are making the 

average Japanese wage The immediate 

response is to wonder at the greed of the 

unions which pushed the wage scale so out 

of balance  It appears that if the auto 

workers who are still working were to ac-

cept the average American wage level, 

there would be no unemployment in that in-

dustry. And apparently the same goes for 

the steelworkers. 

Of course, both of these industries have 

problems more deep-seated than just 
union-escalated wages. In addition to 

American auto workers getting double the 

average wage. they are taking almost dou-

ble the amount of hours to make a car. The 

finger here seems to point again at union 

pressures to prevent automation because it 

takes away lobs. 

I watched this line of "thinking." if that is 

the right word for it, in the printing 

business. Unions fought viciously to pre-

vent the modernization of typesetting and 

printing, with the result that printers have 

now lost most of the typesetting business. 

which has been taken over by far more effi-

cient departments in businesses which 

need the printing. The printing unions, us-

ing strikes and terrorist tactics, have 

managed to cripple what was once a major 

industry. 

Union pressures forced printers to 

employ hopeless incompetents at incredi-

ble wages for years. all the while preventing 

changes in equipment or systems which 

would bring economies. When I worked in 

television. I saw the same union pattern in 

the theatrical business. Territorial disputes 

between unions were often vicious. The 

wages of stage hands, not a terribly exact-

ing job or one calling for much in the way of 

experience or intelligence, were kept in-

credibly high by iron control of the union. 

One had to virtually be born into the union 

to on, and the theater which did not pay 

the stage hands between the first and sec-

ond acts on Friday did not have a second 

act. 

With the era of fast communications and 

transportation making this a world com-

munity, national unions are at a disadvan-

tage trying to control industries. The 

original idea for unions was wonder-

ful  . as a bargaining group to counter the 

tendency of manufacturers to take advan-

tage of workers. And they did But there 

was nothing to stop the unions once they 

got going. They built up money, which is 

equivalent to political power, and some 

went right past equity into severe greed, 

possibly putting to shame the greed of the 

manufacturers which started the whole 

thing. 

One of these days a whole new concept 

may emerge  one equating to some de-

gree the contributions of people to their in-

come. Yes. I realize that this is anti-socialist 

and anti-communist and thus probably like-

ly to earn me a lot of scathing replies. The 

concept of taking as much away from the 

rich as possible, no matter what they have 

contributed to the country in exchange for 

the riches, is deeply rooted. England has 

done a darned good job of that, with the 

observable result that the country is a mere 

shadow of what it was when they had both 

rich and poor people, not just mostly poor 

people. 

Hams who use their hobby to learn more 

about electronics are sitting pretty it a con-

cept of getting paid for value ever emerges. 

The opportunities for working with digital 

communications is wide open for us these 

days. I see every sign that the FCC is finally 

going to break loose and allow us to experi-

ment and develop new communications 

systems. This means working with ATTY. 

ASCII, error-correcting systems, packet 

radio, and so on. 

Repeater groups will want to start work-

ing with secondary digital relaying sys-

tems, possibly using a store and relay 

memory system in them and interconnect-

ing repeaters for extensive links. The peo-

ple who use this excuse to gain personal 

experience in working with and designing 

circuits will, I suspect, never have to worry 

about a job. And many will be able to take 
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this experience and escalate it into the 

start of a new firm of their own. 

There have been a lot of ads looking for 

support for black colleges, with the 

headline that a mind is a terrible thing to 

waste. Well, it isn't just black minds which 

are being wasted here. A frightening part of 

America is made up of people with good 

minds who have been pushed into a life pat-

tern which makes little use of their minds. 

In school, it is managing to get by via 

memorizing enough to pass tests and 

spending most of the waking time screwing 

around, drinking beer, and so on. 

Out of school, one takes a job and gets 

married, goes home to some more beer and 

the ever-present television. Going out 

means McDonald's or Burger King...or a 

bar and an occasional movie. Television 

takes care of most of the need for entertain-

ment. You've read how many hours a week 

the average person is in front of the TV set. 

There's nothing in that schedule for ad-

vancing one's education and expertise. 

The kid who gets involved with a high. 

tech hobby in school has a tremendous ad-

vantage. There are no bread lines for elec-

tronics or computer technicians, only 

thousands of jobs advertised in the papers 

from coast to coast. The microcomputer 

field could easily provide handsome in. 

comes for at least 50,000 people with the 

ability to repair computers. For a ham with 

any background in digital work, such as 

RTTY, getting the hang of computer repair 

is a snap. 

And I don't think I would have much 

problem in finding work for at least 

100.000 programmers. That wouldn't even 

begin to scratch the surface which is de-

veloping in software needs. 

There is no easy way to get out of the fix 

the country has gotten itself into. Unions 

and other groups who have gotten an edge 

on the rest of us are protecting that edge 

with vigorous political power, putting the 

pressures on the weakest of senators, and 

you know who I mean. We see them bowing 

and scraping to the pressure groups every 

day on the news broadcasts, championing 

the poor on the one hand, and with the 

other making sure they stay poor by giving 

as much as possible to the groups which 

are getting more than their share and keep-

ing the politicians in office. 

Hams, if they don't screw up by wasting 

their golden opportunities to learn (and that 

is what 73 is all about), will never have to 

worry about jobs. I get a bit discouraged 

when I run into hams who spend 100% of 

their time wheezing over repeaters or on 

nets on the low bands, never making any ef-

fort to try something new  and, at best. 

writing in angry letters when we present 

new ideas and technologies in the 

magazine 

The fact is that despite the slight growth 

of amateurs, fewer than ever are reading 

any ham magazines at all. Please tell me of 

what value a ham is to himself or to the rest 

of us if he not only has no understanding of 

technology, but isn't even interested 

enough to read about it? You want to see 

something interesting? At the next club 

meeting ask for a show of hands of mem-

bers who are getting a ham magazine. I 

think you'll be surprised at how many are 

not only ignorant about amateur radio, but 

also have no real interest in learning. 

Clubs are a key to not only rejuvenating 

amateur radio, but also to getting our whole 

technology moving ahead. Few ham clubs 

are so dead that at least one member of the 

club isn't into RTTY, ASCII communica-

tions. packet radio, slow-scan television, 

ATV, OSCAR. or something different from 

rag-chewing or DXing. Get these chaps to 

give a talk on the fun they are hav-

ing. . with some hints on how to join in the 

fun. If someone is into building, be sure 

they have a chance to show off what 

they've built. You could just get some more 

club members interested. Maybe someone 

in the club has started a small electronics, 

ham, or even a computer-oriented busi-

ness... well, get 'em to tell everyone about 

it. Help them and infect the group with the 

enthusiasm. 

We have enormous potential. We have 

one of the most fascinating hobbies there 

is...though this is one of the best kept 

secrets in the country, if not the world. And 

with the coming need for people who 

understand communications, never have 

the prospects been better for using a hobby 

to provide a stepping stone into business. 

Thousands of new businesses are needed 

and will be formed, making thousands 

more millionaires. Are you going to be part 

of the fun or one of those watching the next 

Super Bowl game with a cold six pack at 

your elbow, wondering how come so many 

of your ham friends are getting rich? 

THE ULTIMATE EMERGENCY 
Nuclear war is still more of a science fic-

tion concept than one which has to be faced 

as a reality Yet, if you've seen some of the re-

cent evaluations of the situation, it is getting 

obvious that whether we want to believe that 

such a war is possible or not, we can no 

longer just refuse to face the problem. 

About five years ago there was a film on 

television which showed a comparison of the 

US and the USSR as far as a nuclear ex-

change was concerned. The SALT agree-

ment set up a situation where both countries 

agreed not to pursue civil defense protection 

of the cities, resulting in a sort of mutual hos-

tage situation. Of course, Russia immediate-

ly embarked upon a massive development of 

underground protective areas. We. on the 

other hand, virtually disbanded our civil 

defense program. The estimate was that a 

nuclear exchange between the two countries 

would probably result in about 100 million 

Americans getting killed as opposed to 

perhaps only 20 million Russians. 

Not only have they set up extensive pro-

tection for their people, but a good deal of 

their manufacturing has been protected. And 

their efforts have been continuing, with one 

recent estimate that their losses might today 

be down to only five to ten million. Well, 

these are just figures, so nit-pickers can 

argue their validity, but the basic idea of what 

has been going on should give us some 

pause. 

Well, the more the USSR outmaneuvers us 

with missiles and civil defense measures, the 

more serious is going to be the need for a 

well-developed emergency communications 

system. The only thing which can keep us 

together as a country is the ability to keep 

some sort of communications between our 

people and our government. Without that we 

cease to exist as a country 

The FCC is not unaware of this situation 

and it has made a major move to do 

something about this growing need for an 

emergency communications system which 

will be available for any emergencies, right 

on up through a full.blown nuclear war. They 

started with the National Industry Advisor 

Committee concept (NIAC), small subcom-

mittees made up of volunteer advisors from 

industry. These NIAC groups have been 

around for several years but have not been 

very active or productive. Perhaps the most 

active of them has been the amateur radio 

subcommittee during the last two years. 

The Commission in January set up a Long 

Range Planning Committee (LRPC) made up 

of top people from our communications in. 

dustry. This committee has been set up, in 

essence, as a steering committee for four 

revamped NIAC subcommittees. The aim for 

this is the setting up of an integrated 

emergency communications system. 

Though more and more of our govern-

ment agencies are arranging for intercom-

munications during emergency situations, 

nothing has been organized in the way of 

an overall intercommunications system 

between government and all civilian radio 

groups. There seems little likelihood that 

such an overall system will not depend 

heavily upon radio amateurs. In this I think 

we may have a very exciting future ahead of 

us. Amateur radio is getting to be perceived 

as needed —by the government, by the 

communications industry, and by civilian 

groups. 

No matter how bad the battering, when 

the dust starts to settle, some ham is going 

to dig his way out of a cave, grab his radio 

out, and see who is on the air so he can 

start getting things together. HTs and 

mobile rigs will be set up for local com-

munications, low.band rigs for area and na-

tional communications. The world. what is 

left of it, will want to know what is happen-

ing, and the chances are that it will be hams 

who will be the link. 

Rather than wait until we're needed for 

this ultimate emergency, we'll do better if 

we get started now setting up the com-

munications systems we may need. We can 

start with what we've got —improving our 

repeater systems, linking them through 

both microwave and low-band links. But if 

we're going to get very far with this, we're 

going to have to get going with some badly 

needed technical developments. Voice 

communications may do when there isn't 

much traffic, but if anything serious hap-

pens, voice channels will be quickly 

swamped and we're going to need high-

speed digital communications. We won't 

have that unless we start working on it now. 

Over the next few years, I expect that we 

will be called upon for several things as a 

group. First, it should not surprise us if both 

the government and industry start getting 

serious about the need for the growth of 

amateur radio. The need for engineers and 

technicians for the government and in-

dustry is getting desperate and no better 

source of really dedicated technical people 

has been found than amateur radio. We're 

going to be called upon to start a big move-

ment to attract the 10-15-year-olds into our 

hobby. This means new programs for our 

clubs, cooperation with local schools, and 

so on. 

Amateur clubs are a natural for setting 

up intergroup communications In emer-

gencies it is crucial to make it possible for 

all two-way radio users to have some com-

mon link 

As a member of the newly formed LRPC 

and also a member of the private radio 

NIAC, I've started a dialog with the corn. 

munications industry leaders. I have good 

reason to believe that we can expect to get 

cooperation with industry and government 

in developing amateur radio growth. I think 

we are going to be able to start setting up 

some repeater-to-repeater communica-

tions systems via the commercial satel-

lites, using spare channels. These will start 

out mostly with voice channels but will 

gradually change over to digital high-speed 

channels as we improve our technology. 

This isn't anything we can seriously 

tackle with a bunch of old men staggering 

around with their walkers. We are going to 

have to come to grips with the need for 

youngsters and find out how to attract 

them. Whether that is going to take a no. 

code license or what is your problem. You 

work it out and let me know so we can get 

some movement ahead. I will say this: 

Good luck on trying to explain to kids why 

Morse code is important for the develop-

ment of the needed high-speed communi-

cations system ...or even for voice corn• 

munications. 

SURVIVING EMP 
Electromagnetic pulse (EMP) is a partner 

of nuclear blasts. Getting the facts about 

its effects on radio equipment is difficult. 

We read in some places that solid-state 

equipment can be expected to destruct 

anywhere within hundreds of miles of a 

blast. Then we read that, hell, all you have 

to do is wrap things in foil to protect them. 

Truth prabably lies somewhere in between, 

though more toward ease of destruction 

than ease of protection. Since it looks as if 

the government is going to be looking to 

amateur radio for communications when 

all else fails, we're going to do our best to 

get the most accurate information on the 

subject we can, despite cloaks of secrecy 

which seem to be thrown up around the 

subject. We really have to know if we are 

going to do the job. 

When defectors brought us the latest in 

Soviet fighter planes, our technical people 

had a merry laugh over the primitiveness of 

the communications equipment. Imagine 

being so far in antiquity that they are still 

using tubes! Golly and har de har har. 

The smug chuckles turned sour when 

someone got to thinking about it and ran 

some tests. Sure enough. tube gear is able 

to survive surprisingly large blasts of EMP 

and still come out working fine. Thus it ap-

pears that it is getting time to go back to the 

old workbench and re-invent tube radios 

and anything else we want to be usable 

after a nuclear blast in space. 

The transistor came just at the time 

when we were starting to seriously design 

truly miniature tubes. Oh, we had some 

small tubes designed for wartime pocket 

spy radios and for hearing-aid amplifiers. 

We made some small -acorn" tubes for 

VHF purposes such as the 955-9 series. 

Those came along in the 40s. By 1960, we 

had even better VHF tubes in the nuvistor, 

and then tubes were phased out. Today our 

miniaturization techniques are such that 

we probably can design some very small 

tubes to be used in EMP-safe radios, and 

perhaps this is something in which the 

government should invest. 

In the meanwhile, the rest of us need to 

know if there is any way to protect our 

repeater transmitters and receivers, the 

control circuits, and even our digital RTTY 

and computer circuits so they will still be 

around after a surprise. 

If we're going to be limited to tube gear 

after an attack, the type of communications 

we will be able to provide is going to be 

totally different than if we can use digital 

equipment, which would make it practical 

for us to develop high-speed automatic 

relaying anywhere in the country. 11 any 

readers have good solid information on 

this. let's start getting it. Please, no conjec-

ture or guesses. 

One of the problems involved in getting 

hard information on these pulses, beyond 

the restrictions of secrecy, is the difficulty 

of simulating them for testing. Indeed, 

there is no test site yet available which can 

duplicate the short intense pulse involved. 

A test site in New Mexico has been able to 

generate an EMP by discharging 160 billion 

Watts of power, yet this pulse is probably 

about one-third of what we can expect from 

a nuclear blast. 

The pulse travels particularly well in 

space, so it is possible that one or two 

bombs detonated out there could wipe out 

most of the synchronous satellites. With an 

increasing amount of our communications 

being routed via these birds, this could 

screw things up substantially. That's why, 

in making long.range emergency communi-

cations plans, alternatives to satellites 

must be considered and developed. 

The January/February issue of Science 

83 magazine had an article covering the 

subject if you want more details. 
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Great Minds Think Alike. 
Hertz . . . Marconi . . . Armstrong. . . they all would have read 73. Why? 
Great pioneers get their ideas from great pioneering articles. Armstrong read detailed 

accounts of Marconi's Cornwall to St. Johns transmission. Marconi was inspired by an 
article about the experiments of the late Heinrich Hertz. And Hertz was guided in 
his experiments by the theories of the English mathematician Maxwell. 
Throughout its 22-year history, 73 has been a leader in the field of ra-

dio communications, publishing more articles that helped to pioneer 
new areas of amateur radio than any other ham magazine. Articles 
on single sideband, solid state, repeaters, narrow band 
communications, satellites . . . the list goes on and on. 
Today, the spirit of the pioneer lives on in each 

and every issue of 73. 
You need 73. 
You need it to keep up with the latest radio 

news. You need it to stay abreast of the most 
recent technological developments. You need 
it to find out what your future rig will be like, 
and how you can modify your present rig to 
get more out of it, and what the word is on the 
latest gear, contests, DX . . . You need 73 to 
help you be the best ham you can be. 
And who knows? Maybe the pioneering arti-

cles in 73 will inspire you to heights you never 
thought you could achieve . . . right up there 
with Hertz, Marconi, and Armstrong. 
To order simply fill out the coupon 

below and send it in, 
or dial toll free 

1-800-258-5473. 

Be a pioneer. 
Subscribe to 73 
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MAKE SAVING MONEY 
A WAY OF LIFE 

With LIVING ON A SHOESTRING: A Scrounge Manual for the 
Hobbyist. Almost anything you find can be put to good use if 

you follow the techniques of a master scrounger. George Ewing 
shows you how to: 

• Find electronic parts  • Locate tools and other surplus 
• Scrounge by the rules  • Read up on scrounging 

• Scrounge a vehicle  • Scrounge a place to live 
Cartoons and case histories of scroungers add a humorous 

touch. With LIVING ON A SHOESTRING, you can't always get 

something for nothing, but you can certainly get it for r 

less.  $7.97 Softcover, 7 x 9. I 28 pp. approx., 

ISBN 0-88006-059-X 

Call TOLL FREE I -800-258-5473 for credit card orders. Or mail your 
order with payment or complete credit card information. Include 
$ 1.50 for shipping and handling. Send to: 

Wayne Green Inc. 
Attn: Book Sales 

Peterborough, NH 03458 

A Wayne Green Publication  Dealer Inquiries Invited 
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miss a single issue of 73 Magazine. 
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Farmingdale NY 11737 
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Selling 73 Mag-
azine will make 

money for you. Consid-
er the facts: 

Fact WI: Selling 73 Magazine 
increases store traffic—our dealers 

tell us that 73 Magazine is the hot-
test-selling amateur radio magazine on the 

newsstands. 
Fact #2: There is a direct correlation between 
store traffic and sales—increase the number of people 
coming through your door and you'll increase sales. 
Fact #3: Fact #1 + Fact #2 = INCREASED $ALE$, 
which means more money for you. And that's a fact. 

For information on selling 73 Magazine, call 
800-343-0728 and speak with Ginnie Boudrieau, our 
bulk sales manager. Or write to her at 73 Magazine, 
80 Pine St., Peterborough, NH 03458. 

MAGAZINE 
80 Plne Street Peterborough, NH 03458 

800-343-0728 
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RADIO BOOKSHOP 
FOR THE NOVICE 
New, updated editions 

of our famous novice 

license study guide and novice study tapes. 

• 
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NOVICE 
LICENSE 
STUDY 
GUIDE 
by Timothy Pt iTtamel 

PIMP 

• NOVICE LICENSE STUDY GUIDE —by Timothy M. Daniel N8RK. Here is the most up to date novice 
guide available. It is complete with information about learning Morse Code, has the latest FCC amateur 
regulations and the current FCC application forms. This guide is not a question/answer memorization 
course but rather it emphasizes the practical side of getting a ham license and putting a station on the 
air. It reflects what the FCC expects a Novice to know without page after page of dull theory. The most 
current information still available at last year's price. SG7357 $4.96.' 

• NOVICE STUDY TAPES—If you are just getting started in ham radio, you'll find these tapes indispen-
sable! This up-to-the-minute revision of the 73 Study Course is the perfect way to learn everything you 
need to breeze through the Novice written exam Theory, FCC regulations, and operating skills are all 
covered, and you'll be amazed at how fast you learn using these tapes! 
Once the test is behind you, these tapes will go right on being useful, because they are packed with the 

latest information on setting up your own ham station, and getting on the air 
Thousands of people have discovered how easy learning from cassette can be—order now and enter 

the fascinating world of ham radio , CT7300 Set of 3-515 95 ' 

Scientists have proven that you learn faster by listening than by reading because you can play a cas• 
sette tape over and over in your spare time—even while you're driving , You get more and more info 
each time you hear it You can't progress without solid fundamentals These three hour-long tapes give 
you all the basics you'll need to pass the Novice exam easily You'll have an understanding of the ba, 
sics which will be invaluable to you for the rest of your life' Can you afford to take your Novice exam 
without first listening to these tapes' 

Special Offer! Both Novice License Study Guide 

and Novice Study Tapes $19.95 Order N P7300. 

GENERAL LICENSE STUDY GUIDE 

GENERAL 
LICENSE 
STUDY 
GUIDE 
by Tink:Any C Janwl 
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GENERAL LICENSE STUDY GUIDE —By 
Timothy M. Daniel N8RK This is the 
complete guide to the General License. 
Learning rather than memorizing is the 
secret. This is not a question-and-
answer guide that will gather dust when 
the Fcc issues a new test. Instead, this 
book will be a helpful reference, useful 
long after a ham upgrades to General. 
Includes up-to-date Fcc rules and an 
application form. Order yours today and 
talk to the world. SG7358 $6.95 

W2NSD/1 
• OSL CARDS— 73 turns out a fantastic series of OSL 
cards at about halt the cost of having them done else-
where because they are run as a fill-in between printing 
books and other items in the 73 Print Shop 250 Style 
W —OW0250— for S8 95. 500 Style W -0W0500—f or 
$13 95, 250 Style X —0X0250— f or $8 95. 500 Style 
X —0X0500, 250 Style Y-0Y0250-1 or $8 95, 500 
Style Y —0Y0500— for $13 95 ' Allow 6-12 wks for 
delivery 

LIBRARY SHELF BOXES —These sturdy white corru-
gated, dirt boxes each hold a full year of 73, Microcom-
outing or 80 Micro. With your order, request self-
sticking labels for any of the following: 73, Microcom-
puting, 80 Micro, CO, CIST. Ham Radio Personal Com-
puting, Radio Electronics, Interlace Age, and Byte. 
Order 1—BX1000— for $2.00•, order 2-7 —BX2002— for 
$1.50 each  order 8 or more —BX1002 —for $1.25 
each'. 

Stsli• 
Style X 

W.P.ATS11/1 

For Your 
Ham Shack 
73 Magazine 
Binders 

• Preserve and protect your collection for a lifetime! 
Order these handsome red binders with gold lettering 
$7 50 for 1. 3 for $21 75. 6 for $42 00 (Postpaid within 
USA. please add $2 50 per order outside USA ) Check or 
money orders only, no phone or COD  orders  73 
Binders, P.O. Box 5120, Philadelphia, PA 19101. 

• NOTE—Above address for Binders only. 

73 

Code Tapes 
any four tapes for 
$15.95! $4.95 each 

"GENESIS" 
5 WPM —CT7305 —This is the beginning tape for people 
who do not know the code at all It takes them through 
the 26 letters, 10 numbers and necessary punctuation, 
complete with practice every step of the way using the 
newest blitz teaching techniques It is almost mirac-
ulous' In one hour many people— including kids of ten — 
are able to master the code The ease of learning gives 
confidence to beginners who might otherwise drop out. 

"THE STICKLER" 
6 + WPM —CT7306 —This is the practice tape for the 
Novice and Technician licenses It is made up of one 
solid hour of code, sent at the official FCC Standard (no 
other tape we've heard uses these standards, so many 
people flunk the code when they are suddenly —under 
pressure—faced with characters sent at 13 wpm and 
spaced for 5 wpm) This tape is not memorizable. unlike 
the zany 5 wpm tape. since the code groups are entirely 
random characters sent in groups of five 

"BACK BREAKER" 
13 + WPM —CT7313—Code groups again, at a brisk 14 
per so you will be at ease when you sit down in front of the 
steely-eyed government inspector and he starts sending 
you plain language at only 13 per You need this extra 
margin to overcome the panic which is universal in the 
test situations When you've spent your money and time 
to take the test you H thank heaven you had this back-
breaking tape 

"COURAGEOUS" 
29 + WPM —CT7320 —Code is what gets you when you 
go for the Extra class license It is so embarrassing to 
panic out just because you didn't prepare yourself with 
this tape Though this is only one word taster, the code 
groups are so difficult that you'll almost fall asleep copy-
ing the FCC stuff by comparison Users report that they 
can't believe how easy 20 per really is with this fantastic 
one hour tape 

"OUTRAGEOUS" 
25 + WPM —C77325— This is tne tape for that small 
group of overachieving hams who wouldn't be content to 
simply satisfy the code requirements of the Extra Class 
license It's the toughest tape we've got and we keep a 
permanent file of hams who have mastered it Let us 
know when you're up to speed and we'll inscribe your 
name in 73's CW "Hall of Fame 

BACK ISSUES—Complete your collection; many are 
prime collectables now, classics in the field! A full col-
lection is an invaluable compendium of radio and elec-
tronics knowledge! 

73300  73 BACK ISSUE —BEFORE JULY 1980 
 $ 3.00 

73350  73 BACK ISSUE JULY 1980 THRU OCT. 1981 
  3.50 

73350P  73 BACK ISSUE NOV. 1981 TO PRESENT 
  3.50 

73005  73 BACK ISSUE -5 YOUR CHOICE 
 $1075 

73010  73 BACK ISSUE -10 YOUR CHOICE 
 $16.00 

73025  73 BACK ISSUE -25 YOUR CHOICE 
 $27 00 

73125  73 BACK ISSUE-25 OUR CHOICE 
 $14.00 

Shipping: Please add $1.00 per magazine. Orders of 
ten magazines or twenty-five magazines add $7 50 
per order. 

jUse the order card in this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to: 73 Radio Bookshop • Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or  
detailed credit card information. No C.O.D. orders accepted. $1.50 for the first book, $1.00 each additional book for U.S. delivery and foreign surface. For foreign airmail $10.00 
per book. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Questions regarding your order? Please write to Customer Service at the above address. (Prices subject to change on books not 

\,..... published by 73 Magazine.) 

FOR TOLL FREE ORDERING CALL 1 800 258 5473 



RADIO BOOKSHOP 
HAND BOOKS FOR 

NEW! THE HAMSHACK 
AMATEUR RADIO CALL DIRECTORY, 1982-1983 Edition. 
Compiled by: Jack A. Speer Ni BIC and Ashok K. Anand. 
Here it is, and at a price you can afford! A directory of 
over 410.000 radio amateurs in the United States (as 
licensed by the U.S. Gov't). Completely updated for 1983. 
Easy to handle 81/2 x 11 format. BK1254 $14.95 

THE TEN METER FM HANDBOOK—by Bob Heil K9EID. 
This handbook has been published to help the ten meter 
enthusiast learn more about the many methods of con-
versions and tricks that are used to make existing units 
work better. Join the great "tinkerers" of the world on ten 
FM and enjoy the fantastic amount of fun in communi-
cating with amateur stations worldwide on ten meter 
FM. BK1190 $4.95.• 

THE COMPLETE SHORTWAVE LISTENER'S HAND. 
BOOK, 2nd EDITION by Hank Bennett and Harry L. 
Helms. This comprehensive volume contains loads of 
new information from all over the world on the latest 
developments in SWL technology clubs, associations, 
practices and stations. A thorough guide to stations of 
the world by general continental area and frequency is 
included. BK1241 $9.95 

THE PRACTICAL HANDBOOK OF AMATEUR RADIO FM 
REPEATERS—by Bill Pasternak WA6ITF (author of 73 
Magazines monthly column "Looking West") This is the 
book for the VHF/UHF FMer, compiled from material 
submitted by over a hundred individuals, clubs, 
organizations and equipment manufacturers. A "must 
\\Iave" for your ham shack shelf. BK1185 812.95.• 

THE NEW 
WEATHER SATtliak 
HANDSOCW 

• 

TOOLS  
TECHNIQUES 

FOR ELECTRONICS 

ye, 

THE 73 TEST 
EQUIPMENT LIBRARY 

VOL. II AUDIO FREQUENCY TESTERS—Jam-packed 
with all kinds of audio frequency test equipment. If 
you're into SSB, RTTY, SSTV, etc., this book is a must for 
you...a good book for hi-fi addicts and experimenters. 
too! LB7360$1.95.• 

VOL III RADIO FREQUENCY TESTERS—Radio frequen-
cy waves, the common denominator of amateur radio. 
Such items as SWR, antenna impedance, line imped-
ance, RF output, and field strength: detailed instructions 
on testing these items includes sections on signal gen-
erators, crystal calibrators, grid dip oscillators, noise 
generators, dummy loads, and much more. 
LB7361 $1.96.* 

VOL IV IC TEST EQUIPMENT—Become a trouble-
shooting wizard! Here are 42 home construction proj-
ects for building test equipment to work with your ham 
station and in servicing digital equipment. Plus a 
cumulative index for all four volumes for the 73 TEST 
EQUIPMENT LIBRARY. LB7362 $1.95 • 

ALL THREE OF THE ABOVE 
ONLY $4.95 ORDER LB7365 

RF AND DIGITAL TEST EQUIPMENT YOU CAN 
BUILD— BK1044— RI burst, function. square wave gen-
erators. variable length pulse generators-100 kHz 
marker, i-f and rf sweep generators, audio osc, Ohl sig-
nal injector, 146 MHz synthesizer, digital readouts for 
counters, several counters, prescaler, microwave 
meter, etc. 252 pages. BK1044 $5.95.' 

It 
THE COMPLETE 

SHORTWAVE 
LISTENER'S 
HANDBOOK oat.... 

TOOLS & TECHNIQUES FOR ELECTRONICS—by A. A. 
Wicks is an easy-to-understand book written for the 
beginning kit-builder as well as the experienced hob-
byist. It has numerous pictures and descriptions of the 
safe and correct ways to use basic and specialized tools 
for electronic projects, as well as specialized metal-
working tools and the chemical aids which are used in 
repair shops. BK7348 $4.95.' 

BEHIND THE DIAL—This book explains, in detail. 
what's going on on all the frequencies, from shortwave 
up to microwave. It gives the reader a good idea of what 
he can find and where to find it, including some of the 
secret stations such as the C.I.A. and the F.B.I. 
Everything is covered short of microwave monitoring. 
Anyone interested in purchasing a shortwave receiver 
should have a copy of this book, surveillance, station 
layout consideration, antenna systems, interface, and 
the electromagnetic spectrum, are included. 
BK7307 54.95 

THE NEW WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK—by Dr. 
Ralph E. Taggart WB8DOT. Here is the completely up-
dated and revised edition containing all the informa-
tion on the most sophisticated and effective space-
craft now in orbit. This book serves both the experi-
enced amateur satellite enthusiast and the newcomer. 
It is an introduction to satellite watching, providing all 
the information required to construct a complete and 
highly effective ground station. Solid hardware 
designs and all the instructions necessary to operate 
the equipment are included. For experimenters who 
are operating stations, the book details all procedures 
necessary to modify equipment for the new series of 
spacecraft. Amateur weather satellite activity repre-
sents a unique blend of interests encompassing elec-
tronics, meteorology and astronautics. Join the privi-
leged few in watching the spectacle of earth as seen 
from space on your own monitoring equipment. 
BK7383 $8.95.• 

•Use the order card in this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to: 73 Radio Bookshop • Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or 
detailed credit card information. No C.O.D. orders accepted. $1.50 for the first book, $1.00 each additional book for U.S. delivery and foreign surface. For foreign airmail $10.00 
per book. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Ouestibns regarding your order? Please write to Customer Service at the above address. (Prices subject to change on books not 

,....1.1iublished by 73 Magazine.) 
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PROPAGATION WIZARD'S HANDBOOK— by J. H. 
Nelson. When sunspots riddled the worldwide com-
munications networks of the 1940s, John Henry Nelson 
looked to the planets for an answer. The result was a 
theory of propagation forecasting based upon inter-
planetary alignment that made the author the most re-
liable forecaster in America today. The book provides an 
enlightened look at communications past, present, and 
future, as well as teaching the art of propagation 
forecasting. BK7302 $6.95. • 

SSB.. . THE MISUNDERSTOOD MODE—by James B. 
Wilson. Single Sideband Transmission... thousands of 
us use it every day, yet it remains one of the least 
understood facets of amateur radio. J. B. Wilson 
presents several methods of sideband generation, am-
ply illustrated with charts and schematics, which will 
enable the ambitious reader to construct his own side-
band generator. A must for the technically.serious ham. 
BK7351 55.50.' 

INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK—by William R. Nelson, 
WA6E0G —This timely handbook covers every type of 
RFI problem and gives you the solutions based on 
practical experience. Covers interference to TV, radio, 
hi-fi, telephone, radio amateur, commercial and CB 
equipment. Power line interference is covered in depth 
—how to locate it, cure it, work with the public, safety 
precautions, how to train RF/I investigators. Written by 
an RFI expert with 33 years of experience, this profuse-
ly illustrated book is packed with practical easy-to-
understand information. BK1230 $8.95.• 

OWNER REPAIR OF RADIO EQUIPMENT—by Frank 
Glass K6RO. Here's a book that will teach you an ap-
proach to troubleshooting without a shack full of test 
equipment. Written in a narrative, non-mathematical 
style, it will encourage you to successfully fix your own 
rig problems 80 to 90% of the time. Even if you don't 
want to fix, you can learn a lot about how things work 
and fail. Add to your library and personal expertise. 
BK7310 87.95.' 

I FOR THE 

CONTESTER 
THE CONTEST COOKBOOK—This book reveals the 
secrets of that elite group of operators who top the list 
when the contest results are published. It contains 
detailed suggestions for the first-time contester as well 
as tips for the advanced operator. Domestic, DX, and 
specialty contests are all discussed, complete with 
photographs and diagrams showing the equipment and 
operating aids used by the top scorers. For the serious 
contester. BK7308 $5.95. 
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2 NEW RTTY BOOKS 
WORLD WIDE RADIO TELETYPE STATIONS IN FRE-
QUENCY ORDER-8th EDITION Compiled by Univer-
sal Electronics, Inc. Contains 2198 frequencies of sta-
tions that have been logged in 1982. Frequency, call 
sign, name of station, ITU country symbol, times of 
reception and details are Included. All types of RTTY 
stations are listed including schedules of 82 press and 
news agencies operating on 637 frequencies. Includes 
77 meteorological stations on 279 frequencies. Covers 
all RTTY stations from 3 MHZ to 30 MHZ, air, metro, 
government, military, diplomatic, covers all services. 
This is the most accurate RTTY list there is and a must 
for the serious RTTY enthusiast. BK1270  $10.95. 

WORLDWIDE RADIO TELETYPE CALL SIGN LIST OF 
UTILITY STATIONS-8th EDITION Compiled by Univer-
sal Electronics, Inc. Contains more than 4000 call 
signs in alphanumerical order. All types of stations are 
listed. 183 utility station mnemonics and name abbre-
viations. Plus abbreviations for regional states in 
Australia, Canada, USA and USSR. All ITU Symbols 
designating countries or geographical areas. Table of 
allocation of international call sign series. Revised 
radio regulations on indentification of stations, includ-
ing formation or call signs. All services listed. 
BK1271  $4.95 

70 YEARS OF RADIO TUBES AND VALVES—by John 
Stokes "Great, the best book on the history of radio 
tubes that I've ever seen!" raved 73's technical editor. 
Written by an expert who has been involved in radio 
since '29, this book will be of special interest to "old-
timers" and will provide those younger hams with a 
unique sense of the history of their hobby. BK1272 
$21.95 

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW 
ABOUT AMATEUR TELEVISION, (but were afraid to ask) 
—By Mike Stone WBOOCD. This book is a complete 
guide to setting up your own amateur radio television 
station. It contains—A history, what equipment you 
need, video theory, cameras, recorders, lighting, special 
effects, sound A N DXing, mobile FSTV, AN repeaters, 
AN groups, building projects, test equipment, dealer di-
rectory, a cumulative index of over 1000 articles on ama-
teur TV and much more. This Is the new, 1982 edition. 
From the publishers of Amateur Television Magazine. 
BK1244 $9.95 

WORLD PRESS SERVICE FREQUENCIES— by 
Thomas Harrington Can't wait to hear the evening 
news, or are you wondering about the news that you 
aren't hearing? Receive by Radio Teletype (RTTY) all 
the world news and financial happenings from the 
world capitols on a 24 hour a day basis. This book gives 
you the frequencies and times of broadcast of such 
news services as AP, UPI, Reuters, TASS, VOA and 
London Press. Also included is an introduction to 
RTTY with information on equipment, antennas, abbre-
viations—everything you need to get started in RTTY. 
BK1202 57.95• 

FOR TOLL FREE ORDERING CALL 1 800 258 5473   
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VHF ANTENNA HANDBOOK —The new VHF Antenna 
Handbook details the theory, design, and construction 
of hundreds of different VHF and UHF antennas  . a 
practical book written for the average amateur who 
takes joy in building, not full of complex formulas for the 
design engineer Packed with fabulous antenna projects 
you can build BK7368 $5 95 ' 

ALL ABOUT CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS (2nd edl. 
tion)—The "Classic" on Quad design, theory, con-
struction, and operation. New 2nd edition contains 
new feed and matching systems and new data BK1196 
$5.95.• 

THE RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK—All 
about wire antennas, beams, tuners. baluns, coax, 
radials, SWR and towers. Clear and complete informa-
tion. BK1199 $6.95 

VHF HANDBOOK FOR RADIO AMATEURS—Contains 
information on FM theory, operation and equipment. 
VHF antenna design and construction, satellite-EME. 
and the newest solid-state circuist. BK1198 $6.59' 

SIMPLE, LOW.COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO 
AMATEURS—All new data and everything you want to 
know about low-cost, multi-band antennas, inexpensive 
beams. "invisible" antennas for hams in "tough" loca-
tions. BK1200 $6.95 
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73 DIPOLE AND LONG-WIRE ANTENNAS—by Edward 
M Noll VV3F0J This is the first collection of virtually 
every type of wire antenna used by amateurs Includes 
dimensions, configurations, and detailed construction 
data for 73 different antenna types  Appendices 
describe the construction of noise bridges, line tuners, 
and data on measuring resonant frequency, velocity 
factor, and swr BK1016 $5 50 ' 

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK (New 5th edition)—by 
William I. Orr & Stuart D. Cowan. Yagi beam theory, con-
struction and operation. Information on wire beams, 
SWR curves and matching systems. A "must" for 
serious DXers. BK1197 $5.95. 

HOW TO DEFEND YOURSELF AGAINST RADAR —by Bruce F. Bogner and James R. Bodnar, a lawyer and radar 
expert. This book gives you the ammunition to challenge the radar "evidence" that usually leads to a speeding 
conviction. The major part of the book details the inner workings of radar —you'll become more of an expert than 
most police officers and judges. The remainder of the book outlines how to defend yourself against a speeding 
ticket —the observations, measures and testimony you must obtain to defend yourself without the help of a 
lawyer. The price is a lot less than a fine! BK1201 $6.95 ' 

MICROCOMPUTER BOOKS 

THE SELECTRIC INTERFACE —by George Young. You 
need the quality print that a daisy wheel printer pro-
vides but the thought of buying one makes your wallet 
wilt. SELECTRICTM INTERFACE, a step.by•step guide 
to interfacing an IBM Selectric 110 Writer to your micro-
computer, will give you that quality at a fraction of the 
price. George Young, co-author of Kilobaud Microcom-
puting magazine's popular "Kilobaud Klassroom" 
series, offers a low-cost alternative to buying a daisy 
wheel printer. SELECTRIC INTERFACE includes: step-
by-step instructions, tips on purchasing a used Selec-
tric. information on various Selectric models, induct. 
mg the 2740. 2980, and Dura 1041, driver software for 
Z80, 8080, and 6502 chips, tips on interfacing tech. 
niques. With SELECTRIC INTERFACE and some back. 
ground in electronics, you can have a high-quality, low-
cost, letter-quality printer. Petals not included. BK7388 
$12.97 

40 COMPUTER GAMES FROM KILOBAUD MICROCOM. 
PUTING— Forty games in nine different categories 
Games for large and small systems, and a section on 
calculator games. Many versions of BASIC used and a 
wide variety of systems represented A must for the 
serious computer gamesman. BK7381 $7.95' 

KILOBAUD KLASSROOM —By George Young and Peter 
Stark. Learning electronics theory without practice isn't 
easy. And it's no fun to build an electronics project that 
you can't use. Kilobaud Klassroom the popular series 
first published in Kilobaud Microcomputing, combines 
theory with practice. This is a practical course in digital 
electronics. It starts out with very simple electronics 
projects, and by the end of the course you'll construct 
your own working microcomputer! BK7386 $14.95 

TEXTEDIT —A Complete Word Processing System In 
kit form —by Irwin Rappaport. TEXTEDIT is an inexpen-
sive word processor that you can adapt to suit your 
needs, from writing form letters to large texts. It is writ. 
ten in modules, so you can load and use only those por-
tions that you need. Included are modules that perform 
right justification. ASCII upper/lowercase conversion, 
one-key phrase entering, complete editorial functions, 
and much more! TEXTEDIT is written in TRS-80 Disk 
BASIC, and the modules are documented in the 
author's admirably clear tutorial writing style. Not only 
does Irwin Rappaport explain how to use TEXTEDIT; he 
also explains programming techniques implemented 
in the system. TEXTEDIT is an inexpensive word pro-
cessor that helps you learn about BASIC program-
ming. It is written for TRS.80 Models I and III with IRS-
DOS 2.2/2.3 and 32K. 'IRS-80 and TRSDOS are trade-
marks of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corpora-
tion. BK7387 $9.97 

COMPUTER CARNIVAL —by Richard Ramella. Your 
child can become a crackerjack computerist with the 
sixty TRS-80 Level II programs in COMPUTER CARNI-
VAL. This large-type, spiral bound book for beginners 
is a veritable funhouse of games, graphics, quizzes 
and puzzles. Written by 80 Micro columnist Richard 
Ramella, the programs are challenging enough to en-
sure continued learning, yet short enough to provide 
your child with the immediate delight and reward of 
mastering basic computing skills. And for even greater 
enjoyment, get the CARNIVAL COMPANION, a 30-mi-
nute cassette containing all the programs in the book. 
Eliminates tiresome typing and lets your child spend 
more time enjoying the programs. BK7389 $16.97 
CC7389 Book and Cassette $24.97 

COOK BOOKS 

TTL COOKBOOK - - by Don Lancaster Explains what 
TTL is, how it works, and how to use it Discusses prac-
tical applications, such as a digital counter and dis-
play system, events counter, electronic stopwatch, 
digital voltmeter and a digital tachometer 
BK1063 $9 50 ' 

CMOS COOKBOOK —by Don Lancaster Details the 
application of CMOS, the low power logic family 
suitable for most applications presently dominated by 
TTL  Required reading for every serious digital ex 
perimenteri BK1011 $10 50.• 

TVT COOKBOOK —by Don Lancaster Describes the 
use of a standard television receiver as a micropro-
cessor CRT terminal Explains and describes charac-
ter generation, cursor control and interface informa-
tion in typical. easy-to-understand Lancaster style 
BK1064 $9 95 ' 

IC OP-AMP COOKBOOK —by Walter G Jung Covers 
not only the basic theory of the IC op amp in great 
detail, but also includes over 250 practical circuit ap-
plications, liberally illustrated 592 pages, 51/2  x 81/2 , 
sof tbound BK1028 $14 95 • 

THE WELL 
EQUIPPED 
HAM SHACK 

The ("Magic of 

'Ham 'Radio 

6.1 95 

'WORLD 

ATLAS 

WORLD REPEATER ATLAS—Completely updated, over 
230 pages of repeater listings are indexed by location 
and frequency. More than 50 maps pinpoint 2000 repeat-
er locations throughout the USA. Foreign listings in-
clude Europe. the Middle East, South America. and 
Africa. BK7315 $2.00 

THE MAGIC OF HAM RADIO —by Jerrold Swank 
W8HXR. Under various callsigns, W8HXR has been 
heard on the ham bands since 1919. He has watched 
amateur radio grow from the days of Model A spark coils 
to an era of microprocessors and satellite communica-
tions. Jerry has responded to calls for help from earth-
quake-striekn Managua and tornado-ravaged Xenia. Ant-
arctica, one of man's loneliest outposts, has been a bit 
less lonely, thanks to Jerry's tireless phonepatching ef-
forts. Drawing on his own colorful experiences and 
those of many other hams, Jerry has compiled this word-
picture of ham radio during the past six decades. 
BK7312 $4.95 

A GUIDE TO HAM RADIO —by Larry Kahaner WB2NEL. 
What's Amateur Radio all about? You can learn the 
basics of this fascinating hobby with this excellent 
beginner's guide. It answers the most frequently asked 
questions in an easy-going manner, and it shows the 
best way to 90 about getting an FCC license. A Guide to 
Ham Radio is an ideal introduction to a hobby enjoyed 
by people around the world. BK7321 $4.95.• 

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1983, 26TH EDITION 
—This book is the bible of international broadcasters, 
providing the only authoritative source of exact infor-
mation about broadcasting and TV stations world 
wide. This 1983 edition is completely revised. giv-
ing comprehensive coverage of short, medium and long 
wave, 560 pages of vital aspects of world listening. 
BK1184 $16.50 

•Use the order card in this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to: 73 Radio Bookshop • Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or 
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Make A Name 
For Yourself 

In 
Technical Publishing. 
Wayne Green Books announces a June 
1, 1983 deadline for submitting manu-

script proposals for the upcoming pub-
lication list. Ideas for book-length 
manuscripts about any microcomputer 

system or area of electronics will be 
considered. In addition to payment and 
royalties, we offer our distribution 

channels and the marketing support 
your book deserves. 

Send proposals or requests for a copy of 
our Writer's Guide to: Editor, Wayne 

Green Books, Peterborough, NH 
03458. Or call toll-free 1-800-258-5473. 
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(  REVIEW 
THE AUTEK RESEARCH 

OF-1A FILTER 
Although many active filter designs 

pass themselves off as "multi-mode" fil-

ters, as being equally useful on phone as 

on CW, very few end up seeing much use 

in the shack of a dedicated phone opera-

tor. One of the few exceptions to this rule 

is the Autek Research OF-1A filter. 

The Autek filter is an active audio filter 

combining several functions into one 

package for use in a variety of signal situ-

ations. The two-chip filter with built-in 

LM380 amplifier is capable of driving ei-

ther a speaker or headphones of any im-

pedance, and it runs on 115 V ac. Two 

notch filters, a peak filter, and both low-

and high-pass filtering is available. And if 

you like knob-finding, this peripheral de-

vice is for you. 

Learning to operate the OF-1A is a little 

like learning how to drive a car with stan-

dard shift. All of the controls interact, and 

like the grinding of gears when you shift 

without clutching, the ringing in your ears 

lets you know when you have made in-

compatible adjustments on the filter. 

However, the principle behind the OF-1A 

is simple —it helps you rid the received 

signal of unwanted components and en-

hances the remaining desired frequen-

cies. The complexity is necessary to ac-

commodate the wide range of situations 

found in amateur operating. For CW work, 

a very narrow bandwidth is desirable, but 

a wider passband is necessary for SSB. 

Meanwhile, interfering noise varies from a 

carrier raging unbridled 2 kHz up from 

your frequency to the irritating splatter 

from the back door of kilowatt alley. 

Knob Management 

In the hierarchy of controls on the filter, 

the Function Select Switch reigns su-

preme. This knob allows you to choose 

between the aforementioned modes of fil-

tering. Peak and notch filtering have op-

posite effects; the former passes a narrow 

range of frequencies and rejects the rest, 

while notch filtering culls out a narrow 

range and passes the rest. High-pass and 

low-pass filters remove frequencies from 

opposite ends of the audio range. 

Two of the three remaining controls 

have different effects depending on the 

position of the function switch. The Selec-

tivity control determines the bandswitch 

of the filter while using the peak filter, and 

it controls the width of the notch when 

you are in that mode. Peak bandwidth 

ranges from 14 Hz at a 300-Hz center fre-

quency to 20 Hz at 800 Hz. On the other 

&tad 'research 

hand, greater notch selectivity makes the 

notch shallower and therefore harder 

to tune. 

The center frequency of both the notch 

and the peak is determined by the Fre-

quency control, which has a range of 250 

Hz to 2500 Hz. In operation, it is important 

to remember that low-frequency filtering 

creates a narrow passband in the peak fil-

ter and varies the signal components re-

jected by the low- and high-pass filters. 

The final control on the OF-1A is the 

Auxiliary Notch control. This secondary 

filter is a wide and deep notch, and the 

control varies the notch's center frequen-

cy from 80 to 1100 Hz. 

The Bottom Line 

But lest you get wrapped up in all this 

theory of operation, the bottom line in 

using the filter is how the signal 

sounds —and in reaching this objective, 

anything goes. When using the filter, you 

are in a double bind of trying to bring a 

signal out of the mud and trying to keep 

track of it while the filter changes the 

signal's quality. Expect some frustration 

at first, because finding the correct set-

tings requires a practiced ear. 

The filter is most effective working 

against carriers near your frequency. The 

deep notch can be set on the carrier quick-

ly, and then you can adjust the width to 

keep other components of the signal. Fil-

tering a nearby voice station is more dif-
ficult because a voice signal contains a 

wider range of frequencies, making it dif-

ficult to mask. When attempting to blank 

another voice station, you may have to 

settle for simply enhancing the desired 

signal with the peak filter and ridding the 

interfering signal of its more irritating 

qualities. 

Splatter is another problematic situa-

tion when using the filter; at times there 

was little I could do, and at other times I 

could reduce the splatter to a minimum 

level. Although I did not test the filter in 

conjunction with SSTV or RTTY transmis-

sions, these are two other areas where the 

qualities of the OF-1A could be used to 

their maximum potential. 

One of the benefits of using the filter is 
its built-in amplifier. Whether or not you 

can clear away flotsam from another sig-

nal, the amplifier will help improve the 

presence of the signal. 

Autek includes a full-page table to help 

get you started with the filter. The table is 

divided into common interference prob-

lems and suggests settings for the con-

trols. These are good starting points. and 
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The Autek Research multi-mode later. 

WHAT DO YOU THINK? 

Have you recently purchased a new product that has been reviewed in 73? If you 

have, write and tell us what you think about it. 73 will publish your comments so 

you can share them with other hams, as part of our continuing effort to bring you 

the best in new product information and reviews. Send your thoughts to Review 

Editor, 73: Amateur Radio's Technical Journal, Peterborough NH 03458. 

until you develop an ear for the filter and 

its controls, it will be necessary to consult 

the table. 

Also included in the manual are align-

ment instructions and troubleshooting 

hints, although these units have proved to 

be extremely sturdy and require little 

maintenance. 

Wrap-Up 

I have been very pleased with the OF-1A 

and its ability to clean up voice as well as 

CW signals. Several times, I have been 

forced to use it in deteriorating band con-

ditions, and it made OSOs possible when 

there would otherwise have been just 

noise. I also found myself using it with 

strong stations, not only to clean up the 

signal but also to put more fidelity in my 

reception. The filter gives you the oppor-

tunity to rearrange the other person's 

voice to suit the temperament of your 

receiver and your ears. 

The ability to flip the filter in and out 

with a front-panel switch also proved to be 

a boon, as I did not have to reach around 

to the dark end of my transceiver to move 

it quickly into play. The filter also comes 

with a full year's warranty for both the 

components and construction, which is 

good in comparison to the 90 days other 

companies provide. After the warranty 

period, there is a minimum $15 service 

charge. but I doubt if you will have to take 

advantage of it. 

For further information, contact Autek 

Research, Box 302. Odessa FL 33556. 

Avery L. Jenkins WBBJLG 

73 Staff 

KEN WOOD'S PANADAPTER 
I was more than excited to walk into the 

W2NSD/1 shack and see the Kenwood 

SM-220 Panadapter on the bench. My first 

thought was that it sure is nice to work for 

a company that is "in the business." 

"This is one of those station accesso-

ries that looks nice but really couldn't im-

prove my operation," I thought to myself. 

Boy, was I wrong! After only a few 

minutes of reading the documentation. I 

was learning more about the band and 

station signals than I could ever tell from 

my "experienced" ear. I soon learned that 

the SM-220 was a lot more than just a 

monitor for my transmitted signals. The 

real beauty of this device is its ability to 

put into a graphic display the signals that 

you are receiving. 

The SM-220 has several standard func-

bons. Number 1 is its ability to function as 

a monitor scope. This allows you to dis-

play your transmitted waveform from 1.8 

to 150 MHz (with some power limitations 

in the upper VHF range). This function 

allows you to "see" instantly the signal 

that you are transmitting. If you are on 

CW, you can view the keyed waveform and 

watch for anything from dirty key con-

tacts to too soft a signal. In SSB, you can 

monitor your signal for the "ideal" wave-

form or watch your signal deteriorate from 

excessive audio drive. 

Also built into the SM-220 is a two-tone 
generator and ample diagrams to discern 

between the "ideal" waveform and one 

from an overdriven transmitter or defec-

tive ALC. All the aforementioned func-

tions are for your transmitted signal. The 

real kick from operating this scope is 

watching other signals on the band. 

For those of you who are Teletype' 

operators, the SM-220 displays the stan-

dard RTTY cross pattern for tuning in 

other stations. In addition to telling you if 

you are tuned to their frequency (sure 

beats a tuning meter), it will tell you if their 

space or mark frequencies are exact and 

if your demodulator or TU has low O. 

The pan-display option (well worth the 

extra cost) is probably the best feature of 

the whole unit. It is a plug-in and requires 

no soldering to install. We have all heard 

the old-timers refer to panadapters fondly. 

Now I know why! It is a great feature. and 

I'll tell you why. Just imagine trying to 

make that sked you and your buddy try 

(but not so faithfully keep) on 20 meters. 

You finally make contact with him and a 

station comes on your pre-established fre-

quency and tells you that you are ORMing 

a OSO or net already in progress. Instead 
of telling your friend "stand by and I'll look 

for a clear frequency." or "up 5" until you 

are in the 10-GHz range, all you have to do 

is look at your SM-220 and immediately 

see where the "hole" in the band is. It's a 

fantastic feature! The pan-display option 

allows you to look at either + / - 20 kHz 

from your received frequency. You can 

determine if there is a carrier up 10 kHz or 

an SSB station 3 kHz away. Not only can 

you see these signals, but you can also 

tell their relative signal strengths. 

And after a short time operating the 

SM-220, you can develop a fairly accurate 

correlation between the vertical size of 

the signal on the scope and the actual 

signal strength as recorded on your re-

ceiver's S-meter. Just think of the ease of 

operation if you are a contester or even a 

casual DXer. When the desired station 

says "listening 14.200 to 14.300," you can 

look at the display and put your transmit-

ter right into a clear spot. 

On top of all of the above features, and 

an excellent instruction manual (com-

plete with schematics), the SM-220 is a 

standard 10-MHz oscilloscope. As I said 

to Jeff DeTray WB8BTH as he walked into 

the shack with lunch, "I want one 

For additional information, contact 

Trio-Kenwood Communications,  1111 

West Walnut Street, Compton CA 90220, 

Bob Cunningham K1XR 
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THE YAESU FT-102 
Just as the day of the completely home-

brewed station has passed, the era of the 

single-purpose rig has become history. 

Where once a ham might have had his CW 

rig for one band and a phone rig for 

another, today those functions have been 

integrated into one package. And as tech-
nology progresses, more and more func-

tions can be squeezed in. 

The Yaesu FT-102 is a perfect example 

of just how multi-modal today's radios 

are. This new Yaesu has more modes and 

filters than Elmer had crystals, which 

makes it useful for the average ham —the 

one who sometimes contests (but doesn't 

necessarily win), sometimes DXes (but 

isn't on the DXCC Honor Roll), and who es• 

clusively works neither CW nor phone. 

Standard features on the Yaesu include 
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BUY SELL TRADE 
OVERLAND PARK, KANSAS 66204 

All Brands New & Reconditioned 
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Money Back Guarantee 
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an rf amplifier, speech processor, noise 

blanker, receiver and transmitter incre-

mental tuning, peak and notch filtering, 

and i-f passband controls. 

Not bad. eh? Optional additions to the 

rig feature AM as well as 10-meter FM, 

SSB and CW filters, and an external vfo 

with push-button frequency input and 12 
memories. And the matching speaker 

possesses two more audio filters for last-

minute signal reception clean-up. 

All of the WARC bands have been in-

cluded on the transceiver, which belts 240 

Watts into the finals on SSB and CW 

below 25 MHz and 160 Watts above. With 

the AM/FM option, the rig has a final input 

power of 80 Watts on AM and 120 Watts 

on FM. Freauency is, of course, PLL syn-

thesized, and the audio quality of the 

transmitter may be tailored for the best in-

telligibility with your voice. 

One of the most obvious features on the 

front panel of the FT-102 is the series of in-

set silver knobs just below the dual 

meters. These knobs operate the lesser-

used controls such as the VOX, micro-

phone gain, squelch, and speech com-

pression. The knobs pop in and out so that 

once set, they are out of the way and will 

not be inadvertently readjusted. Just 

below the miniature controls are a series 

of switches which turn on the rf amplifier, 

noise blanker, and speech processor, and 

switch the crystal filters into the circuit. 

Standard af/rf gain controls are provided 

as are the agc (fast and slow) and the 
receive preselector. 

A surprising addition is the tone and 

clarity control, a feature too often over-

looked by most other manufacturers. No-

body has ever claimed that ham radio is a 

hobby for audiophiles, but after four hours 

of 20-meter cacophony or the crashing of 

80 meters in the summer, my ears ap-

preciate the small comfort a control like 
this offers. 

Receiving 

When I first turned the transceiver on, 

I thought it was one of the worst-sound-

ing receivers I had ever heard. 14.32 

MHz sounded like a thunderstorm in 

the middle of a drag race, and only 

the strongest signals could be pulled in 
with any intelligibility. 

That was before I caught the note in the 

manual which instructs you to turn the rf 

amplifier off in noisy band conditions. 

Chalk one up for reading the instructions 

first. With the amp off, signals became 

much clearer, but the receiver still pos-

sessed fine sensitivity. As I tuned around 

the band. one of the first things I noticed 

was the sharpness of the tuning —and 

this was before the filters were pressed in, 

to service. Unlike some other radios, the 

frequency readout is no more accurate 

than the selectivity of the front end —what 
you see is what you get. 

As I gained more confidence in manipu-

lating the basic controls, I began trying 

out the special features. The SSB crystal 

filter was easy to use and it enhanced se-

lectivity. However, signals were more dif-
ficult to tune in because of the resulting 

sharpness. More difficult to learn were the 

i.f shift and bandwidth controls. These 

controls, located on two friction-coupled 

knobs at the lower left of the front panel, 

allow you to select the best bandwidth for 

the band conditons. Width, of course, nar-

rows the passband of the i-f and it is 

possible to reduce the adjacent ORM 

without losing too much of your desired 

signal. Once the width has been set, then 

you can vary the center frequency of the i-f 

to focus on the signal. Although extreme-

ly useful. I am at a loss as to why Yaesu 

splined the two together, making two-

handed operation a necessity. 
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Yaesu's multi-mode FT-102. 

When using these controls, be ready to 

adjust your ears to the changing sound. 

Together, the two controls have enough 

range to render unintelligible a previously 

clear signal. 

The peak and notch controls add 

another level of reception manipulation, 

this time in the audio portion. These filters 

are less powerful than the i-f controls and 

are useful in the less strenuous condi-

tions. Although I do not know if the engi-

neers who designed the FT-102 intended 

the peak and notch filters to be used in 

this way. I found that they conditioned the 

sound to be more pleasing if not neces-

sarily less polluted. 

Overall, I found the receiver quality to 

be one of the best I have encountered. The 

toughest part of using the receiver is 

hanging on to a weak signal until you can 

get all of the controls peaked. While trying 

to eliminate adjacent ORM, it is easy to 

mask the signal you want because of the 

interactive characteristic of the controls. I 

learned this the hard way in a OSO with a 

Topeka station who mysteriously disap-

peared. I thought it was severe OSB work-

ing in hand with ORM until I realized that I 

had put the i-f shift on the wrong side of 

the signal. 

Transmitting 

From all reports, the FT-102 has ex-

cellent audio, due in part to the ad-

justments which can be made to tailor the 

transmitter to your voice. The first step is 

to cut in the monitor switch to hear your 

audio as others hear you. Two controls, 

accessible through the bottom of the rig, 

adjust high- and low-frequency attenua-

tion. These are set-and-forget controls 

which need no adjustment unless you 

start using a different microphone or sell 
the rig. 

The monitor function can also be used 

to help set the compression on the speech 

processor and avoid the negative effects 

of over-compression which void the gain 

derived from processing. It's no use get-

ting an extra 5 dB if the person on the 

other end can't understand what you are 

saying. Short of having another ham tape 

your transmission and play it back or 

using an oscilloscope, there is no better 

way to get your outgoing signal the way 

you want it. The monitor latches onto the 

audio in the transmitter i-f so that you 

get a true indication of quality rather than 

just amplification of the microphone 

input. 

Another useful transmitting feature is 

the ALC "peak hold" circuitry. The ALC 

meter will hold your voice peak for approx-

imately one second to make accurate ad-

justment of the mike gain control ex-
ceedingly easy. 

Transmitter tune-up is a variation on the 

standard drive-plate-loading theme. In-

stead of varying the plate and loading 

controls simultaneously for a meter peak, 
the Yaesu manual recommends moving 

the load control up in discrete steps and 

adjusting the plate control until you reach 

a specified level on the meter. 

CW fanatics will be glad to know that 

they can adjust the pitch of the CW side-

tone to suit their taste. The FT-102 pro-

vides semi-break in, with the VOX delay 

controlling T.R switching. Alternatively, 

the front-panel MOX switch may be used 

or an outboard switch may be connected 
to the rear-panel PTT jack. In addition, the 

instructions for the Yaesu include a sec-

tion on how to squeeze as much juice as 

possible from the transmitter when 

operating on CW. 

Accessories 

Most notable among the accessories 

for the FT-102 is the FV-1020M external 

vfo. Set in a matching cabinet, the vfo ex-

pands on the capabilities of the digital cir-
cuitry of the transceiver. 

The FV-102DM's five-digit display dis-

plays kilohertz with a resolution to 10 Hz, 

and it may be tuned with the tuning knob 

or by using the built-in keyboard. Scan-

ning speed may be adjusted or you can 

enter a frequency directly on the readout 

to move instantaneously to another fre-

quency. The keyboard also offers a step-

ping rate of ±- 20 kHz or  5 kHz, and both 

the keyboard and the tuning knob may be 

disabled when operating from the fre-

quency memory bank. 

Four tuning rates may also be selected 

for the analog control, and any of these 

rates may be multiplied by a factor of 10 

for super-fast tuning. A series of switches 

allows you to put the receiver and trans-

mitter on your choice of vfos or place 

either under the control of the stored fre-

quencies. 

A second accessory, the speaker/filter 

combination, offers the final word in 

signal conditioning. The two filters used 

jointly can create a speaker response 

suited to any environment. You can at-

tenuate highs or lows as well as choose 

your bandpass width. The speaker itself 

has been designed for communications 

responsiveness, and even without the 

filters the sound is exceptionally sharp 

and clear. 

Finally, the manuals which accompany 

both the FT-102 and the accessories have 

been well designed. They include clear 

and concise operating instructions in ad-

dition to tables which outline common 

control positions for a variety of situa-

tions. I am also happy to report that both 

have extensive theory-of-operation and 

service sections. Although the sections 

are certainly far from being comprehen. 

sive service manuals, they do cover most 

of the maintenance and troubleshooting 

procedures that the average ham would 

need to keep operating at peak capacity. 

Although some would question the 

need for all of the options which the 

FT-102 and its accompanying peripherals 

present. I consider them welcome addi-

tions to the shack. Good operating re-

quires access to a variety of techniques, 

whether you are running a phone patch or 

chasing DX, and this transceiver offers 

the necessary flexibility for successful 

hamming. 

For further information, contact Yaesu 

Electronics Corporation, 6851 Walthall 

Way, Paramount CA 90723: (213)-633-4007. 

Reader Service number 492. 

Avery L. Jenkins WB8JLG 
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HEIL HC-3 

MICROPHONE CARTRIDGE 
Bob Heil, 1982 Radio Amateur of the 

Year, never stops moving. He has more 

irons in the fire than any other ten people, 

and most of them are deeply involved with 

audio and amateur radio. Since 1966, Bob 

Heil has been a sound manager on the road 

with such groups as The Grateful Dead. The 

Who, Dolly Parton, Billy Graham, and many 

others. He has wide experience with radio-

and TV-broadcasting studio audio systems 

and has written many books on the sublect 

of good audio, including A Practical Guide 

tor Concert Sound. 

Long ago, Bob discovered that speech in-

telligibility is a function of clean audio 

—audio that is not cluttered with distor-

tion. Distortion comes from intermodula-

lion products caused by the combination of 

audio frequencies whose fundamentals 

may be below the audible range... say at 

50 to 200 Hz. These will pile up on one 

another and produce combination frequen-

cies that are within the audible range,.. 

hence distortion. The effect of this low-

frequency rumble is to render the audio 

less intelligible and "muddier." In addition, 

as you tune across an SSB signal, it often is 

heard a long way from the center frequency 

because of these intermodulation distor. 

lion products. A good, clean SSB signal is 
more sharply defined, and the low and high 

cutoff frequencies are closer together. The 

voice sounds more natural...almost as if 

the person were present in the room with 
the listener. 

Bob is a believer in the fact that good, 

properly designed and executed speech 

can be heard over the caterwauling of a DX 

pileup, just as a singer can be heard over 

120 dB of drums and guitar... provided the 

right things are done. The right things have 

to do with articulation and sibilants. Ar-

ticulation is the ability of the mind to hear 

and clearly understand what is being ar-

ticulated from a source... such as a trans-

mitting station. Sibilant sounds—s and t 

sounds —are necessary for intelligibili-

ty ...and they must be reproduced faithful. 

IY; otherwise, grass sounds like grapt, and 
callsigns become greatly confused. 

Bob and his engineers found that there is 

another quality called balance, which 

means that there must be a balance be. 

tween the audio frequencies between 1200 

and 1500 Hz, and those at the bottom and 

top ends of the speech range. The critical 

frequencies for sibilants and articulated 

syllables lie in that range...and the micro. 

phone or audio system must produce ex-

actly the right level of these frequencies as 

clearly and cleanly as possible. i.e., without 

distortion and properly balanced with 

respect to the rest of the spectrum. 

Unfortunately, many hams falsely equate 

lots of bass response with good audio. 

While bass is important, it is not everything. 



HOT ROD 
ANTENNA 
Achieve 1 or 2 db gain over ANY 34 wave 

two meter telescopic antenna. The AEA 
model  HR-1  Hot Rod'" antenna was 
designed by Dr 0 K Reynolds (designer of 
the  IsoPole)  to  deliver  maximum 
performance for any hand-held transceiver 
with a BNC fitting. 
The factory-tuned HR-1 is 20% shorter, 

lighter and places far less stress on your 
hand-held connector and case. It will easily 
handle over 25 watts of power, making it an 
excellent  emergency  base  or  mobile 
antenna. In the collapsed position. the Hot 
Rod antenna will perform like a helical 
quarter wave. 
The Hot Rod antennas can be expected to 

make the same improvement to hand-held 
communications that the !soPole brand 
antennas  have  made to base station 
operations. Why pay more when the best 
costs less? 

Prices and Specifications subiect to 
change without notice or obligation. 

ADVANCED ELECTRONIC 
APPLICATIONS, INC. 
P.O. Box C-2160. 
Lynnwood, WA 98036 
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FILTER CASCADING 

The most cost-effective way to improve these 
of any receiver - old or new - is to improve its IF filten 
A Fox-Tango Cascading Kit puts a high-quality st 
sided 8-pole filter in series with your present filter( 
both SSB and CW. The result is narrower Bandwidt 
and better Shape Factor, both of which dramatically 
reduce adjacent channel ORM - a necessity in today's 
crowded bands 

CONSIDER THESE KIT FEATURES 
• Easy installation - 30 minute average. 
• No drilling, switching. alignment 
• 16 poles of filtering yield• 

Filter Shape Factor as high as 1.19. 
Ultimate Rejection better than 100dB, 
Works wonders on SSB, improves CW. 

• Compensates for Filter insertion loss. 
• Complete instructions, clear diagrams. 
• No RX audio impairment, TX unaffected. 
• Includes Filter and all needed parts. 
• Fits all models of Series - any letter. 
• All Filters 8-pole- Guaranteed One Year. 

SPECIFY KIT WANTED WHEN ORDERING 

YAESU FT101 $75;  FT101ZD $70;  FT107 $75; 
FT901/2 $65: FM01 $55 (filter only). KENWOOD 
TS520/R599 $70; TS820 $70; T5830/R1320 $150 
(Two Filters). HEATH S13104A $60. 

Shipping $3 (Air $5) FL Sales Tax 5% 

In addition to the above, FOX-TANGO stocks a wide 
line of $55 SSB, CW. and AM 8-pole filters for YaeSu. 
Kenwood, Drake R4C and 7-line, and Heathkit. 
special filters made to order. Send specs for quote. 

GO FOX-TANGO - TO BE SURE! 
Order by Mail or Telephone. 
AUTHORIZED EUROPEAN AGENTS 

T Scandinavia MICROTEC (Norway) 
Other. INGOIMPEX (West Germany) 

FOX TANGO CORPORATION 
Box 15944S, W Palm Beach, FL 33406 

Phone (305) 683-9587  ,,. 323 

Because you and the 
leading radio manu-
facturers want the 
best-performing, t 
best looking antenna; 
Centurion has grown 
to be the Duck leadec 
We've developed 
many smaller an ter nas 
to make the hand-
held radio perform 
better, and now the 
newest duck...the Jul 
DUCK "mini". It's 
shorter (about 3"; yet 
it's a MI 1/4 wave 
radiator on VHF. 

Ii 

Actual Size 

1=a 17. 3./7370g5K' 
ANTENNAS 

CENTURION 
Phone 402/407-4491 
Telex 48-437J CENTURION LCN 
P.O.Box 82846  Lincom, NE 68501 2846 

MFJ 
24 HOUR 
CLOCKS 
Your choice: dual 24 hour LCD 
display, or 24/12 hour with ID 
timer, or 12 inch quartz analog. 

$39 95  DUAL 24 HOUR LCD 
MFJ-104 

Two independant 24 hour LCD displays! Read 
both GMT and local times at a glance 
Six digit main display has seconds readout. 

Four digit auxiliary Switch reverses main/aux. 
Alarm plays 4 selectable melodies. Alarm 

"ON" indicator. Snooze button. 
Quartz timing. Synchronizable to VVWV. 
Flip-top cover serves as stand. 
Night light. Forward/reverse, fast/slow set 

buttons  Lock function prevents mis-setting. 
Display main time only. main/auxihary or main/ 
alarm time Includes battery 4x2x1/2 inches. 

MFJ-102  $ 3 2 95  
24/12 HOUR. ID TIMER 

Switchable 24 hour GMT or 12 hour format. 
ID timer sounds every 9 minutes after reset. 
Switchable seconds readout. 
Observed timer. Just start clock from zero 

and note time of event up to 24 hours 
Bright blue 0.6" vacuum fluorescent digits. 
Alarm with snooze function. Synchronizable 

with VWVV Fast/slow set buttons Lock func-
tion prevents mis-setting  Power out, alarm 
"ON" indicators. 110 VAC. 60 Hz (50 Hz with 
simple modification). UL approved. 
Black, brushed aluminum top/front. 6x2x3" 

24 HOUR QUARTZ 
MFJ -105 

$4995 
True 24 hour quartz 

wall clock has huge 12 
inch diameter face. 
Gives excellent visa-
bility across computer 
/radio room. 

Fifteen seconds per month accuracy. 
Single "AA" battery provides over one year 

operation, immunity from power line failure and 
eliminates power cord. 
Sweep second hand. Brown hi-impact case. 

Glass front 24 hour military time format. 

Order from MFJ and try it. If not delighted, 
return within 30 days for refund (less shipping). 
One year unconditional guarantee. 
Order yours today. Call toll free 800-647-1800. 

Charge VISA. MC Or mail check, money order. 
Add $4.00 each for shipping and handling. 

CALL TOLL FREE  800-647-1800 
Call 601-323-5869 in Miss., outside continental 
USA, tech/repair info. Telex 53-4590 MFJ STKV 

MFJ 
\  Box 494. Mississippi State. MS 39762 '23 ,31 

ENTERPRISES, 
INCORPORATED 
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The goal should be to make the transmitted 

voice sound as natural and as close to the 

original as possible. 

The HC-3 microphone element (619.95) 

does just that ... it reproduces the natural 

voice as closely as possible to the original 

by giving proper emphasis and balance to 

the sibilant range without neglecting the 

highs and lows. It rolls off rapidly below 

about 450 Hz and above 2.400 Hz and is 

designed as a replacement element for 

almost any amateur microphone. 

In my case, I substituted my faithful old 

Shure 444 dynamic element with the HC-3. 
The first thing I noticed was that the output 

level of the HC-3 was not quite up to that of 

the 444. Bob Heil explained that this was so 

because the necessary fidelity and frequen-

cy balance could not be obtained with high 

output. The development engineers pro-

duced the best possible trade-off between 

output and articulation for the desired 

audio quality The level was taken care of 

by merely increasing the microphone gain 

until the output level for the transmitter was 

correct once more. 

I enjoyed SSB contacts on 160 meters. 40 

meters, and 20 meters using the Heil ele-

ment. Most reports were unsolicited. 

although I did ask several stations to give 

me critical reports. The consensus was that 

the HC-3 produced clear, natural-sounding 

audio that was very crisp and easy to tune. 

Several stations commented on the sharp 
tuning of my signal, and complete absence 

of splatter or distortion. Most of them men-

tioned that my voice sounded as real as if I 

were in the same room  and they imag-

ined that it must sound exactly like me. 

Others commented about the "presence." 

which I took to mean some sort of atten-

tion-getting quality or "authority." 

In general, the reports were uniformly 

and unanimously favorable. Since those 

tests with my Astro 102BX, I removed the 

HC-3 cartridge from my 444 and replaced 

the original element. The cartridge was 

then loaned to Avery Jenkins WB8JLG to 

play with and use on his own rig in order to 

see what effect it would have on audio 

quality and reports. Avery's report: 

"My initial reaction as I installed the new 

Heil cartridge into my microphone was that 

things sure have gotten smaller since the 

people at Turner put the finishing touches 

on my old single-sideband special. Where 

the original microphone took up the full 

diameter of the grill—about 1' 2 inches— 

the Heil cartridge is about the size of my 

thumbnail  The size differential was so 

great between the two components that I 

had to tape the Heil cartridge to the inside 

of the grill so it would not just flop around in 

there. The instructions supplied with the 

cartridge note that mechanical shock is not 

healthy for the cartridge, so I surrounded it 

with foam cushion, although I was not sure 

what effect the padding would have on my 

audio. 

"I need not have worried; all of the reports 

received pronounced my audio as healthy 

Although I cannot vouch for any gain in my 

signal strength, I suspect that the cartridge 

made some effect in marginal signal condi-

tions, particularly when fighting heavy 

ORM It is at those times when your audio 

needs that added presence to distinguish it 

from all of the other signals coming 

through the speaker at the other end. 

"The audio from your signal encounters 

many adversities on the way to its destina-

tion, so, it makes sense that you would 

want it to be as clean as possible from the 

start. And if you are processing your audio, 

intelligibility becomes even more of a fac-

tor as you give some of it up for the added 

punch of compression. 

"One of the more common problems with 

amateur-station audio is an excessive bass 

component, a result of both the transmitted 
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audio and the audio response of the receiv-

er and its speaker. With my Turner, this was 

a problem, so I asked my contacts on 15 

meters to give me an honest rating of my 

voice as they heard it. 

"None felt that the signal was too bassy. 

Some of the stations that I was getting a 

good signal into also noted an interesting 

effect; they suggested that I sounded simi-

lar to other stations using a linear—appar-

ently, the audio had the kind of power nor-

mally associated with a kilowatt or more. 

"Those comments are the kind I like to 

hear. Although the Heil cartridge may not 

give you the raw strength of a linear, it does 

rectify one of the more commonly over-

looked problems in amateur operating —in-

telligibility. And in many cases, it is a basic 

factor like this that can make or break a 
successful OSO." 

For more information, contact Heil 

Sound, Ltd.. Heil Drive, Matisse IL 62257; 

(6181-295-3000. Reader Service number 489. 

Jim Gray W1XU 

73 Staff 

AEA'S MOSCOW MUFFLERTm 

WOODPECKER BLANKER 
There are few hams, indeed, who have 

not been annoyed, enraged, disappointed, 

frustrated, and driven to blind fury by the 

Russian 0TH radar whose rat-tat-tat-tat-

tat pulses have disrupted amateur com-

munications for the past five years or so. 

The woodpecker has shown up on fre-

quencies below 30 MHz almost at random, 

except that —more often than not —it 

stays very close to the MUF. .. and ir-
regularly changes frequency by hundreds 

of kilohertz... up and down the bands 

where DX communications are the best at 

any given time. We've all had weak sta-

tions obliterated just as something in-

teresting was about to be said, and we've 

even lost rare ones now and then because 
of the dratted woodpecker. 

From time to time, articles describing 

blankers that purport to deal with these 

pulses have appeared in the ham litera-

ture, and some of the blankers have been 
successful. Virtually all have been de-

signed for use in a receiver only, and a few 

of them have been designed for only one 

type of receiver circuit. None has been 

available in ready-made form (as far as the 

writer knows), with the exception of some 

very recent equipment whose built-in 

noise blankers have incorporated variable 

pulse width and repetition-rate blanking. 

These —sometimes —effectively get rid of 

the noise. Most only reduce it from im-

possible to barely acceptable. 

What has been needed is a pulse blank-

er that will absolutely eliminate the 

pulses, a blanker that can be used with a 

transceiver or a receiver, and one that is 

readily available for anyone at a reason-

able price. Until now, that need has not 

been met. 

At the Boxboro Hamfest last fall, Ad-

vanced Electronic Applications showed 
up with the prototype Moscow MufflerTM, 

an affordable and easily-employed wood-

pecker blanker that could be inserted into 

the coaxial cable between rig and anten-

na, which would wipe out the woodpecker 

with only a few simple adjustments. It was 

an instant success, not to mention a mild 

sensation. The demonstration allowed 

one to knock the pulses down from an S9 

+ 20.dB level to less than about S2 on the 

test receiver. 

Naturally, it wasn't long after the dem-

onstration that we asked for a unit to 

test ...and it wasn't very long after that 

that the WB-1C showed up on our door-

step —that is, the doorstep of the 

W2NSD/1 ham shack. Good-bye to frustra-

tion and anger, and hello to living with the 

Fiusskis' efforts to drive the West bonkers. 

Come to think of it, I'll bet a few UAs don't 

like it, either. 

Description 

There are two models available: the 

WB-1 and the WB-1C. Either one will inter-

face successfully with any communica-

tions receiver by placing the blanker be-

tween the antenna and the receiver 

antenna-input terminal. Usually, this is 

done by means of a short length of coaxial 

"patch" cable with PL-259 UHF-type plugs 

at each end to mate with the SO-239 

chassis connectors. 

The WB-1C model, however, is intended 

for use with a transceiver in which the 

output power is less than tor can be re-

duced below) 150 Watts. No internal modi-

fications or changes of any kind are re-

quired with either model woodpecker 

blanker, but the transceiver model has an 

automatic antenna relay that is actuated 

by sensing rf power in the transmission 

line and disconnects the delicate circuitry 

from the outgoing rf during the transmit 
cycle. 

The woodpecker blanker lives in a black 

box measuring about 6" wide x 5" deep 

x 2" high. An attractively-screened front 

panel contains an on-off indicator (LED) 

plus an on-off power switch (you must fur-

nish your own source of 12 volts dc or buy 

the available accessory ac/dc converter 

available from AEA). Next to the power 

push-button is a gain push-button that al-

lows you to select an internal 6-dB ampli-

fier for bringing up those weak, hard-to-

copy signals. Next to that is the blanker 

on/standby button, and next to that is the 

rate-selector button offering a 10-Hz or 

a 16-Hz repetition rate. Two knobs are 

provided for varying pulse width and 

pulse sync. 

On the rear panel, you'll see the power-

input jack, the antenna and transceiver 

(receiver) connectors, and a ground ter-
minal. Also, there is a carrier-operated-

relay adjustment (COP ADJ) shaft with 

screwdriver slot. This permits you to ad-

just the drop-in/drop-out relay timing so 

that the antenna is disconnected from the 

receiver for only as long as necessary dur-

ing the transmit/receive cycle. The box 

weighs about 2 pounds and looks mighty 

nice sitting next to the transceiver. Let's 
see how it works. 

Operation 

WARNING! Do not connect your trans-

ceiver output to the "antenna " connector; 

connect it, instead, to the "transceiver" 

connector. Doing otherwise will ruin the 

unit and void the warranty. 

After connecting the antenna to the 

antenna terminal of the WB-1C and a 

patch cord between the transceiver termi-

nal of the WB-1C and your transceiver 

output, connect the 12-V-dc source. The 

AEA AC-1 wall adapter will furnish the 

needed voltage and 575-mA current 

(center-pin positive). Ground the terminal 

marked ground to your station ground. 

Turn on your transceiver, and if it has its 

own noise blanker, make sure that it is off. 

Note that no signal will reach your receiv-

er until you turn the power switch ON (if 

you have the WI3-1 receive-only model). 

With the WB-1C, you will hear signals im-

mediately. You may now select the wide. 

band preamplifier, if you like, to bring up 
the level of weak signals above 14 MHz or 

so. Frankly, I did not need the preamp, but 

tried it anyway. It works... but more 

about that later. 

When the woodpecker appears, de-
press the BLANKER button and select the 

10-Hz rep rate with the button next to it. 

Advance the WIDTH control to approx-

imately the 2 o'clock position and slowly 

tune the SYNC control knob until the 

woodpecker signal disappears or is much 

reduced in level. Then, slowly reduce the 

blanking pulse width by rotating the con-

trol counterclockwise, and fine-tune the 

SYNC control. I found the 10 o'clock posi-

tion to be about right for WIDTH. Ex-

cessive width causes more loss of signal 
than necessary. 

Special Condition 

The woodpecker apparently transmits 

from at least two locations: one in 

Siberian Russia and the other in European 

Russia. You will find that in most cases 
you can adjust the blanking to reduce 

pulse amplitude by 45 to 50 dB. If it's less, 

this could be due to poor adjustment, but 

more likely to multiple-path propagation 

where the delay or phase lag causes your 

SYNC control to lock on the primary 

pulses but not the delayed or out-of-phase 

ones. Perhaps lack of synchronizing 

could be due to both woodpeckers jam-

ming at once. Incidentally, the wood-

pecker sometimes operates at a 16-Hz 

rate, so it might be wise to try that if you 

don't get all the pulses at 10 Hz. In my 

case, I did not need the 16-Hz rate, as 

every time I heard the woodpecker it was 

using 10-Hz pulses. 

Since I operate mostly CW, I was anx-

ious to find out how much of the incoming 

signal I was going to lose because of the 

blanking. (Remember, "blanking" means 
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DIGITAL DISPLAY 
30 DAY FREE TRIAL 

YAESU 
HEATH 
DRAKE 
COLLINS 
KENWOOD 

DIGITA. ,REQUENCY DISPLAYS, WORK ON REC., OFFSET t TRANSM.. 
3/8' RED LED'S READ DOWN TO 10 Hz, 1 3/8' HIGH X N 1/2' W.. 
NO RADIO MOD'S -- PLUG INTO EXISTING JACKS ON THE RADIOS!! 

FT101 sEN'Es,FT501,FT7,1SS20S,TS820,10CMXA,HF200A - $110.00 

75S,KWK2,32S, FTDX100,401,560,570, SB100-102 t 

300-303. ALL HAVE A POWER CUBE AND OFF SWITCH.   $130.00 

DOZENS OF OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE -- WIT' ,,, P NSA!' DETIPs. 

30M KITS &MORE 
ALL WARC BANDS PLUS MOST Of LIE GENERAL COVERAGE BARDS WITH 

YOUR FT101 SERIES, TS520 SERIES I 755 LINE!!! UNBELIEVEABLE 
YOU SAY --- WELL, WRITE FOR INFORAATION t PRICES ON OUR NEW 

LINE OF GENERAL COVERAGE SYNTHESIZERS. YOU'L BE SURPRISED!! 

NEW 30 METER BAND!. -- GRAMDKIT FT101 SERIES KITS GIVE 10-
NMI OPERATION ON THE EXISTING wWW/J , POSITION. 
ALL INFORMATION, WIRE AND PARTS REQUIRED. POSTPAID. - $15.00 
GRANDY'', Fn. DANK OF TN,- RAD'', wf HAKE DIAP ,Ay, FoR .wRITF. 

HANDIE OWNERS!! 
A .LD PORTABLE RADIUS --TOP QUALITY COWHIDE 'QUICKDRAW' 

HOLSTER. HOUR RADIO SNUG AND SECURE ON yOuR HIP-READS 

..R IMMEDIATE DI NT:MANI AND USE. YOU  WILL  BE  DELIGHTED!! 
SPECIFY MAKE IL MODEL RADIO, BLACK/BRO . LEATHER.  $30.00  

ALSO AVAILABLE -- FINALLY!!! A CAR DOOR OR DASH BRACKET!!!! 
HOLDS YOUR HANDHELD RADIO, TOU'L LOVE IT. NO MORE FUDDLING 
ON THE DASH OR SEAT. NO TOOLS. SPECIFY MODEL.   $20 00 

SUPERCHARGER REVITALIZES YOUR DEAD HANDHELD IMMEDIATELY!!! 
PLUG IT IN AND FINISH THAT ASH. FULL CHARGE IN Six HOURS. 
WON'T ovERCHARGE. SIMILAR TO AST ARTICLE Of DECEMBER LAST. 

COMES WITH A/C AND o/c POWER CORDS. READY TO GO.  

300 MHz DIVIDE BY TEN PRESCALERS, ASSEMBLED AND TESTED 
CIRCUIT SHARD, JUST NEED FIVE v0LTS TO OPERATE. ADD 
TEN DOLLARS FoR A FREADA. WRITE FOR MORE  INFO.   $2E. 

IC2A/AT/E SERVICE MANUALS 8x12 WITH LARGER DIAGRAMS  $12.00 

:TENS POSTPAID. CANADIANS 100 70! AND ORDER ..   
:AY HONEY SAO  ,., " . ..  0,,, ,::,c, .A. 

PRESCALTRS, YOU .. 

G R A N D  SYSTE MS 
P 0  BOA  3377  BLAINE  WASH  982 30 
P 0 . BOX  3254  L•NOLEY  BC CAN  03A486 

16 041  5 3 0 4 5 5 I wi32 

1982-1983 ct--. - AMATEUR  " 
RADIO 

CALL 
DIRECTORY 

U.S. 
LoslIngs 

THE BARGAIN AT $ 1 4 95  

A no frills directory of over 
411,000 U.S. Radio Amateurs. 
81 2 X11, easy to read format. 
Completely updated. 

Also available for the 
first time ever— 
(Aloabencaity arranged—Sold separately) 

Geographical Index 
by State, City and Street No and Call 

Name Index 
by Name and Call 

Ordering Information 

• Directory-514.95 

• Geographical Index-S25.00 

• Name Index-$25.00 

Add S3 00 Snipping to all orders 

Dealers/Clubs inquiries welcome 

Send your order-enclosing check or 
money order in U.S. dollars to: 

Buckmaster Publishing 
Florida Hill Road 

Ridgefield, CT 06877  U.S.A A 226 

Hear 
Police/Fire 
Weather 

on 2 Meter Handhelds with 
this MFJ VHF Converter. 

• 

0400EL FaFJ-3,5 

Scanning 
Handhelds 

become 

Police/Fire 

Scanners 

MFJ-313 

)1 4  $  9  9 5 

New MFJ VHF converter turns your synthe-
sized scanning 2 meter handheld into a hot 
Police/Fire/Weather band scanner 
144-148 MHz handhelds receive Police/Fire 

on 154-158 MHz with direct frequency readout. 
Hear NOAA weather, maritime coastal plus 
more on 160-164 MHz. 
Mounts between handheld and rubber ducky, 
Feedthru allows simultaneous scanning of 

both 2 meters and Police/Fire bands. No mis-
sed calls. 
Highpass input filter and 2.5 GHz transistor 

gives excellent uniform sensitivity over both 
bands. Crystal controlled 
Bypass/OFF switch allows transmitting. 

Won't burn out if you transmit (up to 5 watts) 
with converter on. Low insertion SWR. Uses 
AAA battery. 21/4x11/7x11/2 in. BNC connectors 
Enjoy scanning, memory, digital readout. etc. 

as provided by your handheld on Police/Fire 
band. 

220 MHz Converter for 2 M Handheld 0 MFJ-314  MFJ-314, like MFJ-313 
$ 5 9 0c  but lets you receive 221-

225 MHz on your 2 meter 
handheld 

Police/Fire/Weather Band Con-
verter for 2 Meter Mobile Rigs. 

1111 „ . 1 1 , 
.777 

• 

MFJ-312 

$ 599 5 

MFJ-312, like MFJ-313 but for mobile 2 
meter rigs. Transmit up to 40 watts ihiT—J con-
verter without damage. SO-239 connectors 
Mobile mounting brackets. Rugged. "0N'' 
LED. Use 12 VDC or AAA battery. 3x4x1  in 

Order from MFJ and try it-no obligation. If 
not delighted, return it within 30 days for 
refund (less shipping) Ole year unconditional 
guarantee 
Order today. Call toll free 800-647-1800 

Charge VISA, MC or mail check, money order 
for amount indicated plus $4.00 each shipping 
Hear police/fire/weather. Order now. 

CALL TOLL FREE ... 800-647-1800 
Call 601-323-5869 in Miss..outside continental 
USA. tech/order/repair info  Telex 53-4590 

MFJ 
Box 494, Mississippi State, MS 39762 ./ 

ENTERPRISES, 
INCORPORATED 234  
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just that ...it knocks out a portion of the 

received signal in lock-step with the 
woodpecker. You actually are listening to 

"nothing" with each pulse blanked out/ 

At some Morse speeds, parts of the char-

acters are lost, but an adjustment of send-

ing speed will help. The blanking action 

bothers CW more than phone. 

Sometimes the synchronizing may be 

difficult. If so, try changing the agc con-

trol of your receiver from slow to fast, or 

vice versa. If that doesn't help, turn the 

blanker OFF and ON again quickly. 

Other Comments 

I have a wideband, low-0, multiband 
vertical antenna system that allows me to 

operate on the ham bands of 10, 15, 20, 

and 40 meters. When I tried this antenna 

with the preamplifier ON, I was assaulted 

by commercial signals from some other 

band—possibly forty meters—when lis-

tening to the 20-meter band. This was the 

result of some signal being nicked up and 

amplified by the WB-1C preamplifier. It 

disappeared when I switched off the pre-

amp. It also disappeared when I changed 

to a single-band antenna or when I tuned 
on another band. 

I was worried about the problem, so I 

called Mike Lamb at AEA. He said that he 
had another report of a similar problem, 

and found it was due to the presence of a 

very strong local FM station close to the 

0TH of the person who complained. This 

also turned out to be the case in my 0TH. 

Mike's suggestion of a low-pass filter be-

tween the antenna and the WB-1C solved 
the problem by trapping out the high-level 

energy in the 88-108-MHz region that was 

MICROWAVE 
ATV  TRANSMITTER 

2.3 To 2.45 GHZ.  75 MW. input 

Input video from camera or computer 

FACTORY DIRECT $39.95 

GIZMO ELECTRONICS 
Box 164  Radley, KS 66768 

(316) 724-6505 

Free Shipping in U.S. Kansas residents 3% sales tax 

t••• 229 

mixing with desired signals and amplified 

by the on-board preamp. 

It turns out that I don't have the problem 

now because the addition of the low-pass 

filter solved it. If necessary, I could have 

turned the preamp OFF and solved it, too, 

but I did want lo be able to boost low-level 

signals on rare occasions. 

The use of an antenna tuned to the 

band you are on and no other band also 

will reduce the problem greatly. However, 

spurious response is likely to be a prob-
lem only in those rare cases where you 

have a strong, local, interfering signal 

from a commercial station and choose to 

use the preamp without using a low-pass 

filter in the circuit. 

The Blinker and You 

Will you like it or hate it? If you suffer 

from the ravages of the wild woodpecker, 

you are likely to love it. You will note that It 

takes some adjustment to make it work 

properly, and—like everything else—ex-

perience and practice pay off. I can't 

foresee anyone who will hate it. In the 

case of someone who never operates 

where the woodpecker is found...he 
won't need the WB-1 or WB-1C anyway 

(lucky soul). For the rest of us poor, suffer-

ing hams, the AEA Moscow Muffler is 
nothing short of a boon and a delight. The 

WB-1C is worth every penny of the $149.95 

price ($129.95 for the WB-1), and—best of 

all—it will kill the woodpecker DEAD! The 

AC-1 is $14.95. For more information, con-

tact Advanced Electronic Applications, 

Box C2160, Lynnwood WA 98036. Reader 

Service number 490. 

Jim Gray W1XU 
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"KEEP IN TUNE WITH THE W ORLD" 

• *TECHNICAL ASSIS-
TANCE BY F.C.C. LI-
CENSED TECHNI-
CIANS USING THE 
FINEST TEST & 
ALI GN MENT 
EQUIP MENT 
AVAILABLE: 

•repairs 

•alignments 

•modifications 
•Installation of custom circuits 12325 Madonna Dr. Lansing, Michigan 48917 

*•PRODUCTS AVAILABLE: 

•OSK keying 

•VOX 

•Power supplies—(memory keep alive] 

•All above circuits for solid state equipment 

manufactured by 

))) 
\-/lF\71L__Jr̀ ,.11 C •=•,--1-1<pr.4 9 

=  (517) 627-2650 (8 am- 5 pm)  Gaff N8CE 
(517) 627-2879 (6-10 pm)  (EST) 

*********** ************************** ******* ******* Sr* 4r4r  ***** *************** ***** 

2300  M Hz  V A RI A BLE  D O W N C O N V E R TE R 
*** ******************* ********************************* **************************** 

ANTENNA KIT 
$1695 

32 WASHERS 
31 SPACERS 

MOUNTING BRACKET 
6" RG 174 COAX 

'F' CONNECTOR  • 35" ROD 
61/2" x 4" P.V.C. PIPE 

2 DRILLED END CAPS  • HARDWARE 

PO WER SUPPLY 
KIT 

$1695 
POWER TRANSFORMER 
COURSE TUNE POT. 
FINE TUNE POT. 
3 'F' CONNECTORS 
RESISTORS &CAPS 
LED WITH HOLDER 
TERMINAL STRIP 

P.C. BOARD 
RE CHOKE 
KNOB 
WIRE 
2 SWITCHES 
4 DIODES 
LM 317 REG. 

WOOD GRAIN CABINET WITH SILK 
SCREENED front and back $10.95 Extra 

BUILT POWER SUPPLY  $34.95 

Complete 
Down Converter 

System 
INCLUDES 

ANTENNA KIT 
POWER SUPPLY KIT 
CONVERTER KIT 

SPECIAL $49.95 

QUANTITY 
DISCOUNTS 

Any Price in Adv. 
I 0 pcs  12 % oft 
25 pcs.  18 % off 
50 pos.  25 % oft 
100 pcs.  30% oft 
1000 pcs.  35% oft 

No Mixing for 
Quantity Discount 

PARTS 
Converter P.C. Board 
Plated through holes 
for stability  $4.95 
Power Supply 
P.C. Board  2.95 
MRF 901  2.00 
NE02135  4.95 
2835 Diodes   .95 
.001 Chip 
Caps.   10/3.95 
Choke Set of 4 1.95 
LM 317 Regulator 1.25 
'F' Connectors 
Chassis   .50 
Wall Transformer 
12 VAC 700 MA 4.95 
'U' Bolt  95 
BALUN 
75 to 300 ohm  1.95 
BALUN 
for rabbit ears 2.95 
*RG 59/U COAX 

WITH CONNECTORS 
FACTORY MADE 
100 Ft  $17 50 
50 Ft  950 
75 Ft  575 

Ft  2 sn 

CONVERTER 
KIT 

$1695  

P.C.  BOARD  PRE-DRILLED 
SOLDER PLATED WITH 
PLATED THROUGH  HOLES 
FOR A MORE STABLE PIC-
TURE. 

. 2s3 *DI- rizAlqs. 
3 --PARF-941—T-RANS-1-S-F9R--- -• 
2  HP 2835 Diodes 
6  .001 Chip Caps. 
9  Resistors 
4  Prewound chokes 
1  Electrolytic Cap. 
1  Pre Made Probe 

********** 
*WIRED P.C. BOARD TEST-
ED, READY TO CONNECT TO 
CAN WITH PROBE & CABLE 
CONNECTOR ATTACHED. 

$24.95 

We will tune conver-
ter board for $12.50 

trouble shoot 
add  7.50 

trouble shoot 
power supply. $12.50 
plus any parts needed 

We will accept telephone orders for Visa 8 Mastercard 
No C.O.D. Orders 
317-291-7262 

TO ORDER CALL 800-428-3500 
Complete kit weighs 10 lbs. Please add sufficient postage 

6254 LaPas Trail 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46268 

ELECTROMC 
RAII150W 
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When it comes to 

QSL 9s II 

it's the 

ONLY BOOK! 
US or Foreign Listings 

1 983 11113  

0 0 k S 

Here they are! The latest editions of the 
world-famous  Radio  Amateur  Callbook 
are  available  now.  The  U.S.  edition 
features over 400,000 listings, with over 
75,000  changes  from  last  year.  The 
Foreign edition has over 370,000 listings, 
over 50,000 changes. Each book lists calls 

and the address information you need to 
send QS,L's. Special features include call 
changes,  census  of  amateur  licenses, 
world-wide QSL bureaus, prefixes of the 

world,  international  postal  rates,  and 
much more. Place you order for the new 
1983 Radio Amateur Calibooks, available 
now. 

Each  Shipping  Total 

US Calibook 

Foreign 
CallbOOk 

$19.95  $3.05 $23.00 

$18.95  $3.05 $22.00 

Order both books at the same time for 
$>41.95 Including shipping. 

Order from your dealer or directly from 
the publisher. All direct orders add shipping 
charge.  Foreign residents add $4.55 for 
shipping. Illinois residents add 5% sales tax. 

SPECIAL OFFER! 
' *  Amateur Radio 

Emblem Patch 
only $2.50 postpaid 

Pegasus on blue field, red lettering. 3" wide 
x 3" high. Great on Jackets and caps. 

ORDER TODAY! 

RADIO AMATEUR 

c a 11600k INC 

V-  Dept.  B 

925 Sherwood Drive 
Lake Bluff, IL 60044, Lisp, 

ENJOY 
COMFORTABLE 
LISTENING 

PSK-1 POWER SPEAKER 
Now  you  can  enjoy  plenty  of trans-

ceiver audio without having to turn your hand-held 
volume control up so far it goes into distortion. The 
PSK-1 features a powerful 2T,', watt (output) 20 db 
audio amplifier that will interface with virtually any 
communication  receiver speaker output lack. 
Experience the luxury of distortion-free room filling 
audio from your hand-held transceiver even in a 
noisy mobile environment 
The PSK-1 is housed in an attractive case that 

would also decorate any base station Power can be 
obtained from any 12 VDC source capable of 500 
mA 

Prices and Specifications subject to change 
without notice or obligation. 

ADVANCED ELECTRONIC 
APPLICATIONS, INC. 
P.O. Box C-2160, 
Lynnwood, WA 98036 
(206) 775-7373  .-40 
Telex: 152571 AEA INTL 

AEA Brings you the 
Breakthrough! 

DISTRIBUTOR 
WANTED 

A major overseas manufacturer 
of amateur radio equipment is 
looking for a new distributor to 
handle U.S. sales. This would 
involve setting up sales offices, 
servicing, warehousing and 
marketing organizations. Esti-
mated sales about $10,000,000 
the first year. Please reply with 
serious business plan, proof of 
financial capability. 

BOX X, 

73 Magazine, 

Peterborough, NH 03458 

'MFJ DUMMY‘ 
LOADS 

Tune up fast into 50 
ohm resistive load. 
Extend life of finals. 

Includes 
high quality 
transformer 

oil. 

'34'5 
New MFJ-250 VERSALOAD Kilowatt Dummy 

Load lets you tune up fast. Extends life of trans-
mitter finals. Reduces on-the-air ORM. 
Run 1 KW CW or 2 KW PEP for 10 minutes, 1/2 

KW CW or 1 KW PEP for 20 minutes. Continous 
duty with 200 watts CW or 400 watts PEP. Com-
plete with derating curve. 
Quality 50 ohm non-inductive resistor. 
Oil cooled. Includes high quality, industrial 

grade transformer oil (contains no PCB). 
Low VSWR to 400 MHz: Under 1.2:1, 0-30 

MHz. 1.51, 30-300 MHz. 2:1, 300-400 MHz. 
Ideal for testing HF and VHF transmitters. 
SO-239 coax connector. Vented for safety. 

Removable vent cap. Has carrying handle. 
7-1/2 in. high, 6-5/8 in. diameter. 

MFJ "Dry" 300 W and 
1 KW Dummy Loads. 

$64951php '26" 
MFJ 262  MFJ 260 

Air cooled, non-inductive 50 ohm resistor in 
perforated metal housing with SO-239 connect-
ors. Full load for 30 seconds, derating curves to 
5 minutes. MFJ-260 (300 W). SWR: 1.1:1 to 30 
MHz, 1.5:1 for 30-160 MHz. 21/2x21/2 x7 in 
MFJ-262 (1 KW). SWR 1.5:1 for 30 MHz 
3x3x13 inches. 

MFJ  HF  SWR/Wattmeter 

$ 2 99 5 

MFJ-816 

New MFJ-816 low cost HF SWR/Wattmeter for 
1.8 to 30 MHz range. Torodlal current pickup 
gives uniform sensitivity over entire HF fre-
quency. Read SWR, forward and reflected power 
in 2 ranges (30 and 300 watts) on two color scale. 
SO-239 coax connectors. 4-1/2x2-3/8x2-7/8 in.  
Order from MFJ and try it. If not delighted 

return it within 30 days for refund (less shipping) 
One year unconditional guarantee. 
Order today. Call TOLL FREE 800-647-1800. 

Charge VISA.MC Or 'nail check, money order 
Write for free catalog. 

CALL TOLL FREE ... 800-647-1800 
601-323-5869 in MS, outside continental USA 

MFJ ENTERPRISES, 
INCORPORATED 

NI,  Box 494, Mississippi State, MS 39762 
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C.  NEW PRODUCTS 
SLINKY DIPOLE 

TUNING CHART 

The Blacksburg Group has announced 

that it has the information necessary for 

tuning up the Slinky Dipole on the new 

10-MHz band. The antenna needs no at-

tachments for use on this frequency, but it 

does require an additional tuning chart. 

The company is offering the chart free 

of charge to all Slinky Dipole owners, re-

gardless of when or from whom they 

bought the antenna. Slinky Dipole owners 

should send a large (1410), stamped. ad-

dressed envelope to The Blacksburg 

Group to receive the information. If writ-

ing from overseas, you need only send 

your name, address, and two IRCs. 

For more information, contact The 

Blacksburg Group, Inc., PO Box 242, 

Blacksburg VA 24060; (703)-951-9030. 

Reader Service number 477. 

COM-RAD'S DDRR 

WITH RANGE EXTENDER 
A unique accessory called the Range 

Extender now offered by Com-Rad Indus-

tries can be added to their very successful 

DDRR two-meter antenna (a DDRR and 

Range Extender combination is also avail-

able for 220 MHz). The Range Extender is a 

tapered stainless-steel whip and mount-

ing base that can be attached to the end 

of the ring element of the DDRR. The 

unique feature is that the DDRR can be 

used alone or with the Range Extender 

without retuning. The transceiver sees no 

change in load. The use of the Range Ex-

Com-Rad's DDRR with Range Extender 
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tender does not, in any way. detract from 

the DDRR's ability to reject intermod. 

Tuning is accomplished simply by ad-

justing the stainless-steel capacity disc's 

height above its ground plane by turning 

the threaded stud attached to the disc and 

tightening the wing nut. The disc system 

supplements the bronze strap that was 

formally used and reduces the height of 

the antenna another two inches from its 

already extremely low profile. Owners of 

Com-Rad's DDRR antennas with bronze 

tuning straps may return their units to the 

factory for conversion to the disc tuning 

system at a minimal cost. For more infor-

mation, contact Com-Rad Industries 1635 

West River Parkway, Grand Island NY 

14072; (716)-773-1445. Reader Service 

number 476. 

SATELLITE-TRACKING 

PACKAGE 
Computer Applications has announced 

Pathfinder II, the new multi-option satel-

lite-tracking package for Apple comput-

ers. Pathfinder II has been designed to op-

erate with a minimum of user-supplied in-

formation. 

This program will track any circular-or-

bit satellite from anywhere in the world. 

Tracking is conducted in real time, and 

the path may be mapped on either a world 

or US map, using high-resolution graph-

ics. Maps and tables of data may be print-

ed on the Epson MXTM printer 

Pathfinder II comes complete with sat-

ellite-tracking information for OSCAR 8, 

NOAA 6 and 7, and the RS satellite series 

3-8 already on disk. Information for other 

satellites may be added to the program's 

data base. 

In addition to predicting future orbits 

and reference orbits, the program will 

compute and present a summary of or-

bital characteristics, using an exclu-

sive, high•speed, accurate prediction 

algorithm. 

For additional information, contact 

Computer Applications, 3628 A Court, Ox-

nard CA 93033. Reader Service number 

486 

MCD 01 REPEATER 

CONTROLLER 
Micro Concepts and Design Company 

has released its MCD 01 Repeater Control-

ler, which provides the best quality in re-

peater control using the highest technolo• 

gy available for controller application. 

The MCD 01 utilizes a Motorola MC 

68705 microprocessor as the heart of 

the unit, combined with the latest in 

programming techniques. The MC 68705 

contains 2K of EPROM and 112 bits of us-

able RAM. The stored program is protect-

ed in ROM against loss due to power fail-

ures. With this combination, a highly reli-

able and easy-to-maintain controller can 

provide a repeater with sophisticated con-

trol techniques never before seen at a 

modest cost. 

A single-chip ITT 3201 CITMF decoder is 

used to decode all 16 touchtonesTM  used 

in repeater operation. This gives the re-

peater owner the capability to use any or 

all of the 16 DTMF tones. The chip con-

tains both high and low filtering to prevent 

falsing. 

Other features include 4 repeater ac-

cess modes (carrier, touchtone, touch-

The MCD 01 Repeater Controller 

tone or PL, and PL only) and 3 autopatch/ 

autodial access modes. The autopatch 

feature includes both touchtone and rota-

ry dial capability. You may use any num-

ber of digits for any control or access 

command, and telephone line or auxiliary 

receiver inputs may be used for control 

purposes without disturbing normal re-

peater operation. The functions may be 

disabled together or separately. 
A programmable subaudible tone en-

coder/decoder with 32-tone capability is 

included in the control unit. The encoder/ 

decoder contains the necessary audio fil-

ters for the tones. 

The primary design concept in the MCD 

01 is to provide needed and practical fea-

tures with complete operator control and 

easy-to-maintain circuitry. All compo-

nents used in the controller are easy to ob-

tain, and they have been mounted on a 

high-quality double-sided PC board with a 

22-pin edge connector. 

The MCD 01's compact size, high-quali-

ty components, and fine technology make 

it a perfect repeater controller for the dis-

criminating repeater owner/operator. 

For further information, contact Micro 

Concepts and Design Co., PO Box 19786, 

Orlando FL 32814: (305)-298-3026 Reader 

Service number 487. 

MFJ-1220 RTTY/CW 

COMPUTER INTERFACE 
The new MFJ-1220 RTTY/CW Computer 

Interface is a terminal unit that provides 

TTL/CMOS and RS-232 levels for comput-

er interfacing. 

Unlike phase-locked-loop demodula-

tors, this is an optimum design using indi-

vidually-tuned active bandpass filters. It 

has separate mark and space channel fil-

ters, a CW filter, and a post detection low-

pass filter for excellent weak-signal and 

high-interface RTTY/CW performance. 

It takes received RTTY/CW audio from 

your transceiver, demodulates it, and pro-

vides TTL/CMOS and RS-232 levels for in-

terfacing with nearly any computer. A pro-

MFI RTTY CW 

gram (not included) is used to provide 

RTTY/CW text. 

For RTTY transmission, your computer 

drives the AFSK generator to provide FSK 

transmission using the microphone or 

phone-patch input of your SSB transmit-

ter, or it can directly key the FSK input of 

your transmitter. 

For CW transmission, your computer 

drives the high-voltage keying currents of 

the MFJ-1220 which then provides grid. 

block or direct keying for your transmitter. 

The RTTY/CW Interface transmits and 

receives all standard RTTY shifts of 170. 

425. and 850 Hz to cover all amateur, com-

mercial, and military traffic to over 100 

wpm. It uses the standard space tone of 

2125 Hz and mark tones of 2295. 2250. and 

2975 Hz. 

Meter, mark. and space LEDs aid in pre. 

cision tuning. The mark and space LEDs 

also indicate mark and space transmis-

sions. A normal/reverse switch reverses 

the polarity of the mark and space for re-

ceiving. A CW transmit LED provides visu-

al indication of CW transmission. A sensi-

tive autostart feature keeps noise from ac-

tivating the computer or printer when 

there is no RTTY signal. 

The MFJ•1220 operates on 12 V dc or 

110 V ac with an optional adapter. 

the MFJ-1312. The cabinet is eggshell 

white with walnut grain and top. It mea-

sures 10 x 2 x 5 inches. 

MFJ provides a 30-day money-back trial 

period. If you are not satisfied, you may re-

turn it within 30 days for a full refund (less 

shipping). MFJ also provides a one-year 

unconditional guarantee. 

For additional information, contact 

MFJ Enterprises, Inc.. 921 Louisville 

Road, Starkville MS 39759; (800)1547-1800. 

Reader Service number 479. 

YAESU HF TRANSCEIVERS 
Yaesu Electronics Corporation has an-

nounced two additions to its line of HF 

transceivers 

The FT-980 is a full-featured 160-10-me-

COMPUTER INTERFACE 

MFJ 1220 RTTY/CW Computer Interlace 

MODEL 

MFJ-1220 

• 
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MILITARY SURPLUS 

HANDI-
TALKIES 
WANTED 
Super high prices. Any quantity, any condition. 
RT-976/PRC-75  RT-976A/PRC-75 
RT-865D/PRC-66 UHF-225 to 400 MH 

SPACE ELECTRONICS 
Call Ray, K2BBC, or Jack, WA2KTX 

Call collect: 201-440-8787 , 162 

[
Custom Mailing Lists on Labels! 

Amateur Radio Operator NAMES 
Custom lists compiled to your specifications 
-Geographic by ZIP and/or State; by Age or 
Birthdati"; by Licence Issue or Expiration 
Date—on labels of your choice. 

Total List: 411,000  Price: in/Thousand 

Call 203: 438-3433 for more information 

Buckmaster Publishing  226 
70 Florida Hill Rd . Ridgefield. CT 06877 

SYNTHESIZED 
SIGNAL GENERATOR 

MADE IN 
USA 

MODEL 
SG100D 
$349.95 
plus shipping 

• Covers100 to 185 MHz in 1 kHz steps with thumb-
wheel dial • Accuracy 1 part per 10 million at all fre-
quencies • Internal FM adjustable from 0 to 100 kHz 
at a 1 kHz rate • Spurs and noise at least 60 dB be-
low carrier • RF output adjustable from 5-500 mV at 
50 ohms • Operates on 12 Vdc @ 1/2 Amp • Avail-
able for immediate delivery • $349.95 plus shipping 
• Add-on Accessories available to extend freq 
range, add infinite resolution, voice and sub-audible 
tones, AM, precision 120 dB calibrated attenuator 
• Call for details • Dealers wanted worldwide. 

VANGUARD LABS 
186-23 Jamaica Ave., Hollis, NY 11423 

Phone: (2121468-2720 

CONTACT-80... .0 
RTTY your TRS/30 with CONTACT SO MARK II for 19831 

TRS-80, MOD III INTERFACE (included with system) 
gives keyboard STATION CONTROL and connects with 
the TTY TU of your choice. 
(No other equipment needed for CW operation) 

Cassette a DIP Features: 
• BAUDOT, ASCII 8. MORSE... 
•CW RX speed AUTOSYNC & unique FIST-FIXER... 
•TRI-SPLIT screen (user sets HIS way)... 
• -Unlimited" STORED MSG. sizes... 
•Automatic DYNAMIC BUFFER ALLOCATION... 
• Live HARDCOPY plus other Line-printing.. 
• AUTO-ID, TIME/DATED transmissions... 
• On screen "OSCILLSCOPE", CLOCK, COUNTERS... 
• Unique EDITOR, CLOCKED-KEYING, NAME-LINE... 
• AUTO-DIDDLE, PUB ROLLOVER, REPEATING KEYS... 
• Fast CASSETTE I/0 and many other features... 

Addlhonel Disk Features: 
• Two-way message SELCALL. A "PERSONAL PASO"... 
• AUTOMONitor frequency activity to disk... 
• SAVE, LOAD, KILL & DIR plus other 110. 

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL 
DISK VERSION  8199.00 
CASSETTE VERSION  $17900 
CASSETTE, later upgrade to DISK   $2000 
Guaranteed-Include Amateur CALLSIGN-POST PAID 

ROYAL 
407 Conk's Rood  150  
Hampton, OA 3022a Telephone: (404) 946•9314 

AZDEN PCS-4000 
2 METER TRANSCEIVER 
AND PCS-300 2M TALKIE 
We'll Beat Any Price in This Issue 

10 AMP Regulated Supply 
10 AMP Continuous $ 52. 

Service Manuals 

PCS 4000 I 300-3000 
Sgoo  I $592 EACH 

Order 24 hours a day (215) 884 6010 
FREE UPS  N.P.S. Inc.  VVA 3IFO 
1138 BOXWOOD RD JENKINTOWN, PA 19046 

SWR and PO WER METER 
DPM-1 

MACAW's DPM-1 SWR/Power Meter has a 
frequency range of 1.8 to 150 MHz and a 
power range of 0-20, 200 and 1000W in 

three ranges. The DPM-1 is compact. 
lightweight and measures SWR and power 
simultaneously, only S44.95. Freight Prepaid 

Anywhere In U.S. Order by telephone 
or mail: 

SWR 8. PO WER METER  . 

MACAW 

m cA0  A  w  CR IEAb CdveTnciAdRa9E2n0c018nasiC(.619 )1e13t8B2C32 .6 
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The Yaesu FT-980 HF transceiver 

ter transceiver which also includes a gen-

eral-coverage receiver section. Providing 

a nominal 100 Watts rf output from a low-

distortion, high-voltage final amplifier, the 

FT-980 is set up for full OSK with silent 

solid-state switching. The receiver sec• 

tion is designed for wide dynamic range 

and versatility in filter selection. An audio 

peak filter, i-f notch filter, variable pulse-

width noise blanker, variable i-f band-

width with i-f shift (passband tuning), and 

an audio-shaping control round out the re-

ceiver features. The FT-980 is controlled 

by an 8-bit microprocessor, which allows 

storage of frequency and mode into mem-

ory while also allowing the programming 

of subband limits for Novice-, Techni-

cian-. General-. or Advanced-class opera-

tors. Direct keyboard entry of frequencies 

provides instant OSY without the need to 

rotate the main tuning dial. 

The FT-77 is an extremely compact HF 

transceiver for active mobile or space-

conscious operators. Utilizing computer-

aided design and automated insertion 

techniques. the FT-77 represents a new 

advance in manufacturing efficiency and 

reliability. Equipped for SSB and CW oper-

ation (FM optional), the FT-77 includes 

digital frequency display. CW wide/nar-

row selection, selectable agc. RIT. and a 

highly effective noise blanker. 

A full line of accessories is available for 

both the FT-980 and the FT-77. For further 

information. contact Yaesu Electronics 

Corp.. PO Box 49, Paramount CA 90723. 

Reader Service number 480 

SATELLITE STEREO 

PROCESSOR 
A new satellite stereo-processing com-

ponent from Channel Master now gives 

home TVRO users the capability of full 

stereo enjoyment of auxiliary audio ser-

vices carried on the "birds." 

The multi-mode stereo processor. mod-

el 6140, takes audio subcarrier signals 

from the satellite receiver and decodes 

them for use with an ordinary home stereo 

receiver system. It will also allow monau-

ral audio subcarriers to be heard through 

hi-fi speakers for added enjoyment of sat-

ellite video programming. 

Decoding of separate, multiplex, or ma-

trix stereo is accomplished via front-pan-

el, push-button selectors. Two indepen-

dent tuning controls are provided for se-

lecting the subcarrier channel desired in 

the range of 5.5 MHz to 8.0 MHz. A select-

able i-f filter allows reception of high-fidel-

ity programming with low distortion. 

For easy tuning of favorite stations, 

four independently preset positions may 

be selected using the PROGRAM switch. 

Popular subcarrier frequencies have been 

preprogrammed at the factory on all four 

of these positions. The TUNE position on 

this switch allows the selection of alter-

nate subcarriers. 

The sleek styling of the Model 6140 Sat-

ellite Stereo Processor has been designed 

to match the look for the industry-ac-

claimed Channel Master satellite receiv-

er. For more information, contact Channel 

Master Division of Avner, Inc., Ellenville 

NY 12428; (914)-647-5000. Reader Service 

number 484. 

ANTENNA TUNERS 
Encomm. Inc . has announced two an-

tenna tuners from Tokyo Hy-Power Labs: 

the HC-2000 and the HC-200. 

The HC-2000 is a 2000-Watt PEP (500 

Watts maximum on 1.9 MHz) HF antenna 

coupler with a powerlswr meter and a ver-

satile 12-posit ion antenna switch (6 

through the tuner and 6 bypass). 11 will 

tune coaxial-fed antennas, balanced-line 

antennas (balun included), or endfed 

wires. The HC-2000 is bandswitched for 

the 1.9-. 3.5-, 7-, 10-, 14-. 18-, 21-, 24.5-, and 

28-MHz (all WARC) bands, so you don't 

have to experiment to find your inductor 

setting, plus it has 6-to•1 vernier dials on 

the capacitors for easy fine tuning. Scales 

on the dual meters include swr. 2 kW. 200 

W and 20 W. Connectors are SO-239s and 

Johnson terminals. 

The HC-200 is a combined 200-Watt HF 

antenna coupler with a powerlswr meter 

and a six-position antenna switch (3 coax-

ial/wire positions through the tuner and 3 

bypass). It will tune endfed wires, coax, or 

balanced-line antennas (with optional 

balun). The HC-200 is bandswitched for 

the 3.5-. 7-, 10-, 14-, 18-, 21-, 24.5-, and 

The HC-200 antenna tuner from Encomm 

28-MHz (includes new WARC) bands. 

Scales on the meter include swr. 20 W, 

and 200 W. Connectors are SO-239s and 

Johnson terminals. 

Both antenna tuners have high quality 

ceramic coil forms, well-damped/well-

shielded meter circuits, as well as f irst-

class design and layout and there are no 

ferrite cores in the main inductor to 

saturate! 

For more information, contact THL 

Sales Department, Encomm, Inc., 2000 

Ave.. G Suite 800, Plano TX 75074; 

(214)423.0024. Reader Service number 

481 

DB-GAIN ANTENNAS 

DB-Gain Antennas of Ft. Lauderdale. 

Florida. has announced its new line of an-

tenna products with the introduction of its 

commercial-grade dB-Gain vertical mo-

bile antenna. Available in 450 and 220 

MHz and 2. 6, 10, 15. 20, and 40 meters 

with a power rating of 250 Watts, these an-

tennas were designed primarily for mobile 

use, but each can be used in a fixed-sta-

tion application. 

Each dB-Gain antenna whip and set 

screw is made of 17-7 stainless steel. 

Heavy-gauge fiberglass (.031 wall/spiral 

finish) coil housings provide strength and 

durability for extreme weather conditions. 

Each coil is wound with no. 16 copper. and 

the remaining hardware is chrome-plated 

brass. A standard mounting ferrule of 3/8" 

x 24 thread is compatible with most mo-

bile mounts. 

For additional information, contact 

Tom Adams W4MTW, dB-Gain Antennas, 

2308 NE 20th Avenue. Ft Lauderdale FL 

33305: (305)-566-2200. Reader Service 

number 491. 

DATASAVER TM  AC 
POWER BACKUP 

The Datasaver ac power backup, avail-

able in 90- and 200-Watt capacities, is a 

battery-powered backup unit which keeps 

many of the popular computer systems 

and instruments operating during ac 

power interruptions or transients. Both 

versions utilize a precision 0.1-percent 

crystal frequency standard that allows 

real-time power sensing and prevents vid-

eo jitter that affects many computer 

displays. 

The Datasaver provides overvoltage 

transient suppression and EMI noise fil-

tering. Standard features include re-

chargeable sealed battery, automatic bat-

tery charger, solid-state power inverter, ac 

line voltage monitor and cutout switch, 

visual and audible alarms, and remote 

alarm signal for interrupt-driven computer 

applications. US and foreign power con-

figurations available. 

External battery jacks are provided to 

allow any 12-volt battery (car, motor home, 

boat. etc.) to become the power source for 

computer operation. For more informa-

tion. contact Dave Dickey at Cuesta Sys-

tems. Inc., 3440 Roberto Court, San Luis 

Obispo CA 93401: (805)-541-4160. Reader 

Service number 478. 

RE WATTMETER 
The new Thruline  directional wattme-

ter expands the usual single full-scale 

power level of its plug-in element to seven 

overlapping power ranges. 

Tailored for design or field service of 

CW and FM systems from 200 kHz to 1000 

MHz and % Watt to 10.000 Watts, the new 

precision instrument uses special ele-

ments providing seven levels instead of 

one covering either 1/3/10I30/100/300/1000 

Watts or 10130/100/300/100013000/10,000 

Watts with ± 5% accuracy of reading over 

a full 37-dB power range. The desired 

range is instantly selectable by a front-

panel rotary switch which also includes a 

battery-level position. Elements are sim-

ply rotated for either forward or reflected 

power measurement. 

Model 4410 Thruline wattmeters feature 

low insertion vswr of 1.05 or less, tempera-

ture compensation to maintain full-rated 

accuracy from 0° to 50° C. 120% over-

Channel Master Model 6140 Satellite Stereo Processor. 
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ALL BAND TRAP ANTENNAS! 

PRETUNED - COMPLET-
ELY ASSEMBLED - ONLY 
ONE  NEAT SMALL AN-
TENNA FOR AL,_ BANDS! 
EXCELLENT FOR  CON-
DO'S -  APAPT MENTS 
- LIGHT - STRONG  - 
AL MOST INVISIBLE! 

FOR  ALL  MAKES  & 
M ODELS OF AMATEUR 
TRANSCEIVERS I GUAR-
ANTEED  FOR  2000 
WATTS 5513 INPUT FOR 
NOVICE AND ALL CLASS 
AMATEURS? IMPROVED 
DE SIGN! 

CO MPLETE  with 90 ft.  RG58U-52  ohm feedline, and 
PL259 conn wtor, Insulators, 30 ft  300 lb test decron end 
supports, canter connector with built In  lightning arrester and 
static discharge - molded, sealed, weatherproof, resonant traps 
1-X6" - you just switch to band desired for excellent worldwide 
operation - transmitting and recleringi LowS WR over all bands 
-Tuners usually NOT NEEDED.  Can be used •s  inverted V's - 
stripers - In attics, on building tops or narrow Iota . The ONLY AN -

TENNA YOU WILL EVER  NEED FOR ALL BANDS - WITH 
ANY TRANSCEIVER - NE W - NO BALUNS NEEDED! 

60-40-20-15-10- - 2 trap- 104 ft -Model 998BUC  589 95 
40-20-15-10 -- 2 trap --54 ft - Model 1001BUC  $68 95 
20-15-10 meter - 2 trap - 26ft - Model 100TBUC  &87 95 

SEND FULL PRICE FOR POSTPAID INSURED. DEL. IN USA, 
(Canada In $5.00 extra for postage - clerical-  customs etc)  or 
order using VISA  - MASTER CARD -  AMER. EXPRESS., 
Give number and ax. data. Ph 1-308-236-5333  9AM - 6PM 
week days. We OW in 2-3 days. ALL PRICES MAY INCREASE 
ORDER NO W! All antennas guaranteed for I yew. 10 day money 
back trial If returned In new contiftionl Made in USA. FREE INFO. 
AVAILABLE ONLY FROM 

WESTERN ELECTRONICS  s". 80  
Dept. A7- 5 Kearney, Nebraska, 66847 

WANTED 
HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR: 

HARRIS RF-301 

ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT 

CALL COLLECT: 

LIBERTY ELECTRONICS, INC. 

(212) 925-6048 

*******.******************* 
:GO MOBILE WITH YOUR H.T.!: 

:SEE US AT THE DAYTON HAMVENTION! * 

Model 1— lcom IC•2A/T. Etc. 
Model K-1 for TR-2500 

—slides on bottom of radio 

Guaranteed! 

Model K —TR-2400; 
—powered thru battery plug 

Model N—FT-2013R 

Model 1—Simple mod for Tempo 

Model Y— FT-207R, 
—fits into battery compartment 

•A unique battery eliminator' 
HANDI.TEK Regulator allows 
constant hand-held operation 
from auto DC or base supply 
with no nicad drain and 
WITHOUT RADIO MODIFICA-
TION! $24.95 PPD in USA. CA 
add $1.50 Sales Tao. 
460 

HANDI-TEK 

P.O. BOX 2205, LA PUENTE, CA 9174 

*******x(*** ******* ******** * 

THE 
BEST PLACE 
To Look For 
New & Used 
Equipment 

Buy-Sell-Trade 
Our 4th Year 

NUTS & VOLTS 
MAGAZINE 

PO BOX III I -G • PLACENTIA. CA 92670 

(714) 632-7721  ...137 

JOIN THOUSANDS OF READERS 
NATIONWIDE, EVERY MONTH 

U.S.A. SUBSCRIPTI O NS 

7.00 - 1 YR. 3RD CLASS M AIL 

SI2.50 - 1 YR. 1ST CLASS M AIL 

525.00 - LIFETI ME - 3RD CLASS 

With Free Classified Ad  C Z 
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11 . Receivers 

Lunar's fine of RF actuated in-fine receiving pream-

plifiers can spark up that otherwise dead band. 

Missing those weak ones? Become an elephant With 

new ears. Models available from 28-220 MHz 

bands. Simply insert between your transceiver and 
antenna, apply 12 VDC and enjoy. Standard SO-239 
connectors on RF ports - BNC available Typical per-
formance at 144 MHz: 1.4 dB NF 10 dB gain. Low 

noise performance kern Lunar - simply. the best. 
..220 

L4NAR  2775 Kurtz Street. Suite 11 

tronics 
irk  San Diego. Co 92110 

(619)299-9740 • Telex 181747 

Have an Apple? 

Want to work RTTY? 

Know about Super-Ratt? 

You should. 

Lig Call or write 
for details. 

UNIVERSAL SOFT WARE SYSTE MS, INC. 
9 SHIELDS LANE  RIDGEFIELD, CT 06877 

12031 438-3117 ,-.. , 

APPLE II MORSE CODE 

INTERFACE 

CW SOFTWARE FOR THE APPLE II 

NO OTHER HARDWARE REQUIRED 

• TONE DETECTION THROUGH CASSETTE INPUT 

• SOFTWARE TUNEABLE CENTER FREQUENCY 

• AUTOMATIC SPEED TRACKING: 6 TO 60 WPM 

• SPLIT SCREEN DISPLAYS 

• SEPARATE EIGHT LINE RD AND TX BUFFERS 

• TX SPEED VARIABLE FROM 15 TO 60 WPM 

• TX TONE THROUGH CASSETTE OUTPUT 

• OPTIONAL S/DETONE THROUGH APPLE SPEAKER 

• D.C. TX KEYING VIA GAME CONNECTOR 

• TX/RS SWITCHING VIA GAME CONNECTOR 

• BUILT IN PRINTER DRIVER 

• REQUIRES DOS 3.3 

CODE MACHINE  $29.95 

RECEIVE ONLY VERSION 

MODEC  $14.95 

SHIPPING  INCLUDED. CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS 

ADD SALES TAX.  NO C.O.D. ORDERS  PLEASE. 

FOREIGN SNIPPING ADD $4.00. 

corec 
13462 HAMMONS AVE.--- SARATOGA,CA 95070 

M/C 

Visa 

$129P5 
NEW! HF WATTMETER 
• Digital Resolution (0 1 or 1 Watt 

• Wideband (160 through 10 meters) 
• Wide range (ORP to 1999 Watts) 
• Detachable (RF Sampler un-plugs) 
• Battery Saver turns off minutes after 
RF disappears 

• Price includes—Readout, HF Sampler. 
battery, VS WR 
nomogram 
and complete 
schematics. 

• 90 day 
warranty 

.419 
write or call: 
e-tek  P.O. Box 625, Marietta. OH 45750 

1-(614)-374-2280 

QUALITY MICROWAVE TV SYSTEMS 
2.1 to 2.6 GHz Ant. 
34 db Gain or Greater 

COMPLETE SYSTEMS 
Parabolic Dish Style as Pictured!  S 99 95 

Commercial Rod Style 

139 overall length'  5)09 95 
COMPONENTS 

Down Converters 
'both types)  S 34 95 

Power ,Supplies 
112V to 15111  $ 24 95 

Data Into 'Plans)  S 995 
REPAIRS 

Down Converters  S 1995 
lall types includes parts 
labor Ireighli 

' 

Phillips-Tech 
drip  -  Electronics 

_A- P.O. Box 34772 
2 YEAR WARRANTY  Phoenix, AZ 85067 
PARTS & LABOR  (602) 265-8255 v• 246 

4  .4111KIEN.A. 

r•S' 

CODS 

Spechil Quantify 
VISA  Pricing 

Dealers Wanted 
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The Thrultne ' directional wattmeter. 

range protection regardless of the selec-

tor-switch position, and a choice of 18 

common rf connectors interchangeable in 
the field. 

For more information, contact Bird 

Electronic Corporation, 30303 Aurora 

Road, Cleveland (Solon)OH 44139. Reader 
Service number 483. 

H S•700 
MICROPHONE/HEADSET 
MX Products has announced a new 

lightweight microphone/headset espe-
cially designed to complement lcom HF 

and VHF equipment. The HS-700 features 

a comfortable, lightweight headset which 

permits extended operation without °per-

ator fatigue and is ideal for contest-style 

HS-700 microphone/headset from MX 

Products. 

operation. The microphone employs a 

miniature electret element with integral 

preamplifier and frequency compensation 

to enhance intelligibility and "punch." A 
wind screen is included to minimize wind 
and breath noise. The microphone boom 

is adjustable for optimum speaking dis-
tance and noise environments. Total sys-
tem weight is under 4 ounces. 

For more information, contact MX Prod-

ucts, 1152-169th Ct. NE, Redmond WA 

98052; (206)-881-0355. Reader Service 
number 488. 

ADJUSTABLE SWITCHING 
POWER SUPPLY 

Jameco Electronics has added another 

new model to their growing family of pop-

ular power supplies. The JE224 is a high-

Jameco's JE224 power supply. 

efficiency power supply which utilizes the 

LH 1605, one of the latest switching regu-
lators from National Semiconductor that 

provides high current output and requires 

only a minimum number of support com-

ponents to do the job. 

The JE224 is adjustable from 4 to 24 V 

dc and current rated 5 A at 5 V dc, 4.8 A at 6 

Vdc, 4.1 Aat 9Vdc, 3.3 A at 12Vdc, 1.9A 
at 18 V dc, and 0.5 A at 24 V dc. Outputs 

are regulated with over-current protec-
tion. The overall size is a very compact 

7.75 L x 4.25 W x 2.75 H: and the unit 

weighs in at only 3.65 pounds. 

For more information, contact Jameco 

Electronics, 1355 Shoreway Road, Bel-

mont CA 94002; (415)-592-8097. Reader 

Service number 482. 

DATA FILE 

MAINTENANCE PROGRAM 
Russ Software has introduced Multi-

File, its new data file maintenance pro-

gram for the VIC-20 and Commodore 64 

computers. It will work with either cas-

sette or disk storage media, and you can 

store up to 100 items per file with an un-

limited number of files. The VIC-20 version 

requires the 16K expansion in order to 

make full use of the program's capabili-

ties; with 3K, files are limited to 20 or 30 

items. 

The data file program features search 

and review functions as well as delete, 

correct, and print data functions. The 
search function will look for any data on 

any line of the file; the more specific your 
input is, the more specific the search will 

be. 

Multi-File will produce audible notifica-

tion of error messages and the comple-

tion of major functions. 

For additional information, contact 

Russ Software Ltd., PO Box 378, North-

west Station, Chesapeake VA 23322; 

(804)-421-3914. Reader Service number 

485. 

AWARDS 
OREGON TRAIL 

COUNCIL CAMPOREE 
On May 20-22, 1983, the Benton District, 

Oregon Trail Council, Boy Scouts of Amer-

ica, will hold its annual Camporee. This 

event Is a weekend camping experience 

involving all the scout troops, most of the 

Cub Scout Webelos dens, and many of the 

Explorer Posts in the local area. 

This year, the Benton District Camp-

oree Committee has invited members of 

the Oregon State University Amateur Ra-

dio Club (K7UYX) to participate in the 

Camporee as special invited guests. The 

OSUARC has volunteered to set up an HF 

demonstration station, provide VHF com-

munications at the camp, and assist the 

scouts in earning portions of their com-

munications-related scout awards. 

Operation will begin at 5:00 pm PDT, 

May 20, and end at 1:00 pm PDT, May 22. 

Frequencies are: SSB-3.940 MHz, 7.240 

MHz, 14.290 MHz, 21.380 MHz, and 28.990 
MHz; CW-3.590 MHz, 7.030 MHz, 14.070 

MHz, 21.140 MHz, and 29.190 MHz. 

For more information, contact Steve 

Aberle WA7PTM, 2751 NW Orchard Ave., 
Corvallis OR 97330. 

NANTUCKET EXPEDITION 
The Algonquin ARC will activate Nan-

tucket Island, Nantucket County, Massa-

chusetts, May 21-22. Operation will be 

CW, up 60 from the low end of the bands, 

and SSB, up 60 from the low end of the 

General phone bands, 80-10. We will be 

using the call W1BK. OSL with an SASE 

via PO Box 258, Marlboro MA 01752. 

MT. SAINT HELENS 
OSO PARTY 

The Clark County Amateur Radio Club, 

W7AIA, is pleased to announce the third 

annual Mount Saint Helens OSO Party 

which will be held May 21 and 22, 1983, 

This OSO party will mark the third anniver-

sary of the cataclysmic explosion of near-

by Mt. Saint Helens. This disastrous vol. 

canic eruption took the life of Reid Black-

burn KA7AMF who was an active member 

of this club. Reid was monitoring a USGS 

observation station near the base of the 

mountain at the time of the eruption. 

Any amateur station making one con-

tact with W7AIA during the two days from 
0001 UTC May 21 through 2359 UTC May 

22, 1983, will be eligible to apply for the 

Mt. Saint Helens Award, a beautiful certif-
icate featuring a photograph of the moun-

tain two years after the eruption. 

Look for W7AIA on the following fre-
quencies (plus or minus ORM): SSB-

3.895, 7.230, 14.280, 21.380, 28.505; 

CW-3.705, 7.105, 21.105, 28.105; VHF— 

various Vancouver and Portland area 

repeaters. 

To apply for the award, send log infor-

mation or OSL card and $2.00 (or 8 IRCs) 

to: Award Manager, W7AIA, PO Box 1424, 

Vancouver WA 98688; (206)-693-0033. All 
proceeds from the award will go to the 

Reid Blackburn Scholarship Fund which 

has been established by the Clark County 
Amateur Radio Club, W7AIA, at Clark Col-

lege in Vancouver WA. 

HAM HELP 
I need technical information on the Inter-

continental Instruments model TPG-2 

double pulse generator. I would also like in-

formation on how to reach engineers for In-

tercontinental, which was located in Farm-
ingdale, Long Island. 

Harold May 
428 Millions 

Hinsdale IL 80521 

I am offering a $5 reward for the first offer 
of data which will make my hamfest pur-

chase a functional frequency counter. The 
PC board contains 7 MAN readouts, 6 74144 

chips, and 1 each, 5474, 7440, 7490, 7475. 

and 7447. There is no clock or input pro-

cessor. All letters will be answered and all 

materials returned. 

Horace Eddy W2BU 

3 N. Belmont 

011•011fill NY 13820 

I would like information on the positive 

matched amplifier model PMA-2, made by 

Jerrold Electronics Corporation of Philadel-

phia. It looks like a cable TV amplifier. I will 

pay for any reproduction or mailing costs. 

Carl S. Peterson N6CSI 

PO Box 4432 
Chico CA 95927 
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OPIPPIDDRR Space  Beaters! 
The Repeater Beaters 

-- ,. 
• BASE STATION OUALRY, from a mobeie 

it-u  N- • Say good-by to whip Nvipe-our1 

• Say good-by to mobile flutter (picket 
fencing)! 

• Say good-by to hrier-Modl 

I  AU. THIS PLUS jr Ia. L  • OPEN THE TOUGH ONESI by adding Ow 
optional CR2X or CR3X Range Extender. 

CR2A*  $39 plus 
or 
CR3A  $2 shipping 

CR2X  $12 plus 
or 
CR3X  $2 shipping 

Sys see 
Maissreare 
sosiere 

(continental USA) 

COM-RAD, IND. 
1635 WEST RIVER PARKWAY 

GRAND ISLAND, NEW YORK 14072 
(716)773-1445 

RELIABLE MICROWAVE TV ANTENNAS 

2.1 to 2.6 GHz Frequency Range 
34db System Gain Mr Greater) 

Complete System (as pictured) 
Down Converter Probe Style 
(Assembled and Tested) 

Power Supply (12V to 16V DC.) 
(Assembled and Tested) 

1 YEAR WARRANTY 
PARTS 6, LABOR 

$119.95 

$ 49.95 

$ 39.95 

PETERSON 
ELECTRONICS 
4558 Auburn Blvd 
Sacramento, CA 95841 
(916) 486-9071 

...- 182 

C.O.D.'s 

SPECIAL QUANTITY 

PRICING 

Dealers Wanted 

PRESERVE  I I 1 1 

73 WITH 

BINDERS & FILE CASES. 
Keep sour issues of 73 Magazine handy and protect-

ed in handsome and durable library file boxes or 

binders. Both styles are bound in red leatherette 
with the magazine logo stamped in gold. 

File boxes: each file box holds 12 issues, with spines 

visible for easy reference. 

$5.95 each, 3 for $17.00. 6 for $30.00 

Binders: each binder holds 12 issues and opens flat 

for easy reading. 

$7.50 each. 3 for $21.75. 6 for $42.00 

(USA postage paid. Foreign orders must include 

$2.50 per item.) 

Please state years desired (1977 to 1984). 
Send check or money order to: 

Jesse Jones Box Corp., P.O. Box 5120. Philadelphia. 

PA 19141: please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery. 

Sorry. no C.O.D. or phone orders. 

"orgg12850 
sue 

PPD 

OUR 16TH YEAR' 

AMATEUR TELEVISION 
MAGAZINE 115 

'SOS THE SPECIALJZIDCOIMIUNICADON RADIO AMATEUR" 

' r year 
1 year 
2 year 
3 year 

Surface  Surface  Airmail 
U.S./Canada  All  Central 
Mexico  Foreign  S. America 
10 00  13.00  $ 20 00 

S 20.00  26.00  S 4000 
S 38.00  S 50.00  S 7800 
$ 56 00  S 74 00  $116.00 

ATV-SSTV.FAX.ATTY.Sarellites-EME 
Microwave and Computers 

Airmail 
All Other 
Foreign 
$ 2300 
$ 46.00 
$ 90 00 
5134 00 

Published 12 times per year by Mike Stone WBOOCD 

P O. Box H, Lowden, Iowa 52255 0408 
IMF 

NEW 
BASIC PROGRAM MANUAL 

FOR AMATEURS 
Programs Design: Antennas, Op-amps, Smith-
charts, R.F. Coils, Pads, Filters, Striphnes. 
Microwave and more. 

gam (INCLUDES SHIPPING 
All FOR $9.u., AND HANN INGI 

•L III  I  6 1 

af t 
• • 

YAESU FT-207R OWNERS 
AUTOMATIC 
SCAN MODULE 

15 minutes to install; scan re-
starts when carrier drops off; 
busy switch controls auto-
matic scan on-off; includes 
module and instructions. 
Model AS-1  825.00 

ATTERY SAVER KIT 
Model BS-1 $14.95 

• No more dead batteries due to memory backup 
• 30% less power drain when squelched 
• Simple to install, step.lay-step instructions and 
parts included 

• 4 mA memory backup reduced to 500 isA 
• 45 mA receiver drain reduced to 30 mA 
• Improved audio fidelity and loudness 

ENGINEERING CONSULTING 
P 0 BOX 216 DEPT H 

BREA. CALIFORNIA 92621  400 

- CB TO TEN METER-F, 
{CONVERSION KITS  
10 METER FM-Limiter discrimi-
nator board with specific instruc-
tions to fit over 80 different AM & 
SSB chassis 
SSB-AM KITS-Now in stock 
kits for most CB models -23 or 40 
channels 
NEW & USED-FM-SSB-AM 
converted C.B.'s in stock 
ANEXTER MARK ANTENNAS 
-You saw them at Dayton. Now in 
stock the HW-3 three band helewhip 
that covers 10 -15 -20 meters with 
no traps 
FREE CATALOG-Write or call 
today  INDEPENDENT 

CRYSTAL SUPPLY COMPANY 

141 RI 6A, Box 183 

Sandwich. Ma 025610183 

(617) 888-4302 

BUY!  SELL! TRADE! 
COMPUTER & HAM EQUIPMENT 

COMPUTER' 
T  TRADER 
ANNUAL 

SUBSCRIPTION 
$10.00 

Low Ad Rates - Mailed Monthly 

Foreign Subscriptions - $25.00 Year 
FREE 50 Word Claisthed Ad with Subscription Order 

COMPUTER TRADER. 
Chet Lambert, W4WDR 

1704 Sam Drive • Birmingham. AL 35235 
(205) 8540271 

Pease Include your Name Address Call sign or Phone Nlu,0e, 

FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE 

111 
SEND FOR 00 NON E 

1983  G 

FE Ef , ? WS CAI AO 'THOUSANDS OF NIC 

SURPLUS ELECTRO  
ig  , SUPPLIES AND 

PARTS DEVI CES  
( We 

5. O at% el I CtIt C 4 6411 

ia. 

Eti  905 90006 

S• \ler Mont Ave. 

ec  P.O. Boys 20406 
1..os Ange1e s, Ca1   w" 20  

FIELD DAY 
TRANSCEIVERS 

RT-77/GRC-9, portable 2-
12 Mhz unit; 7 watts (AM), 
15 W (CW) output. 2E22 tube 
in PA; 10 other tubes. Requires 
580 V 100 ma, 6.6 V 2 amp, 
120 V 45 ma, 1.5 V 500 ma, 
& 6.9 V 575 ma. 16x13x8L 
35 lbs. sh. Used, $39.95 
MANUN.., $8.50: CONNEC-
TORS, $4 ea w/set purchase. 

GN-58 HANDCRANK 
GENERATOR wiiegs & seat; 
powers RT-77 at reduced outputs 3.6 W (AM), 
10 W (CW). 40 lbs. Used   $35. 

RT-671/PRC-47, 2-12 Mhz use, cw: too watts 
max. Solid-state; Collins mfg. Requires 26 VDC. In-
cludes handset, antenna, other accessories; 180 lbs. 
sh in transit case. Used-clean .  $395.00 
R-389/URR VLF RECEIVER, 15-1 soo  in two 
ranges. 7 bands, 455 Khz IF. 36 tubes, requires 115/230 VAC. 
Units are sold less line and carrier level meters. Used-
reparable  $250. MANUAL, partial repro  $17. 
Prices F.O.B. Uma, 0. • VISA, MASTERCARD Accepted. 
Allow for Shipping • Send for New FREE CATALOG '83 
Address Dept. 73  • Phone: 419/227-6573 

F AI R R A DI O S ALE S.-- 2 
1016 L. EUREKA • Sow 110S • LIMA, OHIO • 45602 
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RAMSEY 
ELECTRONICS 

Inc. 

PARTS WAREHOUSE 
We now have available a bunch of goodies too 

good to bypass  Items are limited so order today 

MINI KITS - YOU HAVE SEEN THESE BEFORE NOW 
HERE ARE OLD FAVORITE AND NEW ONES TOO. 

GREAT FOR THAT AFTERNOON HOBBY. 

2575 Baird Rd 
Penfield, NY 14526 

716-586-3950 

Call  your  Phone Order  in  Today. TER MS 

Sole,lactii in guaranteed or money refunded 

C. 0 D  add $2.50  Mini mu m  order 5.6 00 

Orders under $10.00 add $1.50 Add 6 % for 

postage. insurance. handling. Overseas add 

N Y residents add 7 % tax 

FM 
MINI 
MIKE 
A Super high perfor mance FM wire-

less mike kit'  Trans mits a stable 

signal up to 300 yards with excep-

tional audio quality by means of its 

built in electret mike  Kit includes 

case, mike on-off switch. antenna 

battery and super instructions This 

is the finest unit available 

FM-3 Kit  $14.115 

FM-3 Wired and Tested  19.95 

Color Organ 

See  m usic  co me 

alive'  3 different 

lights flicker with 

m usic  O ne light 

each  for,  high. 

mid-range  and 

lo ws  Each indi-

vidually  adjust-

able and drives up 

to 300 W  runs on 

110 VA C 

Co mplete kit. 

M L-1 

$5.95 

Video Modulator KR 
Con ,r15 jny Iv 0 v.deo mothitor  Super 
stabte tunable Over cti 4-6  Runs on 5-
1 5V accepts std video stgna  Best unit on 
the market. Complete kit VD-1  $7.95 

Led Slinky Kit 
A great attention get-

ter which alternately 

Sashes 2 ju mbo LEOs 

Use for na me badges. 

buttons  warning 
panel lights. anything' 

Runs on 3 to 15 volts 

Complete kit. BL-1 

$2.95 

Super Sleuth 
A super sensitive ampli-

fier which will pick up a 

pin drop at 15 feet , Great 

for  monitonng  baby's 

roo m or as general pur-

pose amplifier  Full 2 W 
rms output. runs on 6 to 

15 volts. u ses 8-45 Ohrn 

Speaker 

Co mplete kit BN-9 

$5.95 

CPO-1 

Runs on 3-12 Vdc 1 wall out 1 KHZ good for CPO 

Alar m Audio Oscillator  Co mplete kit  $2.95 

FM Wireless Mike Kit 

Trans mits up to 300' to  • 

any FM broadcast ra-

dio  uses any type of 

mike  Runs on 3 to 9V  Type FM-2 

nas added sensitive mike prea mp 

stage 

FM-1 kit  $3.95  FM-2 kit  $4.95 

W hisper Light Kit 

An interesting kit  small mike 

picks up sounds and converts 
the m to light  The louder the 

sound,  the brighter the light 

Includes mike. controls up to 

300 W. runs on 110 VA C 
Co mplete kit W L-1 

$6.95 

Tone Decoder 

A co mplete tone deco -

der  on  a single  PC 

board  Features  400-

5000  Hz  adjustable 

range via 20 turn pot voltage reg. 

lation  567 IC  Useful for touch 

tone  burst  detection  FSK  elf 

Can also be used as a stable tone 

encoder  Runs on 5 to 12 volts 
Co mplete kit TO-1  $5.95 

Universal Ti mer Kit 

Provides the basic parts and PC 

board required IR provide a source 

of  precision  timing  and  pulse 

generation  Uses 555 timer IC and 

includes a range of parts for most 

timing needs 

UT 5 Kit  65.95 

Mad Blaster Kit 

Produces LOUD ear shattering and 

attention getting siren like Sound 

Can  supply  up  to  15  watts  of 

obnoxious audio Runs on 6-15 VDC 

MB-1 Kit  $4.95 

Siren Kit 
Produces upward and do wn ward 

wail  characteristic  of  a  police 

siren 5 W peak audio Output. runs 
on  3-15  volts.  uses  3-45  oh m 

speaker 

Co mplete kit S M-3  $2.95 

CLOCK KITS 
Your old favorites are here again  Over 7.000 Sold to Date 

Be One 01 the gang and order yours today! 

Try your hand at building the finest looking clock on the 
market  Its satin finish anodized aluminum case looks great 
anywhere, while six 4" LED digits provide a highly readable 
display  This is a complete kit, no extras needed, and it only 
takes 1-2 hours to assemble  Your choice of case colors . 
silver, gold. black (specify) 
Clock kit. 12/24 hour. DC-5  $24.95 
Clock with 10 min ID timer, 12/24 hour. DC-10  $29.95 
Alarm clock. 12 hour only. DC-8  $29.95 
12V DC car clock. DC-7  $29.95 

For wired and tested clocks add $10 00 to kit price 
SPECIFY 12 O R 24 H OUR FOR MAT 

SATELLITE TV KIT 

image rejection fully tunable audio to recover 
'hidden subcarriers. divide by two PLL demodu 
lator for excellent threshold performance, tight 
pecking AFC to assure drift tree reception, and 
ol course. full 24 channel tunable coverage 

Build your satellite TV system around the 525 
close to ten thousand others already hew and now 
it, wallah!. In kit form at • new low price Order 

THE POPULAR SAT.TEC RECEIVER IN KIT•FORNI your, today 

SO Hz Time Base 
Runs on 515 VDC  too curter,' 2 5rna, 
month accuracy 7e 7 Ri  ss.se 

rerAn  $11 96 

PARTS PARADE 
IC SPECIALS 

301 
324 
380 
555 
556 
565 
566 
567 
741 
1458 
3900 
3914 
0038 

LINEAR 

11/ 0 

.35 
$1.50 
S1.50 
.45 

51.00 
$1.00 
II 00 
0115 

10/2.00 
$ .50 
$ .50 
$2.95 
$2.95 

TTL 
74500 
7447 
7475 

7490 
74196 

$ 40 

$ 85 

$ .50 
$ 50 
51 35 

Resistor Met 
Assort ment of Popular values - 

watt  Cut lead for PC mounting  " 

center  leads  bag of 300 or 

more 

$1.50 

Crystals 

3 579545 M HZ 

10 00000 M HZ 

5 248800 M HZ 

$1.50 

$5.00 

$5.00 

Switches 
Mini toggle SPOT  $1.00 
Red Pushbuttons N 0  3/61.00 

Earphones 
3 leads 13 ClOrn good or small tone 

speakers alarm clocks etc 
5 for $1.00 

CMOS 
4011 
4013 

4046 
4049 

4059 
4511 
451$ 

5639 

50 

50 

$1.85 

50 

$9 00 
$2.00 
$1.35 
$1.75 

SPECIAL 

11 C90  $15.00 

10116  $ 1.25 

7208  $17.50 

7207A  $ 5.50 
72160  $21.00 

7107C  $12. 50 

5314  5 2.95 

5375A13/ G  $ 2.95 

7001  $ 6.50 

AC Adopters 
Good  for  clocks  nicad 
chargers,ail 110 VAC plug 
one end 
8 5 vdc fa, 20 ',IA 
16 vaf iv 16OrnA 
12 vac (a' 250mA 

$1 00 
$250 
$3.00 

Mini II Nun Speaker 
Appro. 2 . darn Round 
type for radios mike etc 
3 for 82.00 

Solid Stale Sim ms 
small buzzer 450 HZ  86 dB sound 
Output on 5-12 vdc at 10-30 mA TT!. 
compatible  $1.50 

Slug Tuned Coils 

Small 3,16'  Hex Slugs tu ned coil 

3 turns  10 for $1.00 

CAPACIT ORS 

TANTALUM  ALUMINUM 
Doped  oo•r  Electrolytic 

1.5 uF 25V 3/51.00 ' " 

1.8 uF 25V 3/51.00 ,70:i rIO ;;1,8;e7e 
.22 uF 25V 331 00 io yr i5v Ruda, 1941 00 

AC Outlet 

Panel Mount with Leads 

4/$1.00 

Featured in a Radio Electronics magazine COVOr 

story (MaY 82). the reliable 529 batt en TV 
receiver is now operating in thousands of loca-
tions The 925 is easy to build. pre-etched. 
plated boards with strerlineri component layout 
assures accurate component placement and the 
critical IF section and 10Cal Oscillator •f• pry. 
assembled and aligned. All parts are included 
lor the R213, attractive case, power supply. 
descriptive operating manual as well as cony 
pieta assembly instructions Features of the re. 
center include, dual conversion design for beat 

A complete Satellite TV System requires 
a dish antenna, LNA (low noise ampli. 
her), Receiver and Modulator 
926 Receiver Kit  5369 00 
925 Receiver. Wired and Tested $59500 
120• K Avantek LNA  $495.00 
RM3RF Modulator  5.9 95 
Prices include domestic UPS shipping 
and insurance 

Audio 
Premed*, 
Make  high  resolution  audio 

m easur ments. great for m usical 

instru ment tuning. PL tones. etc 

M ultiplies audio U P in frequency. 
selectable x10 or s100, gives 01 

HZ resolution with 1 sec  gate 

ti mel High sensitivity of 25 my. 1 

m eg input z and built-in filtering 
gives great perfor mance  Runs 

on 9V battery. all C M OS 

PS-2 kit  $29.95 
PS-2 wired  $39.95 

600 MHz 

PRESCALER 

Extend the range of your 
counter to 600 MHz Works 
with all counters Less than 
150 my sensitivity specify - 
10 or -100 

Wired. tested. PS-1B  $59.95 
Kit. P S -18  $44.95 

FERRITE BEADS 
Win .010 and specs  10,01 00 
6 Hole Salun Beads  0/01 00 

ONK CERAMIC 
Of 16,0 0,55  2041 00 
tav  19,01 00 

001 160  2011 00 
KO oF  2041 00 
047 113V  Mist SO 

30 Watt 2 mtr PWR AMP 

Simple Class C power amp features 8 times power gain 1 Win 
for 8 out, 2 W in for 15 out. 4W in for 30 out Max output of 35 W, 
incredible value. complete with all parts. less case and T-R relay 
PA-1. 30 W pwr amp kit  $22.95 
TR-1, RF sensed T-R relay kit  6.95 

M RF-238 transistor as used in PA-1 

8-10db gain  150 mhz  $11.95 

READOUTS 
NO359 4- CC  51.00 

FOP 5074,0 5C •  1.00 

MAN 72/HP7730 33-C A 100 
HP 7416, arc A  200 

8 Pin 

14 Pin 

16 Pin 

24 Pin 

28 Pin 

40 Pin 

Sockets 

10/$2.00 
10/62.00 

10/62.00 

4/62.00 

4/62.00 
3/62.00 

DC-DC Converter 
•5 vdc input prod  vdc @1 30ma 
•9 vdc produces -15 vdc @35ma $1.25 

Cera mic IF 
1 ' kH 

B. W S Olf1 9, 9U  .50 ea. 

25K 20 Turn Trim Pot SI 00 
1K 20 Turn Trim Pot  S SO 

c Trimmer Caps 
Sprague - 3-40 pi 

Stable Polypropylene 
.50 ea. 

RF actuated relay senses RF 
(1W) and closes ()PDT relay 
For RF sensed T-R relay 

TA-1 Kit  $6.95 

Po wer Supply Kit 

Co mplete  triple  regulated  power 

supply provides variable 610 18 volts at 

200 ma and *5 at 1 A mp Excellent load 

regulation, good filtering and small 

size  Less transfor mers requires 63 V 

,•1 A and 24 VCT 

Co mplete kit PS-3LT  $6.95 

TRANSISTORS 
293904 NPN C• F 
21430 09 PRP C • F 
2.44403 PNP C•F 
2.4410 New c•F 

2N494 Fey C•F 
?N W, PNP C•F 

2.4110211C•F 
INV/1 RP. Simon 
NMI 71 UHF NP,a  3.44.00 
Pow. Tab NP. 40W  141 10 
•Ofiree TOO POP 40W  art a 

MPF 1024•45.414  SAM 
MPH 3004 Type T•14  00/12.1111 
POP MOS Type T•Fl M UMS 

0543005  SAO 

21420411 WI  M ass 

1541 00 
1541. 00 
IS'S, 00 
15,11 00 
wilt 00 

5,51 00 
44100 

$1.110 

Diodes 

5 1 V Zener  20/61.00 

1N914 Type  50/61.00 

1KV 2A mp  8/81.00 

100V 1A mp  15/61.00 

Crystal Microphone 

Small 1 dia meter '." thick 
crystal mike cartridge 5.75 

Mini R G-174 Coax 

10 ft. for 61.00 

OP-A MP 

BI-FET LF 13741 - Direct pin for pin 

input z super low 50 c c o lt) 

SO tor only  $9.00 

Special 
7A rtivroatible. but 500.000 MEG 

‘vf  power drain 

10 for  $2.00 

Coax Connector 
Chassis m ount 

BNC type  $1.00 

11 Volt Ilenery Clips 
Nice quality clips  Sloe $1.00 

Rubber Grommets  10 for 51.00 

25 AMP 
100V Bridge 
$1.50 each 

Mini-Bridge 50V 
1 AMP 

2 for $1.00 

Pena Bee 
Ass, of cnorteS MSC caps tan.  res.slo,s 
”ans.sto,s diodes MICA Caps et 
sm hag 11C0 pci 6100 ig om 1300 a< I 5.7.74 

Connecters 
6 pin type gold contacts for 
mA-1003 car CIOCk module 
price  .75 ea. 

78M G 
79M G 
723 

309K 
7805 

$1.25 

$1.25 
8.50 
111.15 
$1.00 

Regulators 
7812 
7815 

7905 
7912 

7915 

81.00 
$1.00 
$1.25 
$1.25 
$1.25 

Ledo  - your choice, please spec.' 
Mini Red. Ju mbo Red. High Intensity Red. Illuminator Red 9/$1 
Mini Yellow. Ju mbo Yellow Ju mbo Green  641 

Shrink Tubing Nubs 
Nice precut pces of shrink size 1 x 
shrink to 't" Great for splices  50/11.00 

Mini TO-92 Heat Sinks 

Therrnalloy Brand  $ for $1.00 
To-220 Heal Sinks  3 fez $1.00 

Voiotia?' 
Motorola Mv 2209 30 PF Nominal cap 20.80 PF • Tunable range - 

.110 medi of 3/81.00 

Opto Isolators - 4N28 type  8.50 ea. 
Opto Reflectors - Photo diode • LED 

for 14 pin sockets  20 snipe far $1.00 
Mole, already precut in length of 7 Perf ect I 

Moles Pins 

$1.00 ea. 
CDS PholoceNs 

Resistance varies with light 250 ohms to 
over 3 meg  3 for 111.00 
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bi SPICEIRISTS • CUSHCRAFT • DRAM .111 M Mob HUSTLER • NV-GAIN. ICOM e NANTAONICS 
. „ 

DEMO  - 
SPECIAL! i„ 

1 •  .  4" .. SAVE $$$—QUANTITIES LIMITED! 

SONY 
ICE 6800W 31-BAND 

PORTABLE WORLD RECEIVER 

"The Best Under $1,000.00...WRTV Handbook 

SUPER 
DEMO PRICE! 

46995 
Plus $8.00 Shipping 

(Conti USA) 

SUB-AUDIBLE TONE 
HEADQUARTERS 
ENCODERS  „„, $900 

A',  51c ,  Communications 
Specrahsts SS 32 and SS 32M 
', code's  r,..;51 any rroT,A 

sem" ne ,  act. -ai , 

;  Icorn 
Hen/Melds 

AMECO 
PREAMPS 

Mods, PLF 2 
Modal Pt F 2E124091 
Model PT 2 
Model RF 2E i2409I 

8 mj e 

S4S 5  

C 

r 

1 POCKET WORLD RECEIVER 

552 95 
S57 95 
579 95 
504 95 

List _T39.9-.-95--- Regularly §-549:95 
"DEMO" SPECIAL! 
SAVE $80.00 MORE! 

We have a limited number of factory demo ICF.6800VV's. 
that are being offered at a saving of $80.00 Over the price 
of new models. These units were used by SONY sate t, 
people at Trade Shows, and are still in mint condo, r 

The full 1 year SONY warrantee is also in force. This 
super deal, and is not available from any other dean— 
the US A 

ORDER NOW! LIMITED QUANTITY 

"easy.talk'r" VOX 

PORTABLE TRANSCEIVER 

'49"R8 
PUT 11 00 

FRIMA9 

• Up to o miie FM Transmitting 
• "Hands tree VOX operation 
• Light weight -less than 9 02 

Valuable aid for Amateur use in antenna in 
SlaiiatiOn  tuningipfuning  field Oas  etc 

plus hundreds of applications in norne 
business sports and recreation Uses 9 
•  DaIlecy Inor SuCC. ,Ad 

OF  

0MINUTE 

DROWSE 
AL•Rfa CAN 

AFO FOR 

N D 

• 7 Red LED Numerals 

• 2a.Hr. Memory Alarm 

• 1.Year Warrant . 
19" 
PLUGS , 50 UPS 

Put Your Computer "On-The-Air" 

The InterfaCeTM 

List 
s 1 6995 

Plus $3.00 Shipping 

sikantranks rre interface 

Your personal computer becomes a complete CW/RTTY/ASCII 
send and receive terminal with The Interface linking it to your trans. 
ceiver. 
If you own an Apple II or Apple II Plus, Atari 400 or 800, TRS.80 

Color Computer, or VIC-20. The Interface will put your computer "On-
The.Air". 
Software for each system features split screen display, buffered 

keyboard, status display, and message ports. Attach any Centronics 
compatible printer for hard copy. Software is available, on diskette 
for the Apple and program boards for the others.at additional cost. 
Apple  Atari  VIC.20  TRS.80C 
diskette  board  board  board 

$29.95  $49.95  $49.95  $59.95 

-LIMITED 

QUANTITIES 

Lme 534e  SONY ICF 2001 

INSTANT ACCESS 
New Ores 

1169.1511,11.15 

s259 
DIGITA. SHORT WAVE 

99 
SCANNER 

,E);) 55 00 5,-.Po•. 

• AM-GVV SSB 
• 150 KHz 30 MHz • FM BROADCAST 

• PLS. SYNTHESIZED WITH SCANNING AND 

ME MORY • AC ADAPTOR • 1 YEAR FACTORY 
:.ARRANTY 

ICR-4800 

SONY 6-BAND 
• S pane peck  wend reCenitn -Sal I S. plus law 
• E Ore m*/ compact and ightwelgni-rsarn 5.7e0. 
• SW band SDread OW easy %MAE • Tuning indlcaloi 

S8995 

pius SO 00 

Con, 

B&W PORTABLE 
APARTMENT ANTENNA 

ALEXANDER BP 4-W 
500 MAN NICAD 

F.15 MINOR Marl. II 
and Mark IV Plus 
Vaeau  FT 207  soo 
MAC  TO V Nickel 

CaCORIurn 

com 
ICZSA  46;ral ,  

cle. IC3AT 1220 MHO r. IC 4AT 1440 MHTI 

'MCAT IC-100 NANO.NELO 
MOGRANNIALE SCANNER 

Reg 

1349aw 

SALE 

52 9 995 

•.  AEI uBtaonsdc. .1n6 .0 chahnannenle, 

Lockout • Now Take IT 
With You Anywhere. -

KEN-TEC' 
24-HOUR DIGITAL 
MILITARY TIME 
ALARM CLOCK 

• Drowse Control 

• Dark Brown Walnut Grain 

• 2'. H.6'. W.3'. D 

VOCOM FAVORITES 
5/8 WAVE TELESCOPING 

ANTENNA s19" Plus 52 00 
Snipping 
Cant 'l USA 

VoCom POWER POCKET 

199" 

AVANT! THRU-GLASS ANTENNA 

•,,yrn.fs ana NAP., Inrouor in• Al m 0.• 
•,,Nry  v5Vel  acNATITA ST fiRRISIIng 

lun.ng 5,9 con malc.ng net.. ., 011000 

,Ae .eT;c.•  Can Re 'a y. RNA . . 1or 

ICOM HEADQUARTERS  . 

ICOM 
IC2A, 
IC2AT 

CALL FOR PRICE & AVAILABILITY 

CALL OR WRITE MASTER CARD. VISA MONEY ORDERS. PERSONAL CHECKS TAKE 3 WEEKS 
TO ORDER: TO CLEAR. ACCEPTED. INTERNATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME, PLEASE REQUEST PRO FORMA 

INVOICE  ILLINOIS RESIDENTS ADD 6°0 SALES TAX, 

Z.-• HOURS:  MON THRU WED 9 30-6 00, THURS.FRI 9 30-8 00. SAT 9 30-3 00 

4C 

STOP BY AND VISIT WHEN IN THE CHICAGOLAND AREA!! 

1009 GARFIELD ST.  OAK PARK, IL. 60304 
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FACIT 4555 SERIAL PAGE PRINTER  

The Facit 4555 alphanumerical serial printer is complete.  Equipped with RS232C Interface, 
printing mechanism, control electronics, drive electronics, power supply and character genera-
tor.  The adaptation electronics can be modified in four versions:Bit-parallel data transfer, 
CCITT (EIA, RS232C) for bit-serial data transfer and the current loop (TTY) interface also for 
bit serial data transfer.  The Facit 4555 prints on ordinary paper and is adjustable for dif-
ferent paper widths and formats, 9.5" paper width with 66 lines per page or DIN A4 with 70 
lines per page. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Print speed 
Printing mode 

Max. # of ch/line 
Matrix 
Char. Size Height 
Char. Size Width 

THESE UNITS 
RADIO SHACK 

up to 60ch.s. 
Incremental. 
80 alt. 132. 
7 X 5 dot matrix. 
2.7mm/1/8" 
1.3mm/0.05" 132ch/line 
2.1mm/0.083" 80ch/line 

WERE PULLED OUT OF SERVICE IN GOOD 
TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER. 

GENEVA CALCULATOR WATCH  

This attractive watch has the following modes: 
Normal Time Setting, 
Calendar Setting, 
Daily Alarm Time Setting, 
Weekly Alarm Time Setting, 
Chronograph, 
Calculator. 

Featured in Black Plastic  $24.99 

Char. spacing 

Char. Code 
Char. Set 

Feed mechanism 

WORKING CONDITION. 

2.54mm/1/10" 80ch/line 
1.55mm/0.06" 132ch/line 
ECMA-6 7-bit coded char. set 
63 Char, various national 
versions. 
Sprocket feed. 

WE CHECK EACH UNIT ON A 

PRINTER ONLY  $129.99 

Printer with linecord, box of 
paper, inter-connect cable for 
TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER. 

$149.99 

un Allpi mmum 
or  Featured in Stainless Steel  $29.99 

SILICON DIODES 

MR751 
MR510 
HEPI70 
1N3209 
BYX2I/200 
IN2138A 
DS85-04C 
1N3269 
275241 
7-5754 
RCD-15 
SMFR2OK 
1N4148 

100vdc  6Amps  10/85.00  100/$38.00 

1000vdc  3Amps  10/$3.75  100/824.00 
1000vdc  2Amps  20/$2.00  100/$15.00 
100vdc  15Amps  $2.00  10/ $15.00 
200vdc  25Amps  $2.00  10/ $15.00 
600vdc  60Amps  $5.00  10/ $40.00 
400vdc  80Amps  $10.00  10/ $80.00 

600vdc  160Amps  $15.00  10/$120.00 
300vdc  250Amps  $20.00  10/8175.00 
300vdc  400Amps  $30.00  10/8250.00 
15KVDC  20ma.  $3.00  10/ $20.00 
20KVDC  20ma.  $4.00  10/ $30.00 

signal  30/$1.00  100/ $3.00 

FAIRCHILD 4116 16K DYNAMIC RAMS 200ns. Part # 16K75 

25 For $25.00 or 100 For $90.00 or 1000 For $750.00 

FEED THRU SOLDER RF CAPACTORS  

470pf +-20X 

5/$1.00 or 100/$15.00 or 
1000/$100.00 

1000pf/.001uf +-10X 

4/$1.00 or 100/820.00 or 
1000/$150.00 

E PROMS  

2708 1024x1 

2716 2048x8 

27L32/25L32 

$2.00 each 

$4.00 each 

$10.00 each 

HEWLETT PACKARD MICROWAVE DIODES  

1N5711  (5082-2800) 
1N5712  (5082-2810) 
1N6263  (HSCH-1001) 
5082-2835 
5082-2805  Quad Matched 

Schottky Barrier Diodes 

11 

Toll Free Number 
800-528-0180 
(For orders only) 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

It 

It 

$1.00 or 10 for $ 8.50 
$1.50 or 10 for $10.00 
$ .75 or 10 for $ 5.00 
$1.50 or 10 for $10.00 

per set $5.00 or 10 for $40.00 

411r1Ft! electromcg All parts may be new or 
surplus, and parts may be 
substituted with comparable parts 
if we are out of stock of an item.'' 
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"MIXERS" 

WATKINS -JOHNSON WJ-M6 Double Balanced Mixer 

LO and RF 0.2 to 300MHz  IF DC to 300MHz  $21.00 
Conversion Loss (SSB)  6.5dB Max. 1 to 50MHz 

8.5dB Max. .2 to 300MHz  WITH DATA SHEET 
Noise Figure (SSB)  same as above 

8.5dB Max. 50 to 300MHz 
Conversion Compression  .3dB Typ. 

NEC (NIPPON ELECTRIC CO. LTD. NE57835/25C2150 Microwave Transistor 

NF Min F=2GHz  dB 2.4 Typ.  MAG F=2GHz  dB 12 Typ.  $5.30 
F=3GHz  dB 3.4 Typ.  F=3GHz  dB 9 Typ. 
F=4GHz  dB 4.3 Typ.  F=4GHz  dB 6.5 Typ. 

Ft Gain Bandwidth Product at Vce=8v, Ic=10ma.  GHz  4 Min.  6 Typ. 
Vcbo  25v  Vceo  llv  Vebo  3v  Ic  50ma. Pt.  250mw 

UNELCO RF Power and Linear Amplifier Capacitors 

These are the famous capacitors used by all the RF Power and Linear Amplifier 
manufacturers, and described in the RF Data Book. 

5pf  lOpf  18pf  30pf  43pf  100pf  200pf  1 to 10pcs. $1.00 ea 
5.1pf  12pf  22pf  32pf  51pf  110pf  220pf 11 to 50pcs. $ .90 ea 
6.8pf  13pf  25pf  33pf  60pf  120pf  470pf 51 up  pcs. $ .80 ea 
7pf  14pf  27pf  34pf  80pf  130pf  500pf 
8.2pf  15pf  27.5pf  40pf  82pf  140pf  1000pf 

NIPPON ELECTRIC COMPANY TUNNEL DIODES  $7.50 
MODEL 152199  152200 

Peak Pt. Current ma.  Ip  9min. 10Typ. llmax.  9min. 10Typ. llmax. 
Valley Pt. Current ma.  Iv  1.2Typ. 1.5max.  1.2Typ. 1.5max. 
Peak Pt. Voltage my.  Vp  95Typ. 120max.  75Typ. 90max. 
Projected Peak Pt. Voltage my. Vpp Vf=Ip  480min. 550Typ. 630max.  440min. 520Typ. 600max. 
Series Res. Ohms  rS  2.5Typ. 4max.  2Typ. 3max. 
Terminal Cap. pf.  Ct  1.7Typ. 2max.  5Typ. 8max. 
Valley Pt. Voltage my.  VV  370Typ.  350Typ. 

FAIRCHILD / DUMONT Oscilloscope Probes Model 4290B 

Input Impedance 10 meg., Input Capacity 6.5 to 12pf., Division Ratio  (Volts/Div Factor) 
10:1, Cable Length 4Ft. , Frequency Range Over 100MHz. 
These Probes will work on all Tektronix, Hewlett Packard, and other Oscilloscopes. 

PRICE  $45.00 

MOTOROLA RF DATA BOOK 

Listsall Motorola RF Transistors / RF Power Amplifiers, Varactor Diodes and much much 
more. 

PRICE  $7.50 

Toll Free Number 
800-528-0180  ‘1 44 1_ ! electromcs 
(For orders only)  "All parts may be new or 

surplus, and parts may be 
substituted with comparable parts 
,I we are out of stock of an item "  PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

/ 
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RF TRANSISTORS, MICROWAVE DIODES 
PART 

1S2199 
1S2200 
2N1561 
2N1562 
2N2857 
2N2857JAN 
2N2876 
2N2947 
2N2948 
2N2949 
2N2950 
2N3375 
2N3553 
2N3632 
2N3818 
2N3866 
2N3924 
2N3927 
2N3950 
2N4072 
2N4127 
2N4427 
2N4428 
2N4957 
2N4958 
2N4959 
2N5090 
2N5108 
2N5109 
2N5160 
2N5177 
2N5179 
2N5583 
2N5589 
2N5590 
2N5591 
2N5635 
2N5637 
2N5641 
2N5642 
2N5643 
2N5645 
2N5646 
2N5691 
2N5764 
2N5836 
2N5842 
2N5849 
2N5913 
2N5922 
2N5923 
2N5941 
2N5942 
2N5944 

2N5945 
2N5946 
2N6080 
2N6081 

2N6082 

PRICE  

$ 7.50 
7.50 
25.00 
25.00 
1.55 
2.55 
11.00 
18.35 
15.50 
3.90 
4.60 
8.00 
1.57 
13.80 
5.00 
1.30 
3.35 
17.75 
25.00 
1.80 
21.00 
1.30 
1.85 
3.45 
2.90 
2.30 
13.90 
4.00 
1.70 
3.45 
21.62 
1.00 
4.00 
8.65 
10.35 
13.80 
10.95 
15.50 
9.20 
10.95 
15.50 
13.80 
20.70 
18.00 
27.00 
5.45 
8.00 
20.00 
3.25 
10.00 
25.00 
23.00 
40.00 
9.20 

11.50 
19.00 
9.20 
10.35 
11.50 

Toll Free Number 
800-528-0180 
(For orders only) 

PART  

2N6083 
2N6084 
2N6094 /M9622 
2N6095 /M9623 
2N6096 /M9624 
2N6097 
2N6136 
2N6166 
2N6201 
2N6459 
2N6603 
2N6680 
2SC756A 
2SC781 
2SC1018 
2SC1042 
2SC1070 
2SC1239 
2SC1251 
2SC1306 
2SC1307 
2SC1760 
2SC1970 
2SC2166 
8B1087 (M.A.) 
A50-12 
A283B 
ALD4200N (AVANTEK) 
AM123 
AM688 
BB105B 
BD4/4JFBD4 (G.E.) 
BFQ85 
BFR90 
BFR91 
BFW92 
BFX89 
BFY90 
BGY54 
BGY55 
BGY74 
BGY75 
BL161 
BLX67 
BLY568CF 
BLY87 
BLY88 
BLY89 
BLY90 
BLY351 
C4005 
CA402  (TRW) 
CA405  (TRW) 
CA612B (TRW) 
CA2100 (TRW) 
CA2113 (TRW) 
CA2200 (TRW) 
CA2213 (TRW) 
CA2418 (TRW) 

All parts may be new or 
surplus. and parts may be 
substituted with comparable parts 
if we are out of stock of an item." 

PRICE  

$  13.25 

15.00 
11.00 
12.00 
15.50 
17.25 
21.85 
40.25 
50.00 
18.00 
12.00 
80.00 
7.50 
2.80 
1.00 
12.00 
2.50 
2.50 
12.00 
2.90 
5.50 
1.50 
2.50 
5.50 
25.00 
20.00 
5.00 

395.00 
97.35 
100.00 

.52 
10.00 
1.50 
1.30 
1.65 
1.50 
1.00 
1.00 
25.00 
25.00 
25.00 
25.00 
10.00 
11.00 
25.00 
13.00 
14.00 
15.00 
20.00 
10.00 
20.00 
25.00 
25.00 
25.00 
25.00 
25.00 
25.00 
25.00 
25.00 

PART 

CA2612  (TRW) 
CA2674  (TRW) 
CA2881-1(TRW) 
CA4101  (TRW) 
CA4201  (TRW) 
CA4600  (TRW) 
CD1889 
CD2545 
CMD514AB 
D4959 
D4987M 
D5147D 
D5506 
D5827AM 
DMD6022 
DMS-2A-250 
HEP76 
HEPS3002 
HEPS3003 
HEPS3005 
HEPS3006 
HEPS3007 
HEPS3010 
HTEF2204 H.P. 
5082-0112 H.P. 
5082-0253 H.P. 
5082-0320 H.P. 
5082-0386 H.P. 
5082-0401 H.P. 
5082-0438 H.P. 
5082-1028 H.P. 
5082-2711 H.P. 
5082-3080 H.P. 
5082-3188 H.P. 
5082-6459 H.P. 
5082-8323 H.P. 
35826E H.P. 
35831E H.P. 
35853E H.P. 
35854E H.P. 
HPA0241 H.P. 
HXTR3101 H.P. 
HXTR3102 H.P. 
HXTR6101/2N6617 
HXTR6104 H.P. 
HXTR6105 H.P. 
HXTR6106 H.P. 
QSCH1995 H.P. 
J02000 TRW 
J02001 TRW 
J04045 TRW 
K3A 
MA450A 
MA41487 
MA41765 
MA43589 
MA43636 
MA47044 
MA47651 

PRICE  

$ 25.00 
25.00 
25.00 
25.00 
25.00 
25.00 
20.00 
20.00 
20.00 
10.00 
20.00 
10.00 
10.00 
20.00 
30.00 
40.00 
4.95 
11.30 
30.00 
10.00 
19.90 
25.00 
11.34 
112.00 
14.20 
105.00 
58.00 
POR 
POR 
FOR 
FOR 
23.15 
2.00 
1.00 

FOR 
POR 
FOR 
29.99 
71.50 
75.00 
75.60 
7.00 
8.75 

H.P.55.00 
68.00 
31.00 
33.00 
FOR 
10.00 
25.00 
25.00 
10.00 
10.00 
POR 
POR 
POR 
FOR 
POR 
25.50 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

electromcs 
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GaAs, TUNNEL DIODES, ETC. 
PART  PRICE PART PRICE PART PRICE 

MA47100  $  3.05  MRF503  $ 6.00  PT4186B  $  FOR 
MA47202  30.80  MRF504  7.00  PT4209  POR 
MA47771  FOR  MRF509  5.00  PT4209C  POR 
MA47852  FOR  MRF511  8.65  PT4566  POR 
MA49558  FOR  MRF605  20.00  PT4570  FOR 
MB4021  POR  MRF629  3.47  PT4571  POR 
MBD101  1.00  MRF644  23.00  PT4571A  FOR 
MD0513  FOR  MRF816  15.00  PT4577  POR 
MHW1171  42.50  MRF823  20.00  PT4590  FOR 
MHW1182  48.60  MRF901  3.00  PT4612  FOR 
MHW4171  49.35  MRF8004  2.10  PT4628  POR 
MHW4172  51.90  MS261F  POR  PT4640  FOR 
MHW4342  68.75  MT4150 Fair.  POR  PT4642  POR 
MLP102  25.00  MT5126 Fair.  FOR  PT5632  POR 
MM1500  32.32  MT5481 Fair.  POR  PT5749  FOR 
MM1550  POR  MT5482 Fair.  POR  PT6612  FOR 
MM1552  50.00  MT5483 Fair.  FOR  PT6626  FOR 
MM1553  50.00  MT5596 Fair.  FOR  PT6709  FOR 
MM1614  10.00  MT5764 Fair.  FOR  PT6720  FOR 
MM2608  5.00  MT8762 Fair.  FOR  PT8510  FOR 
MM3375A  11.50  MV109  .77  PT8524  FOR 
MM4429  10.00  MV1401  8.75  PT8609  FOR 
MM8000  1.15  MV1624  1.42  PT8633  FOR 
MM8006  2.30  MV1805  15.00  PT8639  POR 

M0277L  FOR  MV1808  10.00  PT8659  POR 
M0283L  FOR  MV1817B  10.00  PT8679  FOR 
M03757  FOR  MV1863B  10.00  PT8708  FOR 
MP102  FOR  MV1864A  10.00  PT8709  FOR 
MPN3202  10.00  MV1864B  10.00  PT8727  FOR 
MPN3401  .52  MV1864D  10.00  PT8731  FOR 

MPN3412  1.00  MV1868D  10.00  PT8742  FOR 
MPSU31  1.01  MV2101  .90  PT8787  FOR 
MRA2023-1.5 TRW  42.50  MV2111  .90  PT9790  41.70 
MRF212/208  16.10  MV2115  1.55  PT31962  FOR 
MRF223  13.25  MV2201  .53  PT31963  POR 
MRF224  15.50  MV2203  .53  PT31983  FOR 
MRF237  3.15  MV2209  2.00  PTX6680  FOR 
MRF238  12.65  MV2215  2.00  RAY-3  24.99 
MRF243  25.00  MWA110  7.45  40081  FOR 
MRF245  34.50  MWA120  7.80  40281  FOR 
MRF247  34.50  MWA130  8.25  40282  POR 
MRF304  43.45  MWA210  7.80  40290  FOR 
MRF315  23.00  MWA220  8.25  RF110  25.00 

MRF420  20.00  MWA230  8.65  SCA3522  FOR 
MRF421  36.80  MWA310  8.25  SCA3523  FOR 
MRF422  41.40  MWA320  8.65  SD1065  FOR 
MRF427  16.10  MWA330  9.50  SS43  FOR 
MRF428  46.00  NEC57835  5.30  TP1014  FOR 
MRF450/A  13.80  ON382  5.00  TP1028  FOR 
MRF453/A  17.25  PPT515-20-3  FOR  TRW-3  POR 
MRF454/A  19.90  PRT8637  FOR  UT0504 Avantek  70.00 
MRF455/A  16.00  PSCQ2-160  FOR  UT0511 Avantek  75.00 
MRF458  19.90  PT3190  FOR  V15  4.00 
MRF463  25.00  PT3194  FOR  V33B  4.00 
MRF472  1.00  PT3195  FOR  V100B  4.00 
MRF475  2.90  PT3537  FOR  VAB801EC  25.00 
MRF477  11.50  PT4166E  FOR  VAB804EC  25.00 

MRF502  1.04  PT4176D  FOR  VAS21AN20  25.00 

Toll Free Number 
800-528-0180 
(For orders only) 

All parts may be new or 
surplus, and parts may be 
substituted with comparable parts 
If we are out of stock of an item." 
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La 

COAXIAL RELAY SWITCHES SPOT  

Electronic Specialty Co. /Raven Electronics  FSN 5985-556-9683 
Part # 25N28  Part # SU-01 
26Vdc Type N Connector, DC to 1 GHz. 

At& • IN 

/SWITCH. Cr COAXIAL 

1 111 1 1 

f.ty..0114 SrfClIt: CO 

$29.99 

Amphenol 
Part # 316-10102-8 
115Vac Type BNC DC to 3 GHz. 

S WITCH.  COAA/ A1  TI N  5985  55, 9661 

NA S 7231 A  US  SEA  N O 

W TI  RAvE N  ELECTR O NICS  26176  AN LI  01 

FXR 
Part # 300-11182 
120Vac Type BNC DC 
FSN 5985-543-1225 

$39.99 

*tafiesiii m  S911.5 511J Lab 
- 

554  ' 
6408 

to 4 GHz. 

$49.00 

FXR 
Part # 300-11173 
120Vac Type BNC Same 
FSN 5985-543-1850 

$39.99 

-4:4111 ,11111  
J00 II: I 

804 IS 110 67  

BNC To Banana Plug Coax Cable RC-58 36 inch or BNC to N Coax Cable RG-58 36 inch. 

$7.99 or 2 For $13.99 or 10 For $50.00  $8.99 or 2 For $15.99 or 10 For $60.00 

SOLID STATE RELAYS 

P.1.13 Model ECT1DB72 

PRICE EACH  $5.00 

5vdc turn on  120vac contact at 7amps or 20amps on a 
10"x 10"x .124 aluminum. Heatsink with 
silicon grease. 

Digisig, Inc. Model ECS-215  5vdc turn on  240vac contact 14amps or 40amps on a 

PRICE EACH  $7.50  10"x 10"x .124 aluminum.  Heatsink with 
silicon grease. 

240vac contact at 15amps or 40amps on a 
10"x 10"x .124 aluminum.  Heatsink with 
silicon grease. 

NOTE: ***  Items may be substituted with other brands or equivalent model numbers. *** 

Grigsby/Barton Model GB7400  5vdc turn on 

PRICE EACH  $7.50 

e7d9Et 
electrowc* 

All parts may be new or 
surplus, and parts may be 
substituted with comparable parts 
if we are out of stock of an item." 

Toll Free Number 
800-528-0180 
(For orders only) 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
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RECALL PHONE MEMORY TELEPHONE WITH 24 NUMBER AUTO DIALER  

The Recall Phone Telephone employs the latest state of art 
communications technology.It is a combination telephone 
and automatic dialer that uses premium-quality,solid-state 
circuitry to assure high-reliability performance in personal 

or business applications.  $49.99 

REAR VIEVV 

‘rd, 

ARON ALPHA RAPID BONDING GLUE 

Super Glue #CE-486 high strength 
rapid bonding adhesive.Alpha 
Cyanoacrylate.Set-Time 20 to 40 

sec.,0.7fl.oz.(20gm.) 
$2.00 

TOUCH TONE PAD 

This pad contains all the electronics to 
produce standard touch-tone tones. New 
with data. 

4 I V " 0 0 i 
/ I V" I T 

I C C,  I 

,441 11 1. 10 71.1 (  

$9.99 or 10/$89.99 

MITSUMI UHF/VHF VARACTOR TUNER MODEL UVE1A 

Perfect for those unscrambler projects. 
New with data. 

$19.99 or 10/$149.99 

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT. 

MC! 372P 
MC1358P 
MC1350P 
MC1330A1P 
MC1310P 
MC1496P 
LM565N 
LM380N14 
LMI889N 
NE564N 
NE561N 

Color TV Video Modulator Circuit. 
IF Amp.,Limiter,FM Detector,Audio Driver,Electronic Attenuator. 
IF Amplifier 
Low Level Video Detector 
FM Stereo Demodulator 
Balanced Modulator/Demodulator 
Phase Locked Loop 
2Watt Audio Power Amplifier 
TV Video Modulator 
Phase Locked Loop 
Phase Locked Loop 

1 to 10 

$ 4.42 
5.00 
1.50 
1.50 
4.29 
1.50 
2.50 
1.56 
5.00 
10.00 
10.00 

lup 

$2.95 
4.00 
1.25 
1.15 
3.30 
1.25 
2.00 
1.25 
4.00 
8.00 
8.00 

FERRANTI ELECTRONICS AM RADIO RECEIVER MODEL ZN414 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT. 
Features: 

1.2 to 1.6 volt operating range. ,Leas than 0.5ma current consumption. 150KHz to 3MHz 
Frequency range. ,Easy to assemble,no alignment necessary. Effective and variable AGC action., 
Will drive an earphone direct. Excellent audio quality. ,Typical power gain of 72dB.,T0-18 
package. With data.  $2.99 or 10 For $24.99   

NI CAD RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES  

AA Battery Pack of 6 These are Factory 
New.  $5.00 

SUB C Pack of 10 2.5Amp/Hr.  $10.00 

Gates Rechargeable Battery Packs 

12vdc at 2.5Amp/Hr.  $11.99 
12vdc at 5Amp/Hr.  $15.99 

/811114114,1 
111•••• •••• ••• 

electrosvcg 

We will be closed April 
27th through May 2nd... 

See you at the Dayton 
Hamvention! 

All parts may be new or 
surplus, and parts may be 
substituted with comparable parts 
if we are out of stock of an item." 

Toll Free Number 
800-528-0180 
(For orders only) 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
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"SOCKETS AND CHIMNEYS" 
EIMAC TUBE SOCKETS AND CHIMNEYS 

SK110  Socket 

SK300A  Socket For 4CX5000A,R,J, 4CX10,000D, 4CX15,000A,J 
SK400  Socket For 4-125A,250A,400A,400C,4PR125A,400A,4-500A,5-500A 
SK406  Chimney For 4-250A,400A,400C,4PR400A 
SK416  Chimney For 3-4002 
SK500  Socket For 4-1000A/4PR1000A/B 
SK600  Socket For 4CX250B,BC,FG,R,4CX350A,F,FJ 
SK602  Socket For 4CX250B,BC,FG,R,4CX350A,F,FJ 
SK606  Chimney For 4CX250B,BC,FG,R,4CX350A,F,FJ 
SK607  Socket For 4CX600J,JA 
SK6I0  Socket For 4CX600J,JA 

SK620  Socket For 4CX600J,JA 
SK626  Chimney For 4CX600J,JA 
SK630  Socket For 4CX600J,JA 
SK6368  Chimney For 4CX600J,JA 
SK640  Socket For 4CX600J,JA 
SK646  Chimney For 4CX600J,JA 
SK700  Socket For 4CX300A,Y,4CX125C,F 
SK711A  Socket For 4CX300A,Y,4CX125C,F 
SK740  Socket For 4CX300A,Y,4CX125C,F 
SK770  Socket For 4CX300A,Y,4CX125C,F 
SK800A  Socket For 4CX1000A,4CXI500B 
SK806  Chimney For 4CX1000A,4CX1500B 
SK8I0  Socket For 4CX1000A,4CX15008 
SK900  Socket For 4X500A 
SK906  Chimney For 4X500A 
SK1420  Socket For 5CX3000A 
SK1490  Socket For 4CV8000A 

JOHNSON TUBE SOCKETS AND CHIMNEYS 

124-111/SK606 
122-0275-001 
124-0113-00 
124-116/SK630A 
124-115-2/SK620A 

Chimney For 4CX250B,BC,FC,R, 4CX350A,F,FJ 
Socket For 3-500Z, 4-I25A, 250A, 400A, 4-500A, 5-500A 
Capacitor Ring 
Socket For 4CX250B,BC,FG,R, /4CX350A,F,FJ 
Socket For 4CX250B,BC,FG,R, /4CX350A,F,FJ 
813 Tube Socket 

CHIP CAPACITORS  

.8pf 
1pf 
1.1pf 
1.4pf 
1.5pf 
1.8pf 
2.2pf 
2.7pf 
3.3pf 
3.6pf 
3.9pf 
4.7pf 
5.6pf 
6.8pf 
8.2pf 

PRICES:  1 to 10 - 
11 to 50 - 
51 to 100 - 

$POR 
$520.00 
260.00 
74.00 
36.00 
390.00 
51.00 
73.00 
11.00 
60.00 
60.00 
66.00 
10.00 
66.00 
34.00 
36.00 
71.00 
225.00 
225.00 
86.00 
86.00 
225.00 
40.00 
225.00 
300.00 
57.00 
650.00 
585.00 

$ 10.00 
(pair)15.00 

15.00 
55.00 
55.00 
20.00 

TUBE CAPS (Plate)  

HR1, 4 
7 

HR9 

HR2,3, 6 & 
HR5, 8 

HRIO 

lOpf  100pf*  430pf  
12pf  110pf  470pf  
15pf  120pf  510pf 
18pf  130pf  560pf  
20pf  150pf  620pf 
22pf  160pf  680pf    
24pf  180pf  820pf 
27pf  200pf  1000pf/.001uf* 
33pf  220pf*  1800pf/.0018uf 
39pf  240pf  2700pf/.0027uf 
47pf  270pf  10,000pf/.01uf 
51pf  300pf  12,000pf/.012uf 
56pf  330pf  15,000pf/.015uf 
68pf  360pf  18,000pf/.018uf 
82pf  390pf 

.994t  101 to 1000  .6Cht  * IS A SPECIAL PRICE:  10 for $7.50 

.90t  1001 & UP  .350  100 for $65.00 

.80t  1000 for $350.00 

$11.00 
13.00 
14.00 
17.00 
20.00 



TUBES 
TYPE PRICE TYPE  PRICE TYPE PRICE 

2E26  $  5.69  KT88  $ 20.00  6562/6974A  $ 50.00 
2K28  100.00  DX362  50.00  6832  22.00 
2X1000A  300.00  DX415  50.00  6883/8032A/8552  7.00 
3B22  19.75  572B/T160L  49.00  6897  110.00 
3828/866A  7.50  592/3-200A3  144.00  6907A  75.00 
3-500Z  102.00  807  7.50  6939  15.00 
3-1000Z  400.00  811  10.00  7094  125.00 
3CX1000A/8283  428.00  811A  15.00  7117  17.00 
3CX1500A7/887  533.00  812A  35.00  7211  60.00 
3X2500A3  200.00  813  50.00  7289/3CX100A5  34.00 
3CX3000A7  490.00  829B  38.00  7360  11.00 
4-65A/8165  45.00  832A  28.00  7377  67.00 
4-125A/4D21  58.00  4624  310.00  7408  4.00 
4-250A/5D22  75.00  4662  80.00  7650  250.00 
4-400A/8432  90.00  4665  585.00  7695  8.00 
4-400C/6775  95.00  5675/A  25.00  7843  58.00 
4-1000A/8166  300.00  5721  200.00  7854  83.00 
4B32  22.00  5768  85.00  7868  5.00 
4E27A/5-125B  155.00  5836  100.00  7894  12.00 
4CS250R  146.00  5837  100.00  8072  65.00 
4X150A/7034  30.00  5861/EC55  110.00  8117A  130.00 
4X150D/7035  40.00  5876A  25.00  8121  60.00 
4X150G/8172  100.00  5881/6L6W  6.00  8122  100.00 
4X250B  30.00  5893  45.00  8236  30.00 
4CX250B/7203  45.00  5894/A  50.00  8295/PL172  506.00 
4CX250F/G/8621  55.00  5894/B  60.00  8462  100.00 

4CX250K/8245  100.00  5946  258.00  8505A  73.50 
4CX250R/7580W  69.00  6080  10.00  8533W  92.00 
4CX300A/8167  140.00  6083/AX9909  89.00  8560/A  65.00 
4CX350A/8321  83.00  6098/6AK6  14.00  8560AS  90.00 
4CX350F/J/8904  95.00  6115/A  110.00  8608  34.00 
4X500A  282.00  6146  7.00  8637  38.00 
4CX600J/8809  607.00  6146A  7.50  8643  100.00 
4CW800F  625.00  6146B/8298A  8.50  8647  123.00 
4CX1000A/8168  340.00  6146W  14.00  8737/5894B  60.00 
4CX1500B/8660  397.00  6156  66.00  8873  260.00 
4CX5000A/8170  932.00  6159  15.00  8874  260.00 
4CX10000D/8171  990.00  6161  233.00  8875  260.00 
4CX15000A/8281  1260.00  6291  125.00  8877  533.00 
4PR60A  100.00  6293  12.00  8908  12.00 
4PR608/8252  175.00  6360  5.00  8930/651Z  71.00 
4PR400A/8188  192.00  6524  53.00  8950  12.00 
5CX1500A  569.00  6550  10.00 

6BK4C  6.00  6JM6  6.00  6LQ6 (Sylvania)  7.50 
6DQ5  5.00  6JN6  6.00  6LU8  6.00 
6FW5  6.00  6JS6B  6.00  6LX6  6.00 
6GE5  6.00  6KG6/EL505  6.00  6ME6  6.00 
6GJ5  6.00  6KM6  6.00  12BY7A  4.00 
6HS5  6.00  6KN6  6.00  12JB6A  6.00 
6JB5/6HE5  6.00  6LF6  6.00  6KD6  6.00 
6JB6A  6.00  6LQ6 (GE)  6.00  6JT6A  6.00 

6KD6  6.00 
NOTICE ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE !!!!!!!!!! " 111 111!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
TUBES MAY EITHER BE NEW OR SURPLUS CONDITION 

Toll Free Number 
800-528-0180 
(For orders only) 

All parts may be new or 
surplus, and parts may be 
substituted with comparable parts 
if we are out of stock of an Item." 

111111111111111111111t11111111 
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"FILTERS" 
COLLINS Mechanical Filter #526-9724-010 MODEL F455Z32F 

4551.112 at 3.2KHz wide.  May he other models but equivalent.  May be used or new.  $15.99 

ATLAS Crystal Filters  
5.595-2.7/8/LSB, 5.595-2.7/LSB 

8 pole 2.7KHz wide Upper sideband. Impedence 800o1-ms 15pf In/800ohms Opf out.  19.99 

5.595-2.7/8/U, 5.595-2.7/USB 

8 pole 2.7Khz wide Upper sideband. Impedance 800ohms 15pf In/800ohms Opf out.  19.99 
5.595-.500/4, 5.595-.500/4/CW 

4 pole 500 cycles wide CW.  Impedance 800o1-ms 15pf In/800o1-ms Opf out.  19.99 

9.0USB/CW 

6 pole 2.7KHz wide at 6dB. Impedance 680ohms 7pf In/300ohms 8pf out. CW-1599Hz  19.99 

KOKUSAI ELECTRIC CO, Mechanical Filter #MF-455-ZL/ZU-21H 
455KHz at Center Frequency of 453.5KC. Carrier Frequency of 455KHz 2.36KC Bandwidth. 
Upper sideba nd.  (ZU)  19.99 
Lower sideband.  (ZL)  19.99 

CRYSTAL FILTERS 
NIKKO 
TEW 
SDK 
TAMA 
TYCO/CD 
MCMOROLA 
PTI 
PTI 
PTI 
ca mai 
FRC 
FILTECH 

FX-07800C 
FEC-103-2 
SCH-113A 
TF-31H250 
001019880 
4884863B01 
5350C 
5426C 
1479 
A10300 
ERXF-15700 
2131 

7.8MHZ 
10.6935MHZ 
11.2735MHz 
CF 3179.3KHz 
10.7MHz 2pole 15KHz bandwidth 
11.7MHz 2pole 15KHz bandwidth 
12MHz 2pole 15KHz bandwidth 
21.4MHz 2pole 15KHz bandwidth 
10.7MHz 8pole bandwidth 7.5KHz at 3dB, 5KHz at 6dB 
45MHz 2pole 15KHz bandwidth 
20.6MHz 36KHz wide 
CF 7.825MHz 

$10.00 
10.00 
10.00 
19.99 
5.00 
5.00 
5.00 
5.00 
20.00 
6.00 
10.00 
10.00 

CERAMIC FILTERS 
AXEL  4F449 
CLEVITE  TO-01A 

MCF4-12D36A 
mURATA  BFB455B 

BFB455L 
CFM455E 
CFM455D 
CFR455E 
CFU455B 
CFU455C 
CFU455G 
CFU455H 
CFU455I 
CFW455D 
CFW455H 
SFB455D 
SFD455D 
SFE10.7MA 
5FE10.7MS 
SFG10.7MA 

NIPPON  IF-B4/CFU455I 
LF-B6/CFU455H 
LF -B8 
LF -C18 

TOKIN  CF455A/BFU455K 
MATSUSHIRA  EFC-L455K 

12.6KC Bandpass Filter 3dB bandwidth 1.6KHz from 11.8-13.4KHz 
455KHz+-2KHz bandwidth 4-7% at 3dB 
455KHz+-1KHz bandwidth 6dB min 12KHz, 60dB max 36KHz 
455KHz 
455KHz 
455KHz +-5.5KHz at 3dB , +-8KHz at 6dB , +-16KHz at 50dB 
455KHz +-7KHz at 3dB , +-10KHz at 6dB , +-20KHz at 50dB 
455KHz +-5.5KHz at 3dB , +-8KHz at 6dB , +-16KHz at 60dB 
455KHz +-2KHz bandwidth 4-15 KHz at 6dB, +-30KHz at 40dB 
455KHz +-2KHz bandwidth +-12.5KHz at 6dB  +-24KHz at 40dB 
455KHz +-1KHz bandwidth +-4.5KHz at 6dB , +-10KHz at 40dB 
455KHz +-1KHz bandwidth +-31.:11z at 6dB , +-9KHz at 40dB 
455KHz +-1KHz bandwidth +-2KHz at 6dB , +-6KHz at 40dB 
455KHz +-10KHz at 6dB , +-20KHz at 40dB 
455KHz +-3KHz at 6dB , +-9KHz at 40dB 
455KHz 
455KHz +-2KHz , 3dB bandwidth 4.5KHz +-1KHz 
10.7MHz 280KHz +-50KHz at 3dB , 650KHz at 20dB 
10,7MHz 230KHz +-50KHz at 3dB , 570KHz at 20dB 
10.7MHz 
455KHz +-1KHz 
455KHz +-1KHz 
455KHz 
455KHz 
455KHz +-2KHz 
455KHz 

SPECTRA PHYSICS INC, Model 088 HeNe LASER TUBES 
PCWER OUTPUT 1.6144.  BEAM DIA. .75MM  BEAM DIR. 
68K OHM 1144IT BALLAST  1000VEC +-100VDC  At 3.7MA 

ROTRON MUFFIN FANS Model MARK4/MU2A1  
115 VAC  14WAIIS  50/60CPS 
105CFM at 60CPS  THESE ARE NEW 

10.00 
5.00 
10.00 
2.50 
3.50 
6.65 
6.65 
8.00 
2.90 
2.90 
2.90 
2.90 
2.90 
2.90 
2.90 
2.50 
5.00 
2.50 
2.50 
10.00 
2.90 
2.90 
2.90 
10.00 
5.00 
7.00 

2.7MR  8KV STARTING VOLTAGE DC 
$59.99 

IMPEDENCE PROIECZED-F  88CFM at 50CPS 

4%19T! electromcs 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

Toll Free Number 
800-528-0180 
(For orders only) 

$7.99 

"All parts may be new or 
surplus, and parts may be 
substituted with comparable parts 
,1 we are out of stock of an item." 
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HEWLETT PACKARD SIGNAL GENERATORS 
606A  50KHz to 65MHz in 6 bands +-1Z,Output level adjustable 0.1uV 

to 3V Into 50 ohms.Built-in crystal calibrator.400 -1000Hz 
modulation. 

6068  Some as above but has frequency control feature to allow 
operation with HP 8708A Synchronizer. 

608C  10MHz to 480MHz,0-1uV-1V into 50 ohms,AM,CW,or pulse mod-
ulation, calibrated attenuator. 

608D/  10MHz to 420MHz, 0.1uV-0.5V into 50 ohms,+-0.5% accuracy, 
TS51O  built-in crystal calibrator, AM-CW or pulse output. 

608E  Improved version of popular 608C.Up to 1V output.Improved 
stability,low residual FM. 

$ 650.00 

$1100.00 

$ 500.00 

$ 375.00 

$1450.00 

608F  10MHz to 455MHz in 5 bands +-1% frequency accuracy with 
built-in crystal colibrator.Con be used with HP 8708A 
Synchronizer. Output continuously adjustable from .1uV to 
.5V into 50 ohms.  $1100.00 

612A  450-1230MHz ,o.luV-0.5V into 50 ohms,calibrated output.  $ 750.00 

614A  900-2100MHz with many features including calibrated output 
and all modulation characteristics.  $ 500.00 

616A/  Direct reading and direct control from 1.8 to 4.2GHz. The 
TS403  H.P.616A features +-1.5dB calibrated output accuracy from 

-3127dBm to -dBm.The output is directly calibrated in micro-
volts and dBm with continuous monitoring. Simple operation 
frequency diad accuracy is +-1% and stability exceeds 0.005%-
/ C change in ambient temperature. Calibrated attenuator is 
within +-1.5dB over entire output band. 50 ohm impedance unit 
has internal pulse modulation with rep rate variable from 40 
Hz to 4KHz,voriable pulsewidth(1 to lOusec)and variable pulse 
delay(3 to 300usec).External modulating inputs increas ver-
satility.  $ 375.00 

6168  Some as above but later model.  $ 600.00 

61813  3.8 to 7.6GHz range,with calibrated output and selection of 
pulse-FM or square wave modulation.  $ 600.00 

618C  Some as above but later model.  $2200.00 

620A  7 to 11GHz range,with calibrated output and selection of 
pulse-FM or square wave modulation.  $ 750.00 

6208  Same as above but later model.  $2200.00 

626A  10 to 15GHz,10mw Output  power with calibrated output and 
Pulse-square wave or FM modulation.  $4200.00 

8708A  Synchronizer used with 60613,608F.The synchronizer is a 
phase-lock frequency stabilizer which provides crystal-
oscillator frequency stability to 430MHz in the 608F signal 
generator.Phase locking eliminates microphonics and drift 
resulting in excellent frequency stabillty.The 8708A includes 
a vernier which can tune the reference oscillator over a range 
of +-0.25% permitting frequency settabilitY to 2 Parts in 10 
to the seventh.Provides a very stable signal that satisfies 
many critical applications. 

(With HP 60613 or 608F) 
(Without) 

EMC-10  ELECTROMETR1CS EMC-10 RFI/EMI RECEIVER 
Low frequency analyzer covering 20Hz to 50KHz frequency 
range.Extendable to 500 KHz in wideband mode. 

NF-105F  Empire Devices Field Intensity Meter. 
Has NF-105/TA,NF-105/TX,NF-105/T1,NF-105/T2,NF-105/13. 
Covers 14KHz to 1000MHz. 

ALL EQUIPMENT CARRY A 30 DAY GUARANTEE. 

EQUIPMENT IS NOT CALIBRATED. 

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS 
DEFECTIVE MATERIAL All claims for defective materrai must be made within Sixty MO) days after receipt of 

parcel All claims must include the defective materiel (for testing purposes), our invoice number, and the date 
of purchase Ali returns must be packed properly or it will void all warranties 

DELIVERY: Orders are normally shipped within 48 hours after receipt of customer's order If a part has to be 
backordered the customer is notified Our normal shipping method is via First Class Mail or UPS depending on 
size and weigh, or the package On test equipment it is by Air only, FOB shipping point 

FOREIGN ORDERS: All foreign orders must be prepaid with cashier's check or rnoney order made out in US 
Funds We are sorry but C 00 is not avarlab* to foreign countries and Letters of Credit are not an acceptable 
form of payment either. Further information is available on request 

HOURS: Monday thru Saturday 830 a m to 5:03 per 

INSURANCE Please include 254 for each additional 5100 03 over 5100 00, Undid Parcel only 

ORDER FORMS: New order forms are included with each order for your convenience Additional forms are 
available on reddest 

POSTAGE: Minimum shipping and handling in the US. Canada. and Mexico 562 50 another countries is 55 00 
On foreign orders include 20 % Shipping and handling 

PREPAID ORDERS. Order must be accompanied by a check 

PRICES: Prices are sublect to change without notice 
RESTOCK CHARGE: If parts are returned to MHZ Electronics due to Customer error, customer will be held 
responsible for an extra fees, will be charged a 15 % restocking fed with the remainder in credit only All returns 
must nave approval 

SALES TAX: Arizona must add 5% sales as. Unless a signed Arizona resole tax card is currently on fie with 
m H2 Electronics All orders placed by persons outside of Arizona. but delivered to persons in P IONS are sub. 
lent lo the 5% saies tas 

SHORTAGE OR DAMAGE: All claims for shortages or damages must be made within 5 days after receipt of 
parcel Claims mull include our invoice number and the date of purchase Customers which do not notify us 
within this time period will be held responsiti• for the entre order an we edl consider the Order Complete 

OUR 800 NUMBER IS STRICTLY FOR ORDERS ONLY 

NO INFORMATION WILL BE GIVEN 14300-528-0180 

$ 350.00 
$ 450.00 

$2500.00 

$2100.00 

TERMS DOMESTIC. Prepaid. C  a or Credit Card 
FOREIGN Prepaid Only, Li S Funds — money Order Or Cashier's check only 

C.O.D.: Acceptable by telephone or mall Payment from customer will be by cash, money order Of Cashier s 

check We are sorry but we cannot accept personal checks for C O D's 
CONFIRMING ORDERS: We would prefer that confirming orders not be sent after a telephone order has been 

placed. If company policy necessitates a confirming order, please mark "CONFIRMING" boldly on the order. 

If problems or duplicate shipments occur due to an order which is not property marked, customers will be 
held responsible for any charges incurred, plus a 15 % restock charge on returned parts 

CREDIT CARDS: WE ACCEPT MASTERCARD VISA AND AMERICAN EXPRESS, 

DATA SHEETS: When we have data sheets in stock on devices we do supply them with the Order 

gint 
ma ter Change VISA 

electroruch, 

"AM parts may be new or 
surplus, and parts may be 
substituted with comparable parts 
if we are out of stock of an item." 

.18 

(602) 242.3037 

(802) 2424916 

2111 W  CA MELBACK ROAD 

PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85015 

Toll Free Nu mber 

600.528.0180 

(For orders only) 
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NEW LOW-NOISE PREAMPS  RECEIVING CONVERTERS 

New low-noise microwave transistors make 
preamps in the 0.9 to 1.0 dB noise figure 

range possible without the fragility and power 

supply problems of gas-fet's. Units furnished 
wired and tuned to ham band. Can be easily 

retuned to nearby freq. 

Models LW( 1 
P30, and P4'7, 

shown 

Tunable 
Model Prep Range,  Noise Figure Gain  Price 

LNA 28  20-40  0.9 dB  20 dB $39.95 
LNA 50  40-70  0.9 dB  20 dB $39.95 
LNA 144 120-180  1.0 dB  18 dB $39.95 
LNA 220 180-250  1.0 dB  17 dB $39.95 
LNA 432 380-470  1.0 dB  18 dB $44.95 

ECONOMY PREAMPS 

Our traditional preamps, proven in years of 
service. Over 20,000 in use throughout the 

world. Tuneable over narrow range. Specify 

exact freq. band needed. Gain 16-20 dB. NF = 
2 dB or less. VHF units available 27 to 300 MHz. 
UHF units available 300 to 650 MHz. 

• P3OK, VHF Kit less case  $14.95 
• P30C, VHF Kit with case  $20.95 

• P3O W, VHF Wired/Tested  $29.95 
• P432K, UHF Kit less case  $18.95 

• P432C, UHF Kit with case  $24.95 

• P432 W, UHF Wired/Tested  $33.95 

P432 also available in broadband version to 

cover 20-650 MHz without tuning. Same price 

as P432; add "B" to model #. 

HELICAL RESONATOR 
PREAMPS 

• ""%"' 

; ; 

- 

Our lab has developed a new line of low-noise 

receiver preamps with helical resonator filters 

built in. The combination of a low noise amplifier 

similar to the LNA series and the sharp selectivity 

of a 3 or 4 section helical resonator provides 

increased sensitivity while reducing intermod 

and cross-band interference in critical appli-

cations. See selectivity curves at right. Noise 
figure = 1 to 1.2 dB. Gain = 12 to 15 dB. 

Model Tuning Range Price 

HRA-144  143-150 MHz 

HRA-220  213-233 MHz 

HRA-432  420-450 MHz 

$49.95 

$49.95 

$59.95 

ANT 

Models to cover every practical rf & if range to 
listen to SSB, FM, ATV, etc. NF = 2 dB or less. 

VHF M ODELS 

Kit $44.95 

Less Case $39.95 

Wired $59.95 

Antenna  Receiver 
Input Range Output  

28-32 
50-52 
50-54 
144-146 
145-147 
144-144.4 
146-148 
144-148 
220-222 
220-224 
222-226 
220-224 
222-224 

144-148 
28-30 
144-148 
28-30 
28-30 
27-27.4 
28-30 
50-54 
28-30 
144-148 
144-148 
50-54 
28-30 

UHF M ODELS  

Kit $54.95 

Less Case $49.95 

Wired $74.95 

432-434 
435-437 
432-436 
432-436 
439.25 

28-30 
28-30 
144-148 
50-54 
61.25 

SCANNER CONVERTERS Copy 72-76, 135-
144, 240-270, 400-420, or 806-894 MHz bands 

on any scanner. Wired/tested Only $79.95. 

SPECIAL FREQUENCY CONVERTERS made 

to custom order $119.95. Call for details. 

SAVE A BUNDLE ON 
VHF FM TRANSCEIVERS! 

FM-5 PC Board Kit - ONLY $159.95 

complete with controls, heatsink, etc. 
10 Watts, 5 Channels, for 6M, 2M, or 220 

• 

Cabinet Kit, complete 

with speaker, knobs, 

connectors, hardware. 

Only $59.95 

OA  1.1111 41VIIS 

While supply 

lasts, get $59.95 

cabinet kit free when 
you buy an FM-5 Transceiver kit. 

Where else can you get a complete transceiver 
for only $159.95? 

• Call or Write for FREE CATALOG 
(Send $1.00 or 4 IRC'c for overseas mailing) 

• Order by phone or mail • Add $2 S& H per order 
(Electronic answering service evenings & weekends) 
Use VISA, MASTERCARD, Check, or UPS COD. 

ha 

TRANSMIT CONVERTERS 

For SSB, C W, ATV, FM, etc.  Why pay big 

bucks for a multi mode rig for each band? Can 

be linked with receive converters for 
transceive. 2 watts output. 

Exciter  Antenna 
Input Range  Output 

For VHF,  28-30  144-146 
28-29  145-146 

Model XV2  28-30  50-52 
Kit $79.95  27-27.4  144-144.4 
Wired $119.95  28-30  220-222 
(Specify band)  50-54  220-224 

144-146  50-52 
50-54  144-148 
144-146  28-30 

28-30  432-434 
For UHF,  28-30  435-437 
Model XV4  50-54  432-436 
Kit $99.95  61.25  439.25 
Wired $149.95  144-148  432-436' 

*Add $35 tor 2M input 

4 /  For limited time, 

buy a transmit converter 
above with 40-45 W PA 

($129.95) and get $39.95 (1( 
cabinet FREE. 

V 

/...,....... 

II  - c • 

LOOK AT THESE 
ATTRACTIVE CURVES! 

- 
- 
. 
- 
.. 

R144 & R220 Front Ends, HRA 144/220, & HRF-144/220 

[111III1 

. .1.' 4 1 " 4 .' 4 . 410 
••• .  A •  .  - 

R451 Receiver Front End  Rcvr I F Select vitt 

Typical Selectivity Curves 
of Receivers and 

' Helical Resonators. 

HRA-432, HRF-432 

65- W MOUL RD. • HILTON NY 14468 
Phone: 716-392-9430 

Hamtronics  is a registered trademark 



Band 

For years, Hamtronics 

Modules have been used by 

individual hams and manufac-

turers to make repeaters. Now, in 

the Hamtronics tradition of top 

quality and superb value, we are proud 

to offer a complete repeater package. 

JUST LOOK AT THESE PRICES! 

Kit  Wired/Tested 

6M,2M,220  $595 

440  $645 

$745 

$795 

Both kit and wired units are complete with all parts, modules, hardware, and crystals 

CALL OR W RITE FOR CO MPLETE DETAILS. 

Also available for remote site linking/crossband & 10M. 

0 

ii 
eh 

FEATURES: 

• SENSITIVITY SECOND TO NONE; TYPICALLY 
0.15 uV ON VHF, 0.2 uV ON UHF. 

• SELECTIVITY THAT CAN'T BE BEAT! BOTH 
8 POLE CRYSTAL FILTER & CERAMIC FILTER FOR 
GREATER THAN 100 dB AT ± 12KHZ. HELICAL 
RESONATOR FRONT ENDS. SEE R144, R220, 
AND R451 SPECS IN RECEIVER AD BELOW. 

• OTHER GREAT RECEIVER FEATURES: FLUTTER-
PROOF SQUELCH, AFC TO COMPENSATE FOR 
OFF-FREQ TRANSMITTERS, SEPARATE LOCAL 
SPEAKER AMPLIFIER & CONTROL. 

• CLEAN, EASY-TUNE TRANSMITTER; UP TO 20 WATTS OUT. 

HIGH QUALITY MODULES FOR 
REPEATERS, LINKS, TELEMETRY, ETC. 

INTRODUCING — 
NEW 1983 RECEIVERS 

R144 Shown 

• R144/R220 FM RCVRS for 2M or220 MHz. 
0.15uVsens.; 8 pole xtal filter & ceramic filter 
in i-f, helical resonatorfront end for exceptional 
selectivity (curves at left). AFC incl., xtal oven 
avail. Kit only $119.95 

• R451 FM RCVR Same but for uhf. Tuned line 
front end, 0.2 uV sens. Kit only $119.95. 

• R76 FM RCVR for 10M, 6M, 2M, 220, or 
commercial bands. As above, but w/o AFC or 
hel. res. Kits only $109.95. 
Also avail w/4 pole filter, only $94.95/ kit. 

• R110 VHF AM RECEIVER kit forVHF aircraft 
band or ham bands. Only $84.95. 

• R110 UHF AM RECEIVER for UHF uses, 
including special 296 MHz model to hear 
SPACE SHUTTLE. Kit $94.95. 

• HELICAL RESONATOR FILTERS available 
separately on pcb w/connectors. 

HRF-144 for 143-150 MHz  $34.95 
HRF-220 for 213-233 MHz  $34.95 
HRF-432 for 420-450 MHz  $44.95 

(See selectivity curves at left) 

• COR KITS With audio mixer and speaker 
amplifier. Only $29.95. 

• CWID KITS 158 bits, field programmable, 
clean audio. Only $59.95. 

• A16 RF TIGHT BOX Deep drawn alum. case 
with tight cover and no seams. 7 x 8 x 2 inches. 
Only $18.00. 

TRANSMITTERS AND 
ACCESSORIES 
• 

• T51 VHF FM EXCITER for 10M, 6M, 2M. 
220 MHz or adjacert bands. 2 Watts contin-
uous. Kits only $59 95 

• T451 UHF FM EXCITER 2 to 3 Watts on 450 
ham band or adjacent. Kits only $69.95. 

• VHF& UHF LINEAR AMPLIFIERS. Use on 
either FM or SSB. Power levels from 10 to 45 
Watts to go with exciters & xmtg converters. 
Kits from $69.95. 

ham ronics° 



SEIVIICIIMIIICTORS SURPLUS 
A DIVISION OF  Electronic Emporium, Inc.  64 

2822 North 32nd Street Unit 1  Phoenix, Arizona 85008 
CALL (602)956-9423  VISA or M/C ONLY 800-528-3611 

COAX RELAYS 

PHILIPS OSCILLOSCOPE 
Model PM3232 SOLID STATE 
Triggered Dual Beam 
BANDWIDTH: 0-10 MHZ 
SENSITIVITY: 2mV to 50mV/cm 

0.1V to 10V/cm 
SWEEP RANGE: 0.2us to 50us 

0.1ms to 50ms 
0.1sec to 0.5 sec 

10 selections for sweep 
A-B Beam selector switches 
8cm x 10cm CRT Display 
PORTABLE MODEL $499.99 each 
LAB MODEL $309.99 each 

Mallory SITCG3720040N3L3P 
3700uf 40VDC $1.00 ea 
or 10 for $8.00 

Nichion #50ULB150-T 
150uf 50VDC .39 ea. 
or 4 for $1.00 

TRANSFORMERS 
Sclott Corp. #67069940 input 117vac 
Output 26.8vct  800ma 

26.8vct a 800ma 
21.9vct a 1.1amp $9.99 

Triad F23U input 115vac 
Output 10vct a 7amps $12.99 

Mallory ItTCG102U040J2C3P 
1000uf 40VDC 89 ea 
or 3 for $2 00 

NATA #30468359 input 117vac 
output 25.2vct  2.8amps $6.99 

Keying Relay #M-7470182 
type 78CCA101 28vdc coil 
SPDT Struthers-Durn Inc. 
$29.99 

Pencil type Soldering Iron 
30watts 110vac 
Model 50E5100 $4.29 

Ayer Eng #85CX442U006GLY 
4400uf 6VDC 69 ea. 
or 2 for $1 00 

Electro Vectro #E30554 input 117vac 
output 17v a 1.5amps 
Output 17v a 1.5amps $6.99 

Amphenol #300-10099 
Coax relay 26vdc coil 
SPDT type (N) Connectors 
$49.99 

Transco #1460-20 
type SA-303U SPDT 
28vdc coil type (N) 
Connectors $69.99 

Computer Grade Capacitors 
2400mfd a. 200vdc  $2.130 
30000mfd a 60vdc  $1.00 
22000mfd a 25vdc  $1.00 
2100mfd i 200vdc  $2.00 
26000mfd a 30vdc  $1.00 
900mfd a 150vdc  $2.03 
1800mfd a 450vdc  $9.99 
6200mfd a 150vdc  $3.00 
10000mfd a 75vdc  $1.00 

MEM 631 Dual Gate Diode 
protected FET vds = 25V 
Id = 30ma mhos = 800(min).50ea. 

Keystone OPL-25-10 input 117vac 
Output 25vct a 20va 
output 10vct a 4va $5.99 

Temp. controlled Heating 
Plate 4" x 9" element size 
hot plate size 5y," x 10" 
120vac a 120 watts $1.99 

Stancor #P8657 input 117vac 
output 12v a 2amps $5.99 

Stancor #P-8720 input 230vac 
output 24vct a 85ma $2.99 

Whistle Activated Switch 
$2 50 ea or 3 for $6 00 

Plug in the wall #Pitb-86 input 120vac 
output 6vac  10ma $2.99 

Amphenol #327-10582-3 
26vdc coil SP3T type 
BNC Connectors $39.99 

Spectra-Strip 
twisted pair wire 
24 awg 300V style 1061 
Ins. .009" 80"c 1000ft for $28.00 

SCR 25 amps 600 Volts 
stud mount $1.50 

Plug in the wall #2-2286 input 120vac 
output 5.8vdc a 125ma $2.99 

Magnecraft #W120X-14 
SPDT 100 ohm coil 12vdc 
$29.99 

Transco #16500NAU 12-15 
28vdc coil SP3T 
type (N) connectors $59.99 

Columbia 
22 awg 4 pair shielded 
cable, grey jacket 
style 2464 part #91902 
1000ft for $100.00 

Gould Nickel Cadmium Batteries 
pack of 2 part #405408 
2.4V a 600mah (new) $3.29 

Plug in the wall 0C-160 input 117vac 
output 3.6vdc a 60ma $2.99 

Amphenol #323-11506-3 
26vdc coil SP4T 
BNC connectors $59.99 

Motorola 3amp 1000piv 
Rectifiers 10 for $1.20 
or 100 for $8.00 1000ft for $65.00 

G.E. Rechargeable Nickel 
Battery pack 6 cells 
a total of 14.4vdc a lah 
#41B001LD5G1 (used) $7.99 

Southern #EX-1163-T input 110vac or 
220vac output 17vct a lamp $3.99 

Triad F23U 115vac input 
tont a 7amps output $8 99 

1N4148/1N914 Switching Diodes 
30 for $1.00 or 120 for $3.00 

RE Products #DK300-11732 
Amphenol #300-11732 
26vdc coil SPDT $39.99 

Ouantatron #SA-70P10-1 
22 to 30vdc coil SPDT $39.99 

Regulators IC 
78H05 5V a 5amps 
78H12 12V a 5amps 
78M05 5V a '/amp 
79M05 5V  1/2 amp 
7808 8V a lamp 

$3.00 
$4.00 
.39 
.49 
.59 

NE/CA555V Timer IC's 
.39 ea. or 10 for $3.00 

Triad F74U Transformer input 117vac 
Output 28vct 'a 2amps & 
output 28vct a 2amps $19 99 

Dual Color Led's 
40 ea. or 10 for $3.29 

IR 3E05 3amp 50piv Rectifier 
10 for $1 00 or 100 for $6 00 

9Volt Battery Clips 10 for .99 

FXR #300-11540 
Amphenol #300-11540 
26vdc coil 
BNC Connectors $39.99 

AA Nickel Cad Battery Pk. 
(pack of 2) New $2.00 ea. 
1.2V per cell 500 mah a cell 

Optic Fiber cable 
10ft for $5.00 or 100ft for $30.00 

Amphenol #360-11891-48 
26vdc coil SPDT 
BNC Connectors $49.99 

Vacuum Relay 
Jennings #RCSA5101A24 
10KV 25kw a 30MHz relay 
coil 19 to 29vdc $139.99 

IC sockets solder type 
8-pin  .07  22-pin  .16 
14-pin  .10  24-pin  .17 
16-pin  .11  28-pin  .19 
18-pin  .13  40-pin  .27 
20-pin  .14 

Trimpots Thumbwheel type 
.30 ea. or 10 for $2.50 
sold not mixed 
100 ohm 
150 ohm 
200 ohm 
250 ohm 
500 ohm 
1K ohm 
1.5K ohm 
2K ohm 
2.5K ohm 
5K ohm 
10K ohm 

20K ohm 
25K ohm 
200K ohm 
250K ohm 
5130K ohm 
750K -)hm 
2meg ohm 
2 2meg ohm 
3meg ohm 
5meg ohm 

40673 FET N-channel MOS FET 
.79 ea. or 10 for $5.00 

MC6860L 0-600 bps Digital 
Modem $4.99 

95H9ODC Hi-speed Divide 
10/11 Prescaler $6.00 

High Voltage Power Supply 
Solid State Model LU-15A 
mfd. by Venus Scientific Inc. 
output + 15kvdc a 300ua 
a 16vdc input a 800ma 
Focus voltage: + 725v a 1 ma 
size 5" long x 3" deep x 1,4" 
high $19.95 

IC sockets w/wrap 
14-pin  .30  40-pin  .90 
16-pin  .35 

5 pin din jack & plug set 
1 male & 1 female $1.00/set 
or 10 sets for $6.50 

Dip switches 
4 position .60 10 position $1.60 
7 position .80 

TO-3 Transistor sockets 
phenolic type .29 ea. 
or 6 for $1.00 

Lambda Power Supply 
Model LXD-3-152R 
Dual regulated power supply 
input 105 to 132vac 
output 12 to 15vdc a 400ma 
$39.99 

12VDC lamps, 60ma 
1/8" round x 1/2  " long 
w/12" leads .29 ea. 
or 10 for $2.00 

Electrolytic Caps. 
Mallory #TCG1220U075N3C3P 
1200uf 75VDC $1.39 ea. 
or 4 for $4.00 

Cable ties #T-18R 100 per bag 
mil. spec. #MS-33685-4 
4" long made by Tytor Corp. 
$2.00/bag of 100 or 10 bags/ 
1000 for $15.00 

Touch Tone Pad 
This pad contains all electronics 
to produce standard touch-tone 
tones. It has an AMI S2559 digital 
tone. Generator has power Cmos IC. 
Uses TV crystal, standard (3.58MHZ) 
to derive all frequencies thus 
providing very high mute drivers on 
chip. Interfaces directly to a 
standard telephone push-button or 
calculator type X-4 keyboard. The 
total harmonic distortion is below 
industry specification on chip 
generation of a reference voltage 
to assure amplitude stability of 
the dual tones over the operating 
voltage & temperature range. Dual 
tone as well as single tone capability. 
$6.99 

4MHZ Crystals HC18/U $1 00 
8MHZ Crystals HC18/U $1 00 
100KHZ Crystals HC33/U $3 99 

Gates Rechargeable Lead Acid Batteries 
pack of 6 2Volt 2.5AH 0-Cells 
(used) $7.99 
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9 DIGITS 600 MHz $129 95 
WIRED 

The CT-90 is the most versatile, feature packed counter available for less 

than $300.00! Advanced design features include three selectable gate times, 

nine digits, gate indicator and a unique display hold function which holds the 

displayed count after the input signal is removed Also, a 10mHz TC X0 time 

base is used which enables easy zero beat calibration checks against W WV. 

Optionally an internal nicad battery pack,extemal time base input and Micro-

power high stability crystal oven time base are available. The CT-90. 

performance you can count on! 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Range: 
Sensitivity. 

Resolution 

Display 
Time base 

Power 

20 Hz to 600 MHz 
Less than 10 MV to 150 MHz 
Less than 50 MV to 500 MHz 
0.1 Hz (10 MHz range) 
1.0 Hz (60 MHz range) 
10.0 Hz (600 MHz range) 
9 digits 0.4" LED 
Standard-10.000 mHz, 1.0 ppm 20-40 C. 
Optional Micro-power oven-0.1 ppm 20-40̀ C 
8-15 VAC (a250 ma 

7 DIGITS 525 MHz $99 9NL1ED  
SPECIFICATIplyS• 

Range 
Sensitivity 

Resolution 

20 Hz to 525 MHz 
Less than 50 MV to 150 MHz 
Less than 150 MV to 500 MHz 
1.0 Hz (5 MHz range) 
10.0 Hz (50 MHz range) 
100.0 Hz (500 MHz range) 
7 digits 0.4" LED  
1.0 ppm TCXO 20-40 C 

(a 12 VAC  250 ma 

the answer to an your measurement needs, in the field, lab or ham shack 

The CT-70 breaks the price barrier on lab quality frequency counters 

Deluxe features such aa three frequency ranges - each with pre amplification, 

dual selectable gate times, and gate activity indication make measurements a 

snap. The wide frequency range enables you to accurately measure signals 

from audio thru UHF with 1.0 ppm accuracy- that's .0001%! The CT-70 is 

q1111m 
PRICES: 
CT-70 wired I year warranty 
CT-70 Kit, 90 day parts war-
ranty 
AC-1 AC adapter 
BP-I Nicad pack + AC 
adapter/charger 

Display 
Time base 
Power  

i n 7 DIGITS 500 MHz $7995 
WIRED 

PRICES: 
MINI-100 wired, I year 
warranty 
AC- Z Ac adapter for MINI-
100 
BP- Z Nicad pack and AC 
adapter/charger 

$79.95 

3.95 

12.95 

Here's a handy, general purpose counter that provides most counter 

functions at an unbelievable price The MINI-100 doesn't have the full 

frequency range or input impedance qualities found in higher price units, but 

for basic RF signal measurements, it can't be bead Accurate measurements 

can be made from 1 MHz all the way up to500 MHz with excellent sensitivity 

throughout the range, and the two gate times let you select the resolution 

desired Add the Mead pack option and the MINI-100 makes an ideal addition 

to your tool box for "in-the-field" frequency checks and repairs 

$99.95 

84.95 
3.95 

12.95 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Range  1 MHz to 500 MHz 
Sensitivity  Less than 25 MV 
Resolution  100 Hz ( slow gate) 

1.0 KHz (fast gate) 
Display  7 digits, 0.4" LED 
Time base  2.0 ppm 20-40'C 
Power  5 VDC 4, 200 ma 

8 DIGITS 600 MHz $159 WIRED 
SPECIFICATIONS:  
Range  20 Hz to 600 MHz 
Sensitivity  Less than 25 my to 150 MHz 

Less than 150 my to 600 MHz 
Resolution  1.0 Hz (60 MHz range) 

10.0 Hz (600 MHz range) 
Display  8 digits 0.4" LED 
Time base  2.0 ppm 20-40°C 
Power  110 VAC or 12 VDC 

The CT-50 is a versatile lab bench counter that will measure up to600 MHz 

with 8 digit precision. And, one of its best features is the Receive Frequency 

Adapter, which tums the CT-50 into • digital readout for any receiver. The 

adapter is easily programmed for any receiver and a simple connection to the 

receiver's VFO is all that is required for use. Adding the receiver adapter in no 
way limits the operation of the CT-50, the adapter can be conveniently 
switched on or oft The CT-50, • counter that can work double duty! 

.PRICESc, 

CT-50 wired. I year warranty  $159.95 
CT-50 Kit, 90 day parts 
warranty  119.95 
RA-1, receiver adapter kit  14.95 
RA-I wired and preprogram-
med (send copy of receiver 
schematic)  29.95 

DIGITAL MULTIMETER $99 9WIRED 

PRICES;  
DM-70D wired, I year warranty  $99.95 
DM-700 Kit, 90 day parts 
warranty 
AC-I. AC adaptor 
BP-3. Nicad pack +AC 
adapter/charger  19.95 
MP-1, Probe kit  2.95 

The DM-700 offers professional quality performance at a hobbyist price. 

Features include: 26 different ranges and 5 functions. all arranged in a 

convenient, easy to use format. Measurements are displayed on a large 31/2 

digit, ½ inch LED readout with automate decimal placement. automatic 

79.95  polarity, overrange indication and overload protection up to 1250 volts on all 

3.95  ranges, making it virtually goof-proof The DM-700 looks great, a handsome, 
iet black, rugged ABS case with convenient retractable tilt bail makes it an 

ideal addition to any shop. 

SPECIFICATIONS:  
DO AC volts 100uV  1 KV, 5 ranges 
DC/ AC 
current  0.1 uA to 2.0 Amps, 5 ranges 
Resistance  0.1 ohms to 20 Megohms, 6 ranges 
Input 
impedance  10 Megolun& DC/At volts 
Accuracy  0.1% basic DC volts 
Power  4 'C cells 

AUDIO SCALER 

For high resolution audio measurements, multiplies 
UP in frequency. 
• Great for PL tones 
• Multiplies by 10 or 100 
• 0.01 Hz resolution! 

$29.95 Kit  $39.95 Wired 

ACCESSORIES 
Telescopic whip antenna - BNC plug 
High impedance probe, light loading   
Low pass probe, for audio measurements   
Direct probe, general purpose usage 
Tilt bail, for CT 70, 90, MINI-100   
Color burst calibration unit, calibrates counter 
against color TV signal.. 

Facusey EiectForlics, IRE. 
2575 Baird Rd. Penfield, NY 14526  62 

PHONE ORDERS 
CALL 716-586-3950 

S 7.95 
15.95 
15.95 
12.95 
3.95 

14.95 

COUNTER PREAMP 



DEALER DIRECTORY 
Culver City CA 

Jest's Elect/ranks, 3919 Sepulveda Blvd., Culver 
City CA 90230, 390-8003. Trades 433-1886 San 
Diego. 827-5732 (Reno NV). 

Fontana CA 

Complete lines ICOM. DenTron, Ten-Tec, 

Mirage, Cubic, Lunar, over 4000 electronic prod-
ucts for hobbyist, technician, experimenter. Also 
CB radio, landmobile. Fontana Electronics, 8628 
Sierra Ave., Fontana CA 92335, 822-7710. 

San Jose CA 

Bay area's newest Amateur Radio gore. New & 
used Amateur Radio sales & senice. We feature 

Kenwood, ICOM. Azden, Yaesu, Ten-Tec, San-
tee & many more. Shaver Radio, Inc., 1378 So. 
Bascom Ave., San Jose CA 9512S, 908-1103. 

New Castle D E 

Factory Authorized Dealer! Yaesu, ICOM. Ten-
Tee, KDK. Azclen, AEA, Kantronics, Santee. Full 
Line of Accenories. No Sales Tax in Delaware 
One mile off I-95 Delaware Amateur Supply, 
71 Meadow Road, New Castle DE 19720 
328-7728. 

Smyrna G A 

For sour Kenwood. Yams. ICON!. Drake and 
a her amate,r needs. come to Vee us. Britt's Two. 
as Radio. 2.;16; N. Atlanta Rd., Smyrna GA 

OMNI 4 i2,/,149,. 

Preston ID 

Hors VVB7BYZ has the Largest Stock of Amateur 
Gear in the Intermountain West and the Best 
l'rices. Call me for all sour barn needs. Ross 
Distributing, 78 So. State. Preston ID 83263, 
852-0630. 

Bloomington IL 

BORN TO WERS-Large stock plus all UNAR-
CO BORN items as inlet*. for fast drop ship-
ments. Wholesale prices to all users. Also whole-
sale distributor for Antenna Specialists, Regency, 
and Hy-Cain. Hill Radio 2503 G.E. Road Box 
1405, Bloomington II. 61701 663-2141 

Terre Haute IN 

our ham headquarters located in the heart of the 
midweg Hoosier Electronics, Inc.. -9 Meadows 
Center, P.O. Box 3300, Terre Haute IN 47803, 
238-1456. 

Littleton M A 

rhe Reliable Ham Store Serving N.E. Full line of 
ICOM & Kenwood. Yaesu HTs, Drake. Daiwa. 
B& W accessories. Curtis & Tree keyers. Larsen, 
Hustler. Telex/Hy-Cain products. Mirage amps., 
Astron PS.. Alpha Delta protectors, ARRL & 
Kantronics instruction aids. Whistler radar deter-
tors. Full line of coax fittings. TEL-COM Elec-
tronic Communications 675 Cleat Rd. (Rt. 119), 
Littleton MA 01460. 486-3400/3040. 

Ann Arbor MI 

See us for products like Ten-Tec, R. L. Drake, 
DenTron and many more. Open Monday through 
Saturday, 0830 to 1730. WB8VG13. VVB8UXO, 
MD8OKN and VT8RP behind the molter Pus. 
thaw Radio Supply, 327 E. Hoover Ave.. Ann Ar-
bor MI 48104. 668-8696. 

So merset NJ 

New Jerseys only factorx•authorized ICOM and 
Yaeso distributor. Large inventory of new and 
used specials. Most major brands in stork. Com-
plete service and facilities. Radios Unlimited. 1760 
Easton Avenue, P.O. Bosi 347. Somerset NJ 08873. 
469-4598. 

Buffalo NY 

W ESTERN N E W Y ORK 

Niagara Frontier's only full stocking Amateur 
dealer. Also Shortwave, CB, Scanners. Marine. 
Commercial. Operating displays featuring Ken-
wood and others. Towers. Antennas. Sales and 
Service. DX Communications, 3214 Transit Rood. 
West Seneca NY, 668-8873. 

A msterdam NY 

UPSTATE N E W Y ORK 

Kenwood. ICOM, Drake plus many other loss 
Amateur Dealer for mer 35 years Adirondack Ra-
dio Supply, Inc., 185 West Main Street. Amster-
dam NY 12010, 842-8350. 

Syracuse-Rome-Utica NY 

Featuring: Kenwood. Yaesu. ICOM. Drake. Ten. 
Tee, Swan, DenTron. Alpha. Robot, MFJ, Tens. 
po, Astron. KLM, Hy-Cain, Mosley. Larsen, 
Cushman, Hustler. Mini Products. You won't be 
disappointed with equipment/service. Radio 
World. Oneida County Airport-Terminal Build-
ing. Oriskany NY 13424, 736-0184. 

Colu mbus O H 

The biggest and last Ham Store in the midwest 
featuring quality Kenwood products with work. 
ing displays. We sell only the best. Authorized 
Kenwood Service. Universal Amateur Radio Inc.. 
1280 Aida Dr.. Reynoldsbrarg (Columbus) OH 
43068. 866-4267. 

Scranton PA 

ICOM, Bird. Cushcrafl. Beekman, Fluke. Lar-
sen, Hustler, Antenna Specialists, Astron, Avanti. 
Belden. W2AU/ W2VS, AEA. Vibroplee Ham. 
Key, Amphenol, Sony, B& W. Coax-Seal, Cover 
Craft. J. W. Miller/Daiwa, ARRI... Ammo, Shure. 
LaRue Electronics. 1112 Grandview St., Scranton 
PA 18500, 343-2124. 

Mountaintop PA 

WILKES-BARRE AREA 

VHF/ UHF Equipment & Supplies- From HTs to 
KW Amplifiers, Tr•nsverters, Connectors. 
VHF/UHF/Microwave Linear Amplifiers, GaAs 
Fet Preamps. Oscar Equipment. Low Noise Pre. 
amps. Antennas, Power Supplies. From: Lunar. 
Microwave Modules, UHF Units/Parabolic, AR. 
COS. Astron. F9FT-Tonna, Tama. DenTron. 
ELM. Mirage, Santee. Tokyo H1 Power, Am-
phenol. Two Stamps for catalog. The VHF 
SHOP, Dept. S. RD 4. Box 349, Mountaintop PA 
18707, 868-6565. 

Baltimore/ W ashington 

Avrostek transistors, amplifiers, oscillators and 
LNA's Coaxial cable and connectors. Blonder 
Tongue dealer with Microwave laboratory. Ap-
plied Specialties, Inc.. 1010IG Bacon Drive. 
Beltsville, Maryland 20705. Wash. 595-5393. 
BAIL 792-2211. 7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Monde, 
thru Friday. 

DEALERS 
Your company name and message 
can contain up to 25 words for as little 
as $1.50 yearly (prepaid), or $15 per 
month (prepaid quarterly). No men-
tion of mail-order business or area 
code permitted. Directory text and 
payment m ust reach us 60 days in ad-
vance of publication. For example, 
advertising for the July '83 issue must 
be in our hands by May 1st. Mail to 73 
Magazine, Peterborough NH 034,58. 
ATTN: Nancy Ciampa. 

DEALER DIRECTORY 

PROPAGATION 
J. H. Nelson 
4 Plymouth Dr. 

Whiting NJ 08759 

EASTERN  UNITED STATES TO: 
GMT: oo  02  04  06  OF  10  12  14  16  111  20  22 

ALASKA 14 14 14 7 7 7 7 7 7 14 14 14 

21A 
21, 

21.5 

14 

145, 

ARGENTINA 21 14A 14 14 14 7 14 21, 

73 

2 

7B 

&IA_ 

7A 21 AUSTRALIA 21 21 14 14 7B 7B 78 
CANAL ZONE 21. 14 14 7 7 7 14 14A, 21 21 21A 
ENGLAND 14 7 7 7 7 7A 14 14 21 21 145, 
HAWAII 21 14 14 14B 7B 7B 7 14 14 14 14 
INDIA 14 14 14B 73 7B 713 14 14 14 14 14 14, 

14 
JAPAN 141 14 73 73 73 714 -777 7 14 141.., 14 
MEXICO 21 14 14 7 7 7 7A 14 14 14 21 21 
PHILIPPINES 14 14 1413 7B 7B 73 78 14B 14 14 14 14 
PUERTO RICO 14 14 7 7 7 7 14 14 14 14A 14A LA 

14 SOUTH AFRICA 14 7B 78 73 7B 14 21 21 2.1.A 218 21 
u. s . R. . S 14 7 7 7 7 14 14 14 14 14Ael.rifi 14 
WEST COAST 

CENT L  Al 

ALASKA 

21 

A 

14 

14 

14 

14 7 7 7 7A 14 148  21 21 21 

14 7 7 

I 

7 

S T ATES 
7 7 78  14 14 

I 
14 

ARGENTINA 23. 14A 14 14 14 7 14 71 71 21 k:21A ?IA 
AUSTRALIA 21 21 14 14 14 146 78 7B 7B 75, 21 21 
CANAL ZONE 21 148 14 7 7 7 14 14A 21 21A 21A 21A 
ENGLAND 14 7 7 7 7 7 14 14 14 14 74A 14 
HAWAII 21 148 14 14 78 7B 7 14 14 14 14A 21 
INDIA 14 14 14 7B 7B 7B 7B 7B 1413 14 14 14 
JAPAN 14 14 14 713 713 713 7 7 14 14 14 148 
MEXICO 14 14 75, 7 7 7 7 14 14 14 .14  I 4 
PHILIPPINES 148 148. 14 7B 7B 713 7B 148 14 14 14 14 
PUERTO RICO 21 148 14 14 7 7 14 14 14 14A 21 21 
SOUTH AFRICA 14 7B 7B 7B 7B 7B 14 14 14 148 14A 14 
U. S. S. R. 14 7 7 7 7 713 7B 

S Ta T ES 0 

7 

14 

7 

14 

78 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

WESTE N • I 

ALASKA 
14 14 14 7 7 7 

ARGENTINA 
21 148 14 14 14 7 14 14 21 218 21A 21A 

AUSTRALIA 218 218 21 21 14 14 70 7 70 7A 21 214 
CANAL ZONE 21 148 14 7 7 7 78 14 21 21 218 21A 
ENGLAND 14 7 7 7 7 7 7B 14E 14 14 14 14 
HAWAII 

21A 21 21 14A 14 14 7 14 14 148 21 218 
INDIA 

14 14, 14 14 7B 73 78 78 148 14 14 14 
JAPAN 14 14 14 14 14R 715 7 7 14 14 14 14A 
MEXICO 21 21 14 14 7 7 7 14 14 14 21 21 
PHILIPPINES 14A 145, 14 14 715 715 715 148 14 14 14 14A 
PUERTO RICO 21 14A 14 14 7 7 14 14 14 48 21 21 
SOUTH AFRICA 14 713 78 713 73 7B _14B 14 14 4A 14A 14 

148 7 7 7 7 7B 73 14 14 14 14 14 
EAST COAST 21 14 14 7 7 7 7A 14 14A 21 21 21 

A = Next higher frequency band may also be useful. 

B = Difficult circuit this period. 

First letter = night waves. Second = day waves. 

G =Good, F = Fair, P = Poor. a= Chance of solar flares. 
# = Chance of aurora. 

NOTE THAT NIGHT WAVE LETTER NOW COMES FIRST 

SUN MON 

MAY 
71.E  WED FR) 

1 
GIG 
2 

GIG 
3 

GIG 
4 

F/F 
5 

F/F 
6 

F/F 
7 

F/F 

8 
F/F 
9 

GIG 
10 

GIG 
11 

GIG 
12 

P/F 
13  114 

FIGI  GIG 

15 
GIG 
16 
GIG* 
17 

P/F* 
18 

P/F* 
19 

P/F 
20 

FIF 
21 

FIG 

22 23 
GIG 
24 

GIG 
25 

FIG 
26 

FIG 
27 

F/F* 
28 
F/F* GIG 

29 
F/F 
30 

GIG 
31 

GIG 
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=7-E--/-7 The Rig for All Seasons! 
Answering the call for an HF rig that goes everywhere, sounds great, and is 
cost-effective, Yaesu proudly introduces Hie FT-77 Compact HF Transceiver System. 
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Computerized Design and Manufacture 
The FT-77 design engineers utilized the latest computerized circuit board layout methods, resulting in a 
compact, reliable transceiver with maximum utilization of available space. Automated insertion techniques are 
used in assembly, providing improved reliability and quality control over earlier designs. 

Operating Versatility 
The FT-77 is equipped for operation on all amateur bands between 3.5 and 29.7 MHz, including the three new 
WARC bands. Fully operational on SSB and OW, the FT-77 includes a dual width noise blanker (designed to 
minimize the "Woodpecker'. or ignition noise), full SWR metering, R.I.T., and optional OW filter with wide/ 
narrow selection. The optional FM-77 permits operation on the FM mode, with front panel squelch sensitivity 
control. 

Expandable Station Concept 
Ideal for mobile operation because of its compact size and light weight, the FT-77 forms the nucleus of a 
versatile base station. Available as options for the FT-77 are the FP-700 AC Power Supply, FV-700DM 
Synthesized External VFO and Memory System, FTV-707 VHF/UHF Transverter, and FC-700 Antenna 
Coupler, providing top performance at an extraordinarily low price. 

Best of All, Its a Yaesu! 
With most experience in transceiver design and manufacture, the Yaesu trademark is your guarantee of 
quality and durability. We've got all-new technolcgy and an all-new warranty policy to back it up. 

See the FT-77 and the all new line of Yaesu HF, VHF, and UHF transceivers, receivers 
and accessories at your Yaesu Dealer today! It's time you tried a Yaesu! 

Price And Specifications Subject To 
Change Without Notice Or Obligation 4.1 

The radio, " 
'1 83 

YAESU ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, 6851 Walthall Way, Paramount, CA 90723 • (213) 633-4007 

YAESU ELECTRONICS Eastern Service Ctr., 9812 Princeton-Glendale Rd., Cincinnati, OH 45146 5 (513) 874-3100 
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General coverage, Superior dynamic range, 
2 VFO's, 8 memories, Scan, Notch...COMPACT! 

TS-430s 
The TS-430S combines the ultimate in 
compact styling with advanced circuit 
design and performance. An all solid-
state SSB, CW, and AM transceiver, with 
FM optional, covering the 160-10 meter 
Amateur bands, it also incorporates a 
150 kHz-30 MHz general coverage re-
ceiver having a superior dynamic range, 
dual digital VFO's, 8 memories, memory 
scan, programmable band scan, IF shift, 
notch filter, all-mode squelch, and built-
in speech processor. 

TS-430S FEATURES 

• 160-10 meter operation, with general 
coverage receiver 
With 160-10 meter Amateur band cover-
age. including WARC 30. 17. and 12 meter 
bands, it also features a 150 kHz-30 MHz 
general coverage receiver. Innovative UP-
conversion digital PLL circuit, for superior 
frequency stability and accuracy. UP/ 
DOWN band switches for Amateur bands 
or 1-MHz steps across entire 150 kHz-
30 MHz range. Two digital VFO's contin-
uously tuneable from band to band. Band 
information output on rear panel. 

• USB, LSB, CW, AM, with optional FM 
Operates on US13. LS13. CW. and AM. with 
optional FM. inte rnally installed. AGC time 
constant automatically selected by mode. 

• Compact, lightweight design 
Measures only 10-5/8 (270) W x 3-3/4 (961 
H x 10-7/8 (275) D. inches (mm). weighs 
only 14.3 lbs. (6.5 kg.). 

• Superior receiver dynamic range 
Use of 2SK125 junction-type FET's in 
the Dyna-Mix high sensitivity, balanced. 
direct mixer circuit provides superior 
dynamic ninae. 

• 10-Hz step dual digital VFO's 
10-Hz step dual digital VFO's operate Inch 
pendently. include band and mode infor-
mation. Different band and mode cross 
operation possible. Dial torque adjustable. 
STEP switch for tuning in 10-Hz or 100-Hz 
steps. A—B switch quickly shifts 13" VFO 

to the same frequency and mode as "A" 
VFO. or vice-versa. VFO LOCK switch pro-
vided. RIT control tunes VFO or memory. 
UP/DOWN manual scan possible using 
optional microphone. 

• Eight memories store frequency, mode, 
and band data 
Memories store frequency, mode, and 
band data. Eighth memory stores receive 
and transmit frequencies independently. 
M.CH switch for operation of memory as 
independent VFO, or fixed frequency. 
• Lithium battery memory back-up 
Estimated five-year life. 
• Memory scan 
Scans memories in which data is stored. 

• Programmable automatic band scan 
Scans programmed band width. Scan 
speed adjustable. HOLD switch interrupts 
band or memory scan. 

• IF shift circuit for minimum QRM. 
IF passband may be moved to place inter-
ferring signals outside the passband. for 
best interference rejection. 

• Tuneable notch filter built-in 
Deep. sharp, tuneable, audio notch filter. 

• Narrow-wide filter selection 
NAR-WIDE switch for IF filter selection on 
SSB. CIA/. or AM. when optional filters are 
installed. (2.4 kHz IF filter built-in.) 

• Speech processor built-in 
Improves intelligibility. Increases average 
"talk-powerr 

• Fluorescent tube digital display 
Indicates frequency to 100 Hz (10 Hi 
modifiable). 

• All solid-state technology 
Input rated 250 W PEP on SSB. 200 W 
DC on CW. 120 W on FM (optional). '10 W 
on AM. Built-in cooling fan. multi-cir cult 
final protection. Operates on 12 VDC • or 
120 VAC. or 220/240 VAC with optic nal 
PS-430 AC power supply. 

• All-mode squelch circuit, built-in 
• Noise blanker, built-in 
• RF attenuator (20 dB) 
• Vox circuit, plus semi break-in with 
side-tone 

Optional accessories: 
• PS-430 compact AC power supply. 
• PS-30 or KPS-21 AC power supplies. 
• SP-430 exte rnal speaker. 
• MB-430 mobile mounting bracket. 
• AT-130 compact antenna tuner. 
80-10 m incl. WARC. 
• AT-230 base antenna tuner, 
160-10 m incl. WARC. 
• FM-430 FM unit. 
• YK-88C (500 Hz) or YK-88CN (270 H.1 
CW filters. 
• Y1C-88SN (1.8 kHz) narrow SSB filter. 
• YK-88A (6 kHz) AM filter. 
• MC-42S UP/DOWN hand microphont 
• MC-60A deluxe desk microphone. 
UP/DOWN switch. 

More information on the TS-430S is 
available from all authorized dealers o 
Trio-Kenwood Communications. 1111 Vi, est 
Walnut Street. Compton. Califo rnia 90 20. 

KEN WOO 
Dacesetter in amateur radio 

Specifications and prices are subject to change without notice or obligati° 


